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- ABSTRACT -

This thesis sets out to show that the close intell
ectual affinity revealed in the correspondence between 
Flaubert and Turgenev has its roots and explanation in 
the parallels that can be established in their intellectual 
development as writers, in their literary aesthetic, and 
in the treatment of certain themes and ideas in their 
works.

Questions of parallels in personality, temperament 
and literary aesthetic are dealt with in Chapter I.
Chapters II, III and IV deal with the various forces that 
influenced the early development of the two writers: the 
common literary influences of Byron, Goethe, Shakespeare 
and Cervantes; the evolution of an attitude towards 
nature, and experience of love and the quest for happiness. 
Chapter V examines parallels in the political attitudes 
of Flaubert and Turgenev, as revealed in their works and 
correspondences. Chapter VI deals with the rôle and sig
nificance of dreams and the supernatural in the work of 
the two writers. Chapter VII Examines their treatment of a 
common theme: the subject of the * Temptation of Saint 
Anthony’.

Chapters VIII and IX aim at a more wide-ranging 
view. The contribution of the elements mentioned above to 
the formation of a pessimistic philosophy on the part of 
Flaubert and Turgenev, and the expression of this view in 
their novels, is dealt with in Chapter VIII. Chapter IX 
explores the two writers* attitude to work as a possible 
means of alleviating a pessimistic view of life.

The concluding chapter draws these threads together 
into an overall picture of the closeness of the experience 
and ideas of Flaubert and Turgenev concerning life and 
art.
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1.

FOREWORD

Quotations from the works and correspondence of 
Flaubert are taken from the Conard edition of the Oeuvres 
Complètes in fourteen volumes (Paris 1910-1954)$ and of 
the Correspondance - nouvelle edition in nine volumes 
(Paris I926-I935) and the Correspondance - supplement in 
four volumes (Paris 1954).

For Turgenev, all quotations are from the Polnoe 
sobranie sochinienii i pisem published by Izdatelstvo 
akademii nauk SSSR in twenty eight volumes (Moscow-lenin- 
grad I96I-I968).

In the foot notes, the above edition is abbreviated 
to Pol, sob, soch. and Pol, sob, pisem .

Because of the difficulties of incorporating Russian 
quotations into an English typescript, in the body of the 
text these quotations are given in English translation.
The Russian originals of these are appended to each chapter, 
Unless otherwise stated, the translations are my own.

When quotations are from letters, the addressee and 
the year are given; the day and month are not given unless 
of special significance.
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CHAPTER I - Introduction

"...nous sommes deux taupes qui 
poussons notre sillon dans la même 
direction.” *

As early as March 1863 - barely a month after his 
first meeting with the Russian writer - Flaubert wrote to 
Turgenev:

Que de choses senties par moi, éprouvées, n'ai-je 
pas retrouvées chez vous... (l)

The main aim of this thesis will be to seek out these
”choses” which the two writers felt and experienced in 
common, and to examine and compare the significance of 
these elements in their literary works.

We shall not be concerned with any question of 
influence from the one to the other, (2) nor except in an 
introductory way, with the personal relationship between 
the two writers. We shall be concerned primarily with the 
ideas and attitudes which were common to both Flaubert 
and Turgenev, and the comparisons will be of basically 
parallel expressions of these in their works and in their 
correspondence. (3) As we are concerned primarily with 
intellectual development, a fair proportion of our atten
tion must necessarily be directed towards early works, 
plans, minor and unpublished works, as well as those

(*) Turgenev addressed this comment to Flaubert in a letter
dated May 26th. 1868. (Pol, sob, pisem. volume VII,p.140)
(1) Correspondance. supplement vol. I, p.318
(2) This subject has already been dealt with by A.B.MURPHY 
in his thesis The Influence of Flaubert on Turgenev (M.A. , 
London, 1955). His general conclusion was that it is not 
possible to prove conclusively that there was an influence.
(3) In the use of quotations from Flaubert's Correspondance. 
an attempt has been made to use only those which reflect
a definite trend, or leitmotif, for this collection of 
letters, by virtue of its great diversity does have its 
dangers. Sherrington has said of it:”As a sort of bible of 
Flaubert studies, it can be used to prove almost anything.” 
(R.J.Sherrington, Three Novels by Flaubert. Oxford, 1970,p.1
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written in old age. For it is in this kind of material, 
rather than in the masterpieces of his middle years, that 
we are most likely to find a writer experimenting or 
exploring a new line of thought.

On embarking on a comparative study, one should
perhaps pause to agree with Le Vicomte de Vogue, who
wrote in the 'avant-propos* to his Le Roman russe: "je
sais d'ailleurs le danger de ces analogies, elles boitent
toujours." (4) But on the other hand, there is some
encouragement to be had from the fact that both Flaubert
and Turgenev themselves - at least according to Guy de
Maupassant's recollections - seem to have been interested
in the principle of comparative literature. Maupassant
wrote of Turgenev in his obituary notice for Le Gaulois -
idealising a little perhaps in view of the circumstances:

Ses opinions littéraires avaient une valeur et une 
portée d'autant plus considérables qu'il ne^ 
jugeait pas au point de vue restreint et spécial 
auquel nous nous plaçons tous, mais qu'il établiss
ait une sorte de comparaison entre les littératures 
de tous les peuples du monde qu'il connaissait à 
fond, élargissant ainsi le champ de ses obser
vations, faisant des rapprochements entre des livres 
parus aux deux bouts de la terre, en des langues 
différentes. (5)

And in a study of Flaubert he composed for an edition of
his letters to George Sand Maupassant wrote:

...il [Flaubert] parcourait les siècles d'un 
bond de sa pensée pour rapprocher deux faits de 
même ordre, deux hommes de même race, deux ens
eignements de même nature, d'où il faisait jaillir 
une lumière comme lorsqu'on heurte deux pierres 
pareilles. (6)

(4) DE VOGUE Eugène-Melchior, Le Roman russe (second 
edition), Paris, 1888, p.X
(5) Maupassant's article appeared in Le Gaulois dated 
September 5th. 1883.
(6) MAUPASSANT G.de,'Gustave Flaubert',pp.LXX-LXXIII,in 
Lettres de Gustave Flaubert à George Sand. Paris, Charpentier, 
1884.
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For the most part, the individual chapters will not 
show intellectual or literary tendencies that were 
necessarily exclusive to Turgenev and Flaubert. Naturally, 
in many ways their parallel treatment of certain themes 
is in accordance with tradition or current trends. But 
by the number of instances in which their ideas and work 
coincide, we hope to show that their intellectual dev
elopment did indeed follow a largely parallel course. For 
both writers followed a fairly steady path of development, 
the roots or origins of which can, for the most part, be 
traced back to their early, formative years as writers. 
Neither was the kind of man to undergo a dramatic con
version or make a sudden volte-face.

In comparing these two writers as men, as artists
and as thinkers, we hope to show to what extent
Maupassant's assessment of the relationship between
Flaubert and Turgenev was accurate when he wrote of them:

Ils s'aiment, ces deux hommes, d'une amitié 
fraternelle, ils s'aiment par la sympathie du 
génie, pour leur science universelle, pour les 
habitudes communes de leurs esprits. (?)

So before we procédé in the following chapters to 
examine the intellectual aspects referred to above - the 
'sympathie du génie' and shared mental activity - let us 
look briefly at these two men and their 'amitié frat
ernelle' - not simply from a chronological point of view, 
but rather to discover the nature of their relationship, 
and the importance of this friendship to each of them.

(7) MAUPASSANT G. de, 'Souvenirs d 'un après-midi chez 
Gustave Flaubert', article in Le Gaulois, dated August 23rd. 1880.
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Perhaps we should begin by comparing very briefly 
the personal situation and family background of each man.
And despite the obvious differences between a family of 
the gentry in rural Russia and that of a doctor of medicine 
in Rouen, the situation of the two young writers as they 
grew into manhood does reveal some basic parallels.(8)
Both were the younger sons of provincial families, and 
although because of this status they were never terribly 
wealthy, they were nonetheless comfortably provided for. 
Neither therefore had to rely on his writing for his 
living in the way that Balzac or Dostoevsky did. Also, 
neither the Flaubert nor the Turgenev families welcomed 
their younger son's choice of the career of writer. Both 
tried to persuade them to follow some other course: law 
in the case of Flaubert, and the government service in 
the case of Turgenev. But both of them succeeded in 
rebelling against their families' wishes, making writing 
their only career. Flaubert and Turgenev both undertook 
university studies - the latter with a markedly greater 
degree of success than the former however. Turgenev 
successfully completed a master's degree in philosophy, 
whereas Flaubert left, disillusioned, after three years 
with no qualification.

It is also possible to see that travel played a part 
in the development of the two writers, helping to form 
powers and techniques of observation, and building up a 
storehouse of memories, impressions, details. It is of

(8) Flaubert and Turgenev were of course of the same 
generation, only three years separate their births: Turgenev 
was born in 1818, Flaubert in 1821.
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course well-known that Turgenev's early contact with 
western culture and ideas had a determining effect on 
his career as a writer, and indeed he remained a great 
traveller, commuting from one end of Europe to the other 
with amazing regularity. Most people do not think of 
Flaubert - who is usually labelled 'the hermit of Croisset' 
as a traveller, but in fact he did, like his hero in 
L'Education sentimentale experience "la mélancolie des 
paquebots, les froids réveils sous la tente, 1'étour
dissement des paysages et des ruines, 1'amertume des 
sympathies interrompues." (9) And apart from his long 
'Voyage en Orient', which he made between October 1849 
and May 1851, taking in Malta, Egypt, the countries of the 
Middle East, Turkey and Greece, Flaubert also visited 
Italy, Switzerland and England. He also travelled exten
sively in France, making journeys to Corsica, Brittany, 
the South and the Pyrenees.

Another point which must have contributed to their 
friendship, helping it to reach the degree of intimacy 
that it did - and which was quite possibly also a con
sequence of their travels - is the openness of mind of both 
men. Without being unpatriotic, neither was chauvinistic, 
nationalistic, or harboured any misgivings about 
'foreigners'. Flaubert once wrote to Louise Colet on this 
subject:

Quant à l'idée de la patrie, c'est à dire d'une 
certaine portion de terrain dessinée sur la carte et 
séparée des autres par une ligne rouge ou bleue, 
non! la patrie est pour moi le pays que j'aime.

(9) L'Education sentimentale, p.600
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c'est-à-dire celui que je rêve, celui où je me 
trouve bien. Je suis autant Chinois que Français.(lO)

And in 1850 we find Turgenev writing to Louis Viardot:
La patrie a ses droits sans doute; maiàala 
vraie patrie n'est-elle pas là où on a trouvé le 
plus d'affection, où le coeur et l'esprit se 
sentent plus à l'aise? (il)

Moving on now to the personal relationship between
Flaubert and Turgenev, the Briefwechsel between the two
writers consists of some two hundred and twenty letters
extant, written between 1863 and 1880, but clearly some
have been lost.

As far as their friendship is concerned, there seems
now to be no doubt that they met for the first time at
Magny's restaurant on February 23rd. 1863, at one of those
famous literary dinner parties originally instituted by
Sainte-Beuve. (12) The two seem to have taken an immediate

(1©) Correspondance. vol. I, p.218-9 (1846)(11) Pol, sob, pisem. vol. I, p.386
(12) Halperine-Kaminsky (Ivan Tourgueneff d'après sa corr
espondance avec ses amis français. Paris. 1901) states 
categorically that the two met in 1858, but there is no 
evidence whatsoever for this. Turgenev's friend Pavlovsky 
(Souvenirs sur Tourguéneff. Paris, 1887) maintains that it 
was through George Sand that the two got to know each^ther. 
But in fact Turgenev - although he had met her, was not on 
friendly terms with George Sand until the 1870's, and she 
herself did not attend a Magny dinner ùntil 1866. Baldick 
(Dinner at Magny's. London, 1971) dates Turgenev's first 
appearance at Magny's as February 28th. 1863. However the 
Goncourts record this event in their Journal for February 
23rd. 1863. As for evidence of this being their first 
meeting, the letters speak for themselves: Flaubert, in his 
first letter (dated March 16th. 1863) says: "J'ai été
bien heureux, il y a quinze jours, de faire votre connais
sance et de vous serrer les mains." (Correspondance. 
supplément vol. I,p.318). And five years later, Turgenev 
refers back to their first meeting in the following terms: 
"...la première fois que je vous ai vu - (vous savez, 
dans une espèce d'auberge - de l'autre côté de la Seine)." 
(Pol. sob. pisem.. vol. VII, p.140, dated May 26th. 1868)
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liking to eaei^ther, for in his very first letter, written
a few days later, Turgenev speaks of "le regret que
j'éprouve de vous avoir rencontré si tard." (13) Flaubert
replied promptly and with enthusiasm concerning Turgenev's
literary achievements:

Depuis longtemps, vous êtes pour moi un maître.
Mais plus je vous étudie, et plus votre talent 
me tient en ébahissement. J'admire cette manière 
à la fois véhémente et contenue...

Quel art vous avez! Quel mélange d'attendris
sement, d'ironie, d'observation et de couleur!(14)

And in his second letter, Turgenev, delighted with the
compliments, seems already sure of the course their
relationship will take:

Je serais si heureux de continuer mes rapports 
avec vous qui avaient commencés sous de si bons 
auspices - et qui - j'en suis sûr pour ma part - 
ne demanderaient pas mieux que d'aboutir à la 
plus franche amitié. (15)

He ends the letter with his "sentiments les plus affec-
tuex". Indeed it is possible to trace the progression of
the relationship through the openings of the letters alone:
the earliest ones are addressed 'Cher Monsieur Flaubert'
and 'Cher Monsieur Tourguéneff', this gives way to 'Mon
cher confrère' which in turn is replaced by 'Mo;% cher ami',
and in the last period of their friendship, even more
affectionate forms are used: 'Mon cher grand' and 'Mon
vieux chéri'.

The nascent friendship suffered a break of a few
years while Turgenev was living in Baden - Flaubert never
managed the proposed visit. But by the late 1860's, the

(13) Pol, sob, nisem. vol. V, p.103
(14) Correspondance.supplément vol.I, p.318
(15) Pol, sob, pisem. vol. V, p.106
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relationship was already on a much firmer footing. We can
see clearly how much they had come to value each other's
company. In 1868, for example, Turgenev wrote:

...je me suis pris d'une grande sympathie pour 
vous - il y a peu d'hommes, de Français surtout, 
avec lesquels je me sente si tranquillement à 
mon aise et si éveillé en même temps - il me semble 
que je pourrais causer avec vous des semaines 
entières. (16)

And Flaubert wrote in similar vein two years later:
Je peux bien dire que je n'ai eu de bon depuis 
longtemps, que votre dernière visite, trop courte. 
Pourquoi vivons-nous si loin l'un de l'autre?
Vous êtes, je crois, le seul homme avec qui 
j ' aimeà-causer. Je ne vois plus personne qui 
s'occupe d'art et de poésie. (17)

And as time went by, frequent contact became virtually a
necessity. The correspondence of the late '60's and the
'70's is full of comments such as "il faut absolument que
je vous voie" (18),"je grille de l'envie de vous voir et
de vous embrasser" (19) and "je crève d'envie de causer
avec vous indéfiniment." (20)

Flaubert and Turgenev met quite frequently during
the Paris winter seasons of the 1870's. Another series
of literary dinners of which they were both founder
members constituted one opportunity to meet: these were
the 'dîners des auteurs sifflés'. Concourt describes the
first meeting on April 14th. 1874:

Dîner chez Riche, avec Flaubert, Tourguéneff, Zola, 
Alphonse Daudet. Un dîner de gens de talent qui 
s'estiment, et que nous voudrions faire mensuel, 
les hivers suivants. (21)

Another occasion for frequent meetings were Flaubert's

(16) Pol, sob, pisem. vol. VII, p.140
(17) Correspondance. supplément vol.II, p.230 (1870)
(18) Pol, sob, pisem. vol. XII (ii), p.26 (1879)
(19) CorrespondanceT supplement vol.II, p.162 (1868)
(20) Ibid.. supplement vol.Ill, p.95 (1873)
(21) CONCOURT E. de, J ournal, vol. V (1872-1877), p.94
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Sunday afternoon gatherings in his flat in the rue Murillo
and later in the Faubourg St.Honoré. In his Les Romanciers
naturalistes. Zola recalls these meetings of Flaubert's
'cercle' while he was working on La Tentation de Saint
Antoine. He lists the 'intimes* as himself, Daudet,
Maupassant and "Tourguéneff qui était l'ami le plus
solide et le plus cher." (22) But Flaubert tended not to
like these social gatherings very much - he always
preferred to get Turgenev on his own. In 1878 he wrote
to his Russian friend:

L'hiver,nous nous voyons dans de mauvaises condit
ions, c'est-à-dire avec trop de monde autour de 
nous. Nos petits amis sont bien gentils,..mais... 
aucun n'est vous.enfin. (23)

And certainly their relationship reached a marked degree
of intimacy during the last ten years of Flaubert's life.
He especially was not afraid to let his emotions run over
into his letters. Of his constant impatience to see
Turgenev we read:

Ah! cher ami, je voudrais bien m'étaler près de 
vous sur vos grandes meules de foin! Cela 
rafraîchirait mon triste individu...(24)
Je vous embrasse, en brûlant d 'impatience..(25)
Jamais je n'ai eu envie de quelqu'un comme j'ai 
envie de vous...(26)

On the other side, we can see the strength of Turgenev's
feelings in the letters he wrote to his friends in the

(22) ZOLA Emile, Les Romanciers naturalistes. Paris,1881, 
.182-3.23) Correspondance. supplément vol.IV, p.91 (1878)

103I(24) Ibid. .Tol.III. p.34 t-
(25) Ibid..vol.IY. p.141 (*)
(*) It is presumably comments sueIt is presumably comments such as these which led 
Theodor REIK (Flaubert und seine Versuchung des Heiligen 
Antonius: Ein Beitrag zur Èunstlerpsychologie. Minden.1912) 
to write of'die versteekte homosexuelle Tendenz' in Flaubert 
which he claims came to the surface in his relationship 
with Turgenev whom he describes as "leise erotisch".(p.Ill) 
His arguments are somewhat tenuous however, and of course 
there is no concrete evidence.
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period following Flaubert's death. Turgenev was in Russia, 
at home at Spasskoie at the time, and ironically, in the 
very last letters they exchanged, they had been looking 
forward to an affectionate reunion before long. In his 
last letter - only four weeks before his death - Flaubert 
had written:

Quand vous reverrai-je? Au milieu de mai, n'est-ce 
pas? Qu'il me tarde de vous embrasser! (2?)

Turgenev replied: "..au mois de juin je suis à Paris et
j'espère vous serrer dans mes bras." (28)

There are five letters in which we can see how
deeply Turgenev was affected by his friend's death. He
learnt the news only from a newspaper article, and on the
day he read the report, he brought two letters - one to
Stasyulevich, the other to Toropov (29) - to a rapid
conclusion, saying that he was too upset by this news to
write any more. A few days later, he wrote to Stasyulevich
again, by now feeling more able to talk about his sad
loss :

These last few days I have been in a sad frame of 
mind... the death of my friend Flaubert struck me
deeply. He was a man of gold, and his talent was
great. (50)

Zola wrote to Turgenev, presumably to let him know the
news, and in his reply, Turgenev describes his reaction:

J'ai reçu le coup de la façon la plus brutale, 
ici, il y a trois jours, en lisant un feuilleton 
du "Colosse". Je n'ai pas besoin de vous parler de 
mon chagrin: Flaubert a été l'un des hommes que 
j'ai le plus aimé au monde. Ce n'est pas seulement 
un grand talent qui s'en va, c'est un être d'élite, 
et un centre pour nous tous. (31)

(27) Correspondance. supplément vol. IV, p.329(Aprill5th.1880)(28) Pol. sob. pisem. vol. XII (ii),p.240 (1880;
(29) Ibid.. p.246-7(30) Ibid.. p.248
(31) Ibid.. p.251
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He also wrote to Flaubert's niece Caroline, offering his
sympathy. He wrote of her uncle's death as

...un des plus grands chagrins que j'ai éprouvés 
dans ma vie et je ne puis m'accoutumer à. la 
pensée que je ne le reverrai plus...C'est une de 
ces douleurs dont on ne veut pas se consoler. (32)

It is also interesting to note from this letter Turgenev's
view of what caused Flaubert's death. He offered Mme.
Commanville his services in assuring the publication of
the unfinished Bouvard et Pécuchet, which he describes as
"ce roman qui l'a tué".

But the bond between Flaubert and Turgenev was
cemented with something stronger than simply personal
feeling: there was a whole field of intellectual contact
between the two. In their letters and at their meetings
they discussed current affairs, the latest books and the
latest plays, and clearly valued each other's judgement
enormously. The prime example of this, perhaps, concerns
Tolstoy's War and Peace. Turgenev sent Flaubert the
three volumes of this in December 1879 in a recently
published French translation, and was eager for his
opinion of the work. Flaubert read it promptly and
replied enthusiastically in January 1880:

C'est de premier ordre...Quel peintre et quel 
psychologue! Les deux premiers [volumes] sont 
sublimes... Je poussais des cris d'admiration 
pendant cette lecture...Oui,c'est bien fort, 
bien fort. (33)

He did however have certain misgivings about the final 
volume which he considered unsatisfactory from an art
istic point of view. His main objection was that it was

(32) Pol, sob, oisem. vol. XII (ii), p.256
(33) Correspondance. supplément vol.IV, p.298-299
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too personal. He commented "on voit le monsieur,
l'auteur et le Russe", whereas the first two volumes
had been a reflection of "la Nature et l'Humanité".
Turgenev wrote back immediately and was delighted with
his friend's assessment:

Vous ne pouvez vous imaginer quel plaisir m'a 
fait votre lettre et ce que vous dites du rom^ 
de Tolstoï. Votre approbation fortifie mes idées 
sur lui. Oui, c'est un homme très fort - et 
pourtant vous avez mis le doigt sur la plaie: il 
s'est fait, lui aussi, un système de philosophie, 
à la fois mystique, enfantine et outrecuidante, 
qui a diablement gâté son troisième volume. (34)

And we can see the extent to which Turgenev valued
Flaubert's judgement in his final comment on this
subject:"...pour moi la chose est décidée: Flaubertus
dixit. Le reste n'a pas d'importance." (35)

However, what drew Flaubert and Turgenev together
above all else was their own work, the bond of the
'métier d'écrivain'. We have already seen Flaubert
admitting that Turgenev is the only one of his friends
who really understands and shares his views on art and
beauty. Indeed he referred to him as "le seul littérateur
qui existe",(36) but the feeling was mutual and for
Turgenev, Flaubert was definitely the master in anything
concerning literature. They were in fact both convinced
of the profound mutual understanding between them, and
often in their letters made references to the "sympathie
complète" which seemed to exist between their two minds.

And all questions of tangible influence aside, they
did 'share' their works with each other. Turgenev was

(34) Pol, sob, pisem. vol. Xll(ii), p.206 (1880)
(35) Ibid.
(36) Correspondance. supplément vol. Ill, p.80
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involved to some extent with all of Flaubert's works from 
L'Education sentimentale onwards. The first stage in 
this pattern of involvement was usually that Flaubert 
would tell Turgenev that he had a new idea or plan for a 
book, and that they simply must get together to discuss 
it. As he wrote for example in 1872 when he was hatching 
his first plans for Bouvard et Pécuchet: "J'ai besoin de 
vous exposer très en détail le plan d'un livre" (37) 
and a little later: "J'ai bien envie de causer avec vous 
longuement, et surtout de vous parler du bouquin que je 
médite".(38) Then as work progressed and the book began 
to take shape, Turgenev would be kept informed of dev
elopments and summoned to come and hear Flaubert read the 
latest chapter or episode. The reading of course was 
followed by discussion, which often spread over into the 
ensuing letters. (39)

Flaubert clearly enjoyed these discussions and 
valued Turgenev's judgement. In October 1873, for example, 
Turgenev spent three days at Croisset, and most of this 
time was apparently occupied with discussions of Flaubert's 
theatrical efforts. He wrote to his niece of Turgenev's
visit and the value of their exchanges of views:

...nous n'avons pas arrêté de parler, et franche
ment j'en ai la poitrine défoncée! Ah! voilà trois 
journées tistiques!

Je luirai lu le Sexe faible. la Féerie et le 
premier acte du Candidat. avec le scénario 
d'icelui. C'est le Candidat qu'il aime le mieux;
il ne doute pas du succès du Sexe faible. Quant à
la Féerie, il m'a fait une critique pratique que 
je mettrai à profit. Le Pot-au-feu lui a fait

(37) Correspondance. supplément vol.III, p.52
(38) Ibid.. p.72
(39) We shall have cause to look at this process again 
later when discussing Turgenev's involvement with Flaubert's 
La Tentation de Saint Antoine (Chapter VII).
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pousser des rugissements d'enthousiasme! Il 
prétend que ça écrase tout le reste. Mais il 
croit que le Candidat sera une forte pièce! ce 
jugement m'encourage beaucoup, et dès demain je 
m'y remets. (40)

But these discussions between the two writers were
certainly not just flattery sessions. For example, Turgenev
did not like the title 'L'Education sentimentale', and
did not hesitate to say so. (41) And later on, we see that
he was not convinced that Flaubert was approaching the
composition of Bouvard et Pécuchet in entirely the right
way. He thought he was spending far too long on the book,
and especially getting bogged down in his documentation.
Turgenev wrote, offering advice:

Mais plus j'y rêve - plus c'est un sujet à traiter 
presto - à la Swift, a la Voltaire. Vous savez que 
ça a été toujours mon opinion. Votre scénario 
raconté m'a semblé charmant et drôle. Si vous vous 
appesantissez là-dessus, si vous êtes trop 
savant....(42)

As far as Turgenev's works are concerned, the pattern 
was somewhat different. He does not seem to have had 
discussions with Flaubert about the plans of his novels, 
and because of the language barrier, there were no pre
publication readings. (43) However, he did tell Flaubert 
in his letters when he was having particular difficulty 
with something he was writing. (44) And as soon as the 
works appeared in French translation, he sent copies to 
Flaubert, who usually recorded his reactions and comments 
in a letter soon afterwards. And for this reason, we have

(40) Correspondance. vol.VII, p.71-2 (In Flaubert's letters, 
the symbols f I stand for 'art' or 'artistique'.)
(41) In a letter dated November 24th. 1868 (Pol, sob, pisem. 
vol.VII, p.238).
(42) Pol, sob, pisem. vol.X, p.261 (1874)
(43) In view of his excellent command of the French language, 
it is perhaps surprising that Turgenev did not attempt to 
translate some of his own work, using Flaubert as stylistic 
advisor.
(44) This was especially the case during the composition of 
Virgin Soil. (See Pol, sob, pisem. vol.XI,p.136, 1875)
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a precise record of Flaubert's opinion of a good many of 
Turgenev's works. Of the novels, we can establish that 
he read Rudin. On the Eve. Fathers and Children. Smoke 
and Virgin Soil, as well as a considerable number of his 
stories and short novels. (45) He was certainly always 
enthusiastic at the reception of a parcel of books from 
'le bon Moscove'.(46) For example, when Turgenev hinted 
that perhaps he was sending Flaubert too many books, the 
reply was:

Bourrez-moi done, cher confrère! J'attends votre 
livre avec impatience, et je le lirai avec délec
tation, j'en suis sûr. (47)

And such comments were not made for politeness' sake alone:
Flaubert also wrote to others of the pleasure he gained
from reading Turgenev's works. In 1873, for example, he
wrote to Caroline that he had received from Turgenev:

...un nouveau conte de sa f^çon,intitulé les Eaux 
printanières. qui m'a fait passer une journée 
delicieuse. Quel homme! (48)

It is interesting to note which aspects of Turgenev's 
work appealed especially to Flaubert. The first work for 
which a reaction is recorded is the Scènes de la vie russe. 
(49) And here, Flaubert admired especially the suggest
ive powers of Turgenev's writing: "cette manière...qui

(45) Of these, Flaubert definitely read The diary of a 
superfluous man, Jacob Pasynkov. Three Encounters. First 
Love. King Lear of the Steppe. Torrents of Spring. Knock... 
Knock...Knock.... The Song of Triumphant Love. The 
Abandoned one.
(46) This was Flaubert's pet name for Turgenev - despite 
the fact that he was not a Muscovite!
(47) Correspondance. vol.I (supplément), p.324 (1863)
(48) Ibid.. vol. VII, p.45
(49) This volume was Louis Viardot's translation, published 
by Hachette in 1858. At the same time, Turgenev sent 
Flaubert 'Dmitri Roudine suivi de Journal d'un homme de 
trop et Trois rencontres' (translator unknown),Hetzel 1862.
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donne une pensée aux paysages. On voit et on rêve".(50)
And precisely this ability to provoke an imaginative
participation on the part of the reader was, for Flaubert,
one of the essentials of artistic achievement. He wrote
on this subject to Louise Colet:

...ce qui me semble..le plus haut dans I'Art (et 
le plus difficile).. .fo * est] d'agir à la façon de 
la nature, c'est-à-dire de faire rêver. (51)

Flaubert goes further and makes a comparison between the
evocative powers of Turgenev's portraits of Russian life
and Cervantes' Don Quixote, which he had always esteemed
very highly, and which was onr of his favourite books.
He wrote :

De même que quand je lis Don Quichotte je 
voudrais aller à cheval sur une route blanche de 
poussière et manger des olives et des oignons 
crus à l'ombre d'un rocher, vos Scènes de la vie 
russe me donnentenvie d'être secoué en télègue au 
milieu de champs couverts de neige, en entendant 
des loups aboyer. (52)

Flaubert was also moved by the elegiac tone of
Turgenev's work. Still à propos of the Scènes de la vie
russe he wrote:

Il s'exhale de vos oeuvres un parfum âcre et doux, 
une tristesse charmante, qui me pénètre jusqu'au 
fond de l'âme. (53)

And in the same letter, Flaubert admires yet another
feature of Turgenev's composition which, in his opinion,
is an essential quality of great art. He writes: "Tout
en étant particulier, vous êtes général." (54) Flaubert's

(50) Correspondance. supplément vol.I, p.318
(51) Ibid.. vol.III. p.322 (1853) (c.f. also Vol.II, p.67: 
"..est-ce que le poète n'est pas fait pour nous transporter ailleurs?")
(52) Correspondance. vol.I (supplément), p.318
(53) Ibid.
(54) Ibid.
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correspondence contains many pronouncements on the value
of generalisation in art. In 1852, for example, he wrote:

Ce qui distingue les grands génies, c'est la 
généralisation et la création. Ils résument en 
un type des personnalités éparses et apportent 
à la conscience du genre humain des personnages 
nouveaux. (55)

And similarly, some ten years later:
...le roman, qui en est la forme scientifique[de 
la vie], doit procéder par généralités et être 
plus logique que le hasard des choses. (56)

And of course these two quotations reflect precisely the
effect that Flaubert hoped to achieve with Mme. Bovary.
Of the general application or relevance of this work he
asserted confidently:

Ma pauvre Bovary, sans doute, souffre et pleure 
dans vingt villages de France à la fois, a cette 
heure même. (57)

The next works of Turgenev to be read by Flaubert 
were A la veille and Premier amour in Belaveau's trans
lation. And once again he was impressed: we can see from 
his assessment of Turgenev's achievement that he admired 
the very effects that he strove for in his own work, 
including the value of the dimension of form and style:

Vous trouvez moyen de faire vrai sans banalité, 
d'être sentimental# sans mièvrerie, et comique 
sans la moindre bassesse. Sans chercher les 
coups de théâtre, vous obtenez par le seul fini 
de la composition des effets tragiques. (58)

Flaubert - who always went to such pains over the 
psychology of his own female characters, Emma and Salam
mbô especially - was also very impressed by Turgenev's 
portrayal of women. The characterization of Elena and 
Zinotchka prompted him to write:

(55) Correspondance. vol.Ill, p.31 (to Louise Colet)
(56) Ibid.. vol.V, p.179 (to Maricourt, 1865)
(57) Ibid.. vol.Ill, p.291 (to Louise Colet, 1853)
(58) Ibid.. vol.VI, p.47 (I869)
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C’est U3® de vos qualités que de savoir inventer 
des femmes. Elles sont idéales et réelles. Elles
ont l’attraction ët l ’auréole. (59)

He also admired the psychology of the handling of
the love story in these two works. He singled out one
page dealing with an encounter between Elena and Shubin
in On the Eve which, he said "ne sera sentie par personne
comme par moi," adding the comment "Quelle psychologie!"
And as far as iJ*irst Love is concerned, he was very
interested in the treatment of the rivalry between father
and son in love. He described Turgenev’s comments on
this situation as "d’une profondeur effrayante...pour moi,
voilà du sublime."

Flaubert had further occasion to compliment Turgenev
on his treatment of a love story some ten years later in
1873 when he read Torrents of Soring. He admired not only
the psychological truth of the subject matter, but again
the form and style of the expression Turgenev had given
to it. He wrote of the work:

Ah! voilà un roman d’amour s’il en fut. Vous en 
savez long sur la vie, mon cher ami, et vous 
savez dire ce que vous savez, ce qui est plus 
rare'.'.. (60)

As far as Smoke is concerned, we only know that 
Flaubert liked it well enough for it to prompt him to 
write and compliment its author after a break of five 
years in their correspondence. This letter has been lost, 
but Turgenev’s acknowledgement of the praise has survived. 
(61) Flaubert also wrote to his niece Caroline recommending 
her to read Fumée. (62)

(59) Correspondance. vol. VI, p.48 (1869)
(60) Ibid. ,supplement vol.Ill, p.96-7 (1873)
(61) Pol, sob, pisem. vol.VII, p.159 (1868)
(62) Correspondance. vol. V, p.368 (1868)
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The reaction of Flaubert to Turgenev’s last novel,
Virgin Soil, is especially interesting. This was not a
great success at the time of publication, and it is
generally considered to be his weakest novel. But this
was not at all Flaubert’s opinion. After reading the
French translation which appeared in serial form in Le
Temps during the spring of 1877, he wrote to Turgenev:

Ça^e’est un bouquin, et ça vous décrasse la 
cervelle des lectures précédentes 1 J ’en suis 
étourdi, bien que j’en saisisse parfaitement 
l’ensemble. Quel peintre!! Et quel moraliste 
vous faites, mon cher, bien cher ami ! Tant pis 
pour vos compatriotes s’ils ne trouvent pas 
votre livre une merveille. Moi, c’est mon avis, 
et je méconnais. (63)

And again, this was not merely consolation offered to a
maligned fellow artist, for Flaubert makes equally
favourable references to this novel in letters to others.
He commented on it to Plme. Roger des Genettes:

Jien ai lu un [livre], avant-hier, que je trouve 
bien fort: Les Terres vierges de Tourguéneff.
Voilà un homme, celui-là! (?4)

As far as more direct collaboration in literature is
concerned, there are a few examples of this. In 1879,
Turgenev was working on a short story for publication in
French. This was Monsieur Francois, which has since been
better known as The Man with the grey spectacles. (65)
Turgenev sent his manuscript asking Flaubert to:

Lisez cette petite bêtise, corrigez, changez, 
coupez ce que vous voulez....Je vous en serai 
reconnaissant, autant qu’on peut l’être. (66)

The following week, Turgenev paid a visit to Groisset, on
which occasion this text was presumably discussed. Sim-

(63) Correspondance. supplement vol.Ill, p.344
(64) Ibid.. vol.VIII, p.25 (1877)
(65) This was published in the Nouvelle Revue of December 15tt 
1879.(66) Pol, sob, pisem. vol.XII(ii),p.l82
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ilarly, in 1876, Flaubert had corrected the manuscript 
of some translations into French that Turgenev had made 
of poems by Pushkin. (67)

Nevertheless, the height of their literary coll
aboration was undoubtedly the translation into Russian 
of Flaubert’s Trois contes. Turgenev undertook to render 
La Légende de Saint Julien and Hérodias himself. He 
would have taken on Un coeur simple as well, but Flaubert 
claimed he did not want to abuse his friend’s good will.
The truth was rather that at this particular time, Flaubert 
was in urgent need of the money that the Russian pub
lication would bring him, and thus wanted the job done 
quickly. Flaubert was in fact somewhat hard on Turgenev 
over the question of these translations, accusing him of 
rather dragging his heels. But Turgenev’s friend 
Pavlovsky, in his recollections, has a different story to 
tell:

Flaubert était son idéal...II [Tourguéneff] avait 
traduit deux de ses contes...avec un amour qui 
touchait à la passion. Il mit un mois entier à 
traduire chacun de ces contes, passant des heures 
à chercher l ’expression juste. Aussi peut-on 
dire que Flaubert est rendu là comme il ne le 
sera jamais en aucune langue. (68)

The two translations were finally published in the fourth
and fifth issues of the Vestnik Evropy for 1877 .

Leaving now the personal relationship between Flaubert
and Turgenev, let us - before going on to make more
specific comparisons between their work - look at the
literary aesthetic of each writer, in an effort to det-

(67) The manuscript of Flaubert’s corrected version of 
these is reproduced by A.MEYNIEUX in his article ’Trois 
stylistes traducteurs de Pouchkine’.(Cahiers d ’Etudes 
Littéraires. Librairie des cinq continents, Paris, 1962)
(68) PAVLOVSKY, op. cit.. p.71
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ermine what they hoped to achieve by their art, and in 
a general sense, how they tried to accomplish this.

A prime consideration facing any writer is, of 
course, the question of what to write about, what kind 
of subject matter he should turn his attention to. In 
1850, we see Flaubert - as yet having produced nothing 
for the literary market - groping around for subjects. 
After the cold reception by his friends of his highly 
romantic Tentation de Saint Antoine set in Ancient 
Egypt, Flaubert knew to which area of subject matter he 
should direct his artistic attention. He wrote to Louis 
Bouilhet:

En revenir à l ’antique; c’est déjà fait. Au moyen 
âge; c’est déjà fait. Reste le présent...(69)

But within the confines of this area, Flaubert was still
very unsure which aspects to select. In the same letter
we see his doubts about ’le présent’ as a subject for
literature. He asked: "Mais la base tremble; où donc
appuyer les fondements?" And this was a problem which
Flaubert never entirely solved. The question of subject
matter seems to have been a constant source of anxiety
to him. In his letters, we can find expressions of disgust
at the subject of virtually all his major works.
Eventually however, three out of four mature novels and
one out of three short stories were to deal with ’le
présmnt’ - nineteenth century France.

Turgenev also determined early in his career that 
he should deal with the present in his literary works. In 
1845 he wrote an article for a French magazine on eontemp-

(69) Correspondance. vol. II, p.255 (1850)
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orary Russian literature, where we see him writing of
the growing movement of realism in Russia:

Reproduire la vie actuelle dans toute la variété 
de son ensemble devint le but commun des efforts 
de tous les écrivains. (70)

But for him, unlike Flaubert, this constituted a firm 
resolve to concern himself with actual problems of present- 
day society. From this time onwards, he had no doubts 
about what the subject or setting of his novels should 
be, for after the model of Gogol, what self-respecting 
Russian novelist would not aspire to a similar "manière 
large et calme de reproduire l'état présent de la Russie." 
(71) And indeed, all of his major novels deal almost 
exclusively with Russia or Russians and Russian problems.
For Turgenev was echoing Belinsky's idea of the desira
bility of social relevance in literature when he wrote 
to his friend Botkin:

There are periods when literature cannot remain 
only art, when there are interests higher than 
poetic interests. (72)

And Russia - in the view of its young writers - was
passing through just such a period of crisis.

In principle then, Turgenev was a realist. In his
letters, and in his article 'On Fathers and Children'.(73)
we can find declarations of this faith. His work was,
however, not quite as consistent as he sometimes claimed.
In a letter to M.A.Milyutina, for example, we find the
following firm declaration:

Briefly, I can say that on the whole I am a realist, 
and am interested above all else in the truth of

(70) This article appeared in L'Illustration of July 19th. 
1845.
(71) Ibid.
(72) Pol, sob, pisem. vol.II, p.282 (1855)
(73) This defence of his work was written in 1868-9*
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human physiognomy; I am indifferent to all 
supernatural things...(74)

But nonetheless, the romantic or mystical side of Turgenev's 
character was sometimes in the ascendant, as we shall 
see later, when studying his 'dream' tales.

So on the whole, we can describe both Flaubert 
and Turgenev as realist novelists, if we accept as the 
basis of this term René Wellek's definition: "the 
objective representation of contemporary social reality."
(75) But neither writer wished to be classified as part 
of a literary movement or to base his works on any kind 
of doctrine or system of philosophy. We have already seen 
their reaction to Tolstoy's rigid adherence to a part
icular philosophy in the third volume of War and Peace.
And in the letter to Milyutina quoted above, Turgenev 
makes his own position clear on this issue. He declares:
"I do not believe in any absolutes or systems".(76) And 
Flaubert, whose only doctrine was "moins de paroles et 
plus d 'oeuvres !"^(77) rejected most vigorously the idea 
of belonging to a literary group or movement. He wrote 
emphatically to George Sand on this subject:

..Je m'abîme le tempérament à tâcher de n'avoir 
pas d'école! A priori, je les repousse toutes.(78)

Equally, he rejected all philosophies which claimed to
offer a definitive explanation of things. He asked the
question:

Comment pouvons-nous, avec nos sens bornés et 
notre intelligence finie, arriver à la connais
sance absolue.? (79)

(74) Fol, sob. pisem.. vol. XI. p.51 (1875)
(75) WELLEK Rene, Concepts of Criticism. London, 1963, p.240-1
(76) Pol, sob, pisem, vol. XI, p.31
(77) Correspondance. supplément, vol.IV, p.84 (Camille Lemonnier, 1878)
(78) Ibid.. vol.VII, p.281 (1875)
(79) ibid.. vol. IV, p.181 (Mile. Leroyer de Chantepie, 1857)
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So if Flaubert and Turgenev rejected realism as a

literary doctrine or system, let us try to determine
the implications of this term for them personally. In
fact both rejected certain aspects of realism as practised
by their fellow writers, and in a fundamental respect,
their views coincide. They considered that reality should,
above all, be a spring-board for the artist. Thus he
should not try to reproduce it detail for detail in the
way that a photographer would. For example, we find
Turgenev levelling the following criticism at George
Sand * s Francois le Champi :

Elle y entremêle peut-être un peu trop d'expres
sions de paysan; ça donne de temps en temps un 
air affecté à son récit. L'art n'est pas un 
daguerréotype, et un aussi grand maître que Mme.
Sand pourrait se passer de ces caprices d'artiste 
un peu blasé. (80)

And in similar terms, we see Flaubert, in a letter to
Turgenev, criticising Daudet's Nabab;

C'est disparate. II ne s'agit pas seulement de 
voir, il faut arranger et fondre ce que l'on a 
vu. La Réalité, selon moi, ne doit être qu'un 
tremplin. Nos amis sont persuadés qu'à elle seule 
elle constitue tout l'Art. (81).

So they did not wish to copy reality, but rather to make
a choice from among the disparate elements of the real
world. What they objected to in naturalism was precisely
the lack of this kind of selection on the part of the
artist. Turgenev for example felt that Zola was often
guilty of purveying an overdose of reality in novels such
as L'Assommoir. (82)

(80) Pol, sob, pisem. vol.l^ p»292 (to P.Viardot, 1848)
(81) Correspondance. supplément, vol.IV, p.52 (1877)
(82) He wrote to Flaubert à propos-̂of this: "J'ai mis le
nez dans "L'Assommoir", je n'en suis pas enchanté (ceci entre 
nous, strictement). Il y a bien du talent - mais c'est 
lourd - et on remue trop le pot de chambre." (Pol. sob. 
pisem. vol. XII(l), p.19 (1876)
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In the view of Flaubert and Turgenev, then, the 
writer should above all present reality to the reader.
He should aim to show and to demonstrate "les choses de 
ce monde", (83) but should make no explicit judgement 
or conclusion about them. Flaubert summed up neatly this 
view of the artist's function when he wrote to Louise 
Colet:

...ne blâmons rien, chantons tout, soyons ex
posants. et non discutants. (84)

And we can see that he was convinced that the secret of
great achievement in literature lay along this path, for
he wrote to Mile. Leroyer de Chantepie some ten years
later:

...les plus grands génies...tous les fils aînés 
de Dieu., se sont bien gardés de faire autre 
chose que représenter. (85).

And this is of course exactly the process used by 
Turgenev in his Hunting Sketches. The inhumanity of the 
serf-based economy is made crystal clear in stories such 
as Ermolai and the Miller's Wife, with its sensitive 
characterisation of the muzhik who is treated simply 
as a chattel by his master, or in Ovsianikov the Free
holder. where the landowners appear to have no human 
feelings at all as far as their peasants are concerned.
Yet nowhere does Turgenev as author explicitly condemn 
the system or pass sentence on the landowners. Interest
ingly enough, Turgenev's Hunting Sketches reveal precisely 
the virtues which Flaubert found sadly lacking in Harriet 
Beecher Stowe's account of slavery in Uncle Tom's Cabin.

83) Flaubert's phrase in a letter to George Sand of 1867. 
Correspondance. vol.V, p.347)
84) Correspondance, vol. Ill, p.163 (1853)
85) Ibid.. vol.V, p.Ill (1863)
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He described this work as

...un livre étroit. Il est fait à un point de vue 
moral et religieux: il fallait le faire à un point 
de vue humain. (86)

And it is precisely the human aspect of the question
that Turgenev stresses, presenting the muzhik as a
sensitive and dignified being, capable of fine feelings
in stories such as Khor and Kalynich. Raspberry Spring
and Kassian of the fair lands. Flaubert also disliked
the intrusions of the author in Uncle Tom's Cabin:

Les réflexions de l'auteur m'ont irrité tout le 
temps. Est-ce qu'on a besoin de faire des réf
lexions sur l'esclavage? Montrez-le, voilà tout.(87)

And of course, the process of simply showing a social 
evil to the reader is exactly the path which Turgenev 
chooses in the Sketches. In his study of Turgenev,
Mérimée summed up his technique in this work as "laissant 
à son lecteur la tâche de faire la somme du bien et du 
mal et de conclure en conséquence", (88)

This is of course in complete harmony with Flaubert's 
maxim 'ne pas conclure', an idea which recurs with the 
frequency of a leitmotif in his correspondence. For in 
his view, writers of genius - such as Goethe and Shake
speare - never tried to express precise conclusions 
about life or art in their work. (89)

From this, the next step is of course the question 
of objectivity and the self-effacement of the author in 
his work. Here again the views of Flaubert and Turgenev

(86) Correspondance, vol.Ill, p.60 (to L.Colet, 1852)
(87) Ibid..p.61
(88) MERIMEE Prosper, 'Ivan Tourguéneff' in Portraits 
historiques et littéraires. Paris, 1874, p.243
(89) A good many references to this work are listed by 
CARLUT in La Correspondance de Flaubert - étude et rép
ertoire critique. Paris. 1968. p.771 et seqT
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would appear to coincide, for this elimination of the
person of the author was something they both consciously
strove for in their writing. Basically, Flaubert's view
was that the author's relationship to his work should
be essentially the same as God's relationship to his
universe, that is, "présent partout,et visible nulle
part". (90) And again like God, the writer should "faire
et se taire". (91)

And Turgenev achieves this ideal with consummate
skill in Fathers and Children* For as Freeborn has said
of this work:

He [Turgenev] intentionally refrains from having 
any relationship to the fiction save that of a 
chronicler, witholding himself from the fiction 
to an unprecedented degree. (92)

And indeed, Turgenev and Flaubert's view of objectivity
in literature would seem to be an extreme one, with
Flaubert making such forceful assertions as:

Un romancier, selon moi, n'a pas le droit de 
dire son avis sur les choses de ce monde. (93)

...plus vous serez personnel, plus vous serez 
faible. (94)

And Paul Bourget, in his Nouveaux essais de psychologie 
contemporaine. gives an interesting glimpse into what 
objectivity in literary composition meant for Turgenev. 
Bourget writes of his efforts to achieve this God-like, 
impassive relationship with the characters of his creation - 
which, as we have seen, was Flaubert's ideal:

(90) Correspondance. vol.Ill, p.61 (to L.Colet. 1852)
(91) Ibid.. vol.V, p.22% (Amélie Bosquet, 1866;
(92) FREEBORN Richard, Trends of development in the Russian 
19th. century realistic novel (1830-1880). D.Phil. thesis. 
Oxford, 1958, p.230
(93) Correspondance. vol. V, p.227 (Amélie Bosquet, 1866)
(94) Ibid.. vol.II, p.461 (L.Colet, 1852)
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Il [Tourgueniev] disait, employant une métamor
phose [sic] brutale mais bien expressive, que sa 
grande affaire lorsqu'il composait un roman était 
de couper le cordon ombilical entre ses person
nages et lui. (95)

It is interesting to note that - perhaps as a by
product of this search for objectivity - both writers 
reveal a considerable amount of modesty as far as their 
literary careers are concerned. Flaubert put his notion 
of "cache ta vie" into practice not only in the comp
osition of his works, but in his everyday life as well.
The most striking example of this was in 1879, when he 
had had a fall at Croisset and broken his leg. The editor 
of Le Figaro had come to hear of this, and in his pages 
mentioned the fact to his readers, and wished M. Flaubert 
a speedy recovery. Far from being pleased at this concern 
for his well-being, Flaubert took it almost as an insult. 
He wrote to Turgenev on this occasion:

Le quel droit ma jambe appartient-t-elle à 
Villemessant? Notez qu'il croit m'honorer et 
me faire plaisir. Cet entrefilet m'a été très 
désagréable. Je n'aime pas à "intéresser" le 
public avec ma personne. (96)

Turgenev also felt that the works themselves were far
more important than the details of the writer's personal
life, and as testified by Maupassant, his reaction to
such articles as VillemesSant's was very similar to
Flaubert's. We read in Maupassant's obituary on Turgenev:

...quand un journaliste donnait à propos d'un de 
ses livres des détails particuliers sur lui et 
sur sa vie, il éprouvait une véritable irritation 
mêlée d'une sorte de honte d'écrivain, chez qui 
la modestie semble une pudeur. (97)

(95) BOURGET Paul, Nouveaux essais de psychologie contemp
oraine. Paris, 1886, p.215,
(96) Correspondance, supplément vol. IV, p.155
(97) MAUPASSANT, art, cit.
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Moving on now to another aspect of their aesthetic,
both Flaubert and Turgenev reveal a concern to convey .
what is 'true' in their works. This was not their prime
preoccupation, for as we have seen, they did not care
for novels which were nothing but 'a slice of life* -
indeed we find Flaubert saying, à propos of L'Assommoir :
"Faire vrai ne me paraît pas être la première condition
de l'art". (98) But 'truth' is an important consideration
in so far as both writers preferred to base their work
on observation and research, rather than on invention.
Flaubert, for example, offered the following advice to
Louise Colet:

Aie en vue le modèle, toujours, et rien autre 
chose. (99)

He also referred to
...ce coup d'oeil médical de la vie, cette vue 
du Vrai;qui est le seul moyen d'arriver à de 
grands effets d'émotion. (ICO)

And many years later, when he was writing his short story
Un Coeur simple, in which the aged servant Félicité
becomes strangely involved with a stuffed parrot, we find
Flaubert writing to Mme. Roger des Genettes:

...j'ai sur ma table un perroquet empaillé^afin 
de "peindre" d'après la nature. (101;

And of course Flaubert's research is legendary. The 
supreme examples of this are his visit to Tunisia to 
observe the site of Carthage for Salammbô. and the long 
years of research spent on building up the huge dossiers 
for Bouvard et Pécuchet. And in their detail and scrup
ulousness, these seem rather more like the material for
(98) Correspondance, vol. VII. p.351(Princesse Mathilde. 1876)
(99) Ibid.. vol.Ill, p.21 (1852)
(100)Ibid.. vol.II, p.398 (1852)
(101)Ibid.. vol.VII, p.331 (1876)
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an academic thesis than for a novel.
Similarly, Turgenev believed that "to reproduce 

truth and the reality of life, correctly and powerfully, 
is the greatest happiness for an author." (102) He 
also relied considerably on observation for the characters 
and settings of his novels. For although Turgenev was 
based in the West for a good many years, hardly a 
year went by in which he did not make an extended visit 
to Russia in order to "respirer l ’air natal", as he told 
Flaubert, and to observe people and places. The import
ance Turgenev attached to such visits is clear from a 
letter he wrote à propos of Virgin Soil;

...of the twelve characters who make up the cast, 
two were not studied by me carefully enough on the 
spot - they were not captured alive; and I do not 
want to invent in that particular sense...Thus 
one must gather material...(IO3)

1 And indeed in his novels, Turgenev describes only places
he knew personally. Mostly the scene is set in either
the Russian capitals or countryside, but when it does
move beyond the national frontier - be it to Baden,

\ Frankfurt or the Isle of Wight - it is always to a place
visited by the author.

Turgenev makes some intersting revelations about
the rôle of observation in his creation of character in
his study *0n Fathers and Children! He writes;

I must confess I never attempted to ’create a 
character* unless I had for my starting point 
not an idea, but a living person. Not possessing 
a great amount of free inventive powers, I 
always felt the need of some firm ground on which 
I could plant my feet. (104)

(102) ’On Fathers and Children*. Pol, sob, soch.. vol.XIV,
p. 100
(103) Pol, sob, pisem. vol. X, p.49 (S.K.Kavelina, 1873)
(104) Pol, sob, soch.. vol.XIV, p.97
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And we learn that the character of Bazarov was inspired
by a young provincial doctor who had made a great
imp'resj^n on Turgenev.

We must not leave the question of Flaubert’s and
Turgenev’s literary aesthetic without making some
mention of their attitude to ’beauty' and ’the beautiful’.
In his correspondence, Flaubert was prolific in his
utterances on this subject. It figures at the very centre
of his views on art, and constitutes the essence of
what he personally hoped to achieve. He wrote to George
Sand of his quest in his literary career:

Je recherche par-dessus tout la beauté. (105)
Flaubert admired the art of the classical world precisely
because of its achievements in this respect. He wrote:

Quels artistes que ces anciens..Je’est là qu’il 
faut vivre..au pays du Beau. (106)

and
Quel artiste on serait si l’on n ’avait jamais lu 
que du beau, vu que du beau...les Grecs avaient 
tout cela. (107)

On the contrary, he found writing about life in the 
bourgeois society of nineteenth century France dia
metrically opposed to his concept of beauty. For example, 
while working on Mme. Bovary we find him confessing:

...il me tarde d’avoir fini la Bovary...pour me 
livrer au ’Beau pur’. (108)

This was the purity he had striven for in his first version
of La Tentation de Saint Antoine.

However, although Flaubert may have found beauty
lacking in the subject matter of his novels dealing with

(105) Correspondance. vol. VII, p.281 (1875)
(106) Ibid.. vol. II, p.70 (L.Colet, 1847)
(107) Ibid.. yol. Ill, p.281 (L.Colet, 1853)
(108) Ibid7. p.317 (Louis Bouilhet, 1853)
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contemporary society, he did of course strive to compen
sate for this lack in the achievement of beauty in the 
domain of form and style. In his view, these elements 
of a work of art should be inextricably linked to an 
ideal of beauty. In a letter of 1856, for example, we 
read :

La morale de l’Art consiste dans sa beauté même, 
et j’estime par-dessus tout d’abord le style, 
et ensuite le Vrai. (109)

Flaubert also considered that the future of art should
follow a path that would lead it ever closer to an ideal
of beauty. For in a letter to Louise Colet he referred to:

...I’Art de l’avenir...l’hypothèse du Beau...ce 
type idéal enfin où tout notre effort doit 
tendre. (110)

Turgenev also believed that there is an essential
link between beauty and art worthy of the name, and that
the artist, if he is to succeed, must strive for some
kind of relationship with beauty. For as Bersyenev tells
Shubin, the young artist in On the Eve :

If you don’t respond to beauty, if you don’t 
love her wherever you meet her, beauty will 
elude you in your art...(Ill)

The power and significance which Turgenev attributed to
an ideal of beauty incarnated in a work of art emerge in
his ’prose poem’ Enough!. For here he considers the
Venus de Milo to be a greater achievement than Roman law
or the principles of 1789. He admires the lasting
quality of art, as opposed to the transience of man and
other children of nature. It is the artist's rôle to give
form to the disparate manifestations of beauty scattered

(109) Correspondance. vol.IV, p.136 (Bonenfant, 1856)
(110) Ibid.. vol. Ill, p.368 (1853)
(111) Pol, sob, soch.. vol.VIII, p.9
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in the world of nature, so that they may endure beyond 
their otherwise limited term.

But although a form of beauty captured in a work
of art may not be eternal - Turgenev refers to the
statue of Apollo shattered under the barbarian’s weapon -
he clearly believed that Beauty in essence or as an
absolute is always present. He reveals his views on the
immortality of beauty in a letter to Pauline Viardot:

Vous me demandez en quoi réside le ’’Beau’’. Si, 
en dépit des ravages du temps qui détruisent la 
forme sous laquelle il se manifeste, il est 
toujours là...G’est que le Beau est la seule 
chose qui soit immortelle, et qu’aussi longtemps 
qu’il reste un vestige de sa manifestation 
matérielle, son immortalité subsiste. Le Beau 
est répandu partout, il s’étend même jusque sur 
la mort. (112)

As for Turgenev’s own personal faith in beauty, we see
that he did find in this ’ideal* some relief from the
sadness of life. In 1861, for example, when Turgenev
was passing through one of the blackest phases of his
life - his melancholy in part prompted by a crisis in
his relationship with Pauline - we find that he was able
to find some comfort in a love of beauty. He wrote to
the Countess Lambert at this time:

I feel like a creature who died long ago, who 
belongs to the past...but a creature who has 
retained a living love for the Good and for the 
Beautiful. (113)

In conclusion, then, we can say that Flaubert and 
Turgenev were realist novelists, but with the qualific
ation that they wished not only to portray reality - 
however important observation and accuracy in detail may 
have been to them - but to convey also in their work

(112) Pol, sob, pisem, vol. I, p.389 (1850)
(113) Ibid.. vol.IV, p.184
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truth and beauty. Thus they hoped to raise their art
above the level of the mundaneness of the real world.
Indeed as Flaubert said:

...la vérité matérielle,.ne doit être qu'un 
tremplin pour s'élever plus haut. (114)

And the sentiment of this is entirely comparable to 
a phrase of Goethe's which was one of Turgenev's fav
ourite maxims: that the writer's aim is essentially

Die Wirklichkeit zum schonen Schein erheben..(115) 
Thus we can see that the intimate friendship 

that developed between Flaubert and Turgenev was, to a 
considerable extent^founded on the mutual attraction of 
their characters and interests. And, moreover, the 
literary aesthetic of the two novelists reveals a rem
arkable intellectual kinship. So we can agree with the 
critic Digeon who writes of the "compréhension profonde" 
between Flaubert and Turgenev:

...si dans le détail leurs goûts différaient, 
leurs jugements étaient toujours guidés par les 
mêmes principes. (116)

(114) Correspondance. vol.VIII, p.374 (Léon Hennique, 1880)
(115) He uses this, for example, in his essay on Vronchenko's 
translation of Faust. (Pol, sob, soch.. vol.I, p.227)
(116) DIGEON Qlaude, Le dernier visage de Flaubert. Paris. 1946, p.60
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RUSSIAN QUOTATIONS FOR CHAPTER I

( M.M.CTacmaeBEyy:
Bee 8TE a B nevajBHOM EacTpoeHEE...cMepTB Moero 
Âpyra $aodepa hcee rxyôoEO nopasExa. SoxotoS 6kz 
<ieaoBeK h B.MSHfl TaaasT! , Xll(i), 248)

( 72) B.n.BoTKHHy :
BHBaST 8E0ZE, PjlC JLETCpaTypa He MOZeT 6hTB gOXBKO 
xyaozecTBOM - a ecTB EHTopecH BHcnEe noeTEvecKEx 
EHTepecoB. (llHCBMa , II, 282)

(74) M.A.MEXBTEEOË:
...CKazy BKpaTEe, eto e npeHMymecTBeHHO p& hct - h 
ôoxee Bcero EHTepecyiocB zebod npaB^om $E8-
eohome; ko Bceny cBepxBecTecTBeHHOMy oTEomycB paBHO- 
aymEO... (llHcBMa , XI, 31)

(76) M.A.Mexdtehgû:
...HE B KHKEe aÔCOJEDTH E CECT6MH H0 BepB. . . (llECBMa ,XI, 3l)

(102) no noBoay «Othob e aere#»
...TOHHO E CEEBHO BOnpOE8B0CTE ECTEHy,peaEBHOCTB 
ZE8HE - eCTB BHGOHa#m00 CHaCTEC a^H XETepaTOpa..
(Co?. , XI7, 100)

(103) C.K.KaBeaEHOfi:
...HO E8 aBCHaauaTE xeh, cocTaBaamEEx MO& nepconaa, 
asa ZEHa ne aoBOZBHO EayaeHH na m0ct0 - ne b8hth
ZEBB0MÏ a COHEHHTB B E8B0CTHOU CHHCae H H0 XOHy...
Caea, HyzHO nadpaTBca MaTepnaay... (llHCBMa , X, 49)

(104) Ho noBoay «Othob e aerea»:
...c Bcea cTopoHH, a. aoazen co8HaTBCfl, hto HEKoraa ne 
HOKymaacH «ooaaaBaTB o6pas», ecas ne EMea EcxoaHOs 
TOHKOB H0 Eaea, 8 ZEBO0 aEHO, K EOTOpOMy nOCT0n0HHO f 7 
npEM0MEBaaECB E npEKaaaHBaaECB noaxoasEEe oaeMCHTu. i '
He odaaaaa doaBEoa aoaen cBodoawoË E8odpeTaTeaBHOCTE, 
a Bceraa ayzRaaca b aannoa noHBe, no KOTopoa a da 
Mor TBopao cTynaTB HoraME. (Coa.,XI7, 97)
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(Ill) HaKanyHe:
Scan TH He dyaema coayBCTBOHaTB xpacoTe, aadHTs ee 
Bcmay, rae dn th ee hh BCTpeTza, Tas oaa Tede n b 
TBOeM HCKyCCTBe He a ^ c H ,  (CoH. ,VIII, 9)

(1 1 3 ) E.E.JaMdepT:
fl HyBCTBy» ceda khk dn aaBHo yMepnnaii, khk 6u npa- 
HaaaezamHMA*yBy» amdoBB k Aodpy a KpacoTe. (llHCBMa ,IV,18l)
( K. (JoirKO ■ •• HO , C ( D C )
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CHAPTER II - Conmion literary influences in the develop
ment of Flaubert and Turgenev

"Le génie par excellence est celui 
qui s'assimile tout, qui sait tout 
s'approprier sans préjudice pour 
son caractère inné."

The achievement of such a degree of mutual sym
pathy and understanding between Flaubert and Turgenev 
during the years of their friendship is easier to 
understand - and indeed seems almost a logical consequence 
if one looks carefully at the two writers' earliest 
periods of development and literary activity. Such 
comparisons reveal that both had similar tastes in their 
favourite reading, especially Byron - either directly 
or via other Romantic writers influenced by him - Goethe, 
Shakespeare and Cervantes. Thus their first literary 
productions show common influences and certain parallels 
in concept and in execution. Indeed, as Digeon has said, 
the very first letters exchanged by Flaubert and Turgenev 
in the early 1860's already give an insight into "le 
sentiment puissant de la communauté d'origines 
littéraires" (1) that was to form the basis of their 
intellectual relationship.

Although the purpose of this present examination 
is primarily to assess their readings in the works of 
the four authors mentioned above, and the effect of these 
on their own literary efforts, we shall also try to det
ermine which aspects of literary influence occur only as 
a passing phase in the earliest period of their careers,

(*) Quoted from REMY DE GOHRMONT,(La Culture des idées. 
Paris, 1900, p.47) who refers to it as a quotation from a letter Goethe wrote to Humboldt in 1832)
(1) DIGEON, on.cit.. p.60
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and which, on the other hand, have a more permanent 
effect, becoming absorbed into the two writers* own 
patterns of ideas on literature and life.

What may be described as a direct influence from 
particular authors - textual resemblances, parallel 
characters and structural resemblances between works,- 
is principally evident in the youthful works of Flaubert 
and Turgenev. However, with the help of their correspond
ences and reminiscences, as well as their works, we can 
see that on a more general level, both retained a life
long interest in and even enthusiasm for the writers who 
stimulated them in their youth.

It should perhaps be mentioned at this point that 
Turgenev enjoyed considerable linguistic superiority 
over Flaubert, for from his schooldays onwards, he was 
able to read English and German literature in the original 
without difficulty. (2) The catalogue of his personal 
library at Orel reveals that he possessed works by 
Byron, Shakespeare and Goethe in English and German 
from early youth onwards. Although Flaubert boasts in a 
boyhood letter to Ernest Chevalier that he has been 
studying English in order to be able to read Byron in 
the original, he usually had recourse to Pichot's and 
ot&er translations. (3) He certainly never knew German 
well enough to attempt Goethe in the original, and relied 
much on Nerval's translations of Faust. (4) Flaubert

(2) Turgenev also had a good knowledge of Spanish and 
was able to read Don Quixote in the original, but he was 
less accomplished in this language than in German and 
English.
(3) Translations of Byron were very readily available in 
France at this time. ESTE7E (in Byron et le romantisme 
français. Paris, 1907) lists seventy different trans
lations which would have been available during the period 
of Flaubert's youth.(4) Nerval's translation of Faust part I appeared in 1828.
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was aware of the disadvantages of his lack of linguistic
ability, although this does not seem to have interfered
seriously with his appreciation of foreign literature.
For looking back at his first readings of Byron, Goethe
and Shakespeare Flaubert wrote;

La platitude de la traduction française dispar
aissait devant les pensées seules, comme si elles 
eussent eu un style à elles sans les mots eux- 
mêmes. (5)

i) Romanticism - Byron

However popular Byron may have been in England, 
it was on the continent of Europe that his influence 
became most widespread. The 'Byronic hero* became a 
literary prototype assuming almost mythical proportions.
It was especially the dark romances centering on the 
wanderings of a mysterious and misanthropic hero which 
caught the European imagination. And works such as 
The Giaour. Manfred and Childe Harold's Pilgrimage with 
their gloomy passion and exoticism enjoyed the greatest 
success.

Naturally, it is to the very early works of 
Flaubert and Turgenev that we must turn to find characters 
and situations Byronic in inspiration. For the romantic 
exuberance of the poetry of Byron and those who imitated 
him is much more in line with the youthful passions and 
aspirations of our two writers than with their mature 
temperaments. Another important factor of course is 
precisely this fashionableness of Byron in the milieux 
in which the young Flaubert and Turgenev found them -

(5) Premières oeuvres. [Edition du Centenaire, Paris, 1921] 
p.285
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selves in the 1830's. Perhaps Byron was already considered 
passé in London and Paris at this time, hut his works 
were still in vogue in Rouen and the Russian capitals.

At this point perhaps we should try to assess 
briefly the status and nature of Byronism in Russia in 
the first half of the nineteenth century, for it is of 
necessity somewhat different from the French interpret
ation of the same phenomenon. It has to be seen within 
the context of efforts to create a 'national literature* 
in Russia. It was Pushkin and Lermontov who brought the 
figure of the Byronic hero to the forefront of Russian 
literary interest in the 1820's and 30's. But although 
Eugene Onegin may resemble Childe Harold's Pilgrimage 
structurally, and the moody reveries of an Onegin or 
Pechorin with their sense of not fitting into the world 
around them may be in the best Byronic tradition, the 
social aspect of this malady is stressed far more by 
the Russian writers. Indeed the kind of character who 
has his origins in Byron's influence passes through 
processes of naturalisation in Russia to emerge eventually 
as the type of the superfluous man. Thus there appears 
to be an interesting ambivalence on the part of Russian 
writers at this time in their use of basically Byronic 
material. There is admiration for Byron's achievement, 
and a detectable influence on their own works, and yet 
at the same time there is a reaction against Byronism 
in its purest form. They see that the English poet's 
romantic heroes certainly have their parallels in con
temporary Russian society, but the very nature of this
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society also forces them into the recognition that 
revery alone is not enough, and that a far more dynamic 
approach to social conditions is necessary. Pushkin 
and Lermontov hint at this with Onegin and Pechorin, 
hut never fully realize the potential as far as the 
social aspect is concerned; this comes only with the 
next generation under the initial guidance of Belinsky. 
Turgenev was a member of this following generation, 
but his earliest works - before his social conscience 
was fully roused - still cling to the models of Byronism. 
In fact at this early stage in his career, Turgenev 
found very much the same stimulus and fire to his imag
ination in the works of the English poet as did his 
young French contemporary, Flaubert. But as we have 
already seen, the domain of social reality was eventually 
to receive attention from Turgenev much earlier than it 
did from Flaubert.

To return now to the early works of the two writers, 
Flaubert's interest in and knowledge of Byron is est
ablished from the age of fourteen, for among the 
.juvenilia of 1835 is a Portrait de Lord Byron. Short, 
conventional and probably a class exercise in origin, 
it is however interesting to note from it the features 
of the subject's personality that had a particular 
appeal for the young Flaubert. It is in fact the solitary 
and contemplative aspects of the poet's character that 
are stressed. Also here for the first time there occurs 
a Byronic feature that is to become virtually a leit
motiv recurring frequently in Flaubert's work. Describing
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the poet’s life in Venice he writes:

...il restait toute la nuit à regarder une tête 
de mort, posée au milieu de sa cheminée. (6)

This is a feature which Byron also attributed to his 
hero Lara. (7) Later we learn from his correspondence 
that Flaubert himself had adopted the same highly 
romantic habit of keeping a skull on his mantle-piece.
And in his works, this feature becomes virtually insep
arable from the artistic temperament: the hero of 
Mémoires d’un fou has one, so does Jules in the first 
Education sentimentale, then some twenty years later it 
turns up again on the prie-dieu in the artist Pellerin’s 
studio in the 1869 Education sentimentale.

As far as Turgenev is concerned, an active interest 
in Byron is revealed in his very first literary effort 
to have survived, Steno. composed during the autumn of 
1834. In one of his literary reminiscences Turgenev 
looks back at this work from a distance of over thirty 
years, with the following sentiments:

...a fantasy drama in iambic pentameters under 
the title of Steno...this impossible work of mine 
in which with childish incompetence, I was 
slavishly imitating Byron’s Manfred. (8)

His interest in Manfred is shown further by the fact 
that he made his own translation of at least part of 
this work in 1836. The translation itself has not sur
vived, but Turgenev gives a list of the literary trans
lations made by him during this year in a letter to 
Nikitenko. (9)

(6) Oeuvres de jeunesse inédites, vol. I, p.26
(7) Lara. I, iz.
(8)’A literary evening at Pletnev’s’.Pol. sob, soch.. vol. 
XIV, p.11 (This piece was written in 1868)
(9) Pol, sob, pisem. vol. I, p.164 (March/April 1837)
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The majority of the elements in the early works of

Flaubert and Turgenev that can be labelled Romantic in
general or Byronic in particular do, in fact, emerge
from a comparison of Steno and two works from Jj’laubert*s
early 'autobiographical* cycle, the Mémoires d'un fou
and Novembre.

One element in Byron's work which seems to have
had a particular appeal for the young iflaubert and
Turgenev is his notion of the poet (and thus of his hero)
as separate and different from the rest of humanity;
this concept is well defined by Estève:

Le fond du byronisme peut se définir d'un mot: 
c'est l'individualisme, hautain, irréductible, 
absolu. Etendre son moi au delà de toutes limites., 
ne donner à son activité d'autre but que lui- 
même, ne voir dans tout ce qui existe que le 
reflet de son être. (lO)

There are most probably personal reasons associated with
the two writers' fondness for this idea during adolescence.
As already mentioned, neither was encouraged in his
literary aspirations by his family, and indeed Turgenev's
mother, Varvara Petrovna,was unquestionably a tyrant.
So the idea of the creative, sensitive being as someone
separate from the rest of the world would have a natural
appeal.

Thus in Steno. the hero of the same name (ll) remains 
a solitary figure throughout the play, for he is unable - 
because of his introspective nature - to form genuine 
relationships with other human beings. In his conver
sation with Julia in the first scene, for example, he

(10) ESTEV3, O P .  cit.. p.4
(11) The title and name 'Steno' are probably owed to 
Byron's character Michel Steno in his verse drama Marino 
Ealiero.
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refers to the black wings which seem to close in on him, 
constricting him and rendering the sight of other people 
odious to him. (12)

Similarly, in both Mémoires d'un fou and Novembre 
the idea of the young poet - here Gustave Flaubert him
self - as being above the lot of other mortals, cut off 
from their affairs, is much in evidence. In Novembre. 
for example, we find the hero declaring pompously:

...je me suis amusé du bruit des tempêtes et du 
bourdonnement vague des hommes qui montait jusqu'à 
moi; j'ai vécu dans une aire élevée, où mon coeur 
se gonflait d'air pur% où je poussais des cris 
de triomphe pour me désennuyer de ma solitude.(13)
Out of this feeling of separateness and isolation 

grow a number of other features which are to be found 
in Flaubert's autobiographical heroes and in Turgenev's 
Steno alike. The processes of introspection become 
exaggerated in these characters, and thus a state of 
mental anguish is produced. In the case of Steno, this 
appears virtually as an inability to stop thinking and 
constantly questioning. Indeed in his soliloquies we 
see him meditating continually on his past, and dissect
ing his own personality. Act I, scene I, for example 
finds him asking:

My head
Is burning...Oh for what purpose is life given us?
It is as empty as a dream,as airy as an apparition
What is the meaûing of life? What is the meaning

of death?(14)
Flaubert's two heroes are also egocentric, and this is 
of course helped by the device of the first person narr-

(12) Pol, sob, soch.. vol. I, p.376, 11.145-149
(13) Oeuvres de jeunesse, vol.II, p.174
(14) Pol, sob, soch.. vol. I, p.370
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ative. Mémoires d'un fou and Novembre also embody a 
tragedy of disillusionment as we see the young writer 
probe deep into his own emotional and artistic sensitiv
ity.

Such self-analysis leads on naturally to an 
expression of extreme pessimism, or perhaps nihilism 
is a more accurate description of the bleak views 
expressed by Steno and Flaubert's heroes. Indeed Flaubert 
himself stresses the nihilistic nature of the Mémoires 
d 'un fou in his dedication, addressed to Alfred Le 
Poittevin. Here he speaks off a work "où le scepticisme 
serait poussé jusqu'aux dernières bornes du désespoir". 
(15) And the Mémoires abound in meditations upon death - 
so dear to the Romantic school. And many are the echoes 
of Childe Harold, as the young author passes from one 
major experience to another, each of which dominates his 
entire existence for the period of its supremacy. How
ever, all invariably ends in despair and a longing for 
death:

Enfant, j'ai rêvé l'amour; jeune homme, la gloire;
homme, la tombe, ce dernier amour de ceux qui
n'en ont plus. (16)

And Steno, in his solitary contemplation of the emptiness 
of his heart, can never forget his reasons for hating 
life - the sense of which he cannot understand. In his 
last speech before his death he says that his soul has 
already died, long ago. Novembre and Steno are alike in 
so far as the hero's death is occasioned primarily by 
his own lack of will to live. (17) Steno does not simply

(15) Oeuvres de jeunesse, vol. I, p.483
(16) Ibid.. p.491(17) This is also reminiscent of course of the fate of 
Chulkaturin in Turgenev's Diary of a superfluous man.
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fade away in the way that Flaubert's hero does. His 
inability to come to terms with the emptiness of life 
drives him, like Manfred, to suicide. But it is not 
in a fit of passion or frenzy that he kills himself - 
his suicide is rather a calm and calculated exit from 
a meaningless world in which he has no desire to live.

As far as the expression of a less personal form 
of nihilism is concerned, there is an element of this 
in the Mémoires d'un fou in a passage which reveals 
certain parallels with another of Turgenev's early 
works, his poem Darkness. This is the young Flaubert's 
vision of a holocaust and the ensuing ag^hilation of 
humanity. (18) The whole description of this horrible 
final episode in the history of the world is romantically 
coloured and highly dramatic. And certain elements of 
this vision are essentially the same as we find in 
Turgenev's treatment of a parallel subject in Darkness. 
which was a translation of Byron's poem of the same name. 
The idea of a great disaster befalling the world (in 
Flaubert's work it is a fire, in Turgenev's the death 
of the sun) and the extinction of the human race - which 
in both works is seen as basically evil anyway - obv
iously had a lugubrious appeal to the creative imag
ination of the two young writers.

Returning now to our comparison between Steno and 
the Mémoires d'un fou and Novembre. there is in all 
three works a forcefully expressed feeling that the hero 
is being pursued by fate. There are two dimensions to

(18) Oeuvres de .jeunesse, vol. I, p.498-9
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this concept: on the one hand there is a strong internal
fatality, for these characters, like Byron's Giaour,
are motivated by the tyranny of their passions. On the
other hand, there is a portrayal of fate or destiny as
an external force, something evil against which the
hero can struggle only ineffectually. In Novembre. this
dominating fate assumes the dimensions of "une atroce
divinité". The hero reflects:

...la fatalité, qui m'avait courbé dès ma jeun
esse, s'étendait pour moi sur le monde entier, 
je la regardais se manifester dans toutes les 
actions des hommes aussi universellement que 
le soleil. (19)

And many are Steno*s references to his pursuit by fate,
which he describes as "my horrible enemy". (20) Destiny
actually intrudes into the course of the action in the
form of the voices which haunt Steno. This echoes
Byron's Manfred. where the 'Destinies* appear in human
guise.

All three heroes - in the Mémoires. Novembre and 
Steno - are also involved in a tragedy of love. For all 
of them have seen love as the one thing that could give 
value to life, and yet their experience reveals that 
love is in fact inseparable from suffering and un
happiness. At the root of all Steno's mental anguish 
is his unfulfilled ideal love for a young girl who 
died. He cannot get over the tragedy of this loss, and 
rejects the love offered him by Julia - and this in 
turn causes her death. In the Mémoires d*un fou we see

(19) Oeuvres de jeunesse, vol.II, p.184
(20) Pol, sob, soch.. vol.I, p.373
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the "emotion toute religieuse" of the young hero*s brief
involvement with Maria. But as in the case of Steno,
this ideal is equally unattainable and the young man
is again plunged into the nothingness of life. Flaubert's
farewell to Maria :

0 Maria! Maria, cher ange de ma jeunesse, toi 
que j'ai vue dans la fraîcheur de mes sentiments.. 
Adieu et cependant je penserai toujours à toi.(21)

seems to be a fairly close parallel to Byron's poem of
farewell to his Mary Chaworth. These incidents also had
their parallels in Flaubert's own emotional experience -
and indeed in Turgenev's as well, if we accept the
involvement with Zinotchka in First Love as at least in
part autobiographical. (22) It is interesting to note
that Flaubert later found the confession of youthful
love in First Love very moving, and commented, recalling
his own youthful romanticism:

Quant à votre Premier amour...Tous les vieux 
romantiques (et j'en suis un, moi qui ai couché 
la tête sur un poignard), tous ceux-là doivent 
vous être reconnaissants pour ce petit conte 
qui en dit long sur leur jeunesse! (23)

In the Mémoires d'un fou and Novembre « there is a 
certain irreverence - Byronic in tone - for such con
ventional institutions as religion and the family. In 
contrast to such Romantic heroes as Chateaubriand's 
René, Flaubert's heroes sneer at such venerable social 
institutions, seeing in them only hollowness and mock
ery. We know that Flaubert admired this mocking stance 
of Byron from a letter he wrote to Ernest Chevalier in 
1838:
(21) Oeuvres de jeunesse, vol. I, p.540
(22) The autobiographical aspects of First Love will be 
looked at more closely in Chapter IV.
(23) Correspondance, vol.71, p.47-8 (to Turgenev, I869)
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Vraiment je n'estime profondément que deux hommes, 
Rabelais et Byron, les deux seuls qui aient 
écrit dans l'intention de nuire au genre humain 
et de lui rire à la face. Quelle immense position 
que celle d'un homme ainsi placé devant le 
monde! (24)

Turgenev's hero Steno also rejects conventional religion. 
Some of the scenes between the hero and the monk Antonio 
parallel the conversations between Manfred and his abbot 
of St. Maurice. Similarly, both Manfred and Steno are 
deprived of belief in God by their intellectual faculties. 
As far as an element of irreverence is concerned, this 
is probably at its strongest in Turgenev's long satir
ical poem Pop, which owes a debt to Byron also. The 
author goes some way towards acknowledging this:

My intention was to imitate everything without 
Restraint...For days on end I read Pucelle and

Beppo.(25)
Another common feature of the early romantic 

writings of Flaubert and Turgenev is a predilection for 
the exotic - either Mediterranean or Oriental. In 
Novembre for example, the hero slides into reveries of 
exotic landscapes, feeling himself assimilated into an 
"immense foret de l'Inde". (26) Steno finds himself 
among the ruins of Ancient Rome. As far as their Med
iterranean settings are concerned (Spanish and Italian 
dominate) there is no authenticity at all in their local 
colour. Turgenev for example sets his Temptation of Saint 
Anthony partly in Italy at the time of the Sforza, but 
the names of the characters are the only genuine Italian 
element in the play. Both Flaubert and Turgenev also

(24) Correspondance. vol.I, p.29
(25) Pol, sob, soch.. vol.I, p.420
(26) Oeuvres de .jeunesse, vol.II, p.180
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have a tendency to confuse the Spain and Italy they 
use as their back-cloth: Flaubert's Spanish hero in 
his short story Bibliomanie is called Giacomo, and 
similarly a character in Turgenev's playlet Two Sisters 
is given the Italian name Valerio, despite the Spanish 
setting of the work. As far as the East is concerned, 
both seem to have been attracted by Childe Harold's 
lament:

Oh! that the Desert were my dwelling-place.
With one fair spirit for my minister.
That I might all forget the human race...(27)

This is of course especially relevant to their treat
ment of the subject of the temptation of Saint Anthony, 
but these works will be compared in greater detail in 
a later chapter.

Many of the Romantic or Byronic motifs referred 
to in the comparison of Mémoires d'un fou. Novembre 
and Steno appear to a greater or lesser extent in a 
good many others of Turgenev's and Flaubert's early 
works - for example the former's lyric poetry and the 
latter's 'mystery' cycle with its echoes of Cain. But 
let us now leave the earliest period of their literary 
activity and move on to the mid-1840's to see how the 
figure of the Byronic hero fares in the increasingly 
mature approach to literature of the two young writers. 
By now they have shaken off a considerable part of the 
youthful cloak of Byronism behind which they had hidden 
in their first works. Yet the Byronic hero is not for
gotten - on the contrary, instead of simply aping his 
pose, both of them begin to use him consciously, and

(27) Childe Harold's Pilgrimage. IV, 1.177
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virtually as a literary device. Let us see how Flaubert 
achieves this in his first full-length novel,
L'Education sentimentale of 1845.

Flaubert draws from the stock Romantic range in 
the characterisation of Jules, a young artist, in order 
to bring out the contrast between him and Henry, the 
young man who gets over his youthful infatuations, in 
time to build himself a solid and conventional career. 
Henry's only concession to the romantic is to include 
a couple of lines from Byron on the bottom of one of 
his love letters to Mme. Renaud. Jules, on the other 
hand, is presented as a thorough-going victim of art
istic sensibility with strong romantic tendencies, which 
cause him to suffer mental anguish as well as intellectual 
solitude. When Jules is disappointed in love, naturally 
he rereads Byron, and as mentioned before, he keeps a 
skull on his mantle-pieee. Yet Jules is trying to be 
more objective in his attitude towards literature. As 
he reads René. Werther and Byron after his unhappy 
personal experiences, he recognises that his admiration 
of such works is too full of personal sympathy, aaid 
that this is far removed from the disinterested con
templation of the real artist. As Jules can be seen as 
a self-portrait of Flaubert, this episode shows an 
interesting evolution in the young writer's own ideas 
on originality and objectivity in literature. But the 
process of evolution is not yet complete, for echoes of 
Byron are plentiful in the account of Jules' earlier 
adventures, before reaching this more mature standpoint.
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For example, Jules’ vision of Henry as he writes to him 
in Paris is of an envied and imaginary Byronic Henry, 
gazing from his lady’s shoulder into a dazzlingly bright 
sky. This bears little resemblance to the actual 
state of affairs where Henry, a student, is indulging 
in clandestine flirtation with his schoolmaster’s wife. 
There is also an echo of The Giaour, as Jules, fallen 
into revery on monastic life in the Middle Ages, sees 
the faithful kneeling in prayer and feels a strange 
wonder and a profound mockery in his heart.

Although Flaubert appears to be nearing the end
of his literary apprenticeship and setting himself new
standards of objectivity, there is evidence in L ’Education
sentimentale that he still has a definite esteem for
Byron. He considers him to be far superior to the run-
of-the-mill Romantic poets, as we see when he notes in
the final section of the book when discussing Henry’s
bedtime reading:

II n'avait çardé du romantisme - vieux mot %u'on 
emploie à défaut d'un meilleur - que le côte 
tout extérieur... ce romantisme à ogives et à 
cottes de mailles, qui est à celui de Goethe et 
de Byron ce qu'est le classique de l'empire au 
classique du XVII siècle. (28)

In his stories of the mid '40's, Turgenev also 
uses Byron more consciously. In Andrey (also written in 
1845), the Byronic hero is used as a point of reference. 
Andrey, Turgenev tells us, is considered an eccentric 
because he does not smoke and does not play cards, and 
certainly, he is a victim of ennui. But he is not bored 
in the manner of Byron's Corsair, but rather as a des-

(28) L'Education sentimentale (1845), p.297-8
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Cendant of Tartar adventurers. Thus his boredom is no 
romantic pose of foreign importation, but rather a 
genuine plight, its origins inseparable from the 
Russian situation. For this Russian gentleman, like so 
many others, finds himself without a useful rôle to 
play in society.

But perhaps the most interesting among Turgenev's 
compositions of this period is Parasha of 1844. This was 
his first published work of any length, and won favour
able comment from Belinsky. It was his first really 
serious attempt to come to terms with the Russian scene.
As mentioned above, many of his earlier works were set 
against an indeterminate romantic background with 
exotic overtones. Parasha, on the contrary, shows signs 
of a new maturity, and derives clearly from the traditions 
of Pushkin and Lermontov. Turgenev is obviously indebted 
to Pushkin, as this 'story in verse' reveals the 
influence of Eugene Onegin in both setting and character
isation. However, the hero, Victor Alekseyevich, retains 
certain links with the Byronic tradition of Steno. He 
shows the same haughtiness and indifference as one finds 
in Byron's disillusioned heroes. But it is the character
isation of Parasha herself that is of real interest 
here, for it is Turgenev's first fully developed female 
portrait. Parasha has a capacity for deep emotion, yet 
without undue sentimentality, and in this respect, she 
emerges as the prototype for many more of Turgenev's 
heroines. Thus a change in direction is visible: ironic 
asides are becoming rarer, and bouts of melancholy more
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discreet: the romantic hero is on the decline, while 
the Turgenevan heroine is rapidly emerging.

With the appearance of Andrey Kolosov, another
interesting feature can he observed. The Byronic young
man appears once again, but as one among others, as a
device in the process of characterisation. In the same
way that Flaubert drew a contrast between Jules and
Henry in L'Education sentimentale, here a distinction
emerges between the "emotional realism" of the central
hero, Kolosov himself, and the emotional "romanticism"(29)
of the narrator. Just like Henry, Andrey falls in love
with a girl whom he later ceases to love and therefore
abandons. The moral is clearly pointed:

Gentlemen, he who breaks with a woman whom he 
once loved at that bitter, yet significant moment, 
when he knows, in spite of himself, that his 
heart is no longer overflowing with love for 
her - well, he understands better and more 
deeply the sacredness of love than those who, 
out of boredom and weakness, continue to harp 
on the broken strings of their languid and sens
itive hearts. (30)

So here, it is the un-Byronic hero who is seen to be on 
the right path. From now on, those characters who persist 
in playing on these broken heart strings will be port
rayed either satirically or with implicit criticism as 
Turgenev strives to break with Romanticism and achieve 
greater naturalness in his characterisation.

Contrary perhaps to expectations, however, the 
romantic hero with Byronic overtones never fades out 
completely from the work of Flaubert and Turgenev, and

(29) This distinction is made by R.FREEBORN in his Turgenev- 
A study. Oxford, I960, p.27
(30) Pol, sob, soch.. vol.V, p.35
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is indeed still present in modified form in some of 
their most mature creations. Once a more detached and 
rational attitude towards this kind of figure has been 
evolved, the romantic hero remains a constant, a perm
anent feature of the writer’s repertoire. And this is 
brought out in the mature works as an illustration of 
certain points and ideas. Perhaps the most valid use 
of this device is to demonstrate a feeling of separate
ness on the part of a character, highlighting his 
different nature and his inability to find a rôle in 
society - which is ultimately Byronic and romantic in 
inspiration. Flaubert’s and Turgenev’s most accomplished 
portraits of this type of hero are Frédéric Moreau and 
Rudin. Although these characters are firmly set in and 
closely related to the world of reality, there surrounds 
them the same Byronic isolation that was already present 
in the Mémoires d’un fou and Steno. It is still, in fact, 
in modified form, the isolation of Childe Harold.

And as late as 1870 we find Turgenev using the 
Byronic figure as a ’device* in his story Knock...Knock... 
Knock... .Again it is used to indicate the type of man 
who is ineffectual and irrelevant in the contemporary 
Russian situation. In this story, Turgenev looks back 
at the sort of men who were common in the 1830’s and 
reflects:

And what did we not find: Byronism, Romanticism, 
echoes of the French Revolution and the Decembrist 
uprising...faith in destiny, lucky stars and the 
strength of character, poses and declamations - 
and the boredom of nothingness. (31)

(31) Pol, sob, soch.. vol.X, p.267
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Turgenev expresses a concern that this Byronic kind of 
character, such as his hero Teglev, is still posing a 
problem in Russia.

As fashion had been a factor of at least some
significance in the two writers’ interest in Byron, it
is not surprising that his work later lost its once
powerful grip over their creative imaginations. Hpwever,
apart from this retention of certain features from the
Byronic repertoire for use as literary devices, Flaubert
and Turgenev do retain an interest in Byron as a poet
in later life. In the late 1840’s for example, Flaubert
was rereading Byron and his comment à propos of Cain is
still "Quel poète!" (32) And as late as 1876 Turgenev
still found in Byron a source of stimulation, for we
see him writing to Flaubert:

J ’ai lu le deuxième chant du Don Juan de Lord 
Byron - et ça a été une trace lumineuse à 
travers toute cette grisaille. (33)

So having initially assimilated largely comparable 
colourful, romantic elements from Byron’s poetry, Flaubert 
and Turgenev retain similar points from his lessons.
With increased maturity, the romantic influence is 
levelled out, but certain features are retained, as we 
saw for example in the characterisation of Jules and 
Victor Alekseyevich. And although the literary ideals of 
the two writers changed considerably between the days 
of characters who aped Manfred or Childe Harold, and the 
creation of such complete and original portraits as 
Frédéric Moreau and Rudin, it remains valid to apply to

(32) Correspondance, vol.II, p.6 (L.Colet, 1847)
(33) Pol, sob, pisem. vol.XI, p.331
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Flaubert and Turgenev the Gomment made by Estève on the
influence of Byron on writers of thid generation:

...mais ils gardent au fond du coeur une place 
au poète qui a enthousiasmé leur jeunesse. (34)

For in later life, they still found his models relevant
to their own literary experience.

ii) Goethe

That Goethe had a strong and lasting significance 
in the development of Flaubert and Turgenev is clear 
from both their works and their correspondences. Although 
some critics have tried to minimize the influence of 
this German poet (35), others, who have undertaken more 
detailed study of the works involved are quick to ack
nowledge that both Flaubert and Turgenev owed a consid
erable debt to Goethe. (36) And certainly they ranked 
him among their ’masters' in literary matters.

That their interest in and enthusiasm for Goethe 
was lifelong is easy to establish. As far as Flaubert 
is concerned, even if we take with the pinch of salt 
that it merits his niece Carolina’s romanticized tale of 
her uncle’s enraptured discovery of Faust I to the sound 
of the Easter bells on the Cours la Reine at Rouen, the 
basic fact remains valid: that Flaubert was deeply fasc
inated by Faust from his schooldays onwards. Turgenev’s
(54) ESTEVE. ov. cit.. p.285
(55) For example, in the case of Flaubert, Baldensperger 
in Goethe en France. Paris, 1904, p.184.
(36) A Swiss doctoral thesis has been devoted to a study 
of the principal aspects of Turgenev’s view of Goethe and 
his work: SCÏÏUTZ Katharina, Das Goethebild Turgenjews. 
Bern 1952.

Flaubert’s debt to Goethe has been assessed in a 
fairly detailed study by Léon DEGOÜMOIS in Flaubert à 
l ’école de Goethe. Geneva 1925.
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early interest in Goethe is established by the letters
he wrote to Granovsky at the time of his studies in
Berlin in the late 1830*s. (37) Here we read for example:

I am reading Goethe all the time. This reading 
strengthens me in these dismal days. What 
treasure I am constantly finding in his works! (38)

For evidence of the persistence of this common 
interest in Goethe on the part of Flaubert and Turgenev, 
we need only turn to Edmond de Goncourt's accounts of 
the Sunday afternoons at Flaubert's flat in the rue 
Murillo during the 1870's. Turgenev was a regular 
attender at these gatherings, and it appears, would 
frequently delight his host with his readings and ext
empore translations of works by Goethe. Gonoourt notes, 
for example, in his Journal for 1875:

Chez Flaubert Tourguéneff nous traduit le Prom- 
éthée et nous analyse le Satyre : deux oeuvres 
de la jeunesse de Goethe, deux imaginations de 
la plus haute envolée. (39)

Looking now at the influence of Goethe in more 
detail, this process has in the case of Flaubert, 
been described as "une lente assimilation", (40) span
ning the whole of his career, from Voyage en enfer to 
Bouvard et Pécuchet. Thus the true extent of Goethe's 
influence is difficult to assess accurately, for his 
contribution to Flaubert's intellectual development 
becomes closely interwoven with his own ideas.

Beginning with Flaubert’s early ’mystery' cycle, 
there are obvious influences from Faust. In works such

(37) It is unfortunately not possible to pinpoint Turg
enev's first reading of Goethe, as letters for the 
period of his youth are very sparse - only fifteen are 
extant for the first twenty years of his life.
(38) Pol, sob, pisem. vol.I, p.176 (1839)
(39) Journal des Gonoourt. vol.V, p.197
(40) This phrase is Degoumois's.
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as ümarh. for example, we find the situation - as in 
Faust - of the devil accompanying a mortal through the 
heavens in order to tempt him. There are parallels of 
character,too, in figures such as Arthur Almaroes of 
Rêve d'enfer, a German alchemist in a lonely castle, who 
cannot find salvation even in the idyllic love of an 
innocent young village girl. Also the young heroes of 
Mémoires d'un fou and Novembre could be said to have 
borrowed their romantic pose equally from Byron's Childe 
Harold and Goethe's hero Werther.

And by the time he embarked on the first Education 
sentimentale in 1845, Flaubert was clearly familiar 
with the text of Wilhelm Meisters Lehr.iahre . For 
example, Jules' infatuation with Lucinde constitutes a 
fairly close parallel with the Mignon episodes of Goethe's 
work. And there is of course the basic similarity of the 
form of the Bildungsroman.

Numerous comparisons have been made between Faust 
and Flaubert's La Tentation de Saint Antoine. But surely 
the most interesting point to be made here is not that 
Flaubert may or may not have tried to copy certain 
characters or scenes from Goethe, but rather that he 
was striving to create - working from the same fundamental 
principles - a work that would be an achievement in 
French literature parallel to that of Faust in German 
literature. Thus there is a close link in concept and 
in spirit between the two works, rather than in textual 
resemblances. Faust and La Tentation have certain other 
features in common too: for their authors, these works
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were both "l'oeuvre de toute une vie",(41) being reworked 
or developed several times. Also both works have their 
origins in popular legend, and even in the puppet 
theatre. (42)

As for active involvement with Goethe on Turgenev's 
part, the earliest example seems to be a translation of 
Klarchens Lied from Egmont. He refers to this in a 
letter of September 1840, saying that this poem is 
haunting him, and he is singing it to himself all day 
long. (43) This, together with the other pieces which 
Turgenev translated from Goethe at this time - the 
last scene of Faust I (the final separation of Faust 
and Gretchen) and number twelve of the Rdmische Elegien - 
reveals which aspect of the German'writer's work 
appealed to him in this early period. These fragments 
all show the romantic and lyrical side of Goethe's 
writing, and are full of sadness and the impossibility 
of happiness in love. Ideas which were of course very 
much in harmony with Turgenev's own rather romantic 
disposition in these years.

As for the influence of Goethe on Turgenev's own 
creative imagination, this can be felt perhaps most
strongly in his Temptation of Saint Anthony of 1842. For
here, apart from the generally romantic elements of the 
setting, we find a very Mephistophelean temptor in the 
figure of Carlo Spada, who, like his German model, offers

(41) This was the phrase that Flaubert used himself to 
describe the significance of St.Antoine in his work.
(42) Goethe first saw the Faust story enacted by a Black 
Forest puppet theatre. Flaubert was fascinated by the 
puppet play on St.Anthony that was presented annually at 
Rouen's fair. (In the 1870's, he took Turgenev to see it.)
(43) Pol, sob, pisem. vol. I, p.199(to Bakunin and Efremov)
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rejuvenation to his victim. (44)
Parasha is an interesting case to consider next, 

as certain parallels can he distinguished here between 
the relationship of Turgenev with the German work which 
figured in his inspiration, and Flaubert's attitude in 
the composition of his Tentation de Saint Antoine. (45) 
Indeed Faust seems to have been very much in the fore
front of Turgenev's mind as he composed his narrative 
poem Parasha, yet the work goes far beyond the bounds 
of an imitation. For what he was trying to create was^ 
in fact, a Russian Faust and a Russian devil who would 
be quite distinct from their German counterparts. This 
intention is especially evident in the following lines 
characterising the hero Victor Alekseyevich and the 
devil in question:

Out of boredom he rebukes everything!...
I tell you my wit aims even at the devil,
But a Russian devil - not a German one.
The German devil is contemplative, an eccentric,
A strange being; but ours is a natural 
Russian demon - stout and simple....(46)

In the same work, Turgenev also attempts a parody of the
Gretchen tragedy in the love affair between Victor
Alekseyevich and Parasha.

In 1845, Turgenev published a very interesting
review of a new translation of Faust by Vronchenko. (47)
This gave him an opportunity to formulate and expound
his views on Goethe, which had reached an interesting
stage of development at this point. In this article,
Turgenev reveals his sympathy with Goethe as the champ-

(44) This work is discussed at greater length in Chapter VII
(45) Parasha was written during 1845-4, Flaubert began 
work on La Tentation in 1848.
(46) Pol, sob, soch.. vol. I, p.87, stanza XXXII
(47) This article appeared in volume 38 of Annals of the 
Fatherland. 1845.
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ion of the cause of the individual and his right to
happiness, but feels he can no longer accept this as
the exclusive aim of literature. He admits that his
own thoughts on the subject have been modified by the
social demands of the day. It is interesting that such
an attitude can be found at the basis of several of
the central relationships in Turgenev’s later novels: in
On the Eve and Virgin Soil for example, where individual
happiness is sacrificed to a greater ideal. In the
Vronchenko essay, Turgenev says that there is a point
in most peoples' lives where Goethe's Faust seems to
be the most perfect achievement of the human intellect.
But then there comes another time when something stronger
is needed. He writes :

...as a poet, Goethe has no equal, but now it 
is not only poets that we need. (48)

However, Turgenev's attitude to Goethe does not
remain long in this rigid 'social' position. Indeed, in
the following year, in a letter to Pauline Viardot, we
find Turgenev admiring decidedly non-social qualities
in Goethe's Inhigenie :

Du reste, la tragédie de Goethe est certainement 
belle et grandiose, et la figure qu'il a tracée 
est d'une simplicité antique, chaste et calme.(49)

And indeed, the echoes of Goethe do not disappear 
entirely from Turgenev's work, despite the idealism 
referred to above. For in Rudin of 1855, the impact of 
the figure of Werther and his particular brand of romant
icism can still be felt in the delineation of the hero.
And there are also of course certain parallels with the

(48) Pol, sob, soch.. vol. I, p.238
(49) Pol, sob, pisem. vol. I, p.250 (1846)
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Bildungsroman situation of Wilhelm Meister.
Another example which establishes that Turgenev's 

'ideological break' with Goethe was not definitive is 
his short story of 1856, itself entitled Faust. It has 
as its epigraph a line from Faust I :

Bntbehren sollst du, sollst entbehrenl 
and this is an idea central to a good deal of Turgenev's 
mature writing, especially of course his novel Home of 
the Gentry. In this short story, however, Goethe's 
Faust is virtually endowed with supernatural or mystical 
powers, so strong is its trance-like effect on the young 
woman, Vera Nicolaevna to whom the hero reads the play.

Meanwhile, we find Flaubert developing an equally
interesting attitude towards Goethe in the 1850's. In
fact he becomes a yardstick for Flaubert, a standard of
excellence in art, the ultimate criterion by which
must be judged all those who aspire to greatness in art.
For example, when he visited Italy in 1851, the only
expression that Flaubert could find to sum up the
enormous achievement of Michelangelo in the Sistine
Chapel in Rome, is to describe the paintings as "un art
immense, à la Goethe", (50) as if the name alone would
enable the reader of his letter to define, by comparison,
the genius of Michelangelo. He makes a similar comment
in a letter of 1852, where he reveals his opinion of the
poetry of Ronsard. He exclaims enthusiastically:

Quel poète! quel poète! quelles ailes!...et ça 
vaut du Goethe, au moins par moments. (51)

(50) Correspondance, vol.II, p.313 (Louis Bouilhet)
(51) ïbid.. p.3“68TL.Colet)
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And indeed, as Flaubert and Turgenev themselves 
develop as writers, so their interest in Goethe changes 
and deepend. They realize that there is far more to 
Goethe than the romanticism which first attracted their 
attention. In 1852, for example, Flaubert, after reading 
Mémoires d 'outre-tombe. reproaches Chateaubriand for 
not seeing that there is far more to the German poet's 
work than the romantic pose of Werther. He adds the 
comment that Werther "n'est qu'une des mansardes de cet 
immense génie". (52) With the passage of time, Flaubert 
and Turgenev become more interested in the deeper, 
philosophical side of Goethe's writings, finding 
especially fruitful Eckermann's GesprSche mit Goethe. 
Both make frequent references in the correspondence of 
their later years to the maxims of Goethe contained in 
this work. Many are the times we find the phrase "comme 
disait le père Goethe" in Flaubert's letters. In fact it 
is not difficult to detect a certain envy of Goethe on 
his part. It is especially clear in a letter to George 
Sand: "Voilà un homme, ce Goethe! Mais il avait tout, 
celui-là, tout pour lui". (53)

Turgenev liked to seek refuge in the philosophy of 
Goethe in the face of adverse criticism, of which he had 
to face a good deal in his later years. For example, we 
read in the final section of his study 'On Fathers and 
Children:

And so, my dear colleagues, it is to you that I 
am addressing myself:

Greif nur hinein ins voile Menschenleben!

(52) Correspondance. vol.II, p.409 (L.Colet)
(53) Ibid.. vol.VI, p.127 (1870)
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I would like to say to you, quoting Goethe -
Ein jeder leht's - nicht vielen ist's bekannt 
Und wo ihr's packt - da ist's intéressant!

As for the final result, the final appraisal of 
a so-called literary career - here too one has 
to recall Goethe's words:

Sind's Rosen - nun sie werden bluh'n. (54)
This last idea - 'if these are roses, they will bloom' -
is used again in 1877 to hide Turgenev's hurt feelings
after the unfavourable reception of Virgin Soil. (55)
And in a letter to Stasyulevich of the same period,
Turgenev again seeks comfort in the philosophy of Goethe:

In St.Petersburg today some people are devouring 
me, others tearing me apart with their teeth... 
But the best of luck to them! Goethe was right: 

"it's simple:
Man bleibt am Ends - was man ist. (56)

Thus it becomes evident that their admiration 
for Goethe in later years was not only literary: Flaubert 
and Turgenev were attracted also to the man and his 
character in such respects as his disdain for the 
pettiness of the world.

Nonetheless, he continued to be an authority for 
them in matters literary. Indeed those who wrote to 
Flaubert asking for literary advice are very often 
referred to Goethe. This is especially true in the case 
of his letters to Louise Colet. For example, when she 
asked for help with her own composition La Paysanne. 
Flaubert supplied her with an epigraph from the Romische 
Elegien. Similarly, in a letter to a certain Gizhitsky 
who had written to Turgenev asking what reading matter 
he could recommend, the inevitable answer is of course

(54) Pol, sob, soch.. vol.XIV, pl06 & p.108
(55) Pol, sob, pisem. vol.XII (i), p.74, (1877)(56) Ibid.. P.B5 (1877)
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'Goethe and Shakespeare'. (57)
As for the nature of the influence of Goethe on 

Flaubert and Turgenev, it would appear to be rather 
different from that of Byron. With the English poet, 
it was more a simple question of borrowing certain 
situations and characters. Although in the early works 
such as Turgenev's Temptation of St.Anthony and Flaubert's 
Smarh we do find alchemists, witches, devils and a 
general Walpurgisnacht atmosphere lifted straight out 
of Faust, these borrowings do give way in their more 
mature years to what is perhaps best described as a 
process of impregnation. That is, the two writers 
gradually absorb more and more ideas and methods from 
Goethe as they themselves develop. This process con
tinues until the German writer is no longer merely a 
'source' from whom certain literary techniques can be 
borrowed, but rather a situation is reached where 
Goethe becomes inextricably bound up with the fund of 
philosophical ideas that forms the basis of their view 
of literature and life. Indeed Barbey d'Aurevilly has 
said of Flaubert in a similar connection: "Goethe est 
le générateur de Flaubert".(58) For neither Flaubert nor 
Turgenev repeat Goethe in their work, nor can the 
situation de reduced to one of imitation, but it is 
rather, as Dumesnil has said of Flaubert, that each of 
them,"s'étant engagé dès sa jeunesse sur la route que 
Goethe lui a tracée, jamais...n'en a dévié".(59)

(57) Pol. sob. pisem. vol.XII(i), p.288 (1878)
(58) BARBEY D'AUREVILLY, Le Roman contemporain. Paris 1902, 
p.119
(59) DUMESNIL René, 'Flaubert et Goethe' article in 
Les Marges. April 15th. 1925.
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So it emerges that the influence of Goethe on 

the two writers was more substantial and had a more 
profound effect than that of Byron and other purely 
romantic poets. Whereas Flaubert's and Turgenev's 
interest in the English poet was initially the reflection 
of a contemporary fashion - although as we have seen, 
useful lessons were learnt from this experience - the 
influence of Goethe was felt on a more intensely per
sonal level. Although the German writer's general pop
ularity in France and Russia in the first half of the 
nineteenth century is unquestionable, he was not 
'fashionable' in the way that Byron had been. Rather his 
works were linked closely with the intellectual dev
elopment of Flaubert and Turgenev as young writers, 
because they found so much in Goethe that was a reflection 
of, or stimulus to their own ideas and aspirations.

iii) Shakespeare

Shakespeare occupied, with Goethe, a place at the 
summit of literary achievement in the view of Flaubert 
and Turgenev. He provides a further example of a literary 
master discovered by the two writers at an early age, 
and who was to remain a constant presence in their 
mature tastes in literature, thus having significance 
for the development of their own creative imaginations.

As for early contact with the works of Shakespeare,
we know that Turgenev knew him well enough to undertake
translations of parts of Othello and King Lear in 1836-7
(60) And a few years later, in a letter to Granovsky, we
(60) These translations are referred to in a letter to 
Nikitenko of 1837.(Pol, sob, pisem. vol.I, p.164)
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find him refering to 'father Shakespeare* and quoting
from Measure for Measure. (61)

klauhert's earliest mention of Shakespeare occurs
in a letter to Ernest Chevalier, written when he was
only thirteen:

Maintenant je suis occupé au théâtre du vieux 
Shakespeare, je suis en train de lire Othello.(62)

It seems that the historical element was part of the
attraction of Shakespeare for Flaubert at this stage.
For example, in his historical sketch Lovs XI the scenes
between the king and his fool would appear to parallel
certain scenes in Act III of King Lear.

However it was during the years 1845 and 1846 that
Flaubert studied Shakespeare especially closely, and
developed a more mature appreciation of his work. The
letters of this period are full of references to the
awe-inspiring nature of his genius. In a letter to
Louise Colet of 1846, for example, Flaubert describes
Shakespeare's genius and its effect on him personally
in the following terms:

...le seul homme qui puisse remplacer tous les 
autres, mon vieux Shakespeare, que je vais
recommencer d'un bout à l'autre et ne quitter
cette fois que quand les pages m'en seront 
restées aux doigts. Quand je lis Shakespeare je 
deviens plus grand, plus intelligent et plus pur. 
Parvenu au sommet d'une de ses oeuvres, il me 
semble gue je suis sur une haute montagne: tout 
disparaît et tout apparaît. On n'est plus homme, 
on est oeil; des horizons nouveaux surgissent, 
les perspectives se prolongent à l'infini. (63)

(61) Pol. sob. nisem. vol.I, p.188 (This play is contained 
in a volume The Plays and Poems of William Shakespeare, 
part of Turgenev's library at Orel, in which is inscribed 
in his own hand: 'Berlin 1838, from Granovsky'.)
(62) Correspondance. vol.I, p.21
(63) Ibid.. p.359
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In the following year, we find Turgenev describing 

Shakespeare as "le poète dramatique...le plus humain, 
le plus antichretien" of all time. (64) He also seems 
to find the achievement of Shakespeare rather overawing, 
as in another letter he comments: "L*ombre de Shakes
peare pèse sur les épaules de tous les auteurs dramatiques", 
(65)

It is interesting that Flaubert picks out Hamlet
for special admiration at this period. In a letter to
Louise Colet he went as far as to say:

Les trois plus belles choses que Dieu ait faites, 
c'est la mer, 1'Hamlet et le Don Juan de 
Mozart. (66)

For of all Shakespeare's work, it was the figure of 
Hamlet that had the greatest fascination for Turgenev.
The first appearance of a clear-cut Hamlet figure isi/
in Khor and Kalinvch. the first of the Hunting Sketches 
and which appeared in 1847. For although the two 
central characters are Russian peasants lost in the 
depths of the Orlovskaya province, they are also recog
nizable as European literary types: there is an implicit 
equation of these two characters with the figures of 
Hamlet and Don Quixote. This opposition of the contem
plative and the dynamic temperament is to develop into 
a major feature of Turgenev's work, culminating in his 
philosophical essay Hamlet and Don Quixote of 1860.

The Hamlet figure reappears in another of the 
Hunting Sketches. Peter Petrovich Karataev. The hero

(64) Pol, sob, nisem. vol.I, p.279 (to Pauline Viardot)
(The label 'antichretien* is of course a compliment, and 
not a term of abuse coming from Turgenev.)
(65) Ibid.. p.273 (1847, to Pauline Viardot)(66) Correspondance, vol.I, p.352 (October 1846)
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of this story, a Russian country squire, identifies himsQlf 
directly with the hero of Shakespeare's tragedy, and 
quotes at length from the play in his conversation with 
the narrator. He seems to be especially in sympathy 
with the sentiments of the speech:

No more, and by a sleep to say we end
The heartache, and the thousand natural shocks..(67)

Hamlet is again transposed into the Russian backwoods in 
the story Hamlet of the Schigrovsky District . This 
hero, although presented as "corroded by introspection" 
and having been on the point of suicide several times, 
has nevertheless something of the social dimension of 
the Russian superfluous man. For he wonders what link 
there can be between European philosophy and Russian 
rural life, preferring personally the lessons of Russian 
life.

The Hamlet figure is again in the forefront in the 
short story A Correspondence, completed in 1854. It is 
narrated entirely through letters exchanged by a young 
woman, Maria Aleksandrovna and the Hamlet-type hero 
Aleksey. The correspondents discuss the nature of love 
and how it is affected by circumstances such as fate, 
society and the gulf between the sexes. Aleksey's attit
ude embodies all the disillusionment of his 'type' - for 
like Hamlet, he laments, the men of his generation were 
not young even in their youth. Certainly they were moved 
by high ideals and a sense of purpose, but none of their 
dreams were fulfilled.

In a short story of 1870, we find yet another
(67) Hamlet. Act III, scene I.
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example of Turgenev's adoption of a Shakespearean 
character. Indeed the same figure that had appealed to 
Flaubert some thirty years earlier. This is of course 
his King Lear of the Steppe, again set in the Russian 
countryside. But the problems of old Harlov with his 
daughters in particular and human nature in general are 
basically parallel to those of the Shakespearean model.

Thus it emerges that what Turgenev esteemed most
in Shakespeare's work was the creation of certain human
types. This is made explicit in the first section of his
King Lear story where we read:

The conversation turned on Shakespeare, on his 
types, and how profoundly and truly they were 
taken from the very heart of humanity. We ad
mired particularly their truth to life, their 
actuality. Each of us spoke of the Hamlets, the 
Othellos, the Falstaffs, even the Richard the 
Thirds and Macbeths (the last two only potent
ially resembling their prototypes) whom we had 
happened to come across. (68)

Such, then, in Turgenev's view, was the universality of
Shakespeare's tragic heroes, that the essential type
could be transposed to another period in time and another
setting, and the morality embodied in the character would
remain valid.

Returning now to Flaubert, we find that Shakespeare
remained for him also a source of inspiration, and
indeed regeneration in later years. In 1875, for example,
he wrote to George Sand:

Je ne lis rien du tout; sauf Shakespeare que 
j'ai repris d'un bout a l'autre. Cela vous re
trempe et vous remet de l'air dans les poumons, 
comme si on était sur une haute montagne. Tout 
paraît médiocre à côté de ce prodigieux bon
homme. (69)

(68) Pol. sob. soch.. vol.X, p.186 (We have of course 
already seen Flaubert declaring that the stamp of genius 
in literature is the creation of 'types'. And presumably 
his study of Shakespeare served only to confirm him in this view.)
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In fact both were convinced that Shakespeare was 
essential reading for the writer. This is especially 
clear from a letter Turgenev wrote.to Flaubert à propos 
of Zola :

J'ail lu le feuilleton de Zola...Que voulez-vous? 
Je le plains. Oui, c'est de la compassion qu'il 
m'inspire: et je crains bien qu'il n'ait jamais 
lu Shakespeare. Il y a là une tâche originelle 
dont il ne se débarrassera jamais. (70)

In his mature years, the aspect of Shakespeare
we find Flaubert admiring particularly is his supreme
achievement of the objectivity in literature that he
himself was striving so hard for. In Flaubert's view,
Shakespeare had succeeded in effacing completely the
personality of the writer from his work. He asked:

Qu'est-ce qui me dira, en effet ce que Shakespeare 
a aimé, ce qu'il a haï, ce qu'il a senti? C'est 
un colosse qui épouvante; on a peine à croire 
que ç'ait été un homme. (71)

And this is the key to why Flaubert eventually came to
prefer Shakespeare to Byron: he became tired of the
letter's constant exposition of his own sensibility,
preferring vastly the 'universality' of Shakespeare's
work. Indeed he saw them as each representing a radically
different 'type' of poet. He wrote to Louise Colet:

Car il y a deux classes de poètes. Les plus 
grands, les rares, les vrais maîtres résument 
l'humanité; sans se préoccuper ni d'eux-mêmes, 
ni de leurs propres passions, mettant au rebut 
leur personnalité pour s'absorber dans celles 
des autres, ils reproduisent l'Univers, qui se 
reflète dans leurs oeuvres....Il y en a d'autres

(70) Pol. sob. nisem. vol.XII(i), p.256 (1878) (In fact 
Turgenev was wrong about Zola: his correspondence reveals 
that as early as 1860 he knew and appreciated the work
of Shakespeare. (Oeuvres completes. Cercle du Bibliophile, 
vol. 14, pp.1245-7)(71) Correspondance. vol.I, p.386 (1.Colet, 1846)
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qui n'ont qu'à crier pour être harmonieux, qu'à 
pleurer pour attendrir, et qu'à s'occuper d'eux- 
mêmes pour rester éternels...Byron était de cette 
famille; Shakespeare de l'autre. (72)

Other aspects of Shakespeare's genius which Flaubert 
particularly admired were his portrayal of women (73) 
and his successful combination of the powers of observ
ation and imagination. (74)

So having discovered the plays of Shakespeare in 
their teens, both Flaubert and Turgenev remained 
faithful admirers of his work. And both seem to have 
considered the character of Hamlet as the pinnacle of 
his achievement. On a more general level, as practising 
writers, they praised particularly the universal 
quality of his work, the truth of the human element in 
his characterisation.

iv) Cervantes

Cervantes' Don Quixote was yet another great 
European literary achievement which provoked the common 
admiration of Flaubert and Turgenev, and whose influence 
had a not inconsiderable significance in the development 
of their own artistic temperaments.

(72) Correspondance. vol.I, p.385-6 (L.Colet, 1846)
(73) This emerges in a letter to Ernest Feydeau in which 
Flaubert declared :"Un seul poète, selon moi, a compris 
ces charmants animaux [les femmes], à savoir le maître des 
maîtres, l'omniscient Shakespeare".(Correspondance, vol.17, 
p.304, (1859) 0>(74) These aspects of Shakespeare's genius are mentioned 
by Flaubert after he had read Pericles. Inspired by this 
play he declared in a letter to Louise Colet: "Mais quel 
homme c'était! Comme tous les autres poètes, et sans en 
excepter aucun, sont petits à côté et paraissent légers 
surtout. Lui, il avait les deux éléments, imagination et 
observation, et toujours large! toujours!" (Correspondance, 
vol.III, p.45 (1852) )
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As far as Flaubert is concerned, stories from
Don Quixote were read to him at a very early age by
Père Mignon, a neighbour of his family in Rouen. It was
most probably the first great work of literature with
which Flaubert came into contact. And at the age of
nine, we see him planning to write a whole series of
novels undoubtedly inspired by his contact with the
knight of La Mancha. He wrote to Ernest Chevalier:

...je ferai des Romans que j'ai dans la tête 
qui sont la belle Andalouse, le bal masqué, 
Cardenio, Dorothée, la Mauresque, le curieux 
impertinent, le mari prudent. (75)

It is not possible to establish that Turgenev knew 
Don Quixote at such an early age; the first reference 
he makes to it is in a letter to Annenkov of 1853. But 
here he talks about his plans to translate "this 
immortal novel" and says that he finished rereading it 
some time ago. He adds the comment that Cervantes had 
been to him what Pushkin had probably been to Annenkov. 
(76) This would seem to indicate that his admiration 
for the Spanish writer ran deep and was of long standing.

For Turgenev, the appeal of this novel was again 
basically a question of literary types. He was deeply 
fascinated by the human type suggested by the figure of 
Don Quixote, just as he had been by Hamlet. And again, 
he incorporates this 'type' into his own artistic rep
ertoire. We have already mentioned the use of the dynamic 
Quixotic character as a foil to the contemplative Hamlet

(75) Correspondance. vol.I, p.2 (1831)
(76) Pol, sob, pisem. vol.II, p.172 (In his correspondence 
of later years, Turgenev makes further reference to his 
intention to translate Don Quixote, but the plan never 
came to fruition. He did however translate a short story 
of Cervantes — Rinconete y Cortadillo. He also translated 
Louis Viardot's critical study of Don Qumxote (see Pol. sob. Pisem. vol.XIl(ii), p.79)
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type in the story Khor and Kalinvch. But it is not only
in such a situation of contrasting opposites that
Turgenev uses the model of Don Quixote - its influence
can be felt for example in his novel Rudin. R.Freeborn
has said of the mode of composition of this work:

This style may be called the Don Quixote style, 
in imitation of the novel by Cervantes, which 
calls for the hero to be portrayed as an ad
venturer whose travels serve to motivate the 
action of the novel. (77)

It is also interesting to note Rudin's own admiration
for the hidalgo, and especially for his freedom. As he
leaves Daria Mikhailovna's estate, embarking once again
on a nomadic existence, he says:

...do you remember what Don Quixote said to 
his squire as he was leaving the Duchess's 
palace? "Freedom" he said, "my friend Sancho, 
is one of man's most precious possessions, and 
happy is he to whom heaven has granted a piece 
of bread without making him obliged to another 
for it I" What the Don felt then, I feel now.(78)

Turgenev's most detailed analysis of the Quixotic 
character comes of course in his study Hamlet and Don 
Quixote. which was first given as a lecture in 8t.Peters
burg in 1860. This piece has been described as "a 
philosophical key to his literary works". (79) At the 
centre of this essay is a division of humanity into two 
basic types. Firstly there is the category of introverts, 
the Hamlets who constantly refer everything back to them
selves. Their introspection prevents them from acting, 
for - and Turgenev quotes Shakespeare - "the native hue

(77) FREEBORN R. Trends of development in the Russian 
19th. century realistic novel (1830-1880). D.Phil, thesis, 
p.129(78) Pol, sob, soch.. vol.VI, p.335-6
(79) WADIOKI A. 'Turgenev and Schopenhauer', Oxford Slav
onic Papers. vol.X, I962.
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of resolution is sicklied o’er with the pale east of 
thought". In the opposite camp are the extroverts, who 
exist only for the sake of something outside of themselves. 
This second type is epitomized by Don Quixote, whom 
Turgenev sees as the representative of the forces of 
enthusiasm and of sacrifice. The Don Quixotes of this 
world, those who are prepared to die in the service of 
an ideal, are the only real people of action, and thus 
the main instrument of historical progress.

Turgenev now tried to incorporate his declared 
preference for the Don Quixote man of dedicated action 
into his novels, in an attempt to make him overshadow 
the Hamlet figure with his intellectual preoccupations, 
portrayed so often in earlier works. This intention is 
most clear in On the Eve written shortly after the 
Hamlet and Don Quixote essay. For here, the selfless 
dedication of Insarov to his cause, Bulgarian nationalism, 
is contrasted with the more personal preoccupations of 
the other young men in the story, especially ühubin the 
aspiring artist.

Although Flaubert did make some use of the human
types suggested by Don Quixote, as we shall see shortly,
he also admired the technique and literary achievement
embodied in Cervantes’ novel. In 1847, for example, he
reread the work with the following reaction:

J'en suis ébloui, j’en ai la maladie de l’Espagne. 
Quel livre! quel livre! comme cette poésie-la 
ôst gaiement mélancolique! (80)

And in 1852, he seems awe-inspired by the excellence of

(80) Correspondance. vol.II, p.50 (L.Colet, 1847)
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Don Quixote. He writes to Louise Colet of his recent 
reading:

En fait de lectures, je ne dé-lis pas Rabelais 
et Don Quichotte....Quels écrasants livres! Ils 
grandissent a mesure qu’on les contemple, comme 
les Pyramides, et on finit presque par avoir 
peur. Ce qu’il y a de prodigieux dans Don 
Quichotte. c’est l ’absence d’art et cette 
perpétuelle fusion de l’illusion et de la réalité 
qui en fait un livre si comique et si poétique.
Quels nains que tous les autres à côté! Comme 
on se sent petit....(81)

Indeed Don Quixote was to retain a permanent place among
Flaubert’s ’livres de chevet’. He read it again in
1869 with the comment "Quel gigantesque bouquin!" (82)

As for the question of influence of this work on
Flaubert’s own literary creation, some critics (83) have
seen parallels between the characterisation of Mme.
Bovary and that of Cervantes’ work. But the parallel
which has been seen between the relationship of Emma
and Homais and the Don and Sancho Panza seems somewhat
tenuous to say the least. If there is any relationship
between Flaubert’s novel and Don Quixote, it is surely
on the thematic level. And this in the domain of what
Thomas has described as "le thème cervantesque de
l’illusion livresque". (84) This is the idea of a man
(or woman) so completely impregnated by his readings of
imaginative works, that he builds for himself a romantic
ideal. He strives to realise this ideal, but with total

(81) Correspondance. vol.Ill, p.53 (L.Colet, 1852)
(82) Ibid.. vol.VI. p.13 (George Sand)
(83) Notably Helmut HATZFELD, ’Don Qui.iote und Madame 
Bovary’, Idealist Philologie. No.3 (1927); René GIRAUD, 
Mensonge romantique et vérité romanesque .Paris 1961;
and Harry LEVIN, The Gates of Horn. New York, 1963,pp.248-50,
(84) THOMAS Romain,’Cervantes et Flaubert’, Les Langues 
néo-latines. April-June 1939.
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disregard for the limits imposed on his struggle hy 
reality. But finally reality takes its toll and the 
ideal and its victim are crushed hy it. There is how
ever nothing specific to suggest that this thematic 
parallel was conscious or intentional on Flaubert’s 
part, although he did admit to Louise Colet in a letter 
written while he was working on Mme. Bovary :

Je retrouve toutes mes origines dans le livre 
que je savais par coeur avant de savoir lire,
Don Quichotte...(85)

But it is Flaubert’s last novel, Bouvard et Pécuchet, 
which seems closest to the spirit of Don Quixote. And 
this in characterisation as well as on the thematic 
level. For there is much in the presentation of the 
"deux bonshommes" that recalls the relationship between 
Don Quixote and Sancho Panza: the contrast in their 
physical appearance and temperament, and the loyalty of 
their friendship as they go through thick and thin 
together. But on a different level, they can be seen 
collectively as modern Don Quixotes, for the common 
aspiration of Bouvard and Pécuchet is to search for 
universal knowledge and truth, which they hope to achieve 
through all their various scientific researches. And in 
spite of their frequent and bitter failures, they never 
lose faith in the eventual realisation of their ideal.
Like Don Quixote, they simply pick themselves up and 
begin again, going from experience to experience and 
disappointment to disappointment.

So we find in Cervantes’ Don Quixote another

(85) Correspondance. vol.II, p.442 (1852)
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literary discovery that delighted Flaubert and Turgenev
alike, and, remaining with them for the greater part
of their careers, was able to provide inspiration for
their own literary creations.

* * * * * *

Thus it emerges that the tastes of Flaubert and
Turgenev coincide as far as major literary preferences
are concerned. They also had similar tastes interestingly
enough among writers who figured less prominently among
their favourites. For example, Turgenev’s reply to a
M. Weinberg who suggested he translate some Balzac, has
a decidedly Flaubertian ring:

I would perhaps have translated a few pages of 
Montaigne or of Rabelais, but nothing by Balzac, 
of whom I have never been able to read ten pages 
together, this writer is so foreign and anti
pathetic to my nature. (86)

Although it would be foolish to ascribe the origin 
of too much of Flaubert’s and Turgenev’s early work 
to books, their imprint is nonetheless plain upon the 
very first literary efforts, where Romantic models were 
copied with great vigour. And indeed throughout their 
early years as writers, we can see them standing at a 
crossroads where diverse literary influences intersect.
But they were not passive in their reading of the ’masters’ 
imitation never satisfied them. They rather assimilated 
and adapted in their own creative imaginations the 
characters and ideas that came to them through reading.

In fact the experience of both writers authent-

(86) Pol, sob, pisem. vol.XIIl(ii), p.76 (1882)
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ieates a piece of advice that Flaubert offered to Mile. 
Leroyer de Chantepie. He encouraged her to study in 
depth the masters, Goethe, Shakespeare, Montaigne and 
assured her that in this way she would create for her
self "une atmosphère intellectuelle qui sera composée par 
l’émanation de tous les grands esprits".(87) This 
experience would be beneficial because, Flaubert added 
on the value to the artistic temperament of contact with 
genius: "cela s’infiltre à la longue".

(87) Correspondance. vol.IV, p.197 (1857)
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RUSSIAN QUOTATIONS FOR CHAPTER II

JiHTepaTypHHfi sevep y n.A.RzeTseBa:
...$aETaoTHvecEyB 4paMy b naTBOTonnax anôax noa 
sarxaBBeM «Ctcho».
•••8TO coBepmeHEo Eexenoe npoESBeaeEse, b r o t o p o m  e 
aeTCEOË EeyMexocTLR BapazaxocL padcxee noapazanEe 
dafipoBCROMy «MaE$peay». (Co e .XIV, 11)

( 14 ) CTeEO
roaoBa

ropET..O, aaa nero EaM z e s e b  aaaa?
EaR COE nycTOË, r e r  aerRoe BEaeaae,
9TO GEEEET ZH8EB? MTO SEEEHT CMepTB?(COE.I,
370)

(25) non:
n noapazaTB EauepcE a cBEpeno
Bee*...a Ea asax azTaa Pucelle e Beppo

(Co^. I, 420)

(30) Aaapefl EoaocoB:
0, rocnoaa! aeaoBCR, rotophë paccTaeTca c zeEEEEom, 
ECRoraa aadEMoB, b tot popbrhS e BeazREfi mep, ROPaa 
OE ECBOaBEC COSEaCT, ETO 6PO CCpaaO E6 BCéf, EC BEOEEC 
npoEE^Jyro em, 8T0T EcaoBCR, noBepBTe Mse, ayEme z 
paydze noEZMaeT cbetoctb andbe, eom tc Maaoaymnae 
aroan, ROTopae ot cRyRZ, ot caadocTz npoaoazamT zppaPB 
na noaynopBasEax cTpyaax cboex Baaax z EyBCTBZTeaBaax 
cepaem (Coe. V, 35)

(31) CTyR...cTyR...cTyR...:
Uepo-Ecpo EC daao b 8t o m  t e e c ? H daBposzsM, z poaazT- 
Z8M, o acRadpzcTax - z odozazze Hanoaeoza, zepa b 
cyaBdy, B BBeaay, b czay xapaRTepa, nosa z $pasa - 
a TocRa nycTOTH... (Co e .x , 26?)

(38) T.H.rpazoBCRoay:
£ Bcë EC nepecTax) EZTarB PeTe. 8t o  e t c e z c  yRpenaaeT m c e h  
B 8TZ Bzaae aaz. KaRze coRpodzaa a decnpecTazzo 
OTRpazaB B e c m ! (lIzcBMa I, 176)
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(46) napama:
Oh Bcë dpanza ot cKyKH - TaxI..,
Csaxy BUM, b decn MeTza moë ooTpaB,
Ho pyccKHË dec He t o , e t o EëpT neMeqBOB. — 
HeMeqKoa EëpT, saayMEHBHfl Eyaaa,
CMemoH H oTpamen; nam ze dec, npnpoaHHË, 
POCCHËCKHË dec - H TOZCT H IipOCTOBaT, . , , (l, 8?)

(48) 0 nepeBoae ëaycTa - M.BpoHEenKO :
.,,EaB no9T PëTe ne zMeeT cede pasHoro, ho naz 
TenepB nyzHH He oazz noaTH,,.(Coe,I, 238)

(54) no noBoay «Othob z aerea» :
0TaR, Moz uoaoane codpaTBZ, b bhm zacT peEB uoz

Greift nur hinein in*s voile Menschenleben!
CKaaaa da a. bhm co czob zamero odmero yEZTeaa,P&Te,-

Ein jeder lebt’s - nicbt vielen ist's bekannt, 
Und wo ihr's packt - da ist's intéressant!

£to ze KacaeTca ao OEOHHaTeJiBHoro pesyaBTaTa, ao 
OBOHEaTeaBHOË oqezBZ Tas zasasaeMoB azTepaTypso# 
BapBepa, to z TyT npzxoazTca bczouhztb caoza PëTe:

Sind's Rosen - nun sie warden blüh'n.
( C o e . XIV, 106 
& 108)

(56) M.M.CTacaaeBZEy:
Ceroaza zena b  HeTepdypre znae BymamT - apyrze 
TepaaioT sydazz... Ha aaopoBBe z apyrzzl PeTe npaz: 

r Bas Taz z xzTpa -
Man bleibt am Ende - was man ist. , , ,(llHcsMa XII(i),

83)
(68) CrenBoS Eopaa Xnp;

Eeceaa sanaa o leiccnzpe, 06 ero Tznax, o toz. Baa 
OHZ raydoBO z Bepzo BaxBaEeza Z3 cazax neap Eeaose- 
EecKOË «cyTz». Ma ocodeano yazzaaazcB zx zzsEezEOË 
npazae, zx BceazeBEOCTz; Bazanfi zs nac nasaBaa Tex 
PazaeTOB, Tex OTeaao, Tex $aaBCTa$oB, aaze Tex 
PzEapaoB TpeTBzx z MasdeTOB (@Tzx nocaeanzx, npazaa, 
ToaBBO B BOSzoxHocTz), c BOTopHzz ezy npzmaocB 
cTaaKzsaTBCH. (Coe. X, 186)
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(78) PyazH:
...noMHHTe BH, ETO TOBopHT A o h -Kh x o t  CBOCMy opyzesocqy, 
Koraa BHeszaeT za azopqa repqorzsz? «Csodoaa, - 
roBopzT OH, - apyr m o ë  CazEo, oazo Z3 cazax aparo- 
qenzax aocTozHzâ EcaoBcaa, z cEacTxzB Toa,soMy zedo 
aapoBaaa xycos xaeda, Eoay ne zyxHO dsTs sa zero 
odasazaaa apyrozy!» £t o  Ao h -Kz x o t  EyBCTBOBaa Toraa, 
a EyBCTByio TenepB... (Coe. VI, 335)

(8 6 ) n.H.BeËHdepry:
...a da cKopee Bsaaca nepezecTz necEoaBKo cTpanzn 
Z3 MoHTena zaz Padae, h o  yx HZxaE ze BaxB3aEa,
KOToporo a HZEoraa ze zor npoEecTB doaee aecaTz 
CTpanzn cpaay, ao Toro oh zze npoTZBez z Eyxa.

(nzcBza XIII(ii), 
76)
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CHAPTER III - The concert of nature in the works of 
Flaubert and Turgenev

La Nature est un temple où de vivants piliers 
Laissent parfois sortir de confuses paroles.

BAUDELAIRE *

An interesting parallel is to be found in Flaubert's 
and Turgenev's attitude to nature, for although their 
early development was indubitably influenced by contact 
with Romantic literature, only certain aspects of the 
typically romantic attitude to nature are adopted. And 
these are developed later in a distinctive and non
romantic manner. For nature rarely appears in the guise 
of a comforter, mother-figure or source of consolation 
in the works of Flaubert and Turgenev; such a sentiment 
as that expressed by Lamartine in Le Vallon :

Mais la Nature est là qui t'invite et qui t'aime. 
Plonge-toi dans son sein qu'elle t'ouvre toujours.

is totally alien to them. What they do initially take
from the Romantics is essentially the pessimistic side
of their approach. For those characters in their early
works who have or seek a relationship with nature receive
little comfort therefrom. The spectacle of the natural
world serves rather to fill the two writers' young
heroes with a sense of their own nothingness in particular,
and the meaninglessness of human life in general.

This is true, for example, of Steno, who is struck 
by the contrast between the serenity and eternity of 
nature and the transience and futility of man. In the 
last scene of the drama, shortly before his suicide, we 
find him reflecting:

(*) BAUDELAIRE Charles, Correspondances (Les Fleurs du Mal)
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An eternal circle 

Is your symbol, 0 Nature, 0 woe, 0 woe.
How great you are to the minds of men.
They do not understand you - these men!
What a pitiful creation is man.

and a little later:
Nature

Is bidding me farewell. But it is useless 
To waste so generously this light and life 
In the earth and in the sky...
It cannot hold me back.
... Farewell,
Earth, with all your splendours.
Adieu! Adieu! 0 shine not on me,
'You golden light of the sky.
You remind me of everything 
I loved. (l)

And indeed this manifestation of natural beauty does not
succeed in stopping him from putting an end to his
meaningless life.

For Flaubert's hero in the Mémoires d'un fou, con
tact with the world of nature produces an equally 
negative result. Contemplation of nature leads only to 
further introspection, and thence to questioning and 
doubt about the sense and purpose of the struggle that is 
human life. Towards the end of the Mémoires the hero 
reflects :

...mais pour celui qui regarde les feuilles 
trembler au souffle du vent, les rivières ser
penter dans les prés, la vie se tourmenter et 
tourbillonner dans les choses, les hommes vivre, 
faire le bien et le mal, la mer rouler ses flots 
et le ciel dérouler ses lumières, et qui se 
demande: ^Pourquoi ces feuilles? pourquoi l'eau 
coule-t-elle? pourquoi la vie elle-même est-elle 
un torrent si terrible et qui va se perdre dans 
l'océan sans bornes de la mort? pourquoi les 
hommes marchent-ils, travaillent-ils comme des 
fourmis?...Ces questions mènent à des ténèbres 
d'où l'on ne sort pas...

L'homme alors est comme ce voyageur perdu 
dans les sables, qui cherche partout une route 
pour le conduire à l'oasis. (2)

il! Pol. sob. soch.. vol.I, pp.415 & 418 
Oeuvres de .jeunesse. vol.I, p. 524-50
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And as much of Flaubert's and Turgenev's later writing 
shows, the way to this 'oasis' of life is not to be 
found through communion with nature.

Before such a realization and acceptance of the 
cold hostility of nature to man however, we can detect 
on the part of both writers, a certain flirtation with 
pantheistic ideas. For confrontation with the futility of 
human life provokes a longing to be absorbed into the 
organic whole of nature. For example, in Turgenev's poem 
Evening of 1837, the young man, as he contemplates nature 
at the approach of night, yearns to reach some kind of 
understanding with her. But he is rejected, the secrets 
of the life of the natural world remaining unrevealed to 
man. That Turgenev was personally susceptible to what 
he describes as "philosophicopanthéistique'Oèxperiences 
is evident from a letter he wrote to Pauline Viardot in 
May 1848, describing a walk in a wood near Saint-Cloud.
He wrote :

J'ai passé plus de quatre heures dans les bois - 
triste, ému, attentif, absorbant et absorbé... 
L'impression que la nature fait sur l'homme seul 
est étrange...Il y a dans cette impression un 
fond d'amertume fraîche comme dans toutes les 
odeurs des champs, un peu de mélancolie sereine 
comme dans les chants des oiseaux..(4)

And in some of the Hunting Sketches, there is a definite
feeling of closeness to the life forces of nature, as the
narrator describes his long and often solitary expeditions
through the Russian countryside. In the story Bezhin
Meadow, for example, the feeling of being at one with the

8! Pol. 306. Pisem. vol.I, p.298 
Ibid.. p.297
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natural world is especially strong. Here the narrator
describes the curious sensations aroused in him on an
occasion when he was lost at night in the countryside:

The dark clear sky in all its mysterious splen
dour was austere and immeasurably high above. 
One’s chest felt a delectable pressure, as it 
breathed in that unique stirring and fresh fra
grance - the fragrance of a Russian night in 
summer. (5)

Turgenev's achievement in passages such as this has been
aptly summed up by the critic Irving Howe. He writes:

In his best work, and particularly in the 
Hunting Sketches, he achieves a tone of pan—
 ̂sexual empathy which can soar to a marvellously 
tender identification with every living crea
ture. (6)

It is interesting to note which characters achieve most 
completely this feeling of identity with nature. It is 
in fact the uneducated peasant living a simple and un
sophisticated life who seems to enjoy the best relation
ship with the natural world. The most striking example 
of this is, of course, Kassian, the peasant philosopher 
who lives in complete harmony with nature. In fact one 
could go as far as to say that it is the positively 
simple minded who appear to come off best in this respect, 
if we take into consideration Turgenev's short story 
Mumu. The hero of this work, Gerasim, is a deaf mute, an 
unfathomable character, who seems to enjoy an equally 
strange relationship with the earth of his native village.

Contrasted with such characters is the lot of the 
educated country gentry. For in the Hunting Sketches, we 
see that the nobleman, deprived of the peasant's simple

(5) Pol, sob, soch.. vol.IV, p.97
(6) HOWE Irving, Politics and the Novel. New York, 1957,
p. 118
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yet meaningful contact with nature, suffers the torments
of ennui. This is especially true of course of the Hamlet
of the Sohigrovsky district. Thus it emerges that in
Turgenev's view, it is man's intellectual faculties, the
thinking process that cuts him off from a worthwhile
relationship with nature.

A parallel view can be found in Flaubert's work.
He had been conscious of a pulsating life force present
in the harmony of nature even in his early works. And
in Novembre. the young Flaubert links this phenomenon
not only to his own intellectual being, but it would
seem that through these vibrating rhythms, contact was
made - as in Bezhin Meadow - also on the sexual level.
Flaubert writes:

J ’étais dans la variété de mon être, comme une
immense forêt de l'Inde, où la vie palpite dans
chaque atome. (?)

And also in Novembre. he expresses his admiration of the 
harmony of nature declaring "...la nature m'apparut belle, 
comme une harmonie complète". (8)

There is also a suggestion in Flaubert's work that 
it is only when the thinking substance has been broken 
down completely, and the conscious ego has annihilated 
itself, that man can achieve a really complete relation
ship with nature. And nowhere is this made more explicit 
than in La Tentation de Saint Antoine, where the saint 
yearns to escape from his mental anguish by the elimin
ation of his own personality and the total absorption of
his being into the material manifestations of the natural

(7) Oeuvres de .jeunesse, vol.II, p.180
(8) Ibid. ,p.l91
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world. Flaubert's supreme expression of this materialistic 
brand of pantheism comes in Saint Antoine's final 
exclamation;

Je voudrais...me diviser partout, être en tout, 
m'émaner avec les odeurs, me développer comme 
les plantes, couler comme l'eau, vibrer comme 
le son, briller comme la lumière, me blottir sur 
toutes les formes, pénétrer chaque atome, 
descendre jusqu'au fond de la matière, - être la 
matière! (9)

Perhaps the most productive material for a detailed 
comparison of the attitudes to nature of Flaubert and 
Turgenev as they approach maturity as writers, is to be 
found in the former's notes on his travels in Brittany,
Par les champs et oar les grèves.(10) and Turgenev's 
short story Journey into the Forest, the most philosophical 
of his works of the 1850's. (ll)

In the case of Flaubert, it has been argued that 
in his youth, it was the poetic aspects of pantheism that 
were of more importance to him, rather than its philo
sophical implications. However a close study of the Belle- 
Isle section of Par les Champs et oar les grèves reveals 
that Flaubert was indeed fully aware of the more profound 
issues involved in pantheism. (12) For indeed from his

(9) La Tentation de Saint Antoine, pp.200-201 (final version)
(10) Flaubert made this trip with Maxime du Camp in 1847,
This was not however the first time that his own travels 
had inspired in him the sensations to which he gives exp
ression in Par les champs. In his notes on his trip to 
the Pyrenees in 1840 for example, he reveals a conscious
ness of an animate force within nature: "Tout en vous 
palpite de joie et bat des ailes avec les éléments, on s'y 
attache, on respire avec eux, l'essence de la nature ani
mée semble passée en vous". (Notes de Voyage, p.425)
(11) This story was begun in 1853, but not completed until 
1857.(12) Most of the examples used in this chapter will be taken 
from this section of the work, as it is the most serious
in tone, contrasting with the largely anecdotal nature of 
the rest of the material.
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youth onwards, he had gained a close knowledge of Spinoza’s 
philosophy through his friendship with Alfred Le 
Poittevin. (13) As far as Turgenev is concerned, one 
would expect at this stage full mastery of the philo
sophical implications of such a subject, for between 1838 
and 1841, he studied philosophy under Werder at the 
University of Berlin.

What emerges above all from these two works - 
Par les champs and Journey into the Forest - can perhaps 
be most concisely summed up as a concept of the Mach- 
iavellism of nature. (14) And this is distinct from the 
simple 'indifference* of nature to man found in such 
Romantic works as Victor Hugo's Tristesse d'Olvmnio.
Here the two v/riters feel the gulf between themselves 
and the natural world to be so great, that the situation 
is rather one of alienation. The pessimism of these works 
can be in part explained by the fact that both were 
written at a period of crisis or sadness in the author's 
personal life. In the case of Flaubert, he had not 
succeeded in shaking off the depression occasioned by the 
deaths of both his father and sister in 1846. Turgenev 
started his story Journey into the Forest during the bleak 
period of his exile at Spasskoie.

One of the most striking resemblances between these 
two works is the prominence accorded to the contrast 
between the eternity of nature and the transience of man.

(13) Flaubert was at Le Poittevin's bedside when he died 
in 1848. In a letter he commented: "Jusqu'au moment où il 
lui a été impossible de rien faire, il lisait Spinoza 
jusqu'à une heure du matin..." (Correspondance, vol.II.p.83)
(14) This is a phrase that Flaubert himself uses later; in 
a letter to Renan of 1876 he talks of "le machiavélisme de 
la Nature".(Correspondance, vol.VII, p.298 )
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For in the view of both Flaubert and Turgenev, man, when
brought into a situation of confrontation with nature,
is inevitably filled with a feeling of his own doom and
human inadequacy. Despairing at his inability to weld
a permanent link between his own being and the life-force
of nature, Flaubert reflects on the pitiable situation
of man in general:

Mais l'homme n'est fait pour goûter chaque jour 
que peu de nourriture, de couleurs, de sons, de 
sentiments, d'idées. Ce qui dépasse la mesure 
le fatigue ou le grise...Ah! que notre verre 
est petit, mon Dieu! Que notre soif est grande! 
que notre tête est faible! (15)

In a similar vein, Turgenev's narrator states that such
a huge natural phenomenon as a pine forest can only bring
home to man more profoundly than ever the sense of his
own nothingness; for man, compared to nature, is a
creature of a single day, born yesterday, and today
already doomed to death.

So nature can only intensify man's awareness of 
his isolation, his feebleness, and the accidental quality 
of his existence. He must be seen as at the mercy of 
natural forces. And both Flaubert and Turgenev imply 
that the true and ultimate evaluation of man's achievements 
is to be made not according to the scale of values which 
governs his own life, but rather in relation to the 
eternity of nature.

As presented in both Par les champs and Journey into 
the Forest, nature emerges as an essentially mysterious 
and unfathomable entity, for it embodies unchaogeing yet 
inexorable laws which rule man, but which remain cold and

(15) Par les champs et par les grèves, p.131
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incomprehensible to him. For example, we see Flaubert
regretting the inadequacy of his physical faculties
which prevents him from perceiving fully the mysteries
of nature. He writes:

...nous regrettions que nos yeux ne pussent
aller jusqu'au sein des rochers, jusqu'au fond
des mers...pour voir comment poussent les pierres, 
se font les flots...que nos oreilles ne pussent 
entendre graviter dans la terre la formation des 
granits. (16)

Thus the now familiar idea of a life-force beating through
out nature is also present. This is also the case in 
Journey into the Forest, where we find Turgenev referring 
to "the same primaeval untouched force" and "the eternal 
murmur of the forest". But perhaps one of the greatest 
similarities of experience between the two works is the 
revelation that both writers feel that their understand
ing of the functioning of nature - though still incomplete ■
has been deepened by this exposure to its fundamental
anima. For as Turgenev's narrator sits observing an 
insect deep in the pine forest he declares:

Looking at it, it suddenly seemed to me that I 
understood the life of nature...A tranquil and 
slow animation, the leisureliness and restraint 
of its sensations and forces, a balance of 
health in each separate being - that is its 
very basis, its inalterable law. (17)

And Flaubert reveals a comparable contact with
the basic life-force of nature:

...quelque chose de la vie des éléments émanant 
d'eux-mêmes, sans doute à l'attraction de nos 
regards, arrivait jusqu'à nous, et, s'y assim
ilant, faisait que nous les comprenions dans un 
rapport moins éloigné, que nous les sentions plus 
avant, grâce à cette union plus complexe. (18)

16) Par les champs et par les grèves, p.130-131
17) Pol. sob. soch.. vol.VII. p.69
18) Par les champs et par les grèves, p.130
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Another common feature to be noted in these pieces
is the strange effect produced in the individual by
this intensified contact with nature. Before the
experience, both had hoped for extatic joy. Turgenev
writes for example:

The soul was athirst for happiness so perfect 
that she rejected with scorn all that was small, 
all that was insufficient. She waited: soon 
happiness would burst on her in a torrent. (19)

And Flaubert had similar expectations: "Nous avions besoin
jusqu'au bout d'abuser de notre plaisir et de le savourer
sans rien en perdre". (20) But after he has been in
the pine forest for some time, Turgenev's narrator begins
to feel that he has peered into a place where no man
ought to look, and now seems surrounded by a menacing
atmosphere of gloom and cold, with the spirit of death
hovering not far away. The parallel effect on Flaubert
of his excursion to Belle-Isle is expressed rather more
in concrete physical terms: his body was exhausted, his
brain dizzy, confused, and his nerves felt "comme les
cordes d'une harpe que l'on a trop pincées". (2l) So for
both writers, the experience of an intensified contact
with nature must be classed as a shattering one. There is
however a point of divergence between their experience
which should be mentioned: for Flaubert, there was a
fleeting moment of extasy as he began to feel himself
being absorbed into nature. He tells us:

...nous devenions nature aussi, nous nous dif
fusions en elle, elle nous reprenait, nous sent
ions qu'elle gagnait sur nous et nous en avions 
une joie démesurée. (22)

19) Fol, sob. soch.. vol.VII, p.66
20) Par les champs et par les grèves, p.129
21) Ibid.. p.151
(22) Ibid.. p.130
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Flaubert undoubtedly interpreted this experience as the 
beginning of the process of annihilation of the ego. But 
the process must remain incomplete, for̂  outside of death, 
man cannot become matter, and so the extatic moment is 
quickly past. Flaubert is left to regret the deficiencies 
in his own make-up that prevent him from consummating 
his union with nature. (23) For Turgenev's narrator, 
however, there is not even the briefest moment of joy. 
Although he has gained an intellectual insight in in
creased understanding, on the emotional level, nature 
remains essentially cold and hostile, with overtones of 
the positively evil. This of course leads us to the 
question already mentioned of the alienation of nature 
from man. In Journey into the Forest, the possibility of 
man finding help or sympathy of any kind in nature is 
completely excluded. From the beginning, the world of 
nature is presented as alien to that of man:

...he [man] feels that the last of his kind may 
vanish off the face of the earth - and not one 
needle will quiver on those pine twigs...he is . " 
more at home in the world that he himself has 1 
created. (24)

Whilst for Flaubert the violence of rejection by nature
is such that it increases his awareness of the gulf
between them, and even the beginnings of the experience
of identification with nature cannot always be considered
pleasant. For as he writes to Alfred Le Poittevin:

Quand on commence à s'identifier avec la nature., 
on en est arraché tout à coup de façon à vous 
faire saigner. (25)

(23) This experience at Belle-Isle can be seen as the 
emotional base on which Flaubert was to build St.Antoine's 
aspirations to be absorbed into material nature. There is 
also a less dramatic parallel in Mme. Bovary which will
be mentioned later.
(24) Pol, sob, soch.. vol.VII, pp.51-2
(25) Correspondance. vol.I, p.166 (1845)
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Although there appears to have been no repetition
in Flaubert's experience of the intensity of the Belle-
Isle incident, there were other less dramatic occasions
when he began to feel his own self being absorbed into
a natural phenomenon or material object. For example,
he describes such a sensation in a letter to Louise Colet:

A force quelquefois de regarder un caillou, un 
animal, un tableau, je me suis senti y entrer.(26)

This idea of assimilation with an object through contem
plation or meditation is one not completely alien to 
Turgenev. But this is really only explicit in the Poems 
in Prose. Here, perhaps under the influence of Schopen
hauer, he reveals, in pieces such as The Monk and Stay!, 
an interest in the powers of contemplation and the poss
ibility of the annihilation of the ego.

The concept of nature as a hostile force which we
have seen in these two works. Par les champs and Journey
into the Forest, is also to be found in the correspondence
of Flaubert and Turgenev. That the pessimism of the latter
revealed in Journey into the Forest was based on personal
experience of the hostility of nature is clear from a
letter he wrote to Pauline Viardot in 1849. Here he
recalls a violent storm he once witnessed, and this prompts
him to reflect on :

...la brutale indifference de la nature. C'est 
qu'elle l'est: elle est indifférente; il n'y a 
de l'âme qu'en nous et peut-être un peu autour 
de nous...c'est un faible rayonnement que la 
vieille nuit cherche éternellement à engloutir. 
Cela n'empêche pas cette scélérate de nature 
d'être admirablement belle...(2?)

(26) Correspondance. vol.III, p.210 (L.Colet, 1853)
(27) Pol. sob. pisem, vol.I, p.325
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Similar are the sentiments we find in Flaubert's letters
of the early 1850's, for example:

Comme ça se fout de nous, la nature! et quelle 
balle impassible ont les arbres, l'herbe, les 
flots! (28)
Et est-ce insolent la nature!...On se torture 
l'esprit à vouloir comprendre l'abîme qui nous 
sépare d'elle. (29)
Quel calme! Comme ça se fiche de nous, la nature!(30 

After this feeling of rejection by nature in the 
early period, it is not surprising that in the mature 
novels of Flaubert and Turgenev, nature is very much a 
background element, intruding rarely into the action.
Hone of their major characters has an attitude to nature 
which is significant for the course of events within the 
novel. For example, it would not be easy on first reading 
to determine accurately the relationship of Emma Bovary, 
Frédéric Moreau, Insarov or Nezhdanov to nature. But 
this is not to say that nature plays no part at all in 
these novels, or that the author's own attitude to the 
natural world is not discernible through the fabric of 
the novel. In Mme.Bovary, for example, there is an inst
ance - perhaps an attempt to recreate that moment at 
Belle-Isle - when feeling on the part of a character is 
linked in such perfect harmony with the common life of 
all things, that the one, so to speak, becomes the fig
urative expression of the other; we read of Emma:

...quelque chose de doux semblait sortir des 
arbres; elle sentait son coeur, dont les bat
tements recommençaient, et le sang circuler 
dans sa chair comme un fleuve de lait. Alors 
elle entendit tout au loin, au delà du bois, sur 
les aiires collines, un cri vague et prolongé...

28) Correspondance. vol.III, p.293 (L.Colet, 1853)
29) Ibid.. p.317-8 (Louis Bouilhet, 1853)
30) Ibid.. p.411 (Louis Bouilhet, 1853)
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et elle 1'écoutait silencieusement, se mêlant 
comme une musique aux dernières vibrations de 
ses nerfs émus. (31)

And in Turgenev's novel Qn the Ëve, we find reflections 
of his own view of the coldness of nature in the con
versation between Shubin and Bersyenev in the first 
section of the book. The former says:

No matter how often you knock at Nature's door, 
she won't answer in words you can undersntand - 
for Nature is dumb. She will vibrate and moan 
like a violin string, but you must not expect 
a song...Nature...how cold and pedantic...(32)

Another point to be made is that the treatment of
nature in the works of Flaubert and Turgenev is always
free from the sentimentality often associated with this
concept. Flaubert, for example, is quick to mock the
popular attitude in his Dictionnaire des idées reçues
with the definition:

NATURE - "Que c'eet beau la Nature!" à dire 
chaque fois qu'on se trouve à la campagne.(35)

Turgenev is also critical of the traditional sentimental
reaction to nature. In his Diary of a Superfluous Man,
the hero is of the opinion that lengthy apostrophes to
nature are not only of no use, but even in positively
bad taste:

0 nature! nature! I love you so, but I came from 
your womb incapable of living...
But there is no point in talking about this, and 
tearful invocations to nature are really ludicrous. 
Outpourings of emotion are like liquorice: you 
start sucking and at first it doesn't seem bad, 
but then it leaves a nasty taste in your mouth.(34)

It is also interesting to see how the romantic

(31) Mme. Bovary, p.223-4 (N.B. The use here of the word 
'nerfs' rather than 'âme' which would in all probability 
have been the choice of a romantic writer, suggests a shift 
to a more materialistic point of view.)
(32) Pol, sob, soch.. vol.VIII, p.12
(33) Dictionnaire des idées reçues. CAMINITI edition, Paris
1966, p.313
(34) Pol. sob. soch.. vol.V, p.181 & p.184
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notion of ’giving oneself up to nature’ fares in the 
works of the two writers. The only characters of Flaubert 
who actually do this are Bouvard and Pécuchet. The 
retreat of these two characters to the country, and their 
efforts to sustain mind and body with agricultural and 
other rustic pursuits are, however, far from romantic.
The descriptions of their country life form in fact a 
disturbing mixture of comedy and pathos, but Flaubert 
tends to dwell on the scientific and technical aspects 
of their activities, giving little consideration to 
such things as meditation or communion with nature. 
Similarly, those of Turgenev’s characters who abandon 
the trials of life in the town in favour of a country 
reAtreat do so not with any idealistic hope of finding 
an easy solution to their problems in peaceful communion 
with nature, but rather seek this retreat in order to 
find salvation in the literal act of tilling the soil, 
or in attending to the efficient management of their 
estates. Such is the case with Litvinov, the hero of 
Smoke.

Another parallel in the attitude of Flaubert and 
Turgenev to emerge after the bitter early experience of 
the hostility of nature is a distinct preference for art 
over nature. Flaubert makes especially emphatic pro
nouncements on this subject in his letters of the 1870's. 
he wrote to George Sand, for example : "Je donnerais tous 
les glaciers pour le musée du Vatican. C'est là qu'on rêve" 
(35) It is also clear that he personally did not find

(35) Correspondance. vol. VII, p.163 (1874)
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nature a great source of inspiration, for as he wrote to 
Turgenev in 1874s

...je ne suis ças l'homme de la Nature: "ses 
merveilles" m'emeuvent moins que celles de 
l'Art. Elle m'écrase sans me fournir aucune 
"grande pensée". (36)

Neither did Flaubert find a natural environment soothing
or restful even in later years. In 1875 he made a return
visit to Brittany, and from the letters written at this
period, it would seem that nature has lost all of its
former attraction for him. He wrote to Turgenev from
Concarneau:

En d'autres temps, le pays où je me trouve 
mfeùt charmé. Mais le specta&le de la nature 
n'est pas si bon qu'on le dit pour les ag
ités. Il ne fait que vous renfoncer dans la 
conviction de votre néant et de votre impuis
sance. (37)

Turgenev deals with the relationship between art
and nature in his 'prose poem' Enough!. Three main points
emerge from the discussion in section XV of this piece:
firstly that there is a basic opposition between art
and nature. Nature is hostile to art essentially because
it is the work of man, and is striving to emulate her
own unchanging and immortal qualities. But Turgenev
seems to prefer the achievements of art, rather than
those of nature:

...for in nature, there is no symphony of 
Beethoven, no picture of Ruysdael, no poem of 
Goethe, and only dull-witted pedants or idle 
chatterers can still maintain that art is the 
imitation of nature. (38)

Nevertheless, Turgenev realizes that it is always nature
that has the upper hand in this uneasy relationship, and

(36) Correspondance. vol.VII, p.158
(37) Ibid.. supplement vol.Ill, p.213
(38) Pol, sob, soch.. vol.IX, pp.119-20
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that ultimately she is inexorable. In Enough !, nature is 
presented as a basically destructive force, and Turgenev 
sees the artist's efforts to produce a work of perm
anent value as doomed to failure. He laments:

How are we...poor artists to be a match for 
this deaf, dumb, blind force, who not only 
triumphs in her conquests, but moves ever on
ward, devouring all things. (39)

Turgenev is glad, however, that man does possess art
istic creativity, and remembers Schiller's idea that only 
the transient is beautiful, for even in the world of 
nature,such ephemeral phenomena as flower petals and 
butterfly wings are among its most beautiful manifest
ations.

This pessimistic trend in Flaubert's and Turgenev's 
attitude to nature is in fact never reversed. The exp-

9

eriences of later years serve only to intensify it, as 
an examination of their last works reveals. The heart
lessness of nature is stressed as strongly as ever, for 
example, in Turgenev's prose poem of 1879 entitled Nature. 
The poet has dreamt of an immense underground temple 
where Nature herself sits enthroned in flowing green 
robes. The poet naively supposes that she is pondering 
on the future of man, plotting the course by which he 
may achieve happiness and perfection. But no, it is the 
problem of strengthening the leg muscles of the flea 
that is preoccupying her for the moment. The poet asks 
if men are not her favourite children, to which she 
replies:

All creatures are my children...and I care for 
them alike, and all alike I destroy....

(39) Pol, sob, soch.. vol.IX, p.120
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"But right...reason...justice..." I faltered again.
"Those are men's words" I heard the iron voice 
say. "I know not right nor wrong...Reason is no 
law for me - and what is justice? - I have 
given thee life, I shall take it away and give 
it to others, worms or men...I care not..(40)

So Turgenev's last word on nature is that man can expect
no help from this source.

And if we look at Flaubert's Légende de Saint 
Julien l'Hospitalier of 1876, the attitude to nature exp
ressed here is hardly any more optimistic. Indeed, as far 
as Julien is concerned, nature is a decidedly sinister 
force on the occasion of his two 'fantastic' hunting 
expeditions, for the animals and the forest assume a 
portentous and symbolic significance in respect of his 
impending downfall.

In the attitude to nature of Flaubert and Turgenev, 
therefore» a basically parallel pattern of development 
is to be found. There is an initial period where one of 
the dominant features of their view is a direct adoption 
of ideas from the Romantic school. This is the insistence 
on the harmony of nature, and the contrast between this 
and the chaos of the world of man. And although there is 
a certain degree of lyricism in the treatment of nature 
in their earliest literary efforts - for example in 
certain passages of the Mémoires d'un fou and in the 
hero's monologues in Steno - the more sentimental aspects 
of the romantic view of nature never appealed to them.

Then as the two writers become more conscious of 
philosophical issues, their interest in nature develops,

(40) Pol, sob, soch.. vol.XIII, p.189
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and their works and correspondences of the 1840's and 
early 1830's reveal a serious interest in aspects of 
pantheism. As we have seen, their literary works mirror 
their unsuccessful efforts to establish a relationship 
with the ubiquitous life-force of nature.

After the realization that it is impossible to 
reach a state of union with nature in normal circumstances, 
the subject remains an essentially background issue as 
they compose their major novels. Nevertheless, a more 
general pessimism, contributed to in part by this view 
of nature as a hostile force, is present in their novels, 
as will be seen later. The approach of old age and con
tact with new philosophies - such as Schopenhauer's idea 
that nature is a positively evil force, or the increasing 
faith in 'science* rather than nature as a source of 
revelation - serve only to reinforce their views on the 
Machiavellism of nature. For both writers, the relation
ship between man and nature is always an essentially un
easy - if not actually antagonistic - one.
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RUSSIAN QUOTATIONS FOR CHAPTER III

(l) CreHo:
BevHHfl Kpyr 

Ectb TBOË CHMÔOJI, iipHpô a. FpyCTHOl rpyCTHO!
Kas aezBEa th amaeË...
Ohb Teda He noHHMaioT - aaaa!
Easoe xaaxoe TBopenae aeaoBexi

Co MHOË
UpomaeTca npapoaa. Ho EanpaoEo
Ona Tax meapo pacToaaeT
Ha Eedo H Ha seujLio cb6T h xebel..
Mena ne moxot bto yaepxaTs.

npocTz,
SeMaa, oo Bceif tboem ayaeoEEM, 
npOCTE, npOCTH! 0, He CHEË ME6 B OEE 
Th , soaoToe oko neda. Bcë,
9TO a arodaa, th meo BOcnoMEEaema. (coa I 415 &

418)
( 5 ) BesHH Jlyr :

TeifEoe ancToe nedo TopxecTseHEO z HeodaaTEO bhcoko cToaao Eaa EaMZ 00 bcom cboem TazEOTBSBEHM BeazKoaenzeM. 
Caaaxo cTeczaaacB rpyaa, Banzaa tot ocodezHHË, 
TOMZTeasEHË z CB6XZË sazax - eanax pyccxoË aeTzeË 
Eoaz. (Coa.IV, 97)

(l7)noe8axa b noaecae:
Faaaz Ea nee, heo aapyr nosasaaoea, aTO a noaaa 
xzBEa npzpoaH... Tzxoe z HeaaesEoe oaymeBaezze, 
EeToponazBOCTa z caepxazEocTa ozyzeEZË z cza, 
paBEOBCcze saopoaaa b xaxaou oTaeaanoM cymecTae - 
BOT cazaa ee ocEoaa, ee EezBzeEEHË saxon...(Coa.VII, 69)

(19)Roesaxa a noaecae:
Ayma xaxaaaa caacTaz Tasoro noanoro, ona c TaxzM 
npespeEzeM OTaepraaa acè zéxoe, Bcë EeaocTaToanoe,
OEa xaaaa: bot-bot EaxaHEeT caacTae eotoxom...

(Goa. VII, 66)
(24) noesaxa a noaecae:

...OE ayacTByeT, aTO nocaeanzË zs ero dparzË MoxeT 
zcaeBHyTa c azna sezaz - z hz oana zraa ze aporzeT 
za 8TZX aeTBZx...eMy aerae a stom zzpe, zm cemzm 
cosaaHEOM, saeca oz aoza, eaeca oz czeeT eze aepzTa b  ̂
CBoe szaaezae z b cbok) czay. (Coa. VII, 5It2)
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(22) HaKanyHe:
CEoaaso t u  h h  cTyazca npzpoae a aaepa, se oTsoaeTcz osa 
noHZTHHM caoBOM, HOTOMy STo osa sezaa. ByaeT sayaaTa 
H HHTa, KaK cTpysa, a necsz o t  see se xaz,..npspoaa., 
EaEoe zoaoasoe, mKoaasoe Bupaxesze! (Cos.yiII, 12)

(34) AseaszE azmsero zeaoBesa:
0 npzpoaai npzpoaa! £ Tax Teds aadam, a Z8 t b o z z  seap 
BHmea secnocodsuM aaxe x xzssz.
Boaame od s t o m  roaopzTa se c t o z t .  A  caeaazaue odpas- 
eaza e  npzpoae yuopzTeaaso OMemsu.
gyaoTBZTeaasue zsazasza - caoaso coaoaxoasË Eopesa: 
cnepaa nococeza -  e s e  dyaTo zeaypzo, a h o t o m  ozesa 
cEaepso cTaseT ao pTy. (Coz.V, 181 & 184)

(38) Aoaoaaso:
...a seË seT sz ozM$oszz BeTzoaeaa, sz EapTzsa 
Pmzoaaaa, sz nodzu r&Te, - z oazz azza Tynue neaasTu 
zaz seaodpocoaecTHHe doaTynu MoryT eme ToaEoaaTa od 
zcEyccTae xax o noapazaazz npzpoae... (Coz. IX, 120)

(39) Aoaoaaso:
Tae ze waz,.., (5eaHHM xyaozszEaM, caaazTa c g t o ë  
rayxosezoË caenopozaeaaoB czaoB, EOTopaa ,aaze se 
TopzecTByeT c b o h x  nodea, a zaeT, zaeT anepea, acë 
nozzpaz? (Coz.Iï,120)

(40) npzpoaa:
- Bee TBapz m o z  aeTz,... z z oazsaEoao o szx aadozyca - 
z oazaaEOBO zx zcTpedazm.
- Ho aodpa... paayz..,cnpaBeaazBOCTa., npoaeneTaa 
z oaoaa.
- 8 t o  zeaoaezecxze oaoaa, - pasaaacz xeaessuâ roaoc.
- £ se aeaas sz aodpa, sz 8aa...Pa8yz zse se saxos - 
z zTo Taxoe cnpaaeaazaocTa? £ Tede aaaa zzaaa - z ee 
oTHzuy z aaz apyrzz, zepazz zaz aBazM...Mse ace passo... 
(Co^. XIII, 189)
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CHAPTER IV - Love and the quest for happiness

"Entre deux coeurs qui battent l'un 
sur l'autre, il y a des abîmes; le
néant est entre eux..." *

Before determining the significance of love and 
the quest for happiness as themes in the literary works 
of Flaubert and Turgenev, we should first assess the 
importance of these elements in their personal lives.
For this, we must draw on their correspondence with those
of their friends who were selected for the rôle of con
fidant, and more especially on Turgenev's letters to 
Pauline Viardot and Flaubert's to Louise Colet.

These correspondences, together with the facts of 
the personal lives of Flaubert and Turgenev, reveal how 
each of them reached the conclusion that as love does not 
in any case bring with it happiness, the writer should 
devote his energies to other things of greater value.
And despite an essential nuance of difference, the two 
were generally agreed that their rôles as writer and 
artist were more important than anything that they might 
achieve in personal relationships. But, as we shall see, 
whereas Flaubert learnt this lesson fairly early in life, 
for Turgenev the struggle to renounce his love for 
Pauline Viardot was long, and one in which he was never 
entirely successful.

The question of women and love was of considerable 
importance to both Flaubert and Turgenev. And in the 
case of each of them, it is in the period before 1856-7

(*) FLAUBERT, Correspondance, vol.II, p.410 (L.Colet, 1852)
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that this problem of love and its relationship to happ
iness was of greatest significance in their personal 
lives - although it continued to be an important theme 
in their literary works long after that date.

If one traces the education sentimentale of the 
two writers as far back as early youth, it seems quite 
probable that their readings of Romantic poets and esp
ecially of Byron, contributed to the development of a 
premature interest in amorous adventures, (l) It is even 
possible that these early examples influenced the evol
ution of their ultimate attitudes to the subject. (2)

For both, the literary experience was soon succ
eeded by the real thing. For Flaubert met, at the tender 
age of fourteen, Elisa Schlésinger, who was to remain his 
constant ideal of womanhood. Similarly, it emerges from 
Turgenev's short story First Love that his relations with 
the female sex were on a serious footing from a comparably 
early age. The details of an autobiographical nature in

(1) Flaubert, for example, writes in Novembre of the bookish 
origins of his interest in love: "J'avais tant lu chez les 
poètes le mot amour, et si souvent je me le redisais pour
me charmer de sa douceur...je me disais:"J'aime! oh! j'aime!" 
et j'en étais heureux, j'en/étais fier..." (Oeuvres de 
jeunesse, vol.II, p.170;.
(2) For as we shall see, the disillusionment brought by 
experience to Flaubert and Turgenev is largely parallel to 
the lesson learnt by Byron's Childe Harold:

Oh! many,and oft had Harold loved.
Or dream'd he loved, since Rapture is a dream;
But now his wayward bosom was unmoved.
For not yet had he drunk of Lethe's stream;
And lately had he learn'd with truth to deem 
Love has no gift so grateful as his wings:
How fair, how young, how soft so'er he seem,
Full from the fount of Joy's delicious springs 
Some bitter o'er the flowers its bubbling venom

flings.
(Childe Harold's Pilgrimage. I, Ixxxii)
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this story can he verified by a study of its manuscript.
Using his normal technique of composition, Turgenev com
piled a list of characters, together with personal infor
mation about them before beginning to write. The dramatis 
personae for First Love includes :-

Myself, a boy - 15 years 
My father - 38 years
My mother - 40 years (3)

But the *15 years* of the young hero replaces an obliter
ated * 13 years’. It is in fact more likely - judging 
from the movements of the Turgenev family - that this 
sentimental adventure took place in 1831, when Ivan was 
thirteen, rather than in 1833, as in the story. Turgenev 
increased the age of his hero in order to make the amorous 
conflict between father and son more realistic. It is 
interesting to note that Flaubert similarly increases his 
hero’s age when writing of his own first love and his 
meeting with Elis*a Schlésinger in the Mémoires d’un fou. 
Although this work was written less than two years after 
his meeting with the Schlésinger family while on holiday 
at Trouviiie, Flaubert is deliberately vague about how 
old he was at the time. Although , as he composed the work, 
he was still only sixteen, he wrote of this fateful 
visit to Trouviiie:

Vous dire l’année précise me serait impossible; 
mais alors j'étais fort jeune, j’avais, je crois, 
quinze ans. (4)

So Flaubert, like Turgenev, wishes to make the intensity
of feeling in his story more credible and acceptable by

(3) For a facsimile of part of this manuscript see MAZON 
André, Manuscrits parisiens d’Ivan Tôurguénev. Paris 1930,p.21.
(4) Oeuvres de jeunesse. vol.I, p.504
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increasing the age of the protagonist. Both writers 
apparently felt a little awkward about admitting to such 
precocious sentimental attachments.

Flaubert’s very first personal involvement with 
the female sex was with the woman whose memory was to 
become enshrined and to remain with him in perhaps an 
idealised form, until his death. (5) Having said this, 
it is perhaps important to examine what was exactly the 
significance for Flaubert of his later attachment to 
Louise Colet, for on the surface this would appear to be 
the most significant love affair of Flaubert’s life. But 
by comparison with his involvement with Mme.Schlésinger, 
the affair with Louise was of short duration only. In 
fact the break between them was so final that Flaubert 
told her that he would never again be ’at home’ to her 
call, and indeed did not let her into his house, despite 
her several attempts at reconciliation. That the affair 
dragged on for so long in the early 1850’s is rather 
more a tribute to Mme. Colet*s tenacity, than to Flaubert’s 
undying affection. They had met in 1846, and although 
Flaubert had had various fleeting experiences, he had not 
had a real mistress. He was attracted to Mme. Colet for 
obvious reasons, but was perhaps attracted also by the 
idea of having a mistress. But he had probably not 
realized just how much time and nervous energy such a 
diversion would consume, and especially when the mistress

(5) His other youthful infatuations did not come until 
several years after the first meeting with Elisa : he did 
not meet Eulalie Foucaud in Marseilles until 1840, and 
his flirtations with the Collier sisters took place in the 
summer holidays of 1842.
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was as demanding as Louise Colet was. Nevertheless, even
in the months before he embarked on this affair, Flaubert
was already concerned about the incompatibility of the
rôles of lover and writer. For as he was considering
the sculptor Pradier’s suggestion that he should take
a mistress, he wrote to Alfred Le Poittevin:

Un amour normal, régulier, nourri et solide, me 
sortirait trop hors de moi, me troublerait, je 
rentrerais dans la vie active, dans la vérité 
physique, dans le sens commun enfin, et c’est ce 
qui m'a été nuisible toutes les fois que j’ai 
voulu le tenter. (6)

As we shall see later, this was an idea that was to assume
progressively a much greater significance ifor Flaubert,
and for Turgenev also.

Ten years before his meeting with Louise, Flaubert
had lost his heart to Mme. Schlésinger and had accepted
at that time that there could be no other real love in
his life. We have testimony to this effect in the Mémoires
d’un fou where Flaubert writes of the period following
his meeting with Elisa:

Je me suis efforcé d’attacher mon coeur à d’autres 
passions; il y a glissé dessus comme sur la 
glace. (7)

Une femme se présenta à moi, je la pris, et 
je sortis de ses bras plein de dégoût et 
d ’amertume. (8)

So the affair with Louise was perhaps an attempt to
disprove what Flaubert knew inside himself to be a firm
fact. It was a second attempt. But he did not love
Louise without reservation for long, and the end of the
affair was certainly accelerated by her demands for more

(6) Correspondance. vol.I, p.186 (1845)
(7) Oeuvres de jeunesse. vol.I, p.515
(8) Ibid.. p.524
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and more of Flaubert * s valuable time and attention.
But to return to Elisa, we have to date seen this 

relationship only in terms of an admiration from afar 
on the part of Flaubert. It would seem hardly likely 
that this kind of involvement could provide a basis for 
such a long-lived and exclusive relationship as this 
turned out to be, and indeed Flaubert’s attachment to 
Mme. Schlésinger did have an intense and even passionate 
stage. This occurred during his years hn Paris as a law 
student between 4842 and 1844. There is a certain amount 
of conflict between the views of various critics as to 
whether they actually became lovers at this time. (9)
What is certain, however, is that Flaubert made frequent 
visits to the Schlésinger household during these years, 
and what seems most likely is that he made some kind of 
declaration of his affection. As for Mme. Schlésinger, 
it would seem that while she did not reject him out of 
hand, she made it clear that she was not prepared to 
jeopardize for his sake her status as a respectable middle 
class wife and mother. In fact we can presume that there 
took place a confrontation largely the same as that 
between Frédéric and Mme. Arnoux in Chapter VI of L ’Educ
ation sentimentale. Gérard-Gailly in Les Fantômes de 
Trouviiie has summed up well the poignancy of Elisa’s

(9) At one end of the scale Jean Pommier and Jean Bruneau 
believe that Flaubert’s love for her was over by the end 
of his teens. At the other extreme, Mme. Burry, drawing 
her evidence for this from the plans of the 1869 Education 
sentimentale maintains that they were lovers. But Frédéric 
Moreau and Gustave Flaubert are not necessarily identical 
all of the time. Others support the same argument as Mme. 
Durry but using as evidence the 1845 L ’Education sentimen
tale where Henry becomes the lover of Mme. Renaud. The 
most likely interpretation of this episode seams to be the 
middle course outlined above. This is the solution 
favoured by Enid Starkie and René Dumesnil.
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probable reaction. He writes:
L ’admiration ancienne et muette de l ’enfant lui 
était rapportée identique par le regard de 
l’homme. Quelle importance et quelle plénitude 
soudain restituées à ce qu’elle n ’avait cru 
être qu’une jolie effusion puérile. (lO)

As further testimony to the intensity of this
attachment, we have Flaubert’s admission to Louise Colet
herself of this most passionate relationship of his
youth and early manhood. Naturally enough, however, he
did not furnish the jealous Louise with all the details.
At the same time, it is clear that he already considered
love to be a burden. For he wrote to her of his earlier
love:

J ’en ai aimé une [femme] depuis quatorze ans 
jusqu’à vingt sans le lui dire, sans lui (sic) 
toucher; et j’ai été près de trois ans ensuite 
sans sentir mon sexe. J ’ai cru un moment que 
je mourrais ainsi; j’en remerciais le ciel.
Je voudrais n ’avoir ni corps ni coeur...(Il)

He also revealed that he did not find Louise’s love for
him completely compatible with his own concepts, for he
wrote in the same letter:

Tu m ’as fait mentir à mon système, à mon coeur, 
à ma nature peut-être...(12;

But perhaps the most interesting and relevant directly
personal account of his relationship with Mme. Schlésinger
is contained in a letter written in 1859 (some five
years after the final break with Louise) to Amélie Bosquet.
She had been teasing him about his reputation as ’un
coureur de filles’, to which he replied:

Je suis encore timide comme àn adolescent et

(10) GERARD-GAILLY, Flaubert et les fantômes de Trouviiie, 
Paris 1930, p.80
(11) Correspondance. vol.I, p.226 (1846)
(12) Ibid.
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capable de conserver dans des tiroirs des bou
quets fanés. J'ai, dans ma jeunesse, démesuré
ment aimé, aimé sans retour, profondément, 
silencieusement. Nuits passées à regarder la 
lune, projets d'enlèvements et de voyages en 
Italie, rêves de gloire pour elle. tortures du 
corps et de l'âme, spasmes à l'odeur d'une 
épaule, et pâleurs subites sous un regard, j'ai 
connu tout cela, et très bien connu. Chacun de 
nous a dans le coeur une chambre royale; je l'ai 
murée, mais elle n'est pas détruite. (13)

So Flaubert's admission at this stage that he had within 
him this 'chambre murée' reveals to what extent he had 
already renounced the quest for love and happiness. But, 
as he told Amélie Bosquet, the special compartment in his 
heart, although shut up so as not to cause mischief, was 
still there. And it was to remain in existence virtually 
until Flaubert's death. For example, it was not until 
1871 that Flaubert sent his first openly affectionate 
letter to Elisa, what Gérard-Cailly has called "sa pre
mière lettre d'amour...avec un retard de trente-cinq 
and" .(14) This was shortly after the death of her 
husband Maurice, and now instead of the conventional 
"Chère Madame", Flaubert addresses her as "Ma vieille 
tendresse, ma toujours aimée".(15) The evocative powers 
of his memories of Elisa are perhaps most clearly 
revealed in the last surviving letter that Flaubert wrote 
to her. Towards the end of 1872 he wrote to her of his 
depression at his approaching old age, and his sense of 
inability to publish any more. We see just how closely 
thoughts of Elisa are mingled with his view of his own 
past, for he writes:

(13) Correspondance, vol.IV, p.351-2
(14) GERARD-GAILLY, op. cit.. p.174
(15) Correspondance. voLVI, p.237-8
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L'avenir pour moi n ’a plus de rêves, mais les 
jours d’autrefois se représentent comme baignés 
dans une vapeur d ’or. Sur ce fond lumineux où 
de chers fantômes me tendent les bras, la figure 
qui se détache le plus splendidement, c’est la 
vôtre! - Oui, la vôtre! 0 pauvre Trouviiie... 
Adieu, et toujours à vous. (16)

These letters are however far from being isolated links 
with his past emotional experiences, for Flaubert did 
see Mme. Schlésinger on several occasions during the 
early 1870’s. Moreover throughout the period of their 
friendship, he had followed with close interest her 
family’s affairs, sending especially warm messages on the 
occasion of births, marriages etc. (17)

So Flaubert maintained, throughout the years foll
owing the more intimate association of his student days 
in Paris, close ties with I'dme. Schlésinger and her family. 
However he did not find the courage to be once more 
overtly affectionate until the approach of old age forced 
upon him the realization that memories of the past were 
now to be his only comfort.

But a complete picture of Flaubert’s vie sentimen
tale should not overlook the significance of his minor 
relationships in middle life with a number of other women. 
Those with whom he had the lengthiest correspondences 
were the Princess Mathilde, Mile. Leroyer de Chantepie, 
Mme. Roger des Genettes, Amélie Bosquet, and the sisters 
Mme. Lapierre and Mme. Brainne. Although the letters to 
each woman differ slightly in tone, Flaubert’s relation? 
ship with each was basically the same. By the time he

(16) Correspondance, vol.VI, p.427-8
(17),See especially on the subject of the baptism of Mme. 
Schlésinger’s grandchild a letter of October 2nd. 1856. 
(Correspondance. vol.IV,p.128)
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began these exchanges of letters in the late 1850's, he 
had already become disillusioned with the idea of love 
as a panacea, and had renounced the quest for happiness 
through a lasting relationship with one woman. In fact 
he makes quite explicit his exact standpoint in this 
matter in one of his earlier letters to Mile. Leroyer de 
Chantepie. Here he reveals a certain amount of bitter
ness as he writes:

Quant à l'amour, je n'ai jamais trouvé dans ce 
suprême bonheur que troubles, orages et déses
poirs! La femme me semble une chose impossible.
Et plus je 1'étudie, et moins je la comprends*
Je m'en suis toujours écarté le plus que j'ai 
pu. C'est un abîme qui attire et qui me fait 
peur...(18)

Nonetheless in actual fact there was a certain ambivalence 
in his attitude to women, and although the example 
quoted above is far from being an isolated expression of 
such a view, at other times Flaubert enjoyed the div
ersion of female company, and as Dumesnil has said "avait, 
un impérieux besoin de tendresse féminine, à défaut 
d'amour". (19)

All of these other, secondary relationships are 
perhaps best summed up in the words of someone who was 
directly involved. Amélie Bosquet wrote in the foreward 
to her personal collection of letters from Flaubert that 
he had never paid court to her in the conventional sense 
and that any moments of passion in their relationship 
had been inspired by intellectual subjects only. She 
provides the key to Flaubert's renunciation of the quest 
for happiness through love when she writes:

(18) Correspondance, vol.IV, p.356 (1859)
(19) DUMESNIL Rene, Gustave Flaubert. 1'homme et l'oeuvre, 
Paris 1947, p.190
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...tous ses amis savent que du jour où il s'est 
entièrement donné à la vie littéraire...il eût 
redouté, jusqu'au point le plus extrême, tout 
lien qui eût mis une entrave à son travail. (20)

We should also perhaps mention in passing that Flaubert's
friendship with George Sand was one of the greatest
consolations of his later years. His essential respect for
her is revealed in his frequent references to her as
'la mère Sand' and 'mon cher maître'. The special nature
of his relationship with her is perhaps most poignantly
revealed in a letter to Maurice Sand after her death. He
wrote: "II m'a semblé que j'enterrais ma mère une seconde
fois".(21)

To return now to Turgenev, his attachment to the 
young heroine of First Love was a significant stage in 
his emotional development, but unlike Flaubert's first 
sentimental adventure, was not long^lasting. Luring his 
adolescence, Turgenev had two other emotional involvements: 
one with his mother's seamstress who was to become the 
mother of his only child, and the other a flirtation 
with Bakunin's sister Tatyana. Both of these affairs 
were without great significance for Turgenev's development 
and were of short duration only.

Turgenev did not meet his ideal of womanhood until 
he was twenty-five. (22) But apart from his greater 
maturity, the impact of Turgenev's meeting with this ideal 
in the form of Pauline Viardot, and the subsequent pattern 
of their relationship^ can be compared in outline to

(20) Amélie Bosquet bequeathed her letters from Flaubert, 
which covered the period 1859-1869, to the Bibliothèque 
municipale at Rouen. She added an introductory note to them.
(21) Correspondance. vol.VII, p.509 (1876)
(22) Turgenev met Pauline Viardot on November 15th. 1845, 
in St.Petersburg, while she was giving her first operatic 
performances in Russia.
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Flaubert’s involvement with Mme. Schlésinger. Having 
traced the major stages of Flaubert’s love for Elisa, if 
we now examine Turgenev’s relationship with Pauline, we 
shall see how both affairs progressed through broadly 
similar stages, and more importantly brought comparable 
experiences and lessons to both writers. For both 
affairs began as love at first sight, followed by a period 
of intense involvement. And this in turn was succeeded 
by a crisis which led to the lover’s relegation to the 
ranks of family friend and distant admirer. The final 
stage of each relationship was a certain mellowing at 
the approach of old age, thus finding anew some of the 
former tenderness.

Nonetheless, Turgenev was to persevere in the quest 
for happiness through love far more than Flaubert.
Although circumstances obliged him to reach conclusions 
comparable to Flaubert’s concerning women and love, he 
was more loath to give up the struggle. For many of his 
long years of travel around Europe were basically an 
effort to be near Pauline, wherever she might be perform
ing. His visits to England and Germany coincided with 
her appearances there, and his long periods of residence 
in the West - in Paris and in Baden - were occasioned by 
love for Pauline, rather than by love of the countries 
involved. (23)

Turgenev first gained access to Pauline Viardot the

(23) This seems especially true in the light of declar
ations such as ’’All that^is French stinks to my nose’’ (Pol. 
sob, -pisem. vol.Ill, p.304, to Annenkov 1859) - which also 
demolish the myth of Turgenev’s life-long Francophilie.
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woman through Pauline Viardot the operatic singer* For it 
was as an admirer of her work that he gained admission 
to her circle of friends. Before he got to know her well 
personally, there ensued several years of admiration 
from his box at the great opera houses of Europe, and of 
contriving to be invited to the same dinners and re
ceptions. He was successful in this quest and was admitted 
as a family friend. In the summer of 1847, he was invited 
for the first time to stay at the Viardot’s country house 
at Courtavenel*

The years between this first visit And 1850 con
stitute the most intense and most significant period of 
their relationship. In these brief years, they came face 
to face with their love for one another, but also with 
the reality of their situation. Yarmolinsky (24) is now 
virtually alone among critics in maintaining that this 
love remained platonic. Most other critics (25) agree that 
it is most probable that Pauline and Turgenev became 
lovers for a brief period between 1847 and 1850. But as 
Turgenev’s diary was destroyed after his death by Pauline 
acting on his instructions, the exact details will never 
be known. This intimate phase in the relationship was 
brought to an end by Pauline’s recovery of her usually

(24) In Turgenev, the^man. his art and his age. (New York, 
195?) p.100 and p.l50ff.
(25) E.SEMENOFF in La vie douloureuse d ’Ivan Tourgueneff. 
Paris 1933 f A.FITZLYON in The Price of Genius. London, 
1964 (p.250); L. MAGARSHACK in Turgenev - a life. London 
1954; and I.M.GREVS in Istorya odnov Ivubvi . Moscow 
1927 (p.39 ff).
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strong will-power. For she wrote to George Sand in 1850:
What interior happiness one has each time one's 
will-power has gained a victory over passion, 
over instinct,..When one wants to, one can 
always find the antidotes - yes, alas, one finds 
them! (26)

So like Mme, Schlesinger with Flaubert, Pauline Viardot
was not prepared to put her social status at risk. And
indeed she had much more to lose. She was constantly in
the public eye, and her career could have been ruined by
an indiscreet affair.

After Turgenev's return to Russia in 1850, they
continued to correspond as before, but the tone of the
letters is quite different. The note of hope is no longer
to be found on Turgenev's side - it is in fact replaced
by traces of melancholy and regret. His letter to her
of September 18th, 1850 is typical. He writes:

J'ai le coeur gros; les souvenirs s'y pressent 
en foule, nombreux, lucides - mais rapides; je
ne puis en fixer un seul..."Guarda e passa".(27)

The sentiment of this quotation from Dante's Inferno
really marks the turning point of Turgenev's relationship
with Pauline: he had renounced the quest for happiness
through love shared with her, and now nothing but a formal,
distant friendship remained. Renunciation was hard for
Turgenev, and he continued to write to Pauline often, but
she answered him only occasionally. Nonetheless, he
realized that a new period was beginning in his life. This
is especially clear from his correspondence with the
Countess Lambert, He wrote to her for example:

(26) Quoted from FITZLYON, on. cit,, p,247
(27) Pol, sob, nisem. vol.I, p,595-6
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In human life there are moments of crisis, 
moments during which the past dies, and some
thing new is born. Woe to him who does not know 
how to feel them - and either stubbornly clings 
on to the dead past, or wants to call into life 
prematurely that which is not yet ripe. (28)

It is also evident that he had already accepted that there
could be no other woman in his life, and that there
would be no normal family life for him, for he wrote,
again to the Countess Lambert:

At my age, to go abroad means to consign oneself 
finally to the life of a gypsy...But what is to 
be done? Evidently such is my fate. (29)

And although, as these letters show, Turgenev 
had no real illusions about a possible resumption of his 
affair with Pauline, still he was drawn to her. She was 
irresistible to him, and against his better judgement, he 
maintained some infinitesimal hope. What he hoped for 
was a certain mellowing in Pauline's coldness towards him. 
This is revealed implicitly in the same letter to the 
Countess :

I no longer reckon on happiness for myself. That 
is, on happiness in that disturbing sense in which 
it is accepted by young hearts. It is no good 
thinking about flowers when the season for flower
ing is past. But please God that there should 
be some sort of fruit, (50)

And indeed with the passing of time, there came a truce
in the former uneasy triangular situation between Turgenev,
Pauline and Louis Viardot. The three of them spent their
old age together, dividing their time between the
Viardots' town house in the rue de Douai, and their country
villa at Bougival. They were now able to live together
in an atmosphere of tranquil, but friendly resignation.

(28) Pol, sob, oisem. vol.Ill, p.165 (1857)
(29) Ibid.. vol.II, p.564 (1856)
(50) Ibid.. p.565
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So perhaps Turgenev found the 'fruit' that he 
was hoping for some twenty years earlier in this affection
ate companionship in old age, which helped him to forget
the faded flowers of his youthful passion.

Although, as we have seen, Turgenev's love for 
Pauline Viardot was of an exclusive and dominant nature, 
we must not ignore the relationships that he had with 
other women on a completely different level. It is interest
ing to note that Turgenev, like Flaubert, when he had 
realized that he would not find happiness in the con
ventional love-relationship, developed another kind of 
friendship with a number of other women. And as was the 
case with Flaubert, these affairs appear to have been 
conducted largely by correspondence. The kind of relation
ship on which both of them seem to have thrived was a 
form of amitié amoureuse, which has been described as 
"that delightful brand of friendship which hovers per
petually on the brink of being something more". (51) 
Turgenev's relationships with the Countess Lambert, and 
the Ukrainian writer Marko Vovchok^ fit into this cat
egory. The main rôle of these women was to act as con
fidantes for personal confessions, but they also served 
as sounding-boards for philosophical and literary ideas.

Of all Turgenev's minor involvements, his relation
ship with the Countess Lambert, the pious wife of an 
official at the Russian court, was undoubtedly the most 
significant. Their correspondence was extensive, and 
Turgenev was sincerely fond of her over a period of years.

(31) FITZLYOK , OP. cit.. p.36?
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She even had a certain passing influence on his literary 
work, for it seems probable that the pious character of i 
Liza in A Home of the Gentry was in part inspired by her.

So throughout the greater part of their middle 
years, both Flaubert and Turgenev remained faithful to a 
faded ideal of love - faithful in so far as they never 
married, and in so far as their relationships with other 
women remained superficial by comparison. This led 
inevitably to bitterness in their view of the rôle and 
functioning of love in general. This disillusionment can 
be seen most clearly in their literary works, but 
parallel sentiments are revealed in their letters.

Both writers reached the conclusion that for the
serious man, and especially for the writer, love must
be relegated to second rank in his order of priorities.
Flaubert was most explicit on this subject in one of his
letters to Louise Colet. He wrote:

Pour moi, l'amour n'est pas et ne doit pas être 
au premier plan de la vie; il doit rester dans 
1'arrière-boutique. Il y a d'autres choses avant 
lui, dans 1'âme^ qui sont, il me semble, plus 
près de la lumière, plus rapprochées du soleil.
Si donc tu prends l'amour comme mets principal 
de l'existence: NON, Comme assaisonnement: OUI.

(52)
Through this idea, Flaubert arrived at the more general 
philosophical conclusion that happiness is the enemy of 
beauty in art. This was another lesson that he tried to 
teach the wilful Louise, for he wrote to her some six years 
after the letter quoted above:

Si vous voulez à la fois chercher le Bonheur et

(32) Correspondance. vol.II, p.19 (1847)
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le Beau, vous n'atteindrez ni à l'un ni à l'autre, 
car le second n'arrive que par le sacrifice. (33)

Turgenev's arrivai at the same broad conclusions
was a somewhat slower, and much more painful process.
For example, he wrote of his difficult renunciation to
Tolstoy's sister:

When you knew me, I still dreamed of happiness,
I did not want to give up hope; now I have fin
ally taken leave of all that. Everything has 
subsided, the rough edges have disappeared, the 
inner reproaches have died down - why stir up 
the ashes? Doing so will not rekindle the flame.

(34)
And of the realization that his career as a writer was to
be of more value to him than personal relationships, he
wrote to the Countess Lambert:

I shall soon be forty years old... and it is time 
for me to become, if not a sensible person, then 
at least someone who knows where he is going, and 
who wants to achieve something. There is nothing 
I can be, except a writer, but until now I have 
been more of a dilettante. This will not be the 
case in the future. (35)

In view of their experiences, it is not surprising 
that neither Flaubert nor Turgenev held very favourable 
views concerning marriage. These views were no doubt 
influenced by the fact that the marriages of the women 
with whom they were personally involved had not been 
successful: Maurice Schlesinger was notoriously unfaithful 
to Elisa, the Colets' marriage had broken up at a very 
early stage, and Pauline's marriage to Louis Viardot who 
was twenty years her senior, was far from being a love 
match. The whole thing had been arranged by George Sand, 
at a time when Pauline needed a manager/protector for the

33) Correspondance . vol.Ill, p.306 (1853)
34) Pol, sob, pisem. vol.Ill, p.65 (1857)
35) Ibid.. p.163 (1857)
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sake of her career as a singer.
But there was another factor which influenced 

their view of marriage, and this was the fear of dom
ination by women. In Flaubert's case, this stems mainly 
from his affair with Louise Colet. For as we have seen, 
her demands for more and more of his time and attention 
were a major factor in bringing about the end of the 
relationship. Flaubert expressed himself perhaps most 
forcefully on the subject in a letter to Emmanuel Vasse.
He wrote bitterly, advising him against marriage:

Reste toujours comme tu es, ne te marie pas, 
n'aie pas d'enfants, aie le moins d'affections 
possible, offre le moins de prise à l'ennemi.

J'ai vu de près ce qu'on appelle le bon
heur et j'ai retourné sa doublure; c'est une 
dangeureuse manie que de vouloir le posséder. (36)

Turgenev's fear of a situation where he would be 
dominated by a woman appears to have been a direct 
result of the atmosphere in his parental home. His parents'
marriage was not a happy one, and it was always his
mother who gave orders and generally dominated the house
hold. As far as his views on marriage and the writer are 
concerned, he is reported, in the letter of a friend, as 
declaring:

It is not a good thing for an artist to marry.
As the ancients used to say, if you serve a
Muse, you must serve her and no one else. An...
unhappy marriage may, perhaps, contribute to 
the development of talent, but a happy one is 
no good at all. (37)

So it would appear that both Flaubert and Turgenev 
feared the ties and responsibilities of marriage as being 
detrimental to their rôles as creative artists, and in no

(36) Correspondance. vol.I, p.200 (1846)
(37) LBÛNÿïÊV K. Stranitzy Vospominaniv. cit. OSTROVSKI A. 
Turgenev v zapisyakh sovremennikov. Leningrad 1929, p.121
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way conducive to personal happiness. And yet when it 
actually came to taking responsibility for another, 
within the family situation, both of them responded well 
to the challenge, and acted in accordance with conven
tional practice. For both Flaubert (who had expressed so 
many misgivings about parenthood (58) ) and Turgenev 
found themselves burdened with the responsibility of 
acting as single parent to a young girl. For Turgenev, 
this was his own illegitimate daughter whom he later 
installed in the Viardot household in Paris, showing a 
paternal interest in her and helping her financially 
until his death. For his part, Flaubert took charge of 
the upbringing of his orphaned niece after his sister's 
death in 1846, and he became virtually a father figure 
to the young Caroline. He himself wrote of the relation
ship: "J'aime ma petite nièce comme si elle était ma 
fille".(59) Nonetheless, these responsibilities do appear 
to have brought to both writers a fair measure of anxiety.

Looking back over Flaubert's and Turgenev's
experiences of love in their giersonal lives - the early
disappointments and the more bitter disillusionment of
later years - it would seem relevant to apply equally to
Turgenev the description that the Goncourts made of
Flaubert in their novel Charles Demailly. They wrote of

...un homme qui a eu quelque chose de tué sous 
lui dans sa jeunesse...
Ravagé par la passion dès quinze ans, il connut 
la desespérance et 1'amertume de la vie avant 
même d'en avoir savouré la douceur. (40)

(38) Flaubert's horror of becoming a father is revealed in 
his correspondence with Louise Colet, who was especially 
keen to have a child by himV
(39) Correspondance. vol.IV, p.61 (L.Colet, 1854)
(40) Quoted from DEDEYAN Charles, Le nouveau mal du siècle 
de Baudelaire à nos jours. Paris, 1968, p.370
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Turning now to the rôle of women, love and the 
quest for happiness in the literary works of Flaubert 
and Turgenev, let us first examine those works which 
parallel to a certain extent their own personal exp
eriences in this respect.

As far as Turgenev is concerned, it would not be 
easy to pin down any one of his heroines as a portrait 
of Pauline Viardot, although several of his literary 
creations may contain fragments of her personality. Neither 
is there a hero who can be definitely pinpointed as 
Turgenev himself. It is more the case that the experiences 
and subsequent lessons learnt by his heroes run parallel 
to the pattern of events in his own life, rather than 
seeking to provide an autobiographical account.

There is, however, one work in which it is reason
able to see a fairly detailed analysis of his own relation
ship with Pauline Viardot and her husband. This is his 
five-act play, A Month in the Country, which Turgenev 
worked on between 1850 and 1855. It deals with the events 
of 1950, the crisis year in his relationship with the 
Viardot household. It reflects the tension that was 
mounting in the triangle situation between Turgenev,
Pauline and Louis during the summer months that Turgenev 
spent at Courtavenel that year, and how this situation 
was affected by the arrival of one of Pauline's talented 
young protégés, Charles Gounod.

This is not to suggest, however, that the character 
of Natalya Petrovna in the play resembles that of Pauline
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herself, or that the newly arrived young tutor, Alexey ' 
is in any way a portrait of Gounod. But Rakitin, the old 
family friend on an extended visit, does bear certain 
marked resemblances to Turgenev, and Islayev, the husband 
and host, does react in the same way that Louis Viardot 
presumably did. But rather than the individual portraits, 
it is the general situation and the nature of the relation
ships between the characters that is of interest, and 
throws light on the probable scenes at Courtavenel during 
the summer of 1850.

The coincidence between the general outline of the 
play and the actual course of events is principally as 
follows: Natalya Petrovna has a boring, but wealthy hus
band with whom she is not in love. Rakitin loves Natalya 
Petrovna but the nature of their relationship is not 
clearly defined. She has enjoyed Rakitin's attentions, 
but now takes him for granted. She feels that the relation
ship is becoming claustrophobic. The situation is most 
aptly summed up by Natalya Petrovna herself in the very 
first scene of the play. She says to her old friend:

Do you know, Rakitin, you are very clever, of 
course, but... sometimes we talk as though we 
were making lace...Have you ever seen people 
making lace? In stuffy rooms, never moving from 
their seats...Lace can be beautiful, but a drink 
of fresh water on a hot day is much better...(41)

'Refreshment' arrives in the form of Alexey, a student
and new tutor to Kolya, the Islayevs' son. Natalya Petrovna
is stimulated by the new arrival, and finds that, in spite
of herself, she is falling in love with the student. This
process is observed by Rakitin with resignation and

(41) Pol, sob, soch.. vol.Ill, p.46
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perspicacity. His suffering is revealed in his soliloquy 
in Act II. He says;

'I have never deceived myself, I know very well 
how she loves me; but I hoped that with time 
that quiet feeling...I hoped? Have I the right 
to hope, dare I hope? I confess my position is 
quite absurd...almost contemptible...What's the 
use of talking like that? She is an honest woman, 
and I'm not a Lovelace - more's the pity! (42)

The turning point in the play comes when Natalya Petrovna
confesses to Rakitin her love for Alexey and asks him for
advice. Just as she has worked herself into an emotional
state, and is weeping on Rakitin*s shoulder, her husband
and mother-in-law arrive to find them in an apparently
compromising situation. Islayev decides that it is time
to have things out with Rakitin. Despite his sincere love
for his wife, he had tolerated her ambiguous relationship
with this family friend, so long as propriety and
appearances were maintained. Now his worst suspicions seem
to have been confirmed, and he feels obliged to take
action. Rakitin confesses his love and agrees to leave,
paying the price of his love, and yet without having
enjoyed any of its fruits. Before he leaves the Islayevs'
estate, Rakitin offers advice to Alexey. It is interesting
to compare the sentiments expressed here - and they are
clearly Turgenev's own - with those revealed by Flaubert
in some of his letters to Louise Colet, (43) where he
insisted that love should not be allowed to dominate life,
or disaster would ensue. The general tone of scepticism
and disillusionment is also reminiscent of Flaubert. Rakitin

(42) Pol, sob, soch.. vol.Ill, p.78
(43) See above p.122-3
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declares :
It is my belief, Alexey Nikolayevich, that all 
love, happy or unhappy, is a real calamity if 
you give yourself up to it completely...You will 
learn what burning hatred lies under the most 
ardent love! You will think of me when you yearn 
for peace,..as a sick man yearns for health...You 
will know what it means to be enslaved...and how 
shameful and agonizing that slavery is! You will 
learn in the end how little vou get in return 
for all your sufferings. (44)

The parallels between the play and real life are only too 
obvious: after more than six years of Turgenev’s adoration, 
Pauline was beginning to find the relationship over
powering. The conflict between heart and will-power was 
becoming too much for her, and the arrival of Gounod pre
sumably provided a welcome relief, even if it was of an 
entirely intellectual nature. As for a parallel to the 
scene between Islayev and Rakitin, this seems quite likely 
in view of the correspondence between Turgenev and the 
Viardots at the end of 1850. It appears that he promised 
to stay away until recalled by Pauline. He wrote to her 
of the possibility of returning to Prance in 1851: "Aber 
wenn ich es auch kbnnte, ich komme nur, wenn Sie mich 
rufen".(45) Also in a letter to Louis Viardot shortly 
after Turgenev left Courtavenel, there are references to 
"l’excellence et la noblesse" of Louis’s character, and 
he thanks him for his "bons conseils". (46)

To turn now to Flaubert, autobiographical elements 
figure in rather more of his literary works . This is 
perhaps surprising in one who made such a conscious effort 
to keep the novelist’s personal affairs out of the novels.

(44) Pol, sob, soch.. vol.Ill, p.145-6
(45) Pol, sob, -pisem , vol.I, p.421 (Turgenev always wrote 
the intimate parts of his letters to Pauline in German.)
(46) Ibid.. p.587
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For the Maria of the Mémoires d’un fou and the Mme. Arnoux 
of L ’Education sentimentale are more or less portraits of 
Mme. Schlésinger. Similarly, others of his female creations 
such as Mme. Renaud in the first Education sentimentale - 
contain elements of the same woman. As for self-portrait- 
ure, the Mémoires d ’un fou show quite clearly the 
emotional development and crises of Flaubert's early youth.

In others of his youthful works - Quidquid volueris 
and Passion et Vertu for example - he projected into his 
characters (here Djalioh and Mazza) all of his own sen
sual desires, which in reality had been repressed. His 
first real attempt at a novel, Novembre. presents another 
interesting case. Here the young hero’s relationship with 
Marie is a reflection of Flaubert’s brief affair with 
Eulalie Foucaud in Marseille in 1840. It is the only 
one of his works to contain a complete and frank expression 
of sexual desire. The prostitute Marie’s realization that 
her quest for love is no more than ’’une chimère qui n ’est 
que dans mon coeur, et que je veux::tenir dans mes mains’’, 
is a view that was very much Flaubert’s own at the time 
of writing Novembre in 1842. (47) Moreover, it is one 
that is to be of significance for many of the major char
acters of his subsequent novels. For Jules (in the first 
Education sentimentale-}. Emma Bovary, Salammbô and Frédéric 
Moreau all fall victim to the same illusory happiness.
Each of them "souffrait toujours de quelque chose qui lui 
manquait... attendait sans cesse je ne sais quoi qui 
n ’arrivait jamais", which was the condition Flaubert asc-

(47) Especially in view of the fact that it was at this 
same time that Flaubert was frequenting the Schlésinger 
household in Paris, trying to gain the affections of Madame.
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ribed to Jules,
If we now look more closely at this work - the 

1845 Education sentimentale - we find less of the direct 
self-portraiture. But nevertheless it contains several 
elements of Flaubert’s own experiences. In a way, both 
of the heroes of this novel, Jules and Henry, reflect 
aspects of the amorous aspirations of their author’s 
youth. For all three of them, Jules, Henry and Flaubert, 
the first stage in their sentimental education was the 
idealisation of a woman, by which means they believed 
they could find complete happiness. In the second stage 
however, Flaubert more closely resembles Jules, for where
as Henry simply adapts himself to his disappointment 
after the end of his affair with Mme. Renaud, Jules, who 
is of artistic temperament, having realized that the 
love he sought was an illusion, renounces the quest for 
happiness through love, but yet continues in the search 
for some other ideal to which he can commit himself.

It is interesting at this point to compare the 
time relationship of the first Education sentimentale 
to Flaubert’s personal life with that of A Month in the 
Country to Turgenev’s. For the composition of these 
works coincides with the crisis points of their own 
affections. So both writers present in their literary 
works a picture of dashed aspirations, bitter disappoint
ment, and renunciation of the quest for love in the 
wake of their own disillusionment.

As for autobiographical elements in others of 
Flaubert’s works, it is perhaps tempting to see in Frédéric
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Moreau a further portrait of the author’s own experience,
but in fact, the resemblance is in essence only. For
although r-Ime. Arnoux may be a direct parallel to Mme.
Schlesinger, Frédéric is far more mondain than Flaubert
ever was. He may have had his Rosanette (in the form
of Louise Colet) but the amorous adventures of real life
were on a much more modest scale. It is rather in the
aspirations of Moreau and Flaubert that the closest
parallels lie. The position is perhaps best summed up by
Zola, who wrote in Les romanciers naturalistes :

Son [Flaubert’s] idée de l ’amour se trouve dans 
L ’Education sentimentale : une passion qui 
emplit l’existence et qui ne se contente jamais.

(48)
For both the author and his hero were left empty handed, 
having spent a life-time clutching at shadows.

It is hardly surprising, bearing in mind the 
personal experiences of Flaubert and Turgenev, that the 
picture of love that emerges from a good many of their 
works should be of a destructive force. This is especially 
the case in the short stories that Turgenev wrote in the 
period before 1837. These stories try to show love in 
all its aspects - they deal with a wide range of social 
groupings, from peasants and rustics in the Hunting 
Sketches. to the more sophisticated society of The Diary 
of a Superfluous Man and Rudin. Yet the conclusion is 
always the same: love does not in any case bring with it 
happiness.

The Diary of a Superfluous Man is typical. Here love

(48) ZOLA Emile, Les romanciers naturalistes. Paris 1881,
p. 182
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is the pivot of the action, and leads to the downfall of
the central characters. As he reviews his life, Chulk-
aturin reflects;

Is love a natural emotion? Is it human to love? 
Love is a disease, and disease obeys no law.(49)

That love does destroy - physically as well as emotionally
emerges in the portrait of the main female character,
Elizaveta Karpovna. Chulkaturin comments on the change
in her after she has fallen in love;

I...saw beside a window, a familiar profile.
I didn’t recognize it at first; the pale face, 
the dulled eyes, the hollow cheeks - was this 
really the same Liza I had seen two weeks before?(50)

Such ideas also occur in Turgenev’s short story of
1855, Faust. Again happiness is shown to be unobtainable.
The heroine, Vera Nicolaevna reflects;

...what need is there to dream of oneself, of 
one’s own happiness? It is useless to think of 
that; it does not come - why pursue it? (51)

And her illicit love for Pavel Alexandrovich is closely
connected with her death.

And in Rudin, the hero puts forward the idea that 
love is a positive evil. In a discussion with Natalya 
Alekseevna (who is in the process of falling in love with 
him) he compares love to a snake, crawling into the 
heart and then suddenly slipping away.

This is comparable to Flaubert’s Novembre, where 
the hero’s unhappy experiences of love are a major factor 
contributing to his death - such is the destructive 
power of love that he loses all will to live and apparent
ly just fades away.

49) Pol, sob, soch., vol. V, p.198
50) Ibid. ,p.220
51) Ibid.,vol.VII, p.37
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Flaubert also presents love as a destructive force
in Heredias. Here the strained relationship between
Heredias and Antipas has far-reaching consequences.
Flaubert hints at this in the first section of the story.
This emerges in his description of the central couple:

Elle le regardait comme autrefois, en se frôl
ant contre sa poitrine, avec des gestes câlins.
- Il la repoussa. L ’amour qu’elle tâchait de 
ranimer était si loin, maintenant! Et tous ses 
malheurs en découlaient...(52) %

Of course the prime example in Flaubert’s work 
of the destructive force of love is Mme. Bovary. Emma 
is the example oar excellence of the person who allows 
love and the quest for happiness to dominate the whole
of life. She is certainly not content to let love remain
a second-rank consideration while getting on with the more 
serious business of living. For Flaubert himself, of 
course, the search for alternative, more worthwhile 
activities was not hard: his work as a writer easily filled 
the breach left by unsuccessful personal relationships.
But in the case of Emma Bovary, it is difficult to see 
what kind o f ’worthwhile’ activity she could have devoted 
herself to. She lacked the artistic abilities of a Louise 
Colet or a Pauline Viardot, and so was not likely to find 
satisfaction in that direction. Neither is it easy to 
see her devoting herself to domestic duties like a Mme. 
Homais. Unlike Flaubert and Turgenev, Emma does not 
perceive the lesson to be learnt from her experiences at 
a sufficiently early stage to avert a tragic end. In fact 
she never really comes to terms with her own situation 
at all.

(52) Trois Contes, p.144
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Whilst on the subject of Emma Bovary, it is perhaps 
worthwhile to look at the treatment of adultery in part
icular and of sexual relationships in general in the 
works of Flaubert and Turgenev. In fact it is true to 
say that the only sexual relationships to be dealt with 
by both writers are of an adulterous nature. In Mme.
Bovary, for example, the sexual aspect of Emma’s legit
imate relationship with Charles is completely neglected. 
This aspect is dealt with only in the context of her 
adulterous liaisons with Rodolphe and Léon.

Apart from this most obvious example, most of 
Flaubert’s novels, both the early and the later ones, 
contain some form of forbidden love. There are the involve
ments with prostitutes in Novembre and others of his 
juvenilia. And in the first Education sentimentale, Henry’s 
love for Mme. Renaud is adulterous, as is, in the 1869 
version, Frédéric Moreau’s love for both Mme. Arnoux and 
Mme. Dambreuse. And although his relationship with 
Rosanette is not adulterous in the conventional sense, 
neither does it fall within the domain of pure or innocent 
love.

Raymond Giraud (53) also sees something akin to 
adultery in Salammbô, in the story of the heroine and 
Matho. His passion seems guilty when its object is a girl 
who has renounced worldly relationships and dedicated her 
life to the service of Tanit, the virgin goddess.

The position is comparable in Turgenev’s works -

(53) GIRAUD R.D., The unheroic hero in the novels of Sten
dhal, Balzac and Flaubert, New Brunswick, 1957, p.152-3
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throughout his novels, sexual relationships occur only 
in an irregular situation. In two of his works - Smoke 
and The Torrents of Spring (54) - there are descriptions 
of events leading up to and succeeding the consummation 
of illicit love. In both eases, the moment of passion is 
overwhelming, but disastrous in its consequences. The 
heroes of both novels become the slaves of the married 
women with whom they become involved, an(̂ *̂ causes them to 
break off an engagement that would have led to a happy 
and normal marital relationship.

Irving Howe (55) has remarked that in Turgenev’s 
novels, the sexual impulse is seldom allowed to reach any 
of the usual resolutions, and for this reason he goes as 
far as to accuse Turgenev of sabotage - sabotage of the 
possibility of a happy sexual relationship in his works.

So in the novels of Flaubert and Turgenev, sexual 
relationships are never free from the connotation of 
guilt - perhaps because this had always been the case in 
their own lives. Neither of them had ever been really 
strongly attracted to a woman who was free to marry.
And possibly they had both made the same discovery as 
Emma Bovary, for Flaubert tells us that ’’Emma retrouvait 
dans l’adultère toutes les platitudes du mariage’’. (56) 
Their personal experiences help perhaps to explain why 
adultery is such a recurrent theme in their literary works

(54) An adulterous relationship (between Varvara P^^ovna 
Lavretskaya and Ernest) is of course important in the 
development of Home of the gentry also.
(55) HOWE Irving, Politics and the Novel. New York 1957,
p.118.
(56) Madame Bovary, p.401
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It is also interesting to compare the rôle and 
overall effect of love in Mme.Bovary with Turgenev’s 
novel, Eome^ofjthecgentry, for the two works are roughly 
contemporary in composition. Home of the gentry was 
published in 1859, only three years after the appearance 
of Mme. Bovary.

Love emerges as very much the same destructive 
force in both novels, but the two works end quite diff
erently. Initially, Turgenev’s characters seek out love 
quite as blindly as Flaubert’s Mme. Bovary, assuming, 
like her, that love is "what makes life worth having".
And again like Emma, Lavretsky, in his relationship 
with Varvara Pavlovna, lets himself be dominated too much 
by the idea of love. For Turgenev writes of him:

His whole soul melted within him into one feeling, 
one desire; into the desire of happiness, of 
possession, of love, of the sweetness of love.(57)

Ironically enough, Lavretsky subsequently shifts for a
while from resembling Emma to acting rather more like
Charles Bovary. For once he has won the love of Varvara
Pavlovna and married her, he mistakenly assumes that
this ideal situation will last for ever. Turgenev describes
his reaction when he eventually discovers his wife’s
infidelity, and in this respect he can be compared to
Charles:

He was utterly confounded. He had trusted his 
wife completely; the possibility of deceit or 
of treachery on her part had never entered into 
his mind. (58)

(57) Pol, sob, soch.. vol.VII, p.170 
158) Ibid.. p.175
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Lavretsky, however, is not convinced of the illusory nat
ure of love and happiness from this one lesson alone. He 
needs a second and even more bitter experience before 
accepting without question that there is no link between 
love and happiness. For he hopes to find consolation Êhr 
his broken marriage in the love of a pure young girl,
Liza. Presuming his lost wife to be dead, he proposes 
marriage to Liza, but the wayward Varvara Pavlovna re
appears in time to spoil the plans. This one bitter 
experience is enough for Liza: she perceives the evil 
nature of love and immediately dismisses her other, perhaps 
more eligible suitors, and retires to spend the rest of 
her days in the sheltered world of a convent.

So, as in Mme. Bovary, after Emma’s failure to 
find real happiness with either Charles or Rodolphe or 
Léon, we are left with the conclusion that love and 
happiness are chimeras, inaccessible to man - or woman. 
Turgenev makes this point especially strongly as Lavretsky 
reflects on his broken marriage:

Her fault did not actually destroy my happiness;
it only proved to me that for me happiness had
never really existed. (59)

But the essential difference between Flaubert’s novel and 
Turgenev’s is that whereas Emma fails to learn the lessons 
of experience and takes her life in despair, Turgenev’s 
characters manage to grasp the significance of their exp
erience in time to ward off total disaster. As we have 
seen, Liza retreats from the world to avoid the snares of 
love, but Lavretsky’s solution is a more positive one.

(59) Pol, sob, soch.. vol. VII, p.219
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Not only does he withdraw from the quest for love, but 
sees in the challenge presented by every day work a means 
to rehabilitation.

Flaubert's characters, then, fail to learn the 
lessons of experience, and those - such as Emma Bovary - 
who do not renounce the quest for love and happiness 
become victims of the destructive power of love. This 
is exactly what happens in Sala,mmbo. for the deaths of 
both Matho and the heroine can be attributed directly to 
an excess of passion. By the late 1860's and the appear
ance of L'Education sentimentale, however, the position 
is changed. For Frédéric Moreau does eventually, after 
many crises spread over a long period of years, come to 
the realization that love, of the idyllic variety he had 
hoped for with Mme. Arnoux, is inaccessible. And in the 
penultimate chapter, we see how experience has made 
Frédéric indifferent to love, perhaps even killed his 
ability to feel at this level:

...et puis la véhémence du désir, la fleur même 
de la sensation était perdue....Des années 
passèrent; et il supportait le désoeuvrement de 
son intelligence et l'inertie de son coeur. (60)

Frédéric learns the lesson and avoids an overtly tragic 
end, but he does not succeed in finding a positive sol
ution to the problem, for his life appears as aimless at 
the end of the novel as it did at the beginning.

If we look now at the rôle of women and love in 
Flaubert's last work, Bouvard et Pécuchet, we see that the 
'deux bonshommes' learn quickly, and with very little up-

(60) L'Education sentimentale, p.600
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set, the true nature of love. Their amorous adventures -
dealt with in Chapter VI - follow on immediately from
their political activities. For a time, however, their
friendship is threatened by the spectre of love, as
Bouvard plans marriage to Mme. Bordin and Pécuchet flirts
with Mélie, the maid. Nonetheless they soon reach the
conclusion that passion is an unreasonable thing, and
that women are not worthy of their attention. They find
themselves agreeing with all the commonplaces usually
applied to the female sex:

Elies poussent au crime, à l'héroïsme et à 
l'abrutissement. L'enfer sous un jupon, le 
paradis dans un baiser, ramage de tourterelle, 
ondulations de serpent, griffe de chat, perfidie 
de la mer, variété de la lune...(61)

In consequence, they resolutely renounce the quest for
love, preferring once more each other's company:

Un remords les prit. Plus de femmes, n'est-ce 
pas? Vivons sans elles! Et ils s'embrassèrent 
avec attendrissement. (62)

And they engage in a hydrotherapy cure with no further ado
Returning now to Turgenev's novels, the number

of heroes who successfully - and positively - renounce
the quest for love and happiness is much greater. In
Fathers and Children, for example, Bazarov's search for
happiness is equally as interesting as his nihilism, and
just as significant in the development of the novel. He
explores the possibility of a reconciliation with life
through love in his relationship with Mme. Odintsova, but
his other intellectual ambitions, together with his
position in society, preclude this possibility. He gives
up I%ie. Odintsova in spite of himself to devote the little

(61) Bouvard et Pécuchet, p.240
(62) Ibid.. p.240
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that is left of his life to his more lofty aspirations: 
science and the reorganisation of society.

Litvinov, the hero of Smoke. is yet another 
example of the character who is forced by the bitterness 
of experience to renounce the quest for love. As Litvinov 
returns to Russia after his affair with Irena, determined, 
like Lavretsky, to lose himself in physical work, Turgenev 
writes :

...it seemed to him impossible that a man - a 
man! - could allow himself to be so influenced 
by a woman, by love...Contemptible weakness...
The past is over now, let us begin afresh. (63)

Very similar is the case of Sanin in Torrents of 
Spring. For he also learns the lesson the hard;way, after 
a broken engagement to a pure young girl and a disastrous 
affair with a married woman. Turgenev writes vividly of 
the turning point, the moment of renunciation in Sanin’s 
life:

Then - his return home^(64) the poisoned, ravaged 
life, petty troubles, petty worries, bitter and 
futile regrets...a punishment concealed from 
view yet constantly felt, like an incurable pain, 
like the repayment penny by penny of an incal
culable debt. (65)

He is to live more than thirty years of this hermit-like
existence in isolation on his Russian estate.

We must not leave the question of women and love 
without considering one other group of characters of 
considerable importance in Turgenev’s work, and not 
without significance for Flaubert. These are the essentially 
virtuous women, so common in Turgenev’s works, who are

(63) Pol, sob, soch.. vol.IX, p.314-5
(64) It is interesting that all three of the adulterous 
liaisons in Turgenev’s works (Sanin’s, Litvinov’s and Varv
ara Pavlovna’s) take place in the West, And Sanin, Litvinov 
and Lavretsky all return home, wise after the event, to 
Russia to find solace and a new life.(65) Pol, sob, soch.. vol.XI, p.150
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not intent only on achieving a personal happiness, and
can therefore survive the disappointment when things go
wrong in love. Such women occur with great frequency:
Assia, Natalya, Liza, Elena, Marianna, Gemma... One of
the most interesting definitions of this type of woman
comes in Turgenev’s play Where it is thin, there it breaks,
where Gorsky says to the heroine:

I admire you Vera! Your soul is as clear as crys
tal, you are as youthful as a child of twolvs 
and as resolute as Frederick the Great. (66)

One of the most interesting accounts of this aspect of
occursTurgenev's female characterisation^in a study by Pisarev. 

(67) He classifies these heroines as those who engage 
positively in the struggle against life, and demand some
thing from it in return. His study of Assia leads him to 
ask the question: ’’Of what is a woman in love not cap
able?" For in Assia herself, he sees embodied the full 
strength of admirable and noble feeling.

Virtuous these women may be, but as Turgenev's 
heroes testify, they have not lost their powers of 
attraction. And this was the very aspect of Turgenev’s 
technique in female characterisation that, as we have 
seen, provoked Flaubert's interest and admiration. (*) This 
is interesting in view of the fact that Flaubert himself 
really created only one such woman in the form of Mme. 
Arnoux in L'Education sentimentale. For Frédéric, her 
attraction remains very real and constant throughout the 
course of the novel, yet she retains her virtue, in so far

(66) Pol, sob, soch.. vol.II, p.116
(*) See p.19 above.(67) PISAREV Dmitri I.,'Types of women in the novels of 
Pisemsky, Turgenev and Goncharov* article in Russkoe Slovo, 
December, 1861.
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as she remains steadfast in her rôles as wife and mother.
And as in Turgenev’s novels, this strong, steady yet 
unconsummated love appears to be a source of strength, 
for it gives Mme. Arnoux the courage to bear her husband’s 
philandering and their financial ruin.

It might, at first sight, seem tempting to place 
Louise Roque also in the category of virtuous young girl, 
for in the early stages of L ’Education sentimentale, it 
is she who represents for Frédéric ’’la tentation de 
l’idylle ingénue’’. (68) Yet she does not remain constant 
to these early ideals of virtue, for the end of the novel 
sees her shifted to the category of ’femme adultère’, for 
she leaves her husband to run away with a singer.

As for other virtuous women in Flaubert’s work, 
the Maria of Mémoires d ’un fou would also come into 
this category, but she cannot really be considered as a 
separate entity from I4me. Arnoux. She is very much her 
precursor and the characterisation of the two figures 
differs in no significant way. As for any others, there 
is Mme. Homais in I4me. Bovary and Félicité (69) in Un 
Coeur simple, but although these two may qualify for the 
’auréole’ that Flaubert spoke of in his letter to Turgenev, 
they have both lost completely all trace of sexual attrac
tion.

So we can conclude that the literary works of 
Flaubert and Turgenev do, on the whole, reflect a pessim
istic view of womsn, love and the quest for happiness. We

(68) CASTEX P.-G., Flaubert. L ’Education sentimentale, Paris
1962, g.64
(69) Félicité could be compared rather with the mystically 
inclined old peasant woman in Turgenev’s short story Living 
Relics - they are both ’’more sinned against than sinning’’.
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have also seen that the conclusions reached in both 
literary and personal spheres are essentially the products 
of bitter disillusionment. For the love that the two 
writers and the majority of their principal characters 
experienced appears to have been very much as Turgenev 
summed it up in his short story The Correspondence. He 
writes ;

In love there is no equality, none of that so- 
called free union of spirits and such like per
fections thought up at leisure by German pro
fessors...Ho, in love one person is a slave, and 
the other a tyrant, and it is not for nothing 
that poets talk about the fetters imposed by love. 
Oh yes, love is a fetter and the very heaviest.(70)

Their works also stress the treacherous nature of happiness,
which emerges very much as Flaubert summed it up in a
letter to Louise Colet: "Le bonheur est une monstruosité!
punis sont ceux qui le cherchent". (?l)

In their own lives, both Flaubert and Turgenev
were forced to the conclusion that as love would not
bring them happiness, they should rather concentrate their
efforts in the sphere of intellectual activity, and restrict
their aspirations to this level. Flaubert reached this
conclusion early in life, and the precise point is clear
from a letter he wrote to Le Poittevin in 1845:

Enfin je crois avoir compris une chose, une grande 
chose, c’est que le bonheur, pour les gens de 
notre race, est dans 1 ’idée, et pas ailleurs. (?2)

For Turgenev, the conclusion was to be the same, but the
process of putting it into practice in everyday life was
to be slower. For he did not accept without reserve the
full implications of this conclusion until the early 1860’s-

(70) Pol, sob, soch.. vol. VI, p.190
(71) Correspondance, vol.I, p.229 (1846)(72) Ibid.. p.Iq2
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some fifteen years after Flaubert's letter to Le Poittevin, 
Nevertheless, both writers would surely have applauded 
the sentiment expressed by George Sand in a letter to 
Pauline Viardot, for she advised: "Les personnes de 
génie n'ont pas le temps d'aimer".
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RUSSIAN QUOTATIONS FOR CHAPTER IV

(28) E.E.JIaMÔepT:
B ?eaoBe?eoEOË zhshh cctb MPHOBenaa nepeaoMa, arnoBenaa,
B BOTopaz^bomeamee yaapaeT z sapozaaeToa ae^TO noBoe, 
rope TOMy, kto ne yaeer hx ayBCTBOBaTB, - a aado 
ynopHO npnaepzBBaeTca MepTBoro npomeamero, zz6o ao 
BpeMesa xoaer BasHBaTB k xasaa To, arc eme ae cospeao. 
(nacBMa III, 163)

(29) E.E.JIaadepT :
B MOH roaa yexaTB sa rpaaaqy - aaaaaT: onpeaaaTB ceda 
oBoaaaTeaBao aa aaraaoaym xasaB.^.^To aeaariA Baaao 
TaKOBa Moa cyxBda. (üacBMa II, 364)

(30) E.E.laadepT ;
£ ae paccaaTHBaE) doaee aa caacTBe aaa ceda, T.e. aa 
caacTBe, b t o m onaTB-Taaa TpesoxaoM cMHcae, b k o t o p o m 
oao npaaaaaeTca Moaoaaaa cepaaaMa, aeaero ayaaTB o gBeTax, 
Boraa nopa aBereaaa npomaa. A&A dor, aroda naoa no 
KpaôaeË aepe daa KaKOË-aadyab... (üacBMa II, 365)

(54) M.H.Toxctoë:
Eoraa Bh aeaa saaxa, a eme Mearax o caacTBe, ae xoTex 
paccTaTBca c aaaexao#; TenepB a OBoaaaTexBao aaxayx 
aa Bcé 8TO pyBOË. Bcé saraxxo, aepoaaocTa - Bayrpeaaae 
ynpeBa yaoxBxa - b aeay BSxyaaTB nenex? Oraa Bce-Taxa 
ae xodyxemB. (üacBMa III, 65)

(35) E.E.JIaMdepT :
Mae cBopo copoK xer,...- a nopa Mae cxexaTBca eexa 
ae xexBaHM aexoaeBOM, to no EpaâaeË aepe aexoaeBoa, 
BaamnniM, xyxa oa axeT a aero xoaeT xocTarayTB. £ 
aaaea ae Mory dsTB, saK t̂ bbo xarepaTypoa - ao a xo 
cax nop dax doxBme xnxeTaaTOM. 0Toro anpex ne dyxeT. 
(üacBMa III, 163)

(41) Mecan b xepeaae:
HaTaxBa üeTpoBaa: ...Baaere xa aTo, PaxaTaa: bh soaeaao, 
oaeaB yaaa, ao...aaorxa mh c Baaa pasroBapaBaea, Toaao 
Bpyxeso nxeTeM...^a Baxaxa, Bax Epyxeso nxeryr? B 
xymaax BoaaaTax, ae xsaraacB o aecTa.•.Kpyxeso - 
npexpacaaa BemB, ao rxoTos caexeB boxh b xapxaB xeaB 
ropasxo xyame. (Coa. Ill, 46)
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(42) Mecan b xepeBae:
PaKZTRH: £ EHBorxa ceda se oduasasax, a oaesa xoposro 
Bsaa, EaK osa Mesa xadzT; ho a saxeaxca, sto 3to 
cnoBOËHoe ayBCTBO co BpeMeseM...£ saxeaxca! PasBe a 
Bspase, pasBe a caem saxeaTBca? npRSsamcB, Moe noxoxesae 
XOBOXBHO CMeaao...nosTa npespaTexBHO. Ey, x aeay Taxae 
cxoBa? Ona aecTsaa xeamaaa, a a ae xoaexac. K coxaxeaam. 
(Co?. Ill, 78)

(44) Mecaa b xepeBse:
PaxaTaa: no-aoeay, AxexceB Haxoxaaa, Bcaxaa xadoBB, 
caacTxasaa pasao xax a aecaacTaaa, aacToamee dexcTBae, 
xorxa eB oTxaemBca bcc b... HoroxBTe! bh yeaaeTe, 
cxoxBxo xryaeB aeaasacTa TaaTca nox caaoB nxaaeaaoB 
xxdoBBx! Bh BcnoMaare odo aae, xorxa xax doxBsoB 
xaxxeT sxopoBa, bh dyxere xaxxaTB noxoa...BH ysaaere ... 
STO saaaaT dnTB nopadomeaaHH...- a xax hocthxho a 
TOMHTexBso 9TO padcTBo! Bh yBEaoTe aaxoaen xaxae 
nycTaaxa noxynaxTca Taxo» xoporom neaoio. (Coa.III, 145)

(49) Aaeaaax xamaero aexosexa:
...pasBe xmdoBB - ecTecTBcaaoe ayacTBO? Passe aexosexy 
cBoBcTseaao xndaTB? xxdosB - doxesaB, a xxa doxesaaa 
saxoE ae nacaa. (Coa. V, 198)

(50) Anesaax xamaero aexosexa:
...a orxaayxca a Bxpyr sosxe oxnoro oxaa ysaxex 
saaxoMHB npo$axB. £ ero cnepsa ae ysaax: sto dxexnoe 
xano, STOT noracmafl Bsop, sth snaxHe mexa - aeyxexa 
STO Ta xe JHasa, xoTopyx a saxex xse aexexa TOMy 
aasax? (Coa. V, 220)

(51) $aycT:
...aTo sa oxoTa aeaTaTB o caaoB cede, o csoea caacTaa?
0 aea xyaaTB aeaero, oao ae npaxoxBT - aTo sa aaa 
roaaTBcal (Coa. VII, 37)

(57) ^BopaacKoe raesxo:
...Bca xyma ero cxaxacB b oxho ayscTso, b oxho xexaaae 
B xexaaae caacTsa, odxaxaaaa, xxdsa, cxaxBoB xeacxoB 
xmdsa. (Coa. VII, I70)
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(58) ^BopflHCKoe raeaxo:
Oh odesyHex. Oh Tax cxeno xosepax caoeB xene, bosmoxhoctb 
odMana, hsmchh aaxorxa ae npexcTaaxaxacL ero m h c x h .
(Co?. 711, 175)

(59) ABopsHcEoe rmeaao:
CaMHB apocTynox ee ae paspymax Moe caacrae, a xoxasax 
Mae TOXBXO, aro ero BOBce aaxorxa ae daaaxo. (Coa. VII,219)

(63) £h m :
•..exy xasaxocB aenocTaxaMHM, xaxaM odpaeoM Moxer 
Myxaaaa - Myxaaaa! - xonycTHTL raxoe Bxaaaae aa ceda 
xeamaaH, xrodaa.. .«IIoCTHxaaa cxadocTL!»., ,bot, xecxara, 
cTapoe xoaaeao, aaaaeM aoBoe. (Coa.IX, 314-5)

(65) Bemaae b o x h :
noTOM - BOSBpameaae aa poxaay, OTpaBxeaaaa, onycTomeaaaa 
xasaa, Mexxaa Bosaa, Mexxae zxonoTH, pacxaaaae ropaxoe a decnxoxHoe a ctoxb xe decnxoxaoe a ropaxoe sadseaae - 
aaxasaaae ae aaaoe, ao exeaaayTaoe a nocToaaaoe, xax aesaaaaTexaaaa, ao aeasxeaaMaa doxa, ynxara no xoneBxe 
xoxra, KOToporo a cocaaraTB aexasa...(Coa. XI, 150)

(66) Pxe Toaxo, thm a pseTca:
FopcxaB: fl saM yxaaxaxcB, Bepa HaxoxaeBaa! Bh npospaaHHfi, 
xax cTsxxo, MOXOXH, xax XByzxeraaB pedeaox, a 
pemaTexBHH, xax ^axpax BexaxaB. (Coa. II, 116)

(70) nepenacxa:
B xmdaa aer paaeacTBa, aer Tax aasHBaeaoro cBodoxaoro 
coexaaeaaa xym a npoaax axeaxaaocTeB, npaxyMaaanx 
aa xocyre acMenxaMa npo^eccopaaa... Her, b xxdsa oxho 
xano - pad, a xpyroe - BxacTexaa, a aexapoM ToxxyxT 
nosTH o nenax, aaxaraeaux xmdoBBx. £a, xmdoBB - nenB 
a caMaa raxexaa. (Coa. VI, 190)
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CHAPTER V - Politics in the development of Flaubert and 
Turgenev

However frequently or obstinately Flaubert and 
Turgenev may have denied themselves the right, as novelists, 
to have political preoccupations, to write romans à thèse, 
however many times they proclaimed the necessity for the 
writer to remain objective if he wished to convey to his 
readers an accurate portrait of nineteenth century society, 
they could not avoid tracing and reflecting the political 
evolution of this society. Consciously or unconsciously, 
they were bound to present some supporters of some doct
rines in a more favourable light than others. They could 
not avoid taking sides, although they never formulated 
a precise political code.

a) 1848 and its aftermath

In 1848, Turgenev was thirty and Flaubert twenty- 
seven. The former was just embarking on his professional 
career as a writer, and the latter had not yet brought 
himself to offer anything for publication, although he 
had already written a considerable amount. So the events 
of 1848 precede all the major compositions of both writers, 
and their influence - if any - must be considered in 
relation to the greater part of their literary careers.

For Flaubert, the preparation of the revolution 
of February and the subsequent events of 1848 constitute 
his first real contact with the world of politics. At this 
point he was forced - perhaps reluctantly - to take stock
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of the situation in the outside world. This was virtually
the first time that external events had forced themselves
on his attention. In 1830, for example, at the time of
the setting up of the July monarchy and the Polish uprising,
Flaubert, at the age of nine, had been too young for these
events to be of much significance in his development.
Consequently, as the young Gustave was a natural introvert,
and the situation in France was relatively quiet from 1830
to the mid-1840's, there is almost a total lack of political
interest in Flaubert's Oeuvres de jeunesse. So when it
became evident in the second half of 1847 that things
were building up towards a major disturbance, the sudden
and brutal contact with 'politics' came as something of
a shock to Flaubert. This is clear from the reaction
revealed in his own description of his experience at a
'banquet réformiste' that he attended in Rouen with
Maxime Du Camp, (l) Shortly afterwards, he wrote of this
event to Louise Colet:

...je suis encore dominé par I'imptession gro
tesque et lamentable à la fois que ce spectacle 
m'a laissée...Je restais froid et avec des nau
sées de dégoût au milieu de l'enthousiasme 
patriotique...Quelque triste opinion que l'on ait 
des hommes, 1'amertume vous vient au coeur quand 
s'étalent devant vous des bêtises aussi délir
antes. (2)

So for the first time, Flaubert comes to the realization 
that politics, as practised in the world around him, are 
little more than a further manifestation of "la bêtise 
humaine". This is an experience to be repeated many times 
in his subsequent career. Ironically, Flaubert ends the

(1) The Rouen banquet was held on Christmas day 1847 and 
lasted nine hours.
(2) Correspondance, vol.II, p.78-9 (December 1847)
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letter to Louise Colet quoted above with a hope that the 
new year - 1848 - will bring an end to all the current 
problems in France. Ferhhps the fact that he had such 
great hopes for this year helped to intensify the bitter
ness he felt at its end.

So it emerges that Flaubert, on the eve of 1848, 
was in no way ‘engage* as a young writer, and to date had 
shown little interest in contemporary events. But on the 
more abstract level of political theory, there had 
emerged in Flaubert's early correspondence and in his Sou
venirs intimes traces of ideas that were to be of signif
icance in the future development of his political think
ing. For example, even as a boy, the idea of liberty was 
important to Flaubert. And typical is the assertion in 
a letter to Le Poittevin: "Qu'est-ce qu'il me faut après 
tout? n'est-ce pas la liberté...?" (3) He was also very 
indignant whenever a writer was imprisoned for being out
spoken, or when the censorship was acting too viciously.
In a letter to his brother Achille, for example, he refers 
to the censor as "l'infâme ravisseur de nos libertés pub
liques". (4) In fact this attachment to the notion of 
liberty is possibly the only substantial trait shared by 
Flaubert and Turgenev, as far as political thought is 
concerned, in this early period.

For Turgenev, the situation in the years before 
1848 was of necessity somewhat different from that in 
which Flaubert found himself. The reason for this is 
virtually the fact of his Russian nationality. In Russia

(3) Correspondance. vol.I, p.185 (1845)(4) Ibid.. D.19rTl845)
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at this time, the injustices and abuses of the social and 
political system were so glaring - and things appeared to 
be getting worse rather than better - that no man of feel
ing could be unaware of the situation. It is not surprising 
therefore that among men of letters and students, a desire 
for the improvement of sôcial conditions in Russia was 
the common preoccupation. After his return from the 
University of Berlin, Turgenev was very much a disciple of 
Belinsky in the early 1840's. Although he avoided the 
extremes of his 'master', he shared his concept of the 
social duty of the writer. During his brief period of 
employment in the Ministry of Internal Affairs, he wrote 
a paper on the condition of the Russian peasantry and 
agriculture6)He continued this sociological enquiry - only 
on a more popularly accessible level - in the Hunting 
Sketches.

Another consideration of importance for Turgenev's 
early political development, and indeed for his reaction 
to the 1848 French revolution, was the Westerner versus 
Slavophile issue. It is not really accurate to push 
Turgenev into either of these camps, for he held views in 
common, as well as in conflict, with both sides. He did 
feel, however, that parliamentary democracy, if successfully 
established in the West, could serve as a model for future 
development in Russia. And as the prospect for liberal 
innovations at home was so bleak at this time, political 
progress in the West was at least looked upon as a source 
of inspiration and hope. That is why, then, Turgenev and

(5) The manuscript is dated December 1842. (Pol, sob, soch. 
vol.I, p.459)
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his young compatriots had so much to hope for from a 
successful democratic revolution in Prance, and why its 
failure would be such a source of bitter disappointment.

So on'the eve of the revolution, we find Turgenev 
to be much more au fait politically than Flaubert.
However, if we now examine the concrete historical sit
uation of both writers in 1848, and their reactions to the 
events of that year, we will find that despite his youth
ful unawareness of political matters, Flaubert's reaction 
to the revolution can by no means be dismissed as one of 
indifference* On the contrary, his interest and imagination 
were captured from the very first by these events which 
turned out to have a far-reaching significance for his 
intellectual development.

At the outbreak of the revolution in February 1848, 
the immediate reaction of both Flaubert and Turgenev was 
the same. Flaubert was at home in Rouen when the news of 
violent disturbances in Paris broke on February 22nd.
Losing no time, he left Rouen by train in the company of 
Louis Bouilhet on the morning of the 23rd., arriving in the 
capital in the early afternoon. He remained in Paris until 
the fighting was over, staying, with Bouilhet, at the 
house of Maxime Du Camp. Flaubert witnessed the disturbances 
in the area of the Madeleine and the rue de Sèze in the 
afternoon and evening of the 23rd., the storming of the 
Chateau d'eau on the 24th., and also the taking of the 
Tuileries and the fire at the Palais-Royal. (6) As for 
Turgenev, he had left Paris for Brussels in the second week

(6) Although Flaubert himself kept no diary for these Feb
ruary days, we have a fairly detailed record of his move
ments in Du Camp's Souvenirs de l'année 1848 (Paris, 1876).
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of February, but on being awoken at his hotel at six o'clock 
in the morning with news of Louis-Philippe's abdication, 
he decided that he must go to Paris himself immediately.
He made the journey by train as speedily as possible, un
deterred by the fact that the railway-lines had been taken 
up at the Franco-Belgian border, and at the approaches to 
the capital. The train was also involved in a collision 
during the journey, but none of these incidents dulled 
Turgenev's enthusiasm to get to Paris and to see for himself 
what was happening. He had been expecting some drastic 
change in the political systems of Europe since the begin
ning of the year. This is evident from a letter he wrote 
to Pauline Viardot in January: he refers to a "discours 
fanatique et contrerévolutionnaire" made by Montalembert 
and adds:

Le monde est en travail d'enfantement...Il y a
beaucoup de gens intéressés à le faire avorter.
Nous verrons. (?)

And in February, Turgenev still believed in the possible 
success of the revolution and that a whole new world could 
be beginning. He describes his mood during his first few 
days back in Paris as 'a sort of delirium'. (8)

So both Flaubert and Turgenev were on the spot in 
Paris during the February events, both having hurried to 
the scene of action as soon as they heard the news. Physical 
presence is established; the question of action is some
what different, however: Turgenev's rôle appears to have 
been no more than that of an observer, and all that Flaubert 
experienced of direct action was to help carry a wounded

(7) Pol, sob, nisem. vol.I, p.292
(8) Turgenev gives the details of his arrival in Paris in 
the short story Monsieur Francois.
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man to a chemist's shop.
The correspondence of both writers is deficient 

in the extreme in details concerning the February events. 
Flaubert did not communicate his experiences to any of 
his usual correspondents. The absence of letters to 
three of these can be accounted for on purely factual 
grounds: he was with Bouilhet and Du Camp at the time, 
and Alfred le Poittevin was on his death-bed. There are 
no letters from Turgenev to Mme. Viardot for this period 
and none of significance to any of his other correspondents. 
Presumably both of them found the atmosphere of uncertain
ty and excitement prevalent in Paris at the time uncon- 
ducive to the composition of careful eye-witness accounts.

So Flaubert returned to Rouen, and thence to the
bedside of Le Poittevin at Neuville without having committed
to paper his impressions of what he had seen in Paris.
However it emerges from a letter written to Louise Colet
in the middle of March that Flaubert shed no tears over
the disappearance of Louis-Philippe and his régime:

Je me délecte profondément dans la contemplation 
de toutes les ambitions aplaties. Je ne sais 
si la forme nouvelle du gouvernement et l'état 
social qui en résultera sera favorable à l'Art. 
C'est une question. On ne pourra pas être plus 
bourgeois ni plus nul. Quant à plus bête, est-ce 
possible? (9)

We see from the letters written at the time of Le 
Poittevin's death that Flaubert was suffering from 
depression to no small extent. Alfred died on April 3rd., 
and in a letter to Du Camp written after the funeral, it 
is clear that Flaubert was very upset at the loss of his 
friend. By April 10th. however, (in a letter to Ernest

(9) Correspondance. vol.II, p.80
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Chevalier of this date) the depression has broadened to
include a general disillusionment with events in the world
around him. He was already losing faith in the ability of
the Second Republic to improve the quality of life in
France. He writes:

Quelle çlate boutique que l'existence! Je ne sais 
si la Republique y portera remède. J'en doute 
fort. (10)

By now the status of the Republic seems to be sinking in 
Flaubert's estimation, and to be dangerously close to the 
level where it would join the ranks of all other manif
estations of "la bêtise humaine". Flaubert's scorn is 
obvious when he reveals that he was himself summoned to 
be on parade for the planting of an "arbre de la Liberté" 
in Rouen. This autobiographical incident is to provide, 
later on, substantial material for a parody.

To return to Turgenev, he remained in Paris after 
the immediate hostilities had died down. He had expected 
rather more from this revolution than Flaubert, and his 
faith in its achievements was not so easily destroyed. He 
was still in Paris at the time of the disturbances at the 
Assemblée nationale. He provides his most detailed contemp
orary document concerning his immediate impressions in 
1848 in a long letter to Pauline Viardot which he sub
titles: "Relation exacte de ce que j'ai vu dans la journée 
de lundi 15 mai 1848". (il) From this account it is clear 
that Turgenev's faith in the achievements of the Second 
Republic is beginning to wane. He reveals his poor opinion 
of the members of the new Assemblée when he describes him-

(10) Correspondance. vol.I, p.298
(11) Pol, sob, plsem.. vol.I, p.299
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self as "parfaitement édifié sur la faiblesse et irrésol
ution de nos nouveaux législateurs", (12) For Turgenev, 
the most salient feature of the whole business of May 15th. 
was the utter confusion in evidence everywhere. He writes:

Je m'avançai aussi vite que je pus...Une con
fusion incroyable se répandit tout à coup dans 
la foule. Beaucoup s'en allaient; les uns aff
irmaient que l'Assemblée était dissoute, d'autres 
le niaient; enfin un brouhaha inimaginable. (13)

However, despite the crowds of protesting workers, the
newly elected government was not overthrown, and Turgenev
comments: "L'Ordre, le bourgeois, avait triomphé, avec
raison cette fois". (14) But his steady disillusionment
with the Republic is clear from the final paragraph of
this letter. This also reveals a premonition that the
advantages gained by the February uprising will not be
long-lived. He admits that he found it impossible to
assess the motives and wishes of the crowd at this point:

Je ne pouvais deviner ce qu'ils désiraient... 
s'ils étaient révolutionnaires ou réactionnaires.. 
Ils avaient l'air d'attendre la fin de l'orage.. 
Ils attendaient..Ils attendaient!..Qu'est-ee que 
c'est donc que l'histoire? Providence, hasard, 
ironie ou fatalité? (15)

There is no letter recording Turgenev's reactions to the
events of the famous "journées de juin", although he was
in Paris at the time. And the only reference Flaubert makes
to these same events is a passing comment in a letter to
Ernest Chevalier dated July 4th. in which he writes: "Tu
sais par les journaux les atrocités qui viennent de se
passer à Paris." (16)

The next letters extant from Turgenev were not
written until October 1848, and judging from these - written

(12) Pol, sob, nisem. vol.I, p.300
(13) Ibid.. p.301
(14) Ibid.. p.303
(15) Ibid.. p.304(16) Correspondance, supplément vol.I, p.67
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during a touring holiday in the South of France - his mood 
also is one of depression. Getting away from Paris and its 
political problems had obviously not dissolved his feeling 
of disappointment and disillusionment with France. For 
example, in a letter to Mme. Viardot he states categorically: 
"Decidedly, France is not beautiful". (17)

So looking at 1848 as a whole, it emerges that 
Flaubert and Turgenev played no more than the rôle of 
observers, and disappointed ones at that. Having rushed to 
the scene in February, they failed to find in these events 
the source of inspiration that they had expected. Although 
they were both glad to see the end of Louis-Philippe*s 
reign, neither of them could maintain for long great hopes 
for positive achievements by the Second Republic. By June 
they were thoroughly disillusioned, and this time Flaubert 
did not even bother to make the journey from Rouen to see 
what was happening.

Neither Flaubert nor Turgenev seem to be able to 
bring themselves to comment on directly, or even to reflect 
the events of 1848 at the time of the revolution itself, 
nor in the period immediately following - we have ample 
evidence for this in the lack of detailed letters, the 
lack of diaries, notes or descriptive works as already noted. 
However, both writers do ultimately return to the subject 
of the revolution of 1848 in their works, making quite 
extensive use of their own experiences in that year.
Flaubert treats the subject in the Education sentimentale 
of 1869 and in Bouvard et Pécuchet. Turgenev deals with it

(17) Pol, sob, nisem . vol.I, p.304
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in the second epilogue to Rudin, and in the short stories 
The Man in the grey snectaeles and My Mates sent me. But 
none of these works was written until a good many years 
had passed after 1848.

We are faced, then, with the question of what is 
the reason for this paradoxical situation - two young 
writers live through a disturbing and important historical 
event, yet neither uses this as material in his work until 
ten years and more have passed. Considerations of censor
ship are of course part of the reason, and especially in 
Turgenev's case, but this would not explain the lack of 
letters or plans dealing with this subject. Having seen the 
immediate reactions of both Flaubert and Turgenev to the 
news of the outbreak of the February revolution, and adding 
the fact that they later returned to the subject, the 
argument of their indifference to the events would appear 
to be ruled out.

Let us then examine the opposite hypothesis, that 
the political events of 1848 constituted a considerable 
emotional shock for both Flaubert and Turgenev. This would 
explain the fact that they could only bring themselves to 
handle this material rationally and objectively - that is, 
to put it into artistic form - after the passage of time 
had removed the immediacy of it all; that they could come 
to terms with these events and their own reactions to them 
only when looking back on the period, aided by historical 
distance.

In order to establish this, it will be necessary 
to examine closely the activities - both personal and
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literary - of the two writers in the period following on 
from the revolution of 1848, in order to determine if there 
is any modification in their personal attitudes and general 
view of life during this period.

As far as Flaubert is concerned, his letters for 
the early 1850’s reveal the true extent of his disillusion
ment with politics on the one hand, and on a more general 
level, a far-reaching pessimism which appears to have 
dominated him at this period. His feelings of discontent 
and isolation emerge especially in his correspondence with 
Louise Colet in these years. The letters abound in such 
comments as "Plus on vit, plus on souffre",(18) The pess
imism felt by Flaubert at this stage is of course not new, 
but a closer examination of the correspondence does reveal 
a new slant: his pessimism now appears to be linked to the 
state of the outside world, thus occasioned in part by a 
loss of faith in man's ability to organise his social 
environment. In a letter of 1854, for example, he says that 
the qualities generally associated with the Russian auto
cracy - namelÿ "l'absolutisme, l'espionnage, l'Hypocrisie 
religieuse, enfin 1'antilibéralisme sous toutes ses formes" 
(19) - are now becoming more and more the accepted practice 
in France. He reflects despondently :"N'était-on pas 
plus libre et plus intelligent du temps de Périclès que du 
temps de Napoléon III?" (20) Flaubert is so disgusted with 
French politics at this point that he prefers not to venture 
into the political arena; in fact he stands well aside from 
the general mêlée by refusing even to take sides:

(18) Correspondance. vol.II, p.324 (1851)
(19) Ibid.. vol. IV, p.39 ( L.Colet, 1854)
(20) Ibid.. p.61 (L.Colet, 1854)
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...je n'ai de sympathie pour aucun parti pol
itique...ge les exècre tous, parce gu'ils me 
semblent également bornés, faux, puérils, s'at
taquent à l'éphémère, sans vues d'ensemble...
J'ai en haine tout despotisme. (21)

As for Turgenev, the crisis he passed through 
between 1848 and 1858 is rather more complex. The dis
integration of the Revolution in France, and its defeat 
in Germany, affected young Russian intellectuals even more 
deeply than their Western counterparts. The West had been 
their source of inspiration and hope, and now, not only 
was help from the West unavailable, but the West itself 
appeared to be going through a severe crisis. To the 
Russian liberals - among whose ranks Turgenev counted him
self - 1848 brought dismay and bewilderment, for how could 
Russia be persuaded to emulate the Western models they 
had set before her, when the models themselves were 
crumbling. The revolution shattered Turgenev's liberal 
illusions. He was now firmly convinced that a liberal 
revolution was impossible, and he gave himself up to scept
icism.

We have already noted his bitterness towards France
when he èaw the way in which the political situation was
likely to evolve. It is interesting to note however that
as early as June 1849 he foresaw the events of 1851. He
wrote in a letter to Pauline:

La réaction est tout enivrée de sa victoire et va 
maintenant se montrer dans tout son cynisme. (22)

He was equally horrified when General Lamoriciere went in
the name of France to congratulate Tsar Nicholas I on his
crushing of the Hungarian national uprising. In a letter

(21) Correspondance. vol.IV, p.170 ( Mile. Leroyer de Chante- 
^22] Pol, sob, pisem. vol.I, p.329
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to Pauline of July 20th. 1849 he commented, revealing his
disappointment and disgust with the whole of the political
scene in Europe, both East and West:

Pauvres Hongrois! Un honnête homme finira par ne 
plus savoir où vivre: les nations jeunes sont 
encore barbares, comme mes chers compatriotes, 
ou bien, si elles se lèvent et veulent marcher, 
on les écrase comme les Hongrois; et les nations 
vieilles se meurent et empestent, pourries et 
gangrenées qu'elles sont. (23)

To make things worse for Turgenev, as soon as he returned
to Russia from his stay in the West which had lasted
since January 1847, he was exiled for his obituary article
on Gogol.

His exile was a period of reflection. At this point, 
Turgenev was in search of some belief that would give 
meaning and form to his existence. The idealism of the 
1840's was no longer relevant to the political problems 
of the 1850's.

It was the coup d'état of December 1851 that 
administered the coup de grâce to Flaubert's political 
faith. Guillemin has aptly summed up his situation at 
this point and its consequences for Flaubert's development. 
He writes:

Un grand tumulte s'est produit dans l'esprit et 
le coeur de Flaubert entre 1848 et 1852. Ce qui 
se passa en France en 1851, ce qu'il vit à son 
retour d'Orient, l'attitude du peuple à l'heure 
du coup d'Etat, le jetèrent pour de longues 
années dans 1' "athéisme politique". (24)

Flaubert's disappointments at this stage are reflected
equally in his correspondence. In 1853, for example, he
wrote :"89 a démoli la royauté et la noblesse, 48 la
bourgeoisie, et 51 le peuple". (25) So the political scene

(23) Pol, sob. Pisem. vol.I, p.343
(24) GUILLEMIN Henrm, Flaubert devant la vie et devant Dieu , 
Paris, n.d., p.71
(25) Correspondance. vol.Ill, p.349 (L.Colet)
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now appears to Flaubert as no more than another aspect of 
"le néant de la vie". The next attitude he tries is one 
of indifference to the political situation: this is the 
standpoint that emerges in Mme. Bovary, the composition 
of which was to occupy the vast majority of Flaubert's 
time in the first half of the '50's. Although he had 
by this time recovered his equilibrium sufficiently to 
return - after Saint Antoine - to nineteenth century France 
for the setting of his story, and to deal once more with 
a "vraisemblable" subject and characters, and although 
it is just possible to determine that the novel is set 
in the period of Louis-Philippe's reign, there is no relation 
of the events of the story to any external or real pol
itical event. For example, it is not possible to determine 
the span of years occupied by the story of Emma Bovary in 
the way that one can for that of Frédéric Moreau: his 
career can be pinned down exactly, and followed year by 
year, together with contemporary events in the outside world. 
However, through Flaubert's realistic handling of the 
setting of Mme. Bovary, the reader is made to feel that 
this little world in isolation is an exact representation, 
on a microcosmie scale, of the whole of French society. And 
one of the most striking features of this small world with 
its closed horizons - and therefore, by implication, of the 
macrocosm also - is the total absence of any perspectives 
of improvement.

To return to Turgenev, the first and most obvious 
change in the nature of his literary compositions in the 
period immediately following 1848 occurs in the Hunting
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Sketches. The sociological, proselytizing approach is strong 
in those stories - Khor and Kalinych. Yermolai and the 
Miller's Wife. Lgov. The Steward - which were written 
before the revolution. Here, Turgenev was implicitly press
ing for liberal reforms; he presented contrasting portraits 
of peasants and landowners, bringing out the essential 
human qualities of the former group, and stressing the in
humanity of the latter. But in 1848 a change occurs. The 
stories of the next few years do not deal with the peasant 
problem, Turgenev again becomes concerned with the more 
intellectual problem of the superfluous man. The exposure 
of the inadequacy and weakness of the introspective hero 
in the story Hamlet of the Schigrovsky district is in 
fact fairly close,in its underlying spirit, to Flaubert's 
La Tentation de Saint Antoine of 1848-9#

Turgenev examines the same problem again in the 
following year with his Biary of a Superfluous Man. Contemp
orary intellectuals' emotional weakness is stressed in the 
hero Chulkaturin, their representative type, as fee utters 
despondently:

I haven't the strength to get involved in dis
cussions of elevated topic?; descriptions of 
everyday life around me cannot even interest me.

(26)
Also in 1850, Turgenev wrote two more Hunting Sketches :
The Singers and The Meeting . But in these peasant life is 
simply depicted. in its less controversial aspects.

The other stories of this period are equally imbued 
with a similar brand of pessimism, and Turgenev's moody 
revery is not even shaken off in the composition of his 
first major novel, Rudin. which was finished in 1856.

(26) Pol, sob, soch.. vol.V, p.178
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So the events of 1848 seem to have eliminated for 

Flaubert and Turgenev all possibility of optimism in 
their writings. The philosophical gloom wan at its height 
in the years immediately following the revolution, with a 
return to the metaphysical problems of death and the 
supernatural as in Jacob Pasynkov. Faust or La Tentation 
de Saint Antoine.

But although this fundamental pessimism was to 
remain, the indifference of the two writers to political 
and social subjects was not so long-lived. However much 
they may have tried to shut out the world of political 
reality from their view, they could not all the same give 
up entirely the search for an ideal solution, the quest 
for a reasonable answer to all these problems. But before 
moving on to look at the later political development of 
Flaubert and Turgenev, let us look first at the use made 
by both writers in later years of the material gathered 
directly from their experiences in 1848 in particular, and 
during the short life of the Second Republic in general.

The most significant work in this respect is of
course L'Education sentimentale, for it is, as René
Dumesnil has said:

...entre tous les romans du XIX® siècle, celui 
qui nous révèle le plus exactement la person
nalité de cette époque, son caractère, ses 
moeurs, les courants d'idées...C'est une vaste 
fresque dont aucun détail, n'est inutile. (27)

As for Flaubert's own frame of mind and attitude to his 
material as he set about the composition of this work in 
the second half of the 1860's, he insists from the begin
ning that he does not want to take sides. ThiSjhe maintains,

(27) DUMESNIL René, En Marge de Flaubert. Paris 1928, p.22
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is not part of the novelist’s rôle. We get a fairly clear
indication of the type of picture of the age Flaubert was
trying to present in a letter he wrote to George Sand
while working on L ’Education sentimentale :

...je ne me reconnais pas le droit d ’accuser 
personne...Je me borne donc à exposer les choses 
telles qu’elles me paraissent, à exprimer ce qui 
me semble le vrai. Tant pis pour les conséquences.

(28)
Flaubert himself stressed the existence of two levels in 
the novel when he wrote to Barbes in 186?: "Mes premiers 
plans sont inventés et mes fonds réels". (29) It is also 
clear that at this point he found the historical aspect of 
the work highly absorbing, and was even anxious that the 
’real* part of the story might turn out to be more int
eresting than the fiction. He expresses this fear in a 
letter to his friend Jules Duplan:

...j'ai bien du mal à emboîter mes personnages 
dans les événements politiques de 48...Les per
sonnages de l ’histoire sont plus intéressants que 
ceux de la fiction,^ surtout quand ceux-là ont 
des passions modérées; on s’intéresse moins à 
Frédéric qu’à Lamartine. (30)

The chronology of L’Education sentimentale is 
carefully constructed and painstakingly accurate. The span 
of years covered by the story extends from six o’clock 
in the morning on September 15th. 1840 until the end of 
March 1867. The period from February 1848 to December 1851 
occupies some 200 pages, (31) and every detail necessary 
to produce a convincing and historically accurate picture 
of these years is included. For example, the building up 
towards the revolution begins very early in the book:

Correspondance. vol.V, p.396 (1868)
Ibid.. p.327

(30j Ibid.; p.363 (1868)
In the Conard edition (from the end of Part II Chapter VI, to the end of Part III Chapter V).
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although the description of the February events themselves 
does not begin until the end of Part II, the first civil 
disturbances presented occur in Part I Chapter IV. This 
early indication of greater unrest to come is in fact 
a detailed description of the street demonstrations in 
Paris in support of the campaign for electoral reforms.
The whole is accompanied by cries of "A bas Guizot!" These 
scenes were witnessed by Frédéric during his student days 
in Paris, and there is perhaps an autobiographical note 
here, for as already mentioned, Flaubert himself attended 
a "banquet réformiste".

And what then, as presented in L ’Education senti
mentale .is Flaubert ' s view of things as they existed between 
1848 and 1851? Perhaps the most striking aspect of the 
portrayal of these years is the negative quality of the 
descriptions of political events. This is of course closely 
linked to Flaubert’s own experiences at the time of the 
Revolution and coup d ’Etat. and his political temperament 
at the time of composition. The position has been aptly 
summed up by Canu who has written of L ’Education sentimen
tale :

Ses [Flaubert’s] idées çoliti(^ues sont surtout 
négatives. Il a critique et méprisé toutes les 
formes de gouvernement. (32)

The principal quality of the age that emerges from Flaubert’s
picture is the process of steady disintegration. This is
presented as an irreversible trend, the first stage in the
process being the collapse of the July monarchy. Of this
Flaubert writes :

D ’elle-même, sans secousses, la Monarchie se fon
dait dans une dissolution rapide. (33)

(32) CANU J. Flaubert, auteur dramatique. Paris 1946, p.107
(33) L’Education sentimentale, p.410
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This is followed by the failure of the revolution itself to 
achieve any of its positive aims, despite the initial 
support of men such as Monsieur Dambreuse and the Archbishop 
of Paris. The republican values at the base of the new 
regime slowly crumble, and the process culminates with the 
death agony of the Second Republic in the imperial coup 
à ’état. Indeed the picture that Flaubert paints is not 
favourable to any of the sides or parties involved in the 
struggle for power. Three forms of government pass by, and 
none emerges as an ideal form. For this reason, Flaubert 
was aware, before its publication, that the book would not 
get a sympathetic reception from any of the political 
camps. He wrote to George Sand:

Les patriotes ne me pardonneront pas ce livre,
ni les réactionnaires non plus! (34)

Another interesting point to note is that the rôle 
of Frédéric Moreau in 1848 is very similar to his author’s 
own: he was on the spot in Paris in February, but present 
as an observer only, taking no active part in the events, 
and like him, had lost most of his enthusiasm even for

(34) Correspondance. vol.V, p.385 (1868)
(it is worth mentioning, by way of comparison, some 

interesting points in Edmund Wilson’s interpretation (in 
’The Politics of Flaubert’, The Triple Thinkers. London 1952) 
of the socio-historical aspect of L ’Education sentimentale.
He claims that it is here that Flaubert’s account of society 
comes closest to socialist theory; also that the present
ation of the Revolution of 1848 parallels in a striking 
manner Marx’s analysis of the same events in his 18 Brumaire 
de Louis-Napoléon, and this so much so that he focusses to
gether the diverse figures of Marx and Flaubert. He seeks 
to establish that these two great, searching minds, pursuing 
courses so apparently divergent, arrived at almost identical 
interpretations of the events. Wilson for example sees 
Frédéric’s liaison with Rosanette as "a symbol of the disas
trously unenduring union between the proletariat and the 
bourgeoisie", of which Karl Marx had written in Le 18 Brumaire.
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observation by June. At this point Flaubert was back in 
Rouen, and Frédéric was away at Fontainebleau with Rosanette 
during a good part of the fighting. And after the events 
Frédéric - also like Flaubert - takes refuge from the 
political turmoil in introverted contemplation.

To return to the political aspect of the work, 
however, Flaubert’s refusal to take sides does give his work 
a distinct advantage, in making for a greater degree of 
historical accuracy. L ’Education sentimentale is - in Zola’s 
words:

...le seul roman vraiment historique que je 
connaisse, le seul véridique, exact, complet, 
où la résurrection des heures mortes soit ab
solue. (35)

And in any case, apart from the demands of literary object
ivity, Flaubert did not consider it worthwhile to take 
sides in political disputes because, in his own words,
”la politique est morte, comme la théologie!” (36) This 
same idea is developed further in another letter to the 
same correspondent (George Sand) written at about the time 
of the publication of L ’Education sentimentale. Flaubert 
maintains that :

L ’expérience prouve fil me semble) qu’aucune 
forme ne contient le bien en soi; orléanisme, 
république, empire ne veulent plus rien dire...
Tous les drapeaux ont été tellement souillés de 
sang et de merde...(37)

This view that all political groupings are equally futile
was to be developed and pushed to its logical and ultimate
conclusion in Bouvard et Pécuchet, where the same basic
historical material was to reappear in a somewhat different
guise.

(35) ZOLA Emile, Les romanciers naturalistes. Paris 1881,p.146
(36) Correspondance. vol.VÏ. p.31 I1869j
(37) Ibid. p.32
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It is Chapter VI of Bouvard et Pécuchet that deals 
with the years 1848-51 in particular and the subject of 
politics in general. A study of the enormous dossiers 
that contain Flaubert's material for this book reveals the 
enormous quantity of reading that Flaubert undertook for 
this chapter. Yet strangely enough, this solid bank of 
erudition does not protrude through the surface fabric of 
the novel in this section. In some chapters, the sheer 
volume of bookish details weighs heavily on the narrative. 
But despite the fact that Flaubert had consulted many tomes 
of serious, historical analysis during the planning stage 
of his chapter on politics, the lighter, humorous aspect 
of the political events in question remains dominant for 
the most part. What in fact emerges from this chapter is 
a microcosmic representation - by the bourgeois and 
peasants of Chavignolles - of the French provinces in their 
reactions to the revolution of 1848 and its consequences.

Flaubert deals with the period from February 25th. 
(as is fitting, the Chavignollais did not receive the 
news until the events in Paris were almost over) to the 
coup d'état of *51. After the initial stupefactioh of the 
bourgeois has been calmed by the news that such august 
bodies as the ”Cour de cassation, la Oour d'appel, la Cour 
des Comptes etc.” (39) have given their support to the 
provisional government, the first incident to be parodied 
for comic effect is the village ceremony of planting ”un 
arbre de la liberté”, which was kindly supplied by M. 
Bouvard, "réjoui dans son patriotisme par le triomphe du

(39) Bouvard et Pécuchet, p.191
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peuple". (40) As we have already noted, Flaubert had been 
involved in a similar incident at Rouen. He passes subse
quently to "le vertige de la députation", a subject which 
he had already held up to ridicule in his play Le Candidat.
How it is Bouvard and Pécuchet who cannot decide which of 
them should stand for election. Then the process of re
action sets in: the ridiculous prejudices of the bourgeoisie 
against the republican socialists are reflected in the 
Chavignollais giving credence to the stories of the "purées 
d'ananas de Louis Blanc, au lit d'or de Flocon, aux orgies 
royales de Ledru-Rollin". (41) Another burning issue of the 
day that the Chavignollais fail to settle with any degree of 
success is that of the right to work. The administrators 
propose the most futile projects to occupy the bands of 
unemployed demanding work. The whole business finally ex
plodes in the incident involving a cart-load of manure and 
Mme. Bordin's front lawn. But like so many of their com
patriots, the Chavignollais lost their enthusiasm for the 
Second Republic, and Flaubert concludes this episode with 
the bitter words:

Les débats sur la constitution n'intéressèrent 
personne, et au 10 décembre, tous les Chavign
ollais votèrent pour Bonaparte. (42)

After their experience of political action and their
study of political theory,(43) the conclusions reached by
Bouvard and Pécuchet in the final section of the chapter
are essentially these of Flaubert. There is, for example,

(40) Bouvard et Pécuchet, p.191
(41) Ibid.. p.200
(42) Ibid.. p.208
(43) Between 1848 and 1851 the two set about the study of 
social and political theory examining the ideas of: Rousseau, 
Morant, Fourier, Saint-Simon, Louis Blanc, Proudhon, Pierre 
Leroux and Auguste Comte.
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the same refusal to take sides that we have already seen
in Flaubert's correspondence ànd in L'Education sentimentale
For he comments:

Bouvard et Pécuchet furent dégoûtés du petit 
nombre comme du grand. La plèbe en somme valait 
l'aristocratie. (44)
So the conclusions of the "deux bonshommes" are

largely parallel to Flaubert's own in 1851. There is,
however, an added measure of pessimism, for the author's
bitterness and disillusionment as far as politics were
concerned were by now total, bearing in mind that this
book was written after the fall of Louis-Napoléon, the
Franco-Prussian War and the Commune. The increased cynicism
is evident as Bouvard and Pécuchet conclude at the time of
the coun d'état :

Puisque les bourgeois sont féroces, les ouvriers 
jaloux, les prêtres serviles, et que le Peuple 
enfin accepte tous les tyrans, pourvu qu'on lui 
laisse le museau dans 4a gamelle. Napoléon a bien 
fait ! (45)

It is interesting to note why, in the view of Bouvard and 
Pécuchet and Flaubert himself, politics are so futile in 
the solving of problems. This is because their study is 
not organised along scientific lines. If politics were to 
become a science, they conclude, things would be so much 
more efficient. This conclusion is in keeping with one of
the basic ideas in Bouvard et Pécuchet : that is, that most
of man's activities turn sour because they lack proper 
method and scientific organisation.

Although Flaubert refrains from taking sides poli
tically in both L'Education sentimentale and Bouvard et 
Pécuchet, there is an essential difference in the treatment

(44) Bouvard et Pécuchet, p.209
(45) Ibid. ,p.226
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of the 1848-51 period in the two works. The former presents
the revolution and its aftermath in a factual and serious
manner, with, as already noted, a considerable degree of
historical accuracy and detail. Jn the latter work, the
historical and political material is used principally to
bring out yet another aspect of "la bêtise humaine" , or
rather to stress Bouvard*s own definition: "La Politique?
une belle saleté!" (46)

^et the fact remains that Flaubert retained his
interest in the events of 1848 until his death. In addition
to the evidence of his last literary work, there is also
a more personal testimony in a letter to Mme. Brainne
written only two years before his death. Looking back
thirty years Flaubert wrote :

...on était plus inepte en 48 qu'aujourd'hui, et 
cependant j'ai pour cette époque-là une grande 
indulgence. (47)

To return now to Turgenev, let us try to assess what 
subsequent use he made in works of literature of his 
experiences of the year 1848. There is one point of diff
erence between Turgenev's later use of this material and 
Flaubert's however: whereas the latter combines personal 
experience with thorough documentation from external sources, 
Turgenev, as far as 1848 is concerned, relies entirely on 
his own experiences and memories.

The second epilogue of his novel Rudin contains the 
first mention in a work of Turgenev of the 1848 revolution. 
The addition of this second epilogue was in fact an after
thought: what is now its final page was not added to the 
body of the text until a second edition of Rudin was pub-

(46) Bouvard et Pécuchet, ç.226
(47) Correspondance. supplément vol. 17, p.105 (1878)
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listed, five years after the appearance of the first edition. 
Turgenev added this presumably because it occurred to him, 
on further reflection, just how closely his idealistic 
young hero fitted into the generation that sank all its 
hopes of positive achievements in the liberal revolutionary 
movement in Europe in 1848, At the point where the story 
ended in the first edition, Dmitri Rudin was left wandering 
through Russia, trying to put his socially orientated 
idealism to some sort of practical use, in wild schemes 
for making distant rivers navigable and the like.

Lord David Cecil maintained that Turgenev's hand 
faltered when he added the final page to the novel, but 
surely the fate allocated to Rudin in this epilogue is the
most fitting of all possible conclusions to his story. In
this final section, the rest of the novel is justified, it 
raises the tone of the whole work to one of ennobling 
pathos. Rudin's death on the barricades in Paris, towards 
the end of the suppression of the uprising of June 1848, 
lends a certain grandeur to the portrait of this super
fluous man, and serves as an ironic apotheosis of his part
icular brand of idealism. It is eminently fitting that he -
Rudin, the liberal - like Russian liberalism itself, should 
come to Paris, centre of the revolutionary west, only when
it is too late for anything positive to be achieved.

Turgenev returned to the subject of 1848 later in 
two short stories, My Mates sent me (48) and The Man in the 
grey spectacles.)},yhe first story, which is sub-titled 'An 
episode from the history of the events of June 1848 in Paris'

(48) This story was first written in 1868, at exactly the
same time that Flaubert was recalling his memories of 1848
for L'Education sentimentale. It was published in 1874.
(49) First published in French in 1879.
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is the most detailed and most personal of Turgenev's
accounts of 1848. The story is written in the first person
and deals exclusively with its author's own experiences.
The first section is a fairly detailed eye-witness account
of the activity at the barricade near the Porte St.-Denis
during the June fighting. It is perhaps easier to assess
Turgenev's view of these events from My Mates sent me than
from any other source. It is evident that by the time he
wrote this story, twenty years after the events, he was able
to look back at the period rationally, recalling and
recording incidents that at the time had been too charged
with emotion for him to be able to make use of them in
his work. His silence in 1848 itself is easier to understand
if we examine the phrases he uses to describe the period
he deals with. The narrative begins on the day of June 4th.
which Turgenev describes as :"one of the days that are
written in blood in the annals of French history". (50)
Also he found it impossible to believe that such carnage t
could take place in the very shade of the 'arbres de la
liberté'. Turgenev conveys well the terrible atmosphere of
tension that reigned in Paris at this time. He writes;

The whole day passed in indescribable apprehension.. 
The days that followed were terribly depressing; 
those who did not live through those days can 
have no real idea of what it was like. (51)

Clearly, then, even at a distance of twenty years, the
emotional power of the 1848 events was still very real.

As a foreigner, Turgenev would not take sides: "It
was not my business to fight either on one side or the other".
(52) Nonetheless - and in this respect he is like Flaubert

(50) Pol, sob, soch.. vol.XIV, p.136
(51) Ibid.. p.140
(52) Ibid.. p.139
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who had also refused to take sides - it is possible to 
detect some of the author's own views and sympathies 
through the fabric of the story. Prom My Mates sent me. we 
gather that Turgenev discovered during the June fighting 
qualities in the character of everyday working men of which 
he had never even suspected the existence. These qualities 
are what Granjard has aptly referred to as "une humanité 
inconnue" and "une certaine noblesse morale". (53) Another 
point of interest in this story ié Turgenev's obvious 
sympathy with the plight of the workers. He conveys well 
their sense of having been let down, and this by men -the 
Provisional Government - who were supposedly on their side.

The Man in the grey spectacles, sub-titled 'Prom 
reminiscences of 1848', is rather a different kind of story, 
with unpleasant overtones of espionage and political man
ipulation. Turgenev sets the beginning of his story in 
the early days of February 1848, that is, several weeks 
before the revolution began. Turgenev recounts his meeting 
with a man - the Monsieur François of the French title - 
who, at this point in time, prophesied the whole range of 
political events of that year. As Monsieur François takes 
coffee with the author at the Palais-Royal he declares 
knowled^bly:

Well, it is the beginning of February now. Before 
another month passes France will be a republic... 
Yes. But don't rejoice yet - if indeed this makes 
you rejoice..Before the end of the year, the 
Bonapartiste will rule this same old France. (54)

The essence of this strange man's philosophy can be best
summed up in his own words: "Power - power - to possess pow-

- there is no other happiness on earth".(55) However,

(53) GRANJARD Henri, Ivan Tourguéniev et les courants pol- 
I^iques et sociaux de son temps. Paris. 1968 (2nd, editlnn^p
(54) Pol. sob. soch.. vol.XIV. n.112fCCÏ TTTra =— TT7  ' ________ '________
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a few points of interest concerning the nature of French 
politics emerge from Turgenev's conversations with 
Monsieur François. The latter maintains that &ust as social
ism was born in France, so it will die there also, giving 
as his reason that the French have "epic heads" but not 
"socialist heads". As the two basic principles of political 
life in France he gives: "Two cornerstonest revolution and 
routine". And these he sees summed up in the personalities 
of Robespierre and Prudhomme. Monsieur François does how
ever make one very interesting prophecy concerning the 
ultimate triumph of the proletariat. He says:

The people are just the same as the soil...It 
carries me and I trample on it... suddenly it 
shakes itself like a wet poodle and overturns 
everything we have built on it - all our card 
houses...I know perfectly well that in the end 
the people will swallow me. Nothing can be done 
about that. (56)

Turgenev however is more pessimistic, believing that such
intriguers as his present interlocutor will always be a
danger to the cause of the common people.

In the final section of the story, more personal 
material is introduced. It is here that we get details of 
how Turgenev himself received the news of the February up
rising, and of his journey to Paris. Turgenev reveals the 
undercurrent of political manipulation present throughout 
the whole of the revolutionary period - and even before it 
started - with reference to various incidents. Besides 
the strange figure of Monsieur François and his prophecies, 
there was Mrs. Gordon on the train from Brussels in February, 
an emissary of Louis-Napoléon, who kept talking about the 
necessity of appealing to 'the prince', because 'the prince'

(56) Pol, sob, soch.. vol.XIV, p.123
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alone could save everything. Then we see Monsieur François 
of all people mingling with the crowds of demonstrators 
near the Madeleine on May 15th. shouting "Long live Poland!" 
Then on June 13th. there is the grotesque charlatan dist
ributing highly laudatory pamphlets about Louis-Napoléon 
to the crowds in the Tuileries gardens.

The kind of picture of 1848 that Turgenev, who
viewed all these events from the side-lines, so to speak,
was trying to present in this story has perhaps been best
summed up by Granjard. He writes of Turgenev's view:

Vue des coulisses, la Révolution est une impos
ture, un jeu avec des dés pipés, où le peuple 
perd toujours. (57)

The two stories are similar in so far as they were intended -
as their sub-titles indicate - as factual accounts, rather
than as pure fiction. Yet they deal with entirely different 
aspects of the same period. For^ My Mates sent me deals 
with the 'innocent' aspect of the revolution: here the 
essentially human qualities of the workers are stressed, 
and their plight is presented in a sympathetic light. In 
contrast, in The Man in the grey spectacles, it is the 
'guilty', scheming side of the events that receives atten
tion. Turgenev brings to our notice those political agit
ators who foresaw, and began campaigning for the return of 
the Bonapartist dynasty, even before the February revolution 
had begun.

In conclusion, we may say that despite their pre
tensions to objectivity, Flaubert and Turgenev were unable 
to avoid implicit judgements in political matters. For 
both of them the Revolution of 1848 was a source of hope,

(57) GRANJARD, on. cit. ,p.208
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yet equally for both the turn that events took was a source 
of thorough disillusionment. In their reactions, as in 
those of their fellow intellectuals^ can be seen the tragedy 
of nineteenth century liberal idealism.

As we have seen, the impact of the events of 1848- 
1851 was such that both Flaubert and Turgenev were unable 
to deal with those events in their literary works for some 
years. Yet both returned to them, and the subject of 1848 
remains one of importance to the end of their careers.

b) Attitudes to politics in the post '48 period

After 1848, pessimism is the most general and 
typical characteristic of the views af-Flaubert and Turgenev 
concerning politics. They no longer expected rational 
political solutions to the problems of the world, but none
theless, could not resign themselves to silence and in
difference as far as political matters were concerned. 
Turgenev's novel Smoke of 1867, for example, contains in 
the lengthy conversations between Litvinov and Potugin, 
a good many profound reflections on the state and prospects 
of Russia and Europe. Potugin acts as Turgenev's mouth
piece here. From the very beginning of the story, this 
character reveals a firm conviction that the social and 
political system currently existing in Russia is based on 
false values, and that all must change. Potugin describes 
for example the faith of the Slavophiles and their belief 
in the inevitable social advancement of the ordinary people. 
He declares firmly:

It will all come they say. At the moment there is
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nothing at all, and in the course of ten cen
turies Russia has produced nothing of her own..
But wait, have patience - it will all come. Why 
will it all come, may I ask? Because we educated 
people are poor stuff, but the people...oh, it's 
a great people..Look at that peasant..That's 
where it will all come from. All other idols have 
been shattered. (58)

And this is essentially a bitter echo of the message of 
the Hunting Sketches : a reproach to the educated classes 
for their apathy and lack of foresight in their failure to 
reform from above, before the fateful beginning of a 
process of change from below.

Flaubert shared Turgenev's readiness to condemn 
the educated classes of their day, for their achievements 
had, in his view, been pitiful. This point is perhaps most 
vociferously expressed in his famous 'Lettre au Conseil 
Municipal de Rouen'. (59) Here he talks of "la fin de la 
bourgeoisie" as a virtual certainty. He compares its dis
appearance to that of the French aristocracy in 1789, and 
gives as the reasons for both:

...le même besoin d/idoles pour les détruire... 
le même esprit de dénigrement, la même crasse 
ignorance. (60)

He urges them to remedy the situation before it is too
late :

Classes éclairées, éclairez-vous !..Avec tous vos 
capitaux et votre sagesse, vous ne pouvez faire 
une association équivalente à L'Internationale !

Tout votre effort intellectuel consiste à 
trembler devant l'avenir.

Imaginez autre chose, hâtez-vous! ou bien la 
France s'abîmera de plus en plus....(61)

(58) Pol. sob. soch.. vol.IX, p.170
(59) After the death of his friend and fellow writer Louis 
Bouilhet in 1869, Flaubert campaigned aredently in Rouen 
for a memorial to be erected to Bouilhet who had spent his 
last years there as municipal librarian. Steadfast refusal 
on the part of the authorities provoked thid letter.
(60) 'Lettre au conseil municipal de Rouen' in Par les champs 
et -par les grèves, accompagnés de Mélanges et fragments in
édits, Charpentier edition, Paris 1908, p.61
(61) Ibid.. p.62-3
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In fact this letter is a valuable document in proving that
Flaubert, despite his ivory tower image, was perfectly
capable of shouting aloud his convictions when he considered
the occasion propitious. It shows that he had considerable
capacities for social satire, and especially when he
attacks the city fathers as "Conservateurs qui ne conservez
rien". (62) In fact Flaubert himself most aptly sums up the
situation of his ivory tower in the surrounding sea of
political instability in a letter to Turgenev. He writes:

J'ai toujours tâché de vivre dans une tour 
d'ivoire; mais une marée de merde en bat les 
murs,à la faire crouler. (63)

Largely similar sentiments - if phrased somewhat less 
picturesquely - are to be found, of course, in the letter 
from Turgenev to Botkin already referred to where he main
tained that at certain periods the writer cannot concern 
himself with artistic matters alone, and that

The moment of self-knowledge and criticism is 
every bit as necessary in the development of a 
nation's life as it is in an individual's. (64)

And both Flaubert and Turgenev found themselves in just
such a period. Flaubert for example may have expressed
his disapproval of Taine's and Sainte-Beuve's preoccupation
in their criticism with the social aspects of literature
at the expense of all its other values, yet he himself
usually expressed his own view of humanity in social terms
and in historical perspective, as of course did Turgenev.

However, one of the greatest parallels between the
political views of Flaubert and Turgenev during the 1860's
is their attitude to socialism and socialists. But it
must be stressed that at this point in time, Flaubert at

(62:)'Lettre au conseil municipal',p.61
(63) Correspondance. supplément vol.Ill, p.61-2 ( 1872)
(64) Pol, sob, pisem. vol.II, p.282
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least was familiar only with the ideas of the 'traditional' 
French form of socialism. His knowledge of this subject 
was limited to the works of such theorists as Saint-Simon, 
Lamennais and Fourier. He certainly did not know the works 
of the new radical socialists at this point, and although 
he probably surveyed this scene in preparation for Bouvard 
et Pécuchet some ten years later, at this final stage in 
his career, the new doctrines made little mark on his per
sonal view. Although Turgenev, as a Russian, was probably 
more aware of new political developments, he does not 
appear to be aware, until after the Franco-Prussian War 
at least, of the new kind of socialism (65) that was 
hatching underground in Switzerland from the 1860's 
onwards.

Both Flaubert and Turgenev objected strongly to 
the form of socialism that they did know at this time. Their 
objections, however, were not made from a right-wing point 
of view. And what they objected to principally in socialism 
as presented by these French theorists was essentially its 
'traditional* aspects. As they saw it, this socialism was 
not the radically new doctrine that was needed in order 
to restructure society, but no more than a regurgitation 
of old beliefs. Flaubert and Turgenev opposed these 
socialists on the grounds of their utilitarianism and their 
authoritarianism, but what they both objected to principally 
was the common bond of tradition between the socialists 
and the Church. There is ample evidence for this in their

(65) This was of course the work of those whose starting 
point was the "scientific socialism" of Marx and Engels.
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correspondence. It is a point that recurs with great 
frequency in Flaubert's letters of the late I860's. He 
maintains that socialism has failed to break its ties with 
the traditions of the Catholic Church, and so as it 
stands, this doctrine is totally irrelevant to man's 
nineteenth century condition. The main line of Flaubert's 
argument is "le mysticisme a perdu le socialisme". Sim
ilarly, in a letter to George Sand,he writes :

Ce que je trouve de christianisme dans le soc
ialisme est énorme. (66)

And he laments to Michelet:
...les prétendus hommes du progrès...Tous 
partent de la révélation religieuse. (67)

And earlier he had written to the same correspondent :"Les
dangers du catholicisme démocratique...sont tous advenus".
(68) Turgenev shared this view entirely. He had already
written to Mme. Viardot describing a certain Monsieur
Ott as "un démocrate catholique" which he considers to
be a futile combination of doctrines. He goes on further
to declare that

Cette alliance hors nature ne peut produire 
que des monstres. (69)

In an earlier letter to her, he had already made it perfect
ly clear that he considered religion to be completely 
irrelevant in political questions, and that man must work 
out his own solutions, with no expectation of divine aid.
He wrote:

...je préfère Prométhée, je préfère Satan, le 
type de la Révolte et de l'individualité. Tout 
atome que je suis, c’est moi qui suis mon maître; 
je veux la vérité et non le salut; je l'attends 
de mon intelligence et non de la grâce. (70)

(66) Correspondance. vol.V, p.385 (1868)
(67) Ibid.. vol.VI, p.10 (1869)
(68) Ibid.. vol.V, p.358 (1868) 
X69)(^Po1. sob. pisem. vol.I, 355 ( 1849) i(70y  Ibid, . p.279 (1847)
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With the outbreak of the Franco-Prussian War in

1870, both Flaubert and Turgenev were agreed that France
at this time needed to be punished for the follies of the
Second Empire. Turgenev, for example, in a newspaper
article speaks of the future of liberalism in Europe in
the following terms:

C'était impossible aussi longtemps que ce ré
gime abject Lie Second EmpireJ n'avait pas reçu 
le châtiment mérité. (71)

Flaubert first echoed this sentiment in a letter to George
Sand of 1870. He wrote : "Ce peuple mérite peut-être d'être
châtié". (72) A year later, the feeling was even stronger
as he wrote:

Quand je songe à la gigantesque stupidité de ma 
patrie, je me demande si elle a été suffisamment 
châtiée?.. (73)

But the^punishment did not have the salutary effect hoped
for: at the end of the mêlée with Prussia the position
looked even blacker than before. Turgenev wrote to Pauline:

Les nouvelles de France ne m'ontpas surpris, 
tout en m'attristant profondément: je ne crois
plus au succès de la lutte et je n'y vois qu'une
extermination croissante de la France, de la 
République et de la liberté. (74)

And in this respect, Flaubert and Turgenev were most
definitely agreed: that there was something radically
wrong with France as she emerged from the war, defeated
and shaken to her very foundations. A Republic had been
declared, but it was unstable, and the claims of monarchists
and imperialists had not yet been completely quashed* It
was obvious to both writers that some drastic changes must

(71) Article in St. Peterburgsky Vestnik No.216, quoted 
from HALPERINE-KAMINSKY, on* cit.
'72) Correspondance. vol.VI, p.142
73) Ibid.. p.246 (Princesse Mathilde, 1871)
74) Pol, sob, pisem. vol.VIII, p.312 (December 1870)
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be made, and yet there appeared to be no one party or
individual capable of stepping into the breach and making
a fresh start on the French political scene. Once again
letters are the most valuable source in the assessment of
the personal views of Flaubert and Turgenev at this time.
It emerges that the apparent futility of the existing
political parties in France, together with their inability
to take any positive steps, added considerably to the
state of depression of both writers at this point.
Turgenev, for example, wrote to Ludwig Pietsch:

Was meine Person betrifft, so lebe ich absolut 
wie eine Schnecke - will aueh gar nicht anders 
leben. Sonst fange ich an zu glauben, dap Frank- 
reich todtkrank ist. (75)

Flaubert in his turn echoes these sentiments with phrases
such as "L’état social m ’accable". And as he wrote to
Turgenev: "Je sens monter du fond du sol une irrémédiable
Barbarie?. (76)

Another point on which the two were agreed, was
that a completely new kind of world would emerge from
this morass. In Flaubert's view, the civilized world as
he knew it was at an end. He laments in a letter to George
Sand:

La civilisation me paraît loin. Hobbes avait 
raison: Homo homini lupus. (77)

He described himself at this point as submerged in a black
melancholy, (78) and his letters are full of such laments
as "quel avenir...6 le Progrès!" and "je sens que le monde
s'en va". He agreed certainly that a completely new system

(75) Pol, sob, pisem. vol.IX, p.203 (1872)
76) Correspondance. supplément vol.Ill, p.61 (1872)
77) Ibid.. vol.VI, p.135 (1870)
78) Ibid. p.155 (1870)
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was needed. In his view, the rot in French society had gone
too deep, and the situation could no longer be remedied
simply by the removal of the Napoleonic figurehead. As
Flaubert saw it, the whole basis of society had been false.
He wrote to Maxime Du Camp of the situation in 1870:

...nous payons le long mensonge où nous avons 
vécu, car tout était faux: fausse armée, fausse 
politique, fausse littérature, faux crédit...(79)

Turgenev shared Flaubert's sentiments as far as the
dawning of a new age was concerned. He wrote on this subject
to his friend Paul Heyse:

Es ist eine neue Welt entstanden, seitdem ich 
I hr Biichlein gelesen habe! Und die Tragodie der 
Geschichte hat einen fast zu streng regelmapigen 
Bau. (80)

As for the question of what kind of new world was
about to begin, both Flaubert and Turgenev were full of
apprehension. They felt that things would be unfamiliar
at best; Turgenev expressed his grave doubts in a letter
to I4me. Delessert:

...est-ce décidément le monde que nous avons 
connu et où nous avons vécu...? Où et quand 
nous reverrons-nous? J'avais eu l'intention 
de passer par Paris...mais maintenant - y a- 
t-il seulement un Paris? (81)

Flaubert felt that he was too old even to try to adapt
himself to a new form of society. He described himself as
"bien vieux pour me plier à des moeurs nouvelles". (82) (He
was under fifty at the time.) Sometimes his view was even
blacker, and he thought that he would never get over the
upset caused by the war. He saw this as virtually the
end of his career. He wrote to George Sand with this in

(79) Correspondance. vol.VI, p.161 (1870)
(80) Pol, sob, pisem. vol.VIII, p.290 (1870)
(81) Ibid.. vol.IX p. 71 (1871)
(82) Correspondance. vol.VI, p.151 (George Sand, 1870)
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mind :
Quant à moi, je me regarde comme un homme fini.
Ma cervelle ne se rétablira pas...Je ne demande 
plus qu'une chose, c'est à crever pour être 
tranquille. (83)

As the two writers gradually grew more used to the
idea of a new social order in France, there were two
principal evils they both feared in this emergent new
world. These were the spectres of militarism and right-
wing catholic reaction. The idea that a military regime
would be imposed in France was one that recurred with great
frequency in Flaubert's letters of the early 1870's. In
October 1870, for example, he was very depressed about the
future. He wrote:

Je suis convaincu que nous entrons dans un monde 
hideux...On sera utilitaire et militaire...(84)

He also described this future militaristic society as
"antipathique à tous mes instincts". (85) Turgenev echoed
these sentiments in a letter to Pietsch. He feared that
the Third Republic was being steered along the wrong lines
from the very beginning. He wrote:

Wir steuern los auf eine ganz dumme, enge, ge- 
meinplatzige, militârische, eiserne und hdl- 
zerne Republik. (86)

And as far as the Paris Commune of 1871 is con
cerned, their reactions were, again, largely parallel. 
Neither Flaubert nor Turgenev was in fact very sympathetic 
towards the communards. But as with their attitudes to 
socialism, it must be stressed that their criticisms were 
not made from a right-wing standpoint. They thought rather

(83) Correspondance. vol.VI, p.148 (1870)
(84) Ibid.. p.179 (December 1870)
(85) Ibid.. p.154 (1870)
(86) Pol, sob. Pisem. vol.X, p.172 (1873)
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that the declaration of the Commune was a futile action,
as it was doomed to failure. And that in any case, this
kind of social structure did not correspond to what was
currently needed in France. The immediate reaction from
both was that it was a great pity for France - still
officially occupied by a foreign army - to fall victim to
internal strife. Flaubert, however, had seen something
like this on the horizon for some time. He had written
to his niece Caroline as early as October 5th. 1870:

Dans un mois tout sera fini, c'est-à-dire le 
premier acte du drame sera fini: le second sera 
la guerre civile. (87)

The Commune came as more of a shock to Turgenev, and his 
letters to Mme. Viardot for March 1871 are full of such 
phrases as "Poor, unhappy France..." and "What is to be
come of France?" (88) It was, in any case, a disturbing 
event for him, even though he was far from the scene of 
action. He wrote to Flaubert of his feelings on the matter 
in June, when he seemed to be suffering still from the 
shock of the news of the disturbances. He wrote:

Si je ne vous ai pas répondu plus tôt, c'est 
que je n'en avais pas le courage. Ces événe
ments de Paris m'ont stupéfié. Je me suis tu 
comme on se tait en chemin de fer quand on entre 
dans un tunnel: le tapage infernal vous remplit 
et vous ébranle la tête. (89)

Of course, just as was the case in 1848, neither
Flaubert nor Turgenev took any kind of active part in the
political events of 1870-71, and at this point Turgenev
makes an interesting reflection on his own and Flaubert's
position vis à vis politics. He wrote in pensive mood to

(87) Correspondance. vol.VI, p.162
(88) Pol, sob, pisem. vol.IX, pp.43 & 50
(89) Ibid. . p.104
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Flaubert :

Ah, nous avons de rudes moments à passer - 
nous autres, spectateurs nés. (90;

So both writers considered the Commune, as a pol
itical action, to be out of place in the Paris of the 
1870’s. Flaubert's greatest criticism was of its retro
spective nature. To him, the very idea of a commune was 
anachronistic in the extreme, and thus totally irrelevant 
in the contemporary situation. He lamented in a letter to 
George Sand:

Quels rétrogrades !...Pauvre France, qui ne se 
dégagera jamais du moyen âge! qui se traîne 
encore sur l'idée gothique de la commune, qui 
n'est autre que le municipe romain! (91;

But if neither Flaubert nor Turgenev had a great deal of
sympathy for the cause of the communards, they were both
at least horrified by the brutality of their suppressors.
Turgenev was filled with indignation at Galiffet's virtual
murder of eighty seven communards. (92) Flaubert revealed
his disgust at the state of things in Paris in a letter to
Turgenev. He spent a week there in June 1871 and wrote of
his impressions:

II y a quelque chose de plus lamentable que 
ses ruines, c'est l/état mental de ses hab
itants. On navigue entre le crétinisme et la 
folie furieuse. (93)

And in Flaubert's view, it was this 'état mental' that 
would prove to be the greatest danger to the Third Rep
ublic. It was because of this state of mind that he feared 
a short-sighted^right-wing reaction. What he dreaded most 
was "une forte réaction cléricale et monarchique". (94)

(90) Pol, sob, pisem. vol.IX, pi;871
(91) Correspondance . vol.VI, p.224 (l87l)
(92) In a letter to Annenkov of June 8th, 1871 (Pol, sob, pisem. vol.IX, p.101).
(93) Correspondance, supplément vol.II, p.273-4 (1871)
(94) Ibid.. vol.VI, p.213
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Before the Commune even, Flaubert had seen that there would
most likely be a considerable swing to Catholicism after
the war. In October 1870 he had written to Claudius Popelin:

...je vous prédis ceci; la France va devenir 
très catholique. Le malheur rend les faibles 
dévots et tout le monde, maintenant, est faible.

(95)
In view of this, he saw the Franco-Prussian War as the
absolute end to the radical tradition that had begun with
the French Revolution of 1789. Socialism, being the
current torch-bearer of this tradition, had failed to meet
the challenge and provide a valid solution to the problems
posed by this cataclysmic war. And Flaubert seemed to
regret this as he wrote to Mme. Roger des Genettes:

Quant au socialisme, il a raté une occasion 
unique et le voilà mort pour longtemps. (96)

Another interesting point to be made in the context 
of political views is the lack of popularity of those 
works of Flaubert and Turgenev which deal with questions of 
political actuality. It was in fact themr refusal to take 
sides in political questions that prevented both authors 
from enjoying a full measure of success. In Fathers and 
Children, for example, Turgenev strove to be scrupulously 
fair to both generations, but only succeeded in antagon
ising both. And as already mentioned, Flaubert's strictly 
non-partisan approach in L'Education sentimentale offended 
both right and left. And the failure of his play Le Can
didat in 1873 can be attributed to the same reason. The 
particular aim of the play was to hold up to public rid
icule the unsatisfactory nature of current electoral pro
cedures, as well as embodying a bitter satire on the bour-

(95) Correspondance. vol.VI, p.180
(96) Ibid.. p.225 (April 1871)
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geois way of life. The cast list does not include a single
sympathetic character. Flaubert did however forsee the
play’s lack of success: in the year of its composition
he wrote to Feydeau of his

...grande comédie politique...Mais aucun gouver
nement ne la laissera jouer, parce que j'y roule 
tous les partis dans la m....t (97)

If Flaubert and Turgenev saw any hope for the
future of politics, it was in a more rational and systematic
organisation of the discipline, thus making it more of a
'science'. Besides touching on this idea in Bouvard et
Pécuchet. Flaubert was most specific on this subject in
his correspondence, declaring as he did in a letter to
Geogge Sand:

...la politique sera une éternelle niaiserie 
tant qu'elle ne sera pas une dépendance de la 
Science. (98)

This idea.-recurs frequently in his letters of the 1870's.
He felt that if France was to recover, the politicians
must set their house in order according to the strictest
scientific principles. He wrote to George Sand:

Pour que la France se relève, il faut qu'elle 
passe de l'inspiration à la Science, qu'elle 
abandonne toute métaphysique, qu'elle entre 
dans la critique, c’est-à-dire dans l'examen 
des choses. (99)

Turgenev was never so explicit as Flaubert on this 
subject, but broadly parallel ideas emerge from his novel 
Virgin Soil. Here it is not so much 'Science' itself that 
is acclaimed, but the implication is made that a more 
scientific method and systematic approach are what is needed

(97) Correspondance. vol.VII, p.66 (1873)
Ibid. , vol.VI, p.33 (1869)
Correspondance . vol.VI, p.281 (1871)
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in solving social and political problems.
In this work, Turgenev portrays the emergent Russian 

Populist movement and reflects its idea of "going to the 
people". What the novel shows is that the young radical 
Nezhdanov's efforts to make contact with the ordinary 
people and to improve their lot were doomed to failure.
And this because his approach was all wrong. Nezhdanov’s 
doctrines and methods were all based on shaky, idealistic 
foundations, and these with their origin in emotion, 
rather than sound, 'scientific* reasoning. On the other 
hand, Solomin demonstrates that a solid basis of organis
ational work is necessary before any such ambitious project 
as the idea of "going to the people" can hope to succeed.

So 'scientific' approach seems to have been the 
only source of hope for the future of politics, as far as 
Flaubert and Turgenev could see. But the question of 
whether this transformation of the political scene along 
scientific lines would actually come about, was a different 
matter entirely. Politicians, as the two writers saw them 
in action around them, in France and in Russia, did not 
inspire in them any faith as to the likelihood of radical 
change in political structures in the forseeable future.

So we must leave the political thinking of Flaubert 
and Turgenev on a pessimistic note, with both of them 
feeling indignant (100) and disappointed that so many 
opportunities had been wasted. For as Flaubert wrote to

(100) Typical was the comment made by Flaubert in a letter 
to Mme. Roger des Genettes of 1878; "Anacharsis Cloots 
disait:"Je suis du parti de l'indignation". J'arrive à lui 
ressembler." (Correspondance. vol.VIII, p.112)
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Turgenev on the prospects of the Third Republic only 
shortly before his death:

...o'est la République qui va devenir le parti 
de l'ordre! Pourvu qu'elle ne devienne pas ce
lui de la Bêtise! (lOl)

Thus we see that throughout their careers, neither
Flaubert nor Turgenev was politically active, but both
were keen observers of the political field. The opinions
of neither were in support of any individual party or
political doctrine. Neither of them had a 'party mentality'.
However, the central idea of liberty remained dear to
them throughout their lives, and although they at times
attacked those who represented it in the political arena,
they remained faithful to the basic truth of the concept.
And Pavlovsky's comment à nronos of Turgenev could well
be applied to Flaubert as well. In his recollections he
wrote:

...il était jaloux de passer pour le porte- 
drapeau des idées libérales. (102)

But on the whole, the changeability of their
artistic temperaments foils all attempts to place the two
writers in any political category. To judge from the
recollections of their contemporaries, this political
*cha^eability' was a notable feature. Pavlovsky wrote
of Turgenev:

Comme tous les artistes, Tourguéneff n'avait à 
proprement parler pas d*opinions politiques. 
Nerveux et facile à l'enthousiasme, il appar
tenait à deux heures d'intervalle aux partis les 
plus opposés. Indépendant d'ailleurs par prin
cipe, il l'était aussi par le fait. (103)

(101) Correspondance. supplément vol.IV, p.151 (1879)(102) PAVLOVSkY, op. cit.. p.215
(103) Ibid., p.207
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The Princess Mathilde*s recollections of Flaubert*s pol
itical views are very similar:

II n*avait aucune conviction politique. Tantôt 
il demandait toutes les répressions, tantôt il 
n*en admettait aucune.

Il était d'ailleurs sans fiel, sans fausses 
susceptibilités, facile à vivre, et ses brut
alités, toutes de langage, tenaient moins à son 
tempérament sanguin qu'au désir d'étonner.

C'est ainsi qu'un soir à dîner, il nous tint 
ce propos:- Je suis un sapeur de tout gouvernement quel 
qu'il soit, je voudrais tout détruire. (104)

¥e must agree then that the approach to political 
matters of Flaubert and Turgenev was one of extreme inde
pendence. But it is not really fair to say that this indi
cates a lack of "conviction politique". For the two writers 
were far from being indifferent in these matters, and 
after 1848, there is a certain consistency in their 
attitude: they were essentially pessimistic as far as 
politics were concerned, being constantly disillusioned at 
the current state of affairs in Europe and highly sceptical 
about the politicians’ ability to improve the situation.
And in this pessimism they remained steadfast, for Flaubert 
shared the opinion of Turgenev expressed in a letter to 
his English translator Ralston:

My conviction is that we stand on the threshold 
of very dark times...There is nobody who can pre
dict what shall come out of all this. (105)

(104) Princesse MATHILDE, 'Gustave Flaubert', study published 
in Gustave Flaubert. Lettres inédites à la Princesse Mathilde. 
Paris, 1927.
(105) Pol. sob. nisem. vol.XII (i), p.136 (1877)
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RUSSIAN QUOTATIONS FOR CHAPTER V

(26) «ÎHeBHZB xzMHero qexoseKa:
...paccyzaeEza o npeaueTaz BOSBHmenHHz - m h c me noa 
GEay, onzcaHEE OKpyxasmero m g h e ôHT^aaze m g h e sanaTB 
ne MoryT. (Co e . V, 178)

(50) HamE nocaazE
•••Tex ane#, xoTopse TaxEME xpoBaBHME EepTaME BEEoaEa 
Ea capEzaaax ^paEEyscxoË e c t o p e e . ,. (Coa. XIV, I36)

(51) HamE EOcaaaE:
Qeaaa aeas npomea b EecxasaEEo# Tpesore.
HacTyEEao cTpamEoe, MyazTeaBEoe Bpeua; eto ero me 
nepexna, tot se moxct cocTaBSTB cede o sea Toasoro 
EOsaTEa. (Coa. XIV, 140)

(52) Hama Eocaaam:
Mse se EpExcasaocB apaTLca eb eg Ty, ee bo cb cToposy 
dappsxaa. (Coa. XIV, 139)

(54) VeaoBCX b cepsx oaxax:
- TeEepL saaaao $eBpaaa...Mecasa se EpoâaeT - e $pasEEa 
dyaeT pecEydaaxofl.
-#a. Ho EoroaaTe paaoBaTBca...ecaa Toaaxo OTO Bac 
paayeT. K xoEsy roaa BosaEapTH dyayr odaaaaTs (os 
yEOTpedaa ropasao doaee caaBEoe BEpaxesae) TO& xe 
oaMOË ëpasEaeË. (Coa. XIV, 112)

(55) qeaoBex sa cepsx oaxax:
BaacTB...BaacTB,..odaaaaTB BaaoTBB - apyroro caacTBs 
sa Bemae ectI (Coa. XIV, 116)

(56) %eaoBex b cepmx oaxax:
Hapoa - TO xe, eto 8eMaa...0Ea mcee eocbt - a a ee 
EOEEpax. Upasaa, asoraa osa Bapyr BosiweT aa BCTpaxseTG#, 
xax MoxpsË EyaeaB, a EOBaaaT Bce, eto me sa seA 
EacTpoHaE,^^.^Bce Earns xapToasae aoMEXH...C apyrofi 
cTopoEB, a^xopomo ssaio, eto b xoEse eoeeob osa seaa 
EoraoTET...H sapoa Mesa EoraoTST Toxe. 0TOMy eomoeb 
seaBsa. (Coa. XIV, 123)
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(58)
Boë, Moa, dyaeT, dyaeT. B EaananocTz ssaero e0t, h 
PyoB B Eeaae aecETB bckob Ezaero cBoero se dupadoTaaa... 
Ho nocToËTe, noTepEHTe: Bcè' dyaeT.,.A EOTOMy, eto mh , 
Moa, odpasoBaEEHe amaa, - apasB, eo sapoa...o, 3To 
BeaasaË sapoa! BaasTe btot apMSs? bot oTxyaa Bcë* soBaeT. 
Bee apyrae aaoaa paspymesH.., (Coe. IX, I70)

(64) B.n.BoTKHEy:
Momoet caMOEOSEasaE a xpaTaxa Tax xe seodzoaaM b 
pasBETaa sapoasoB xaesa, xax a b xassa oraeaBsoro 
aasa. (llacBHa II, 282)
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CHAPTER VI - The dark side of life - dreams, the mysterious 
and the supernatural in the works of Flaubert and Turgenev

The darker, more mysterious side of life certainly 
has little significance in the development of the mature 
masterpieces of Flaubert and Turgenev, but if we look 
rather at their youthful efforts, at works written late 
in life, closer to death, as well as at short stories and 
projects for works never completed, we can discover a con
siderable interest in various aspects of the supernatural 
on the part of both writers.

If we begin with the earliest literary efforts of 
Flaubert and Turgenev, it is possible to see their use of 
the supernatural as a heritage from their reading of Rom
antic writers, as well as of conventional mystery tales, (l) 
Turgenev, for example, expanded his first bursts of creat
ive energy on literary fantasies modelled on Pushkin,
Gogol, Byron and certain of the French Romantics. During 
the 1830*s the young Turgenev lingered on in the vein of 
Romantic poetry, although Belinsky had already proclaimed 
that the future of Russian literature lay in the novel and 
prose tale. (2) These early works, then, are backward- 
looking, as far as literary history is concerned, and the 
intrusion of the supernatural and the dream-like state is 
much in keeping with the Romantic concept and use of such 
devices.

(1) In a diary that Turgenev kept during the spring of 1831, 
(when he was twelve years old) he describes the reaction:
"an indescribable agitation and upheaval in all my insides" 
that he experienced while reading a mystery story. (Pol, 
sob, pisem. vol.I, p.158)
(2) In a series of articles entitled Literaturnie mechtania. 
published between September and December 1834 in the review 
Molva.
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In Sténo, for example, supernatural elements play 

a fairly significant rôle. The principal manifestation of 
the supernatural is in the form of mysterious voices which 
address the desperate young hero. Sometimes ghostly figures 
appear as well: in Act II, scene 2, for example, a white, 
blood-stained figure looms up and calls out faintly to 
Steno. When the voice is called upon to identify itself, 
the dialogue runs as follows:

STENO: Who are you?
VOICE: Your demon.
STENO: You...my demon, / And this blood...
VOICE: Yours.
STENO: Mine! (3)

And a little further on, the voice proclaims: "I am your 
sovereign lord”. (4) The whole scene may be undeniably 
naïve and predictable, but the drama as a whole is interest
ing as far as future development is concerned, in so far 
as we see here an evil force - a demon fed on Steno's 
blood - assuming the rôle of representative of the forces 
of destiny. Such forces appear to be constantly hovering 
over the young hero and drive him ultimately to suicide.
Steno ends with the demonic voices' description of a dark 
and gloomy world full of silence and eternal suffering.

The relentlessness, the inscrutable, and even 
perniciousjnature of the forces of destiny are themes which 
are to be explored further in many of Turgenev's later 
short stories.

In the spring of 1837, Turgenev wrote in a letter (5) 
to Nikitenko that he had finished several poems, including 
two whose titles appear almost certainly to indicate myst-

(3) Pol, sob, soch.. vol.I, p.397
(4) loc. cit.
(5) Pol, sob, pisem. vol.I, p.164
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erious or supernatural subjects. These are Pantasmagoria 
on a summer night (6) and Dream. Unfortunately, however, 
the record of these titles is all that remains to us, the 
manuscripts having been lost. (?)

Another early work where an interest in death and 
destruction wrought by strange forces is apparent is 
the poem Darkness already referred to. (8) The first line 
of this is interesting in view of Turgenev's interest in 
the nature of dreams; it hints at a confusion between what 
we see in dreams and what we see in the real world : "I 
had a dream...but it was not entirely a dream”. This theme 
was to be taken up again by Turgenev many times in his 
later work.

Several of Turgenev's poems that have survived to 
be included in his complete works reveal a marked tendency 
to dream-like contemplative states and gloomy reflections 
on the more mysterious aspects of life. The poem Evening 
of 1837 is perhaps the best example of this. Here the 
stillness of night arouses "marvellous and strange” (9) 
thoughts in the young poet. He begins to question what 
lies behind the façade of life itself. But Nature remains 
in her "deep hypnotic trance” and the young man concludes 
that the secrets of existence are unknowable. (lO)

(6) There is some slight confusion as to the exact wording 
of this title: in the text of the letter in Volume I of 
Pisma it appears as 'summer', but in the notes to Volume I 
of Sochinienv it is referred to as 'moonlit'.
(7) Possibly these papers met the fate that Turgenev descr
ibes in a fit of depression in 1857: "Two days ago I did not 
burn (through fear of appearing to imitate Gogol; but tore 
up and threw down the watercloset all my rough copies, plans 
etc. ” (Letter to Botkin, Pol, sob, nisem. vol.Ill, p.91). 
8̂) See Chapter II above^
9) Pol, sob, soch.. vol.I, p.11
10) This idea of the 'unknowable' is to assume greater sig

nificance for Turgenev later: in Faust and the short stories of the 1870's for example.
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Also into this 'supernatural* section of Turgenev's 

early works comes his playlet of the early 1840*s The 
Temptation of Saint Anthony, for devils and demons play a 
part here too, hut this work will be examined more fully in 
comparison with Flaubert's work of the same name in the 
following chapter.

As far as Flaubert's early works are concerned, 
fantasies containing a macabre element also form a sig
nificant section of his Oeuvres de .jeunesse. Again, much of 
this is owed to the reading of youth: for example, Flaubert's 
use of the magician figure in Rêve d'enfer (il) is a 
mirroring of Goethe's Faust. But material gleaned in this 
way was also undoubtedly nurtured by the young Gustave's 
own morbid turn of mind. He describes this retrospectively 
in a letter of 1855:

Je rêvais le suicide! Je me dévorais de toutes 
espèces de mélancolies possibles. (12)

These tales of devils, monsters and mysterious happenings 
were perhaps the result of the kind of pastime that 
Flaubert refers to in the largely autobiographical Mém
oires d'un fou and Novembre. In the former he reveals an 
early inclination to dreamy contemplation:

Oh! comme mon enfance fut rêveuse...je contem
plais de dedans mon berceau la lune sur fond 
d'azur qui éclairait ma chambre et dessinait 
des formes étranges sur les murailles; j'avais 
des extases...(15)

And in Novembre he tells us:
Je me perdais à plaisir dans des songeries 
sans limites...(14)

(11) Oeuvres de jeunesse. vol.I, p.162
(12) Correspondance. vol.III, p.146 (L.Colet) 
(15) Oeuvres de .jeunesse. vol.I, p.486
(14) Ibid.. vol.II, p.182
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The combination of these two forces - the influence
of reading and a contemplative, even morbid nature - led
Flaubert, even at the age of fifteen, to grapple with,
in Colling's words:

...[le] problème de l'homme qu'un destin excep
tionnel a mis en relation avec les puissances 
supérieures et placé devant les grands secrets 
de la vie et de la mort, du bien et du mal, de 
l'action et du rêve. (15)

This was to be the subject of Rêve d'enfer already mentioned,
of the more substantial work Smarh and even to form the
basic situation on which La Tentation de Saint Antoine was
to be constructed.

So in the earliest works, we find the "diablerie 
naïve" (16) of Rêve d'enfer with its hero with no mortal 
soul, monsters in Quidguid volueris (l?) which recounts 
the atrocities and desperation of a creature half human 
and half ape, and more devils in Smarh. where certain 
episodes contain clear reflections of Goethe's Walpurgis- 
nacht scenes and parts of Quinet's Ahasvérus. However, 
by the time Flaubert comes to write Novembre in 1842, he 
has progressed out of the 'monde des démons' towards a 
more mature handling of aspects of the supersensory 
experienced rather through psychological phenomena.

Novembre. whose essence is the attempt to express 
the "choses indicibles" which form the basis of the young 
artist's sensibility, consists largely, as Lorenza 
Maranini has said, of "des jeux avec la folie, une rech
erche anxieuse et angoissée de quelque chose d'introuvable 
et d'impossible". (18) The young writer pin-points a very

15) COLLING Alfred, Gustave Flaubert. Paris 1947, p.45
16) The phrase is Thibaudet's. (Gustave Flaubert, p.18)
17) Oeuvres de jeunesse. vol.I, p.204 (is) MARANINI Lorenza, 'Novembre' , in Bulletin des Amis de Flaubert. No.7, 1955 _________________________________
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delicate psychological state, where the adolescent of art
istic temperament experiences visions, almost by an act of 
will. (19) This trance-like mental,sstate emerges in contem
plative passages such as the hero's reflection:

...et le tout se confondant, fantôme et corps,
rêve et réalité, la femme que je venais de
quitter prit pour moi une proportion synth
étique...c'était comme une fatalité qui m'attir- 
ait. (20)

The intensity of his feelings is such that they cannot he 
satisfied within the normal experiences of human life - 
relief is possible only through a transposition into image, 
whether in the form of vision or of artistic creation.

If we look now at the first version of Flaubert's 
La Tentation de Saint Antoine, composed between 1848 and 
1849, it would appear to be backward-looking, in so far as 
it is a return to the unreal world of devils and fantasy, 
after the 'real' world of Novembre and L'Education senti
mentale . On closer examination, however, it emerges that 
the shift, that began with these two works, from the
demonic horror stories, to an intnrest in the darker work
ings of the human mind itself is still much in evidence. 
Monsters and devils there are in plenty in La Tentation, 
but their function is a little more sophisticated in the 
work of 1848 than it was in 1856.

Flaubert's interest in - and indeed experience 
of - the state of hallucination seems to have been the 
motivating force behind the composition of La Tentation. 
Thibaudet has defined this state in Flaubert as:

(19) This idea was to be developed and explored further in 
the plans for La Spirale.
(20) Oeuvres de jeunesse, vol.II, p.205
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...l'hallucination de la nature sacerdotale et 
monacale, c'est l'identité qui lui paraissait 
exister entre sa vie et celle d'un prêtre ou d'un 
moine, d'un prêtre de l'art et d'un moine hanté 
de rêves et de visions. (21)

But despite the moments of psychological insight into 
problems such as solitude and desire, the influence of 
Romantic literature is still felt - especially that of 
Faust, Cain and Ahasvérus. This early version of St.
Antoine with the significance of the role played by 
allegories, has much more of a mystical quality than the 
final 1874 version, where the influence of science and of 
history were far more considerable, and the echoes of Rom
antic literature faded.

In the many passages of lyrical exuberance in this
first Tentation, the mysterious still has a part to play.
One of the finest examples is the description in Part III
of the state of the world before the appearance of man:

...j'avais des forêts mystérieuses, j'avais des 
océans démesurés, j'avais des montagnes inac
cessibles. Dans des eaux noires vivaient des 
bêtes dange&reuses, et 1'haleine des marécages 
comme un voile sombre se balançait sur ma 
figure. (22)

However, the work is extremely diffuse - some say 
unreadable. Flaubert had progressed perhaps from the 
"diablerie naïve" of his earliest works, but his attempt 
to write a 'universal tragedy' of the human mind turned 
out to be too ambitious a project. Flaubert's transposition 
into artistic form of his ideas on the importance of 
hallucination, vision and dream for the creative temper
ament was not nearly refined enough to ensure the success 
of such a work. The efforts of another quarter of a cen-

(21) THIBAUDET, on. cit.. p.168
(22) La Tentation de Saint Antoine, p.457
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tury were necessary before Flaubert could achieve a more 
lucid exposition of the supernatural acting in this way 
through the psychological make-up of his hero.

The completion of La Tentation in 1849 marks for 
Flaubert a break with this kind of material for a period 
of almost ten years. (25) There were, it appears, two 
basic reasons for his abandonment of supernatural subjects 
at this point. The most immediate was the reaction of his 
friends Maxime Du Camp and Louis Bouilhet to La Tentation.
Not only did they recognize the faults of the work itself - 
and told Flaubert so in no uncertain terms (24) - but they 
also realized that such a work was completely out of keep
ing with current trends in literature, and that if their 
young friend wanted a career as a writer, he would do much 
better to stick to more realistic subjects.

The other reason was a more personal one : the 
haunting memory of the hallucinations he had suffered dur
ing his own nervous illness in 1844. The unhappy experience 
with La Tentation perhaps made him realize that he was still 
too close to this experience to deal with it properly in 
art. This certainly seems to be the impression he gives 
in a letter to Louise Colet in 1855. He writes then of 
his illness (and this at a distance of almost ten years 
from the attack) :

...elle m'a fait connaître de curieux phénomènes 
psychologiques dont personne n ’a l’idée, ou plu
tôt que personne n ’a sentis. Je m ’en vengerai à

(25) It is true that Flaubert took up La Tentation de 
Saint Antoine again in 1856, but the text produced then is 
rather a re-working of the same material. There is little 
in the way of a new approach or new ideas.
Ç24) According to Du Camp’s account in his Souvenirs litt
éraires (Vol.I, p.427 et seq.). But perhaps one should 
bear in mind that this account was written thirty years after the event.
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quelque jour, en l’utilisant dans un livre 
(ce roman métaphysique et à apparitions, dont 
je t’ai parlé). Mais comme c’est un sujet qui 
me fait peur, sanitairement parlant, il faut 
attendre, et que je sois loin de ces impressions* 
là pour pouvoir me les donner faclcement, 
idéalement, et dès lors sans danger pour moi ni 
pour l’oeuvre. (25)

As for Turgenev, the stage of development repre
sented by the break with the supernatural came rather 
earlier, and as a result of his own consciousness of the 
way literature was going in Europe. As already mentioned, 
as the 1840’s progressed Turgenev came to see himself as 
one of the pioneers of realist literature in Russia, and 
soon began a conscious effort to link all of his literary 
works very definitely to Russian actuality. (26)

In this context, it is interesting to compare 
briefly Turgenev’s Hunting Sketches, begun in the second 
half of the 1840’s, with Gogol’s Dikanka stories, com
posed some fifteen years earlier. Gogol’s stories had, as 
de Vogué says, ’’donné le modèle du genre", (2?) for this 
kind of Dorfgeschichte did not really exist in Russian 
literature before this time. We know from the article 
Turgenev wrote for L ’Illustration that he admired this 
work for "la vigueur et le naturel de son coloris" and 
for "son originalité sincère". And in earlier works, 
Turgenev might have been influenced by the strong element 
of magic and the supernatural which is prominent in the 
Dikanka stories. But at this point, in the late 1840’s.

Correspondance, vol.Ill, p.146
These, of course, are the ideas he expressed in the 

article he wrote for L ’Illustration of July 19th. 1845. 
(2?) VOGUE E.M. de, op. cit.. p.156
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Turgenev, in the interests of realism, has removed almost 
all trace of such elements from his work. Almost, because 
there is one of the Hunting Sketches where Turgenev's 
interest in such subjects is skill apparent: this is 
Bezhin Meadow, where superstition and the supernatural 
are important elements. The story centres on the con
versations of a group of young peasant boys around a camp 
fire during a starlit summer night. The talk turns on 
all the various manifestations of the supernatural that 
have occurred recently in their villages and the surround
ing area. There are tales of ghostly apparitions in a 
paper mill, the attempts of a water nymph to seduce a local 
man, the curse put on a peasant woman by a water fiend, 
drownings, premonitions of death etc. The whole is summed 
up near the end of the story in a comment by the young 
Pavel - which can be seen as indicative of Turgenev's 
own attitude : "Well...let come what may...No man can 
avoid his fate". (28)

But in 1856, Turgenev returns more definitely to 
the intrusion of the supernatural into human affairs in 
his short story Faust. This period was not a happy one in 
Turgenev’s life - his illness (a bladder complaint) 
troubled him, and there had been a crisis in his relation
ship with Pauline Viardot. The author’s melancholy and 
introspective mood is reflected in his story.

This is really the first story of Turgenev where 
the ’mysterious’ is examined within a psychological frame
work. For here the strange happenings very definitely have

(28) Pol, sob, soch.. vol.IV, p.Ill
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their roots in the strange workings of the human mind. In
Faust. the scene is set for strange events early on: the
heroine Vera Nicolaevna’s grandfather, Ladanov, is presented
as some kind of magician:

...he devoted himself to chemistry, anatomy and 
magical arts; tried to discover means to pro
long human life, fancied he could hold inter
course with spirits and call up the dead. (29)

Her mother was also aware of the supernatural; she is des
cribed as being afraid of

...those secret forces on which life rests and 
which rarely, but so suddenly break out. (50)

The denouement is brought about by the narrator, Pavel
Alexandrovich B.,reading to Vera Nicolaevna from Goethe’s
Faust. This girl had been brought up to believe that all
creative works of the imagination were wrong, and at the
point at which the story begins, had never read a single
novel, poem or play. The readings from Faust have a strange
effect on her, for she "believes in apparitions" and "is
afraid of everything dark and underground". (51) She makes
interesting comments on the characters of Goethe’s drama:
Mephistopheles, for example, terrifies her, not as the
devil, but as "something that may exist in every man".
Pavel Alexandrovich feels strangely drawn towards this
strange young woman, despite the fact that she is married
to a close friend. He describes this strong attraction
between them as the result of "some unseen force". In the
last section of the story, Turgenev links this experience
to the idea of the ’unknown* or ’unknowable*. (52) For

(29) Pol, sob, soch.. vol.VII, p.15
(50) Ibid.. p.11
(51) Ibid.. p.58(52)We have already noted the birth of Turgenev’s interest 
in such a concept in his poem Evening.
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after Vera Nicolaevna’s strange and sudden death - occasioned
ostensibly by the admission of feelings of love between
her and Pavel Alexandrovich^rthe hero reflects on this
unfortunate woman and the secret play of fate:

Who knows what seeds each man living on earth 
leaves behind him, which are only destined to 
come up after his death? Who can say by what 
mysterious bond a man’s fate is bound up with 
his childrens’...how his yearnings are reflected 
in them, and how they are punished for his 
errors? (33)

Pavel Alexandrovich concludes - reflecting closely Turg
enev’s own view: "We must all submit and bow our heads
before the Unknown". (34)

As far as Flaubert is concerned in this middle 
period, traces of a surviving interest in the supernatural 
can still be found in certain facets of his writing - even
if these elements no longer form the central issue of
major works. For example, in Salammbô. the action of 
which takes place in North Africa, Flaubert’s interest in 
the darker aspects of life is revealed mainly in the 
framework of myth - especially in the mythology of the 
goddess Tanit - in which the story is set. For as Louis 
Bertrand has said:

L ’Afrique pour lui ^Flaubert],c^est, par excel
lence, le pays mystérieux, la région fabuleuse 
pleine d’enchantements et de mirages. (35)

Flaubert’s continued interest in unusual states of the
human mind is also revealed in the psychological make-up
of Salammbô herself, in her dreams, her desires as well as
her involvement in the mysticism surrounding Tanit. In
fact the work could be compared to Turgenev’s Faust. in

33) Pol, sob, soch.. vol.VII, p.49
34) loc. cit.
35) BERTRAND Louis, L ’Orient et l ’Afrique dans l’oeuvre de 

Flaubert. Paris 1912, p.63
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so far as the young heroine dies as the result of a strange 
psychological state,(36) rather than for any physical 
reason.

The importance Flaubert attached to getting the
psychological aspect of Salammbô right, and the trouble
he took over it, can be judged from letters he wrote to
Ernest Feydeau and others while he was working on the book.
In April 1857 he stated his priorities:

Ce qui m'inquiète le plus, c'est le fonds, je 
veux dire la partie psychologique. (37)

He explained in more detail to Mile, leroyer de Chantepie:
...je suis revenu incidemment à ces études 
psycho-médicales qui m'avaient tant charmé il 
y a dix anâ, lorsque j’écrivais mon Saint 
Antoine. A propos de ma Salammbô , je me suis 
occupé d^hystérie et d 'aliénation mentale. Il y 
a des trésors à découvrir dans tout cela. (38)

The next work to come from Flaubert's pen after 
Salammbô - his play, or féerie. Le Chateau des coeurs (39)" 
is also significant from the point of view of interest in 
the supernatural. The subject of the play may seem banal: 
the eternal struggle between good and evil, beauty and 
ugliness, ideal and matter, but Flaubert’s imagination, 
coloured by his interest in and knowledge of the Orient, 
has added an extra dimension. Besides peopling the drama 
with gnomes and fairies, Flaubert returns to his interest 
in the force of destiny as some mysterious force pursuing 
the characters. Paul, 'le chevalier de l'idéal’, for ex
ample, seems always alone and defeated by 'Fate*. And as 
Canu has said:’’le surnaturel.. .rôde toujours autour de

(36) In Salammbô's case, this is occasioned by a fatal 
combination of religious feelings and sexual guilt.
(37) Correspondance. vol.IV, p.175 (Feydeau)
(38) Ibid.. vol.IV, p.314 (1859)
(39) Flaubert worked on the play during 1862 and 1863, finishing it in December 1863.
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l ’action". (40)
Another work which occupied Flaubert during the 

early 1860’s, and which is immensely important in deter
mining the nature of his interest in the supernatural in 
later years is, of course. La Spirale. (41) Unfortunately, 
Flaubert never wrote this projected novel in full, and 
all that remains to us is his plan. Fairly elaborate 
plans, however, (42) and it is possible to see reasonably 
clearly what the central theme of the book would have 
been. Basically, it was to be a study of the state of 
hallucination, and especially in relation to the artistic 
temperament. The whole action of the work was to have 
been dependent on the brain of one man - everything in the 
book would have turned on the psychological make-up of 
the central character, a painter who had lived for a long 
time in the East. There appears to be no intervention by 
external supernatural forces.

The first part was to deal with the artist’s 
relationship to the drug hashish: he had acquired the 
habit of using it quite regularly to provoke visions and 
dream-like states which he found, in turn, conducive to 
artistic inspiration. Gradually however, he learns to do 
without the stimulative action of the drug, and yet is 
still able to experience the visions. In the early stages

(40) CANU Jean, Flaubert, auteur dramatique. Paris 1946, 
p.51(41) The dating of this plan is established by Paul Dimoff 
in his article ’un projet de roman de Flaubert: "La Spir
ale" ’, in R.H.L.F.. October -December 1948. He maintains 
that Flaubert almost certainly had read Baudelaire’s 
Paradis artificiels and Mangeur d ’opium, which did not 
appear until 1860.
(42) See FISCHER E.W., Etudes sur Flaubert inédit, Leipzig, 
1908, pp.121-57
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of this experiment, he uses just the smell of hashish in 
a little box in order to provoke a trance, but as time goes 
by, he is able to induce the state by auto-suggestion.
And so the visions - and the state of happiness and creat
ivity associated with them - depend ultimately only on 
himself and the "exercices spirituels" that he has adopted.

The conclusion of La Spirale would have shown, as
Dimoff says, that :

...le bonheur consiste à être fou - au sens où 
l’entend le commun des hommes - c’est à dire à 
tenir les visions, que notre imagination tire 
de la vie réelle pour plus vraies que cette vie 
elle-même. (43)

The importance of this subject for Flaubert has been stres
sed by Hélène Frejlich,(44) who sees the projected action 
of La Spirale as "le symbole de ce qu’a été Flaubert". As 
for him, "...la vie véritable serait celle qui se passerait 
en rêve ou en art".

It is possible to find parallel instances of a con
fusion between the dream state and real life in many of 
Turgenev’s short stories. This concept is not developed 
fully until later in his works of the 1870’s and 80’s, 
such as Klara Milich. Nevertheless, there are passages in 
earlier works which indicate an interest on Turgenev’s 
part in the idea of the fusion of dream and life. In the 
story Jacob Pasinkov of 1855, for example, we read:

What gentle things are dreams, just think! Our 
whole life is a dream, and what is best in it is 
still a dream.
- And poetry?
- Poetry is also a dream, but a dream of paradise.

(45)

43) DIMOFF, art. cit.
44) FREJLICH Hélène, Flaubert d ’après sa correspondance. 

Paris 1933, p.486
(45) Pol, sob, soch.. vol.VI, p.222
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In similar vein Turgenev had written in Andrey Kolosov:
What a strange thing a dream is! It does not 
only renew the body in a certain way, it also 
renews the soul by returning it to its prim
itive natural state of simplicity. During the 
day, we build ourselves up with lies and un
true thoughts...The cold wave of dreaming car
ries away all these impurities, and when we 
wake up, for a short time at least it is poss
ible to understand and love truth. (46)

In the same category of unfinished projects as 
La Spirale comes another work that Flaubert mentions in 
his correspondence, namely a ’roman flamand’. This pre
sumably would, in theme, have run parallel to La Tentation 
de Saint Antoine, for Flaubert discloses that the heroine 
was to have been a ’’jeune fille qui meurt vierge et myst
ique’’. (47)

It is worthwhile to note that Flaubert himself 
experienced periods of confusion between dream/ vision 
and reality, the experience usually being associated with 
the process of artistic creation (indeed as in La Spirale). 
Flaubert gives a detailed account of this personal exp
erience in two letters he wrote to Hippolyte Taine in 1866.

Taine, who at this time was working on his book 
De l’Intelligence had written to Flaubert (whom he consi
dered to be hypertrophic) requesting a detailed account of 
the rôles of imagination, vision and hallucination in the 
process of artistic creation. The questions and answers 
run essentially as follows:

(46) Pol, sob, soch.. vol.V, p.33
(47)47) Correspondance. vol.II, p.253 (1850, to Louis Bouilhet) 
N.B. In 1932 J.A.Marchand published in Candide a previously 
unknown manuscript of Flaubert entitled Reve and dated 
’3 mars 1856’. This described in minute detail an oppress
ive and obsessive nightmare.
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TAINE Quand vous êtes arrivé à vous figurer minutieuse

ment un paysage, un personnage...y-a-t-il des 
moments où l'imagination intensive puisse être 
confondue par vous avec l'objet réel?...

FLAUBERT Oui toujours. L'image intéressée est pour moi
aussi vraie que la réalité objective des choses,
- et ce que la réalité m'a fourni, au bout de 
très peu de temps ne se distingue plus pour moi 
des embellissements ou modifications que je lui 
ai donnés.

TAINE Vous est-il arrivé, ayant imaginé un personnage
ou un endroit avec intensité et longtemps, d'en 
être obsédé, comme par une hallucination, le 
personnage se reformant de lui-même et faisant 
tache sur le champ de la vision?

FLAUBERT Les personnages imaginaires m'affolent, me pour
suivent. .. (48)

Flaubert goes on to make distinctions between path
ological hallucinations - which he had also experienced 
during his illness - and artistic vision. Nevertheless, 
he explains, there are similarities, especially in the 
early stages of the two states:

D'abord une angoisse indéterminée, un malaise 
vague, un sentiment d'attente avec douleur, 
comme il arrive avant l'inspiration poétique, 
ou l'on sent "qu’il va venir quelque chose..."(49)

Another interesting point made by Flaubert - in view of
the subject matter of La Spirale - is his comment:

Je crois que la Volonté peut beaucoup sur les 
hallucinations. J'ai essayé à m'en donner sans 
y réussir. (50)

He goes on to give another example from his personal exp
erience which would seem to parallel the experience of 
Turgenev’s character Silaev (*):

Dans ma première jeunesse j’en avais une singu
lière [hallucination],je voyais toujours des 
squelettes, à la place des spectateurs, quand

(48) Flaubert's answers: Correspondance. supplément vol.II, 
pp.90-96. Tainds questions: ALBALAT A., Flaubert et ses 
amis. Paris 1927, p.251 et seq.
T W )  Ibid.
(50) Ibid.
(*) The short story Sllaev will be discussed shortly.
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j’étais dans une salle de théâtre, - ou du moins 
je pensais à cela si fortement que ça ressemb
lait à une hallucination car la limite est 
quelquefois difficile à discerner. (51)

Similarly, one of Flaubert’s closing remarks on this sub
ject indicates another parallel experience:

Vous me demandez si elle (l’hallucination art
istique) s’emboîte, çour moi, dans la réalité 
ambiante? non.- La réalité ambiante a disparu.
Je ne sais plus ce qu’il y a autour de moi. 
J ’appartiens à cette apparition exclusivement.(52)

If we now continue our chronological survey of 
super-sensory phenomena in the works of Flaubert and 
Turgenev, we must turn our attention to Turgenev’s short 
stories of the 1860’s. Once again it is the irrational 
intrusion of the supernatural into the rational world of 
human existence that occupies him. But, in the two stories 
in which the supernatural is most in evidence - Phantoms 
and The Dog - this theme is directly linked to the Russian 
scene and contemporary problems.

As we have seen Flaubert using a personal and real 
experience in the studies in hallucination in La Tentation 
and La Spirale, there are some grounds for believing that 
Turgenev was drawing partly on his own experiences in 
Phantoms. In this story, the hero is wafted around Europe 
by moonlight in order to observe various scenes, and to 
evoke various spirits - including that of Caesar in the 
Roman countryside. The parallel in Turgenev’s own exper
ience here goes back to his travels in Italy with Stan- 
kevich in 1840: on a drive from Albino, the young Turgenev^ 
prompted by the still and eery atmosphere of the evening, 
had tried to summon up the ghost of Caesar with blood-

(51) Loc. cit.
(52) loc. cit.
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chilling shouts. (55)

These nocturnal travels of Turgenev's hero are
effected in the company of a strange female, Ellis, who
can he seen as some kind of vampire. It is interesting to
look at the way in which love is portrayed here: the way
in which it is seen as a supernatural force is a logical
development from the situation we saw in Turgenev's
Faust. where it was the direct cause of the heroine's
death. (54) Love, then, is seen as a supernatural force
in so far as it is

ce coup de foudre qui en une seconde affole 
deux êtres l'un de l'autre, voilà du sur
naturalisme certain, positif...(55)

We shall have cause to look again at Phantoms 
when considering Turgenev’s pessimism. But the form of 
the story is interesting in so far as it is a return to 
the old romantic device of the hero, in the control of the 
devil or his agent, being wafted around the world to observe 
various spectacles at differing points in jfime. The clos
est literary parallels,of course, are the Walpurgisnacht 
scenes in Goethe’s Faust.

As far as Turgenev's continued efforts to link 
his work to Russian actuality are concerned, in Phantoms 
he reveals his uneasiness about the post-emancipation 
political situation in Russia. We see this during the 
viéit, with Ellis, to the banks of the Volga, where the 
peasant uprisings of Stepan Razin's time are re-enacted 
before his eyes.

(55) This incident is recounted by Yarmolinsky, on. cit.. 
p.46, and is also referred to by Emile Haumant in Ivan 
Tourgueneff - la vie et l ’oeuvre .
(54) This theme is to be explored yet again, of course, in 
the 1870's in the story The Song of Triumphant Love.
(55) HAUMANT.'o p . cit.. j.
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If we look now at the short story The Dog, this
is rather more reminiscent of Bezhin Meadow from the
Hunting Sketches, for it is based on peasants* tales of
mysterious happenings. The central story here is that of
a certain Porfiry Kapitonich who was haunted by the spirit
of a dog at night, which finally took 'possession* of
him. The theme of the intrusion of the supernatural is
brought to the reader's attention immediately, for it is
admirably summed up in the opening words of the story:
a question posed by Anton Stepanich:

But if we accept the possibility of the super
natural, the possibility of its intrusion in
to real life, we have to ask, after this, what 
the rôle of plain reason can be? (56)

In The Dog Russia emerges as the domain of darkness and
mysterious forces, struggling on under the burden of age-
old superstition. The contrast is to be drawn with
Western Europe where Turgenev (at this time a resident
of Baden Baden) sees the light of reason to be dominant.

From the literary point of view, these two stories 
(together with the extended prose poem Enough! to which 
Phantoms is closely related) have little to recommend 
them. And as far as the use of supernatural elements 
is concerned, they do not really constitute an advance 
in technique, for there is little development on the 
psychological level. But this was a particularly hard 
period in Turgenev's life, as is clearly mirrored in the 
black pessimism of Enough! and Phantoms . He had really 
reached the conclusion that life was just not worth living. 
His works had been largely misunderstood - especially by

(56) Pol, sob, soch.. vol. IX, p.123
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the younger radicals, and as a matter of political exp
ediency, he had been obliged to break contact with his 
friends in London, and principally with Herzen.

If we compare these two stories. Phantoms and The 
Dog , with Flaubert's plans for La Spirale. we see that 
the French writer's explorations of the relationship 
between supernatural forces and the human mind had pro
gressed further, and were of a more subtle nature than 
Turgenev's at this point. The Russian writer was soon to 
make up the lost ground however, for in the 1870's, the 
supernatural or 'dream' tale became virtually a sub-genre 
of Turgenev's work.

Indeed, in the 1870's - the decade that preceded 
death for both writers - Flaubert and Turgenev had in the 
front of their minds the question of fate and of destiny, 
in fact of "une volonté fatale" or "une fatalité sup
érieure". (57) The point of view of both writers can be 
summed up in Flaubert's own words, as he wrote in a letter 
to George Sand in 1874: "Mais on ne fait pas sa destinée, 
on la subit". (58)

Turgenev's last stories deal with the psychological 
states of human beings closely involved with this 'fatalité 
supérieure'. That there was a conscious effort to achieve 
genuine portrayals of such phenomena, dealing with the 
'reality' of the supernatural in human life - as opposed 
to devils and demons - is clear from a letter Turgenev 
wrote to Ralston, his English translator. He says here

(57) Correspondance. vol.II, p.68
(58).58) Ibid. , vol.VII, p.122 (The same phrase is repeated in 
a letter of the following year (1875) vol.VII, p.240)
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à propos of his story The Dream :
I have only to say that, in writing this small 
sketch, I did not feel any itching French desire 
of touching a rather scandalous matter; I have 
tried to solve a physiological riddle - which I 
know to a certain extent from my own experience.

(59)
The stories that fall into this category are: 

Knock...knock...knock... (I8?l), The Dream (1877), The 
Song of Triumphant Love (l88l), and Klara Milich (1883) as 
well as certain of the Poems in Prose. It is interesting 
to note the technique used by Turgenev in these stories, 
as well as the kind of supernatural element that domin
ates. His method in these stories is, in fact, to allow 
the reader to catch a glimpse of a whole world of dist
urbing, uncertain and threatening phenomena. This tech
nique is well summed up by Hennequin; he refers to 
Turgenev's 'histoires fantastiques':

...où tout le merveilleux consiste en quelques 
indications jetées au hasard, en quelques traces 
fugitives d'une apparition ou d'un mystère. (60)

The common basis of all these stories is, once 
again, the intervention of a mysterious force into human 
affairs - a force that is neither specifically benign or 
malign. By comparison with some of the stories of Guy de 
Maupassant, E.T.A.Hoffmann or Poe, Turgenev's stories of 
the supernatural perhaps appear somewhat pale. But it was 
never his intention to shock ( as clearly stated in the 
letter to Ralston) nor indeed to terrify his reader. He 
attempted rather to base his fiction on a controversial 
theory with a real basis in psycho-medical studies. For

(59) Pol, sob, pisem. vol.XII (i), p.62-3 (1877) (It is 
interesting to note that again there is mention of a per
sonal experience.)
(60) HENNEQUIN Emile, Etudes de ciltique scientifique - 
Ecrivains francisés. Paris 1889, p.94
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example, the powers of telepathy and other forms of extra
sensory perception are explored.(61)

Looking first at The Dream, we find that the hero 
of this story again feels a definite link between the world 
of dreams and real life: he dreams repeatedly of the 
father he had never known. He says of this period of his 
life :

I used to sleep a great deal at all times, and 
dreams played an important part in my life; I 
used to have dreams almost every night. I did 
not forget them, regarded them as fore-warnings, 
tried to divine their secret meaning... (62)

Thervone day in a cafe, the young man actually sees this 
figure who has played such an important rôle in his 
dreams. A conversation with the ’dream father’ begins, 
and although nothing specific is said, it becomes clear 
that this is indeed the young man’s father. But no sooner 
established, than the contact between the two is broken 
again: the father disappears and the hero sets out to 
search through all the town. There follows a dream-like 
episode where the young man comes across, in an unfamiliar 
part of the town, the exact setting in which he had origin
ally seen his father in his dreams. A maid tells him that 
his father has left for America - and this is hard to 
accept:

I positively could not resign myself to the idea 
that such a supernatural, mysterious beginning 
should end in such a senseless, ordinary con
clusion, ...(63)

In desolation he walks along the beach and suddenly
comes upon a corpse - that of his newly found, newly lost

(61) We have already seen Flaubert referring to his ’’études 
psycho-médicales” in connection with Salammbô - he was to 
turn to them again in the 1870’s for the final version of
La Tentation de Saint Antoine.
(62) Pol, sob, soch.. vol.XI, p.271
(63) Ibid., p.284
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father* Then comes the realization:
I had been led since early morning by some un
known forces, that I was in their power... there 
was nothing in my soul but...dumb horror at the 
fate that had possession of me. (64)

Subsequently the corpse disappears as mysteriously as it 
had appeared, and the story ends with a growing feeling of 
alienation developing between the young man and his mother* 

In the Song of Triumphant Love, a story set in 
renaissance Italy - and dedicated to Flaubert - dreams 
are again seen to have a real effect on the ei^ts of every 
day life. Here, as in some of Flaubert’s works, the Orient 
is closely linked with the element of mystery. For after 
drinking a wine brought back from the East, and listening 
to a haunting oriental love song played on a ’magical’
Indian violin, Mucius and Valeria ( married to Hucius’s 
best friend) share the same exotic dream of passionate 
love* A kind of telepathic attraction develops between the 
two, and on another occasion, each of them sets off in a 
trance-like sleep walk towards each other in the moonlit 
garden* Fabius, the husband and host, discovers the sleep 
walkers and stabs Mucius in a fit of jealousy. He leaves 
Mucius for dead, but he is later resuscitated by the myst
erious ceremonies, involving incense and serpents, performed 
over his body by his inscrutable Malay servant. The former 
friend leaves Fabius’s household, and the beautiful Valeria 
seems much relieved by his departure. Yet some time later, 
while she is playing the organ, the melody of Mucius’s 
strange and powerful song of love (that which had prompted 
their first ’dream’ encounter) comes involuntarily to her

(64) Pol, sob, soch.. vol.XI, p.285
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fingers. At the same time she feels the first movements of 
the baby she is expecting. Such is the power of dreams....

The story Knock...knock...knock is rather different
in tone - Turgenev’s approach here is rather one of
’debunking’. The central character, Teglev,is mysterious
enough, and he considers himself to be a victim of destiny*
And indeed he does have some experiences that could not
easily find a rational explanation, for example, the
miraculous saving of a dog from the Neva and the guessing
of three successive winning cards, as in Pushkin’s The
Queen of Spades. And although a genuinely mysterious
atmosphere is created - the narrator describes how

Objects became blurred, enveloped in mist...It 
was all clear, and yet confused. We were trans
ported into a fairy-tale country, to the realm 
of light and shadow, a web of gold and white, 
where silence is infinite and dreams tangible.
And up there the stars were twinkling so myst
eriously! We were both silent. The fantastic veil
of night had wound itself around us and brought 
us close to phantasmagoria. (65)

The central ’mysterious* issueswhich finally drives Teglev
to suicide does in fact have a very ordinary explanation
if only he had not been too obsessed with the idea of his
fate to see it. The knocking that disturbs him so much in
the night is no more than a friend’s practical joke, and
the strange voice he hears calling to him in the darkness,
and which he takes to be his sweet-heart calling to him
from beyond the grave, is only a peasant girl shouting out
to her farm labourer lover, with whom she has a moonlit
assignation. Turgenev’s message here, then, would appear
to be that we are only afraid of what we do not under-

(65) Pol, sob, soch.. vol.X, p.272
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stand. (66)

A basically similar attitude is to be found in
Klara Milich. Here, a young man, Yakov Aratov,becomes
possessed by the spirit of a dead actress whom he hardly
even knew in real life. Typically, Aratov is at first
unable to distinguish whether he is seeing Klara in a
dream, or whether she is actually there in his room. In
any case he feels:

as though something were enfolding him, although 
he were once again in the power, yes, in the 
power of another life, another being. (6?)

Yakov is afraid because he does not understand what is
happening to him. It is indeed a frightening experience
to be possessed by the spirit of a dead woman, yet as soon
as he realizes and understands the situation, he is no
longer afraid. He comes to see that he is united to Klara
across the barrier of death by a strong bond of love. He

(66) It is interesting to note Flaubert’s reaction to this 
story. In May 1873 he wrote to Turgenev^to tell him of his 
enthusiasm for the volume of Histoires étranges which he 
had just read, althpugh in his last letter he had said that 
he was too busy to read it immediately: ”J ’ai ouvert votre 
livre malgré les serments de vertu que je m ’étais faits, 
et je l ’ai dévoré.

Quel immense bonhomme vous êtes! Je ne vous parle pas 
du Roi Lear de la Steppe que je connaissais, mais de Toc.. 
toc...toc... et surtout de 1 ’Abandonnée. Je ne sais pas si 
jamais vous vous êtes montré plus poète et plus psychologue. 
C’est une merveille, un chef d ’oeuvre. Et quel art! Que de 
malices d’exécution sous cette apparente franchise!

Voici maintenant ce qui me reste dans la tête.
Dans Toc...toc...toc.... la création de Téglew, 1’homme 

fatal, à la fois poseur et naïf! (Sa lettre! Son album 
divin!) Et ce brouillard où on le cherche! Le froid vous 
entre dans les os. Comme ça se voit! Ou mieux, comme ça se 
sent! Le mystère est suspendu tout le temps, de façon à 
faire presque peur. Puis l’explication arrive tout nat
urellement et soulage. (Correspondance. supplément vol.III, 
p.90-91)167) Pol. sob. soch.. vol.XIII, p.118
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grows calm and is quite content to die in order to be re
united with this girl whom he has only really known in a
dream-type situation. For in real life he had only spoken
to her once, and then quite rudely and abruptly.

Before leaving this section of Turgenev’s work, 
mention should be made of the unfinished story Silaev.
In the eight pages that have survived, the hero emerges 
as a strange and solitary figure in whose mind dream is 
constantly confused with reality. He tells the narrator 
of detailed visions of a big, white house with sparrows 
playing in the dusty pathway, and of a dream/ real exp
erience in the far north, where he rode in a sleigh drawn 
by white bears wearing red roses on their heads. Silaev 
reflects:

I don’t know why we say: a dream, I saw it in a
dream. Isn’t it all the same thing, in a dream
or in reality? It is difficult to say...But I 
see it so clearly... it’s all so fresh in my 
mind. (68)

In 1884, Guy de Maupassant wrote an important 
article on Turgenev’s use of the supernatural in his short 
stories. (69) It seems worthwhile to quote from it at 
some length, for the article is a succinct appreciation 
of technique and content in Turgenev’s last stories. It 
also pinpoints certain aspects that can be compared direct
ly to Flaubert's use of similar material. Maupassant wrote:

Personne plus que le grand romancier russe ne 
sut faire passer dans l’âme ce frisson de l’in
connu voile, et, dans la demi-lumière d ’un conte
étrange, laisser entrevoir tout un monde de
choses inquiétantes, incertaines, menaçantes.(70)

(68) Pol. sob. soch.. vol.XIII, p.322
(69) This was published in Le Figaro of July 25th. 1884. It
is reprinted in the Conard edition of Maupassant’s complete
works in the volume entitled La Petite Roque, p.269 et seq.
(70) Flaubert uses a similar technique in his story La 
Légende de Saint Julien l’hospitalier.
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Avec lui, on la sent bien, la peur vague de 
l'invisible, la peur de l'inconnu qui est derrière 
le mur, derrière la porte, derrière la vie ap
parente. ..

Il semble nous montrer parfois la significat
ion de coïncidences bizarres, de rapprochements 
inattendus...On croit sentir, avec lui, un fil 
imperceptible qui nous guide d'une façon myst
érieuse à travers la vie, comme à travers un 
rêve nébuleux dont le sens nous échappe sans 
cesse.

Il n'entre point hardiment dans le surnaturel, 
comme Edgar Poe ou Hoffmann, il raconte des hist
oires simples où se mêle seulement quelque chose 
d'un peu vague et d'un peu troublant. (?l)

It remains now to look at two of the last works of 
Flaubert which reveal further his interest in what is to 
be found "derrière la vie apparente", namely, La Tentation 
de Saint Antoine of 1874 and La Légende de Saint Julien 
1'hospitalier of 1876-7.

To take La Tentation first, this work is of most 
interest in the present context for the way in which the 
stranger workings of the human mind are explored. And this 
is conducted within a closely defined scientific and hist
orical context. Certainly, more fantastic elements still 
play a part in the work - for example the allegory of the 
monsters in Part II - but now such episodes also serve to 
explore the metaphysical problem of the origin and nature 
of being. (72)

As in the earlier versions, there are still extr
avagant scenes, but these products of Flaubert's fertile 
imagination are less relevant to the progress of the central 
issues of the work. Flaubert's aims, as far as the psychol-

(71) This element of reticence and desire to base the story 
on a simple situation, revealing thereby a more mysterious 
world sums up Flaubert's achievement in his treatment of the 
medieval legend of St. Julien. The same is also true of the 
spirit of his plans for La Spirale.
(72) Turgenev reveals an interest in similar metaphysical 
problems in certain of his Prose Poems. In On the sea and 
The Dog, for example, he reflects on the creation of species 
and the nature of conscious individuality.
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ogy and the supernatural are concerned, in La Tentation
are well summed up by Lombard:

Dans la dernière Tentation, Flaubert s'est prop
ose et il y a réussi, de donner pour fondement 
à tout le poème une psychologie conforme à la 
vérité de la science. Vérité même médicale: les 
premières phases de l'hallucination du saint cor
respondent rigoureusement à la succession des 
états pathologiques d'un cas semblable. (73)

Flaubert wanted the supernatural elements to be directly 
linked to the psychological activity of the central 
character. It is for this reason that he cut out, as far 
as possible, the allegorical figures and replaced them 
with visions.

Thus the saint, as he tries to free himself of the 
'illusion' in which he feels trapped, comes to ask himself 
what constitutes the reality of being and of matter.
Antoine succeeds in comprehending the fundamental unity 
of all things as being part of the same 'life flow'. Here, 
distinctions between real and unreal, material and im
material etc. fade away, so that phenomena such as 'la 
chimère','le Phénix', and 'le Basilisk' - all creations 
of the fantasy - have as much 'being' and significance as 
'real' beasts such as the sea-urchin or the dolphin. (74)

Yet Antoine cannot come to terms with the problem 
of the fundamental mystery of existence. He realizes that 
beyond what is revealed to him in his visions lies the 
great domain of the unknown - or rather of the unknow

(73) LOMBARD Alfred, Flaubert et Saint Antoine. Paris
1934, p.51(74) It is basically the same psychological state that we 
see in Turgenev's short stories of this period. For example, 
the speeches of Klara Milich and Ellis in Phantoms have as 
much reality and meaning for the other characters as would 
those of a normal, living human being.
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able. (75) And it is for knowledge of this that the saint 
is thirsting at the end of the drama. (76)

The last work to be examined is Flaubert's short 
story St. Julien. As we have seen, saints and mystics had 
always interested Flaubert, and although in a letter to 
George Sand he had tried to dismiss this work as "une 
petite bêtise moyenâgeuse".(77) as in La Tentation the 
psychology is modern. This last aspect emerges especially 
in the presentation of Julien*s 'blood lust*. Nevertheless, 
alongside the sophisticated psychology, Flaubert has 
retained the legend's essential simplicity by including 
elements of a more naïve folk-tale style, for example, 
the episode of the 'shower* of dead birds.

It is interesting to look at the progression of 
the psychological portrayal of Julien, from the incident 
of the mouse in the church to the dazzling apparition of 
Christ on earth. The driving force behind this progression 
is, ag Digeon has said: "la croissance de la fatalité 
divine". (78) This element of fatality is introduced at

(75) We have seen at several points - particularly in the 
short story Faust and the poem Evening - Turgenev's 
concern with the 'unknowable': the secrets of existence 
which lie behind the façade of life. A façade which - as 
his (and Flaubert's) characters demonstrate - cannot be 
broken down.
(76) It is possible to judge to some extent Turgenev's 
concordance with the general themes of Flaubert's Tentation 
de Saiht Antoine from the great interest he showed in its 
preparation and his fostering of a Russian version.
(77; Correspondance. vol.VII, p.279 (1875)(78) DIGEON Claude, Le dernier visage de Flaubert, Paris 
1946, p.77
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the very beginning with two incidents at the moment of 
Julien*s birth; the hermit "glissant sur les rais de la 
lune" who then disappears into thin air, (79) and the 
beggar who fades away into the grass. (80) As Julien 
grows up and begins to hunt, he develops a taste for im
probable feats of carnage, which he performs with "la 
facilité que l'on éprouve dans les rêves". (81) But in 
revenge, nature itself assumes a 'miraculous' quality, 
and on one of Julien*s more bloody expeditions a great 
black stag breaks the laws of nature and speaks to the 
young saint, making a prophecy of parricide.

The notion of destiny returns to the story as this
prophecy begins to work itself out. Julien seeks to avoid
his fate by running away from it, but he is unable to give
up hunting entirely. As he sets out on what is to be his
last expedition, the supernatural again takes over. The
forest is silent as Julien seeks out beasts for slaughter.
As he progresses on his "marche fantastique" the reader
can no longer distinguish whether this is a dream or an
account of actual events. The whole of nature - animals
and plants - seems to be against Julien. The forest

...était embarrassée de lianes; et il coupait 
avec son sabre quand une fouine glissa brusque
ment entre ses jambes, une panthere fit un bond 
par-dessus son epaule, un serpent monta en spi
rale autour d'un frêne. (82)

The animais defy death - the saint's arrows cannot harm
them - and Flaubert states explicitly that it is "un
pouvoir supérieur" (83) that has deprived Julien of his

79) Trois contes, p.80
80) Ibid.n.81
81) Ibid.0.91
82) Ibid.p.108
83) Ibid.
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power over the animals.
Fate proves to be inexorable and Julien murders 

his parents, but in spite of this and all his adventures, 
his life continues to be preserved by some kind of charm.
A climax is reached at the end of the story by a build
up of supernatural elements: a bell rings out as it had 
done earlier during the black stagiepisode, and the poor 
leper whom the saint has helped assumes the majesty of a 
great king. The story ends with Julien's moment of ecstasy- 
"une abondance de délices, une joie surhumaine...une inon
dation dans l'âme" (84)- as he is wafted up to heaven.

The ending of the Légende is a clear reflection
of Flaubert's taste for the mystical, though this was of
course not based on any personal religious conviction.
John Fletcher makes an interesting comment on this point:

Flaubert's conclusion[to La Légende1 is in line 
with the intuition expressedeelsewhere in his 
writings (85) that the most intense sensual 
experience is not erotic but mystical. (86)

So there seems to be a basically parallel devel
opment as far as the 'darker' side of life is concerned 
in the works of Flaubert and Turgenev - and this even if 
the chronology does not always correspond exactly. As we
have seen, this development can be broken down into four
basic phases.

Firstly we find a conventional, romantic type of 
supernatural with demons, ghosts etc. and even bordering 
on science fiction in places (for example Flaubert's 
monster Djalioh in Quidguid volueris and Turgenev's poem 
Darkness)

(84) Trois contes, p.124
(85) For example, perhaps Emma Bovary kissing the crucifix 
"avec le plus grand baiser d'amour qu'elle eût jamais donne", (kjme. Bovary, p.446)
( 8 6  ) FLET^hEE J o h n .  A  n r i t i n a l  r \ - f i TPT r.nV>Q-K.->-t  t rp-w
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Nonetheless, in some early works, principally of 

the 1840*s,(8?) we can detect traces of what is to he dev
eloped later,i.e. tentative explorations into the realm 
of the unknown, the unknowable and the ineffable, as well 
as hints at an early interest in dreams.

This is followed in the mature period by abandon
ment in full-scale works of most aspects of the fantastic 
in the interests of realism? Nonetheless a retention of 
interest in this kind of subject can still be detected in 
secondary works, plans, letters etc. .

The final stage, beginning in the 1860*s, although 
not really getting underway until the 1870’s, constitutes 
a return to the supernatural kind of subject in general 
and a more intensive examination of the darker side of 
the human mind in particular. Strange psychological 
states are explored through the medium of visions, tele
pathy, hallucinations, dream states etc. .And to this is 
linked a more sophisticated notion of fate and its forces. 
Turgenev and Flaubert appear to have been always vaguely 
conscious of such powers, but in their earlier works these 
found their embodiment in devils and demons, but later 
they emerge as something acting through the human mind itself.

We have seen, therv that from the departure point 
of a lively youthful interest in the supernatural, both 
Flaubert and Turgenev develop later, in their capacity 
as creative artists, a deep interest in that half-dream, 
half-hallucinatory state, where visions and the real

(87) Especially in Turgenev's Andrey Kolosov and Flaubert's 
Mémoires d'un Fou and Novembre.
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world mingle to such an extent that the two become in
distinguishable - this being an important key to a fuller 
understanding of the human mind in general, and perhaps 
also, they hoped, of the artistic temperament in part
icular.
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RUSSIAN QUOTATIONS FOR CHAPTER VI

( 3 ) Ct c h o : 
Creno
POJIOC
CTeno
Poaoo
CTeno

...KTO TH?
TboS aeMos.
Th ,..m oS ;teMOH,/ H 8Ta KpoBB...
Tboa
Mon!

• • • •(4) roÆOc: fl MBOË Bxa^HKal (Con. I, 397)

(28)BezEE ayr:
- Hy, Hznero, nymaË!...CBoefi oy^hCu se MssyemB.(Co?.IT, 111)

(29)$aycT:
... JlaaanoB.. sassMaacs xsMeË, asaTOMse#, EadaascTSBoB, 
xoTea npoaasTB ssshb neaoBenecKyc, Boodpasaa, sto 
uosEo BCTynaTB b cEomesEE c ayiaME, besebetb yMepnEz... 
(Co?.VII, 15)

(30)#aycT;
...donaacB Tex t e B e e x  osa, sa KOTopsx nocTpoesa x e s e b  
E BOTopne Espeaaa, so BsesasEo npoÔEBamTcn sapyxy.
(Con.VII, 16)

(31)$aycT:
...osa doETCfl Bcero spansoro, noaseMsoro...(Con. VII,38) 

(33)^aycT:
Kto BsaeT, ceoxbeo EaxanB xEsyzuEË sa aesae ocTasaneT 
CeMEE, KOTOpsB CyxaCEO B80ÔTE TOaBEO EOCaC CTO CMepTB? 
Eto cEaxeT, kskoB TaBscTsesEoB senB» cBSsasa cyaBÔa 
neaoBCEa c cyaBdoB ero aeTeB, ero noTOMCTBa...(Con. VII,

49)
(45)3rob nac&HEOB ;

dEan caaBsan b o e b  cos, noayMaenBl Ben x e s e b  sama cos,
E aynnree b seB onsTB-TaKE cos.
-A nossEE?...-0 BOSSES COE, ToaBEO paBcEsB. (Con. VI, 222)
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(46) AnapeB Ko j o c o b :
yaHBETeaBHoe aeao - c o h ! Oh He ToaBso BosodnoBaseT Teao, 
OH neEOTopHM odpasoM BOsodnoBaseT aymy, npEBoasT ee m 
nepBodiiTHofi npocTOTe e ecTecTBenHocTE. B TenenEe ans 
BaM yaaaocB nacTpoETB ceds npoHHKHyTBCE aoiBm, aoxHHME 
MHcasME•..Co h csoeB zoaoamoB BoanoB ciŒBaeT see ste 
MEsepHHe apmerE, e , npooEysmECB, b h , no spaBneB Hepe 
Ha EecEoaBBo m p e o b c h eB, cnocodEH nOEEMaTB E aS)dETB 
ECTEEy. (Con. V, 33)

(56) Codaaa:
Ho ecan aonycTETB b o s m o x e o c t b CBepxBecTecTBeEEoro,
BOSMOSEOCTB opo BMemaTeaBCTBa b aeECTBETeaBEym x e s e b ,
TO nosBoaBTe cnpocETB, Kaxyio poaiT^^^opo aoaxen EPpaTB 
sapaBHB paccyaoK? (Con.IX, 123)

(62) Co e :
51 Boodme cnaa meopo - e chh Eppaan b HoeB xesee 
SEanETeaBEya poaB, s BEaea ceh eoete Kaxaya sonB. SL 
He sadHBaa ex, e npnaaBaa em snaneEEe, cnsTaa ex 
npeacsasaEEEME, cTapaacs paspaaaTB ex teeehB cimca... 
(Co?. XI, 271)

(63) Co h :
5L pemETeaBHO He daa b coctoseeu eomepetbce c mhcxbs , 
nTO K TaKOMy cBezBecTecTBeEEOMy, TanECTBeEEOMy nanaay 
MOP npEMEEyTB TEKOB deCCMHCaeEEHB, TEEOB OpaEEapEHB
KOE6Ei (Con. XI, 284)

(64) Co e :
TyT ToaBKO s noEsa, nTo weES c caaopo yppa Boamam 
REEEe-To EeBeaoMHe c e e h , nTo s b e x saacTE...EEnepo 
B MoeB ayme ne daao, E p o m e ..e c m o p o cTpaxa nepea 
OBaaaeBmefl m e o e cyatdofi...(Con.XI, 285)

(65) CTyE...cTyE...cTyx...:
Bcé cTpEEEO nepeaBEEyaocB, saEyraaooB e cMemaaocB, 
aaaeEoe xasaaocB dansEEM*, daESEoe aaaexEM, doaBmoe 
MaaHM, Maaoe doaBHEM... Bee cTaao cBeTao e EescEO.
Mh caoBEO nepenecaECB b cEasonnoe napcTBO, b gapcTBO 
deao-soaoTECToB Mpan, tehiheh paydoEoB, nyTEOPO csa...
H EEE TaEECTBeEEO, EEEEME CepedpEj^HME ECEOpEEME 
GEBOSEaE cBepxy SBesam! Mh oda yMoaEan. GaETacTEnecEEB 
odaEE s t oB EonE noaeBcTBOsaa h e e e c : oe EacTpona sac he 
$aETacTEnecEoe: (Con. X, 272)
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(68) CnaaeB:
..•noneiïy roBopsT; «Cos. S sto snaea bo ose.» He Bcè 
an paBHo, nTo bo chc , sto sasBy?,..9TO Tpyano cBasaTS.

no spaBneB Mepe, BEzy TasEe soEse, TaEse onpea- 
eaETeaBEHe c h u, eto nansTB o he x bo mec tee xe cBexa... 
(Co?. XIII, 322)

(6?) Kaapa Mh j h?:
...OE ECMeaaeEEo nonyscTBOBaa, et o ero eee 6h spyroH 
ETO-TO OXBETHaO, ETO OE OESTB EEXO^ETCE BO BaECTE.
e m oe ho bo BaacTE apyroB x e s e e, apyroro cymecTsa. (XIII,118)
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CHAPTER VII - The Temptation of Saint Anthony - variations 
on a theme

Both Flaubert and Turgenev were tempted by this 
theme in the 1840's - at a comparable stage in their dev
elopment therefore. Turgenev produced his version in 1842, 
when he was twenty four, and Flaubert worked on the subject 
during 1848 when he was twenty seven, (l) Neither of the 
young writers had had anything published at this stage.

But this is not all they have in common at this 
point. Another factual detail of significance in this con
text is that both of them had recently returned from 
travels in Italy. Turgenev had travelled extensively in 
that country in 1840 - Mazon describes him at this period 
as "voyageur enthousiaste, riche d'impressions". (2) These 
impressions were to show themselves in the Temptation of 
Saint Anthony in those scenes which have an Italian Ren
aissance setting. It is also possible that he saw paint
ings by Bosch and Breugel associated with the St. Anthony 
subject, but there is no evidence of his reactions to them. 
Flaubert visited Italy in 1845; he did see Breugel's 
Temptation of Saint Anthony in the Balbi gallery at Genoa, 
and his reaction to it is clearly recorded in a letter to 
Alfred Le Poittevin:

J'ai vu un tableau de Breughel représentant la 
Tentation de Saint-Antoine. qui m'a fait penser 
à arranger pour le théâtre La Tentation de Saint- 
Antoine. (3;

(1) In the first section of this chapter, all references will 
be to the first (1848-9) version of La Tentation. (La 
Tentation de Saint Antoine. Appendice I, pp.205-496T"
(2) MAZON André,'La Tentation de Saint Antoine d'lvan Turg
enev', Revue des Etudes slaves, vol.XXX, (1953).
(3) Correspondance. vol.I, p.173 (1845)
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And indeed both writers did choose to present the 
story in dramatic form - but whether they ever considered 
the practicality of theatrical production for their works 
is another matter. It would be virtually impossible in 
both cases.

These details aside, however, the most significant 
asset that Flaubert and Turgenev shared as they set about 
the writing of their St. Anthonys was their common lit
erary heritage. For at this stage in their development, 
both young men were very much under the influence of all 
that they had read during the process of growing up. Seznec, 
for example, has said of Flaubert at the time he was working 
on his first Saint Antoine;

...il a pu y faire confluer toutes ses lectures, 
tout son "acquis" antérieur; tout ce qu'il 
avait accumulé non pas depuis trois ans seul
ement, mais depuis son adolescence. (4)

Directly parallel is the situation of Turgenev vis à vis
his Saint Anthony, as summed up by Mazon;

II est visible qu'Ivan Sergeevic se trouve 
alors comme au carrefour de lectures et d'in
fluences diverses. (5)

And a substantial part of this reading and these influences 
were common to both.

Saint Anthony, then, is a subject that both 
Flaubert and Turgenev treated before they had 'found' them
selves as writers. Although they had already written a 
great deal, neither had yet found definitively the mode 
and style of his mature masterpieces. And so The Temptation 
of Saint Anthony served as a means of exploration - not 
only of the situation of the hermit, but also of themselves,

(4) SEZNEC Jean, Les sources de l'épisode des Dieux dans la 
Tentation de Saint Antoine. Paris 1940, p.16
(5) IIAZON. art, cit.
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their minds and their attitudes. Thus these works can be 
seen as a fair guide to their intellectual and emotional 
development at this time.

If we deal first with the question of influences, 
it is of course to Goethe and to Byron that the greatest 
debts are owed, and this constitutes the bulk of the 
common ground between Flaubert's and Turgenev's St.Anthonys. 
as far as literary influences are concerned - although 
Spinoza should not be forgotten.

Of the reading which they did not share, undoubt
edly Quinet's Ahasvérus is the most significant as far as 
Flaubert is concerned, although this work of course has 
its own relationship with Faust. And for Turgenev, the 
most significant of other influences was probably Mérimée. 
Mazon, in the study referred to above, makes much of 
Turgenev’s debt to Mérimée’s playlet Une femme est un 
diable ou la tentation de Saint Antoine from his Théâtre 
de Clara Gazul collection. But the debt is surely in one 
respect only: that suggested in Mérimée's title - the 
temptation of a holy man by the devil incarnate in the 
form of a beautiful woman. For Mérimée has not really 
concerned himself with the traditional St. Anthony figure 
at all: the whole is transposed into a framework of the 
Spanish Inquisition in the eighteenth century. And although 
Turgenev does include in his work transpositions in time 
and space in the dream/vision episodes of his Temptation, 
he has retained the traditional figure of the hermit in 
the desert.

As far as factual sources are concerned, Flaubert
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most certainly had the upper hand over Turgenev. He spent 
several years researching in great depth and detail for 
this work, reading tomes such as Kreutzer’s Religions de 
l'antiquité. (6) And during the Eastern trip which followed 
the completion of La Tentation Flaubert wrote in a letter 
to his mother that his travels in this part of the world 
brought back to him "toute ma vieille érudition de Saint 
Antoine".(7) As for Turgenev, his factual knowledge of the 
St. Anthony story probably came from one source only: from 
one or other of the editions of Saint Athanasius's Vita 
Antonii.(8)

Before going on to discuss the common influences in 
more detail, perhaps something should be said about the 
essential difference in scale and scope of the two versions. 
Flaubert's is a far more ambitious work - enormous in 
length (almost five hundred pages), a vast range of char
acters, carefully documented, and based on actual theo
logical arguments. Turgenev's work, on the contrary, is 
little more than a fragment: an unfinished one-Act drama 
occupying only thirty pages in the complete works.

We have already seen in an.estrlier chapter the 
extent and general significance of the influence of Byron 
and Goethe for Flaubert and Turgenev. If we look now at 
their handling of the temptation of Saint Anthony in part
icular, it is possible to find once more echoes of these 
two masters both in general situation and attitude as well 
as in specific incidents.

(6) Flaubert mentions this work in a letter to Maxime Du 
Camp of April 1848. (Correspondance. vol. II, p.81)
(7) Correspondance. vol.II, p.145
(8) See Pol, sob, soch.. vol.Ill, p.458
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The basic problem in Goethe's Faust and the two 
versions of The Temptation is essentially the same: the 
metaphysical anguish of the hero. And of course besides 
the question of influence, there is also something of a 
personal element here, for there is a reflection of the 
young writers' own frustrations and aspirations in their 
saints' search for a solution to this problem. For both 
Saint Anthonys - as well as Faust - have been engaged in 
the quest for a perfect understanding of existence, which 
will bring with it the fulfilment to which the hero 
aspires. Both Flaubert's Saint Antoine and Goethe's Faust 
realize the limitations of traditional learning as far as 
achieving this is concerned, and both wish for a new 
approach that would enable them to comprehend the prim
eval substance of nature. Faust for example, in his first 
monologue expresses the desire:

Da(3 ich erkenne, was die Welt 
Im Innersten zusammenhalt,
Schau' alle Wirkenskraft und Samen,
Und tu' nicht mehr in Worten kramen. (9)

Parallel are the sentiments of Antoine's aspiration, exp
ressed at the end of Part II of La Tentation:

...je voudrais me développer comme les plantes, 
me modeler sous toutes les formes, entrer dans 
chaque atome, circuler dans la matière, être la 
matière moi-même pour savoir ce qu'elle pense.(lO)

Less is made of this kind of aspiration in Turgenev's
smaller scale work, but nonetheless, it is clearly stated
that a parallel quest constituted one of Antonio's prime
motives for going into the desert. Looking back on his
former life he says:

9) GOETHE J.W. von, Faust. Part I, 11.382-5
10)La Tentation de Saint Antoine, p.409
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I wished for fulfilment and Knowledge, (ll)
And at the end of the play there is further indication 
that Antonio has long been searching after some ideal or 
absolute, which he seems unable to define. He says to his 
temptress :

...why was I going off so quickly into the dis
tance, always into the distance...What was I
searching for? Towards what was I striving? (12)

It is also possible to establish parallels between 
the three tempter figures: Goethe's Mephistopheles, 
Flaubert's 'diable' and Turgenev's Karlo Spada. Their 
psychology and reasonings are very similar. Mephisto and 
Karlo both use the same tactic of offering rejuvenation to 
their victim, (13) and this with essentially the same aim:
to use a woman and the power of love in the hope that this
will bring about the downfall of Faust and Antonio. 
Flaubert's Antoine, although not offered rejuvenation, is 
also repeatedly tempted by means of female attraction. And 
in his case, as with Faust, the devil fails to achieve 
his aim in this way. It is impossible to say what the 
outcome of Turgenev's Antonio's relationship with Annun- 
ziata would have been, as the work is left unfinished, 
abandoned at a critical point in the discussion between 
the two characters.

Of course the three tempters also have another 
important tactic in common: the ability to waft the hero 
away through time and space, thus tempting him through an 
extension of experience. (14) In Flaubert's Tentation.

(11) Pol, sob, soch.. vol.Ill, p.269 (The word 'Knowledge' 
has a capital in the original.)
(12j Ibid. p.275
13) Or perhaps it is more accurate to say the illusion of 

restored youth in the case of Turgenev's Antonio.
(14) This experience of course is also shared by Byron's 
Cain, Quinet's Ahasvérus and Flaubert's Smarh, who was in many ways a precursor of Saint Antoine.
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this device is used mainly in Part III as Antoine is wafted 
further and further into space in his efforts to perceive 
the mystery of reality and being. The closest parallel 
to this scene in Goethe's work is the episode of the 
classical Walnurgisnacht in Faust II. Because of the 
limited scale of Turgenev's version, we necessarily find 
much less diversity of experience. Here the transposition 
in time and space is linked directly to the temptation 
through love: Antonio is taken back to the Bolognese court 
where he spent part of his youth.

Other more minor parallels include similarity 
between Flaubert's "Sept péchés capitaux" and the spirits 
summoned up to tempt Faust in Part II of Goethe's work.
Also the circumstances of Karlo's arrival in Antonio's 
cell are reminiscent of those concerning Mephite's arrival 
in Faust's study: in both cases the hero was alone and 
pensive in a melancholy frame of mind, as the tempter’ 
appeared in the guise of a traveller.

If we turn now to Byron - apart from influence of 
a general nature, i.e. the colour, extravagance and ost
entatious romanticism of the two Temptations (15) - his 
influence is most obvious in the number of characteristics 
typical of the 'Byronic hero' that emerge in the characters 
of the two St. Anthonys.

Firstly, there is their undeniable individualism: 
their satisfaction in separating themselves from the mul
titude, for both have fled the world of men to live as

(15) This is essentially true of the Italian scenes in 
Turgenev's version, with their vision of bachannales, des
perate young courtiers and the mysterious Annunziata.
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hermits in the desert, in the hope that they will thereby
become self-sufficient. Following on from this, we see
that in typical Byronic fashion, they have come to hold
a low opinion of 'pleasure*, yet without having liberated
themselves from 'desire'. This emerges if we compare the
two hermits' self-confessed reasons for going into the
desert. In the third scene of Turgenev's drama, Antonio
looking back over his life says:

I was tormented by terrible fits of passion,
I never knew your bliss...
I ran away...But I was young then.
And all the passions and former anxieties 
Did not leave me in the desert. (16)

And Flaubert's Antoine declares in the first scene of
La Tentation :

II est vrai, j'ai pensé que le coeur s'abîme 
aux vanités de l'esprit, et je suis venu au 
désert afin d'éviter les troubles de la vie, 
les chagrins qui damnent, le rire pétillant 
que les femmes...ont...(l?)

and later, more bitterly, concerning desire:
...le bonheur, je le sais, n'est ças dans ce 
qu'on rêve. Comme une flèche lancee contre un 
mur, toujours le désir échappe, rebondit sur 
vous et vous traverse l'âme. (18)

Thirdly, and this principally aw far as Flaubert 
is concerned, there is the question of the relationship 
between the hero and. nature. Nature is the only refuge 
for the Byronic hero in the face of the emptiness of 
illusions and beliefs. Through identification with Nature 
and her abundance, he can find some kind of solace and 
arrive at some kind of "sentiment de l'infini". (19)

16) Fol, sob, soch.. vol.Ill, p.269
17) La Tentation de Saint Antoine, p.211
18) Ibid.. p.427
19) Ibis phrase is Estève's .Byron et le romantisme fran- 

pais, p.14
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In this context, it is interesting to compare Saint Antoine's
fleeting moments of pantheistic extasy with certain
passages from Childe Harold's Pilgrimage. Byron writes
in Canto III for example:

And, when, at length, the mind shall be all free 
From what it hates in this degraded form.
Reft of its carnal life, save what shall be 
Existent happier in the fly and worm - 
When Elements to Elements conform.
And dust is as it should be, shall I not 
Feel all I see less dazzling but more warm?
The bodiless thought? the Spirit of each spot?
Of which, even now, I share at times theimmortal lot?
Are not the mountains, waves and skies, a part 
Of me and of my soul, as I of them?
Is not the love of these deep in my heart
With a pure passion?... (20)

Antoines sentiments are similar as he experiences a pure
sensation of his 'self identified with the material
universe, as he is wafted through creation by the devil.(21)

As far as Turgenev's Temptation is concerned,
theresis not really any evidence of pantheism, but rather
of a primitive form of animism: the attribution of an
independent existence to natural forces. For example,
clouds and a chorus of waves address Antonio, the latter
offering advice and encouragement. (22)

Before leaving the question of influences, mention
must be made of Spinoza. Flaubert was certainly very
interested in the Spinozist system,(23) and his knowledge
of it emerges in Part III of La Tentation. Here, the devil,

(20) Childe Harold. Canto III, stanzas 74 & 75
(21) c.f. "II est vrai, souvent J'ai senti que quelque chose 
de plus large que moi se mêlait a mon être; petit à petit
je m'en allais dans la verdure des prés et dans le courant 
des fleuves, que je regardais passer; et je ne savais plus 
où se trouvait mon âme, tant elle était diffuse.universelle, 
épandue!" (La Tentation de Saint Antoine, p.418;
(22) Pol. sob. soch., vol.III, p.271
(23) The extent of Flaubert's knowledge of Spinoza's phil
osophy has been admirably demonstrated by Jean BARRON in her 
thesis Gustave Flaubert in quest of the absolute. Ph.D.. London.11^5771 ------------------ ----------- --
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as he reveals more and more of the universe to Antoine, 
gives a remarkable summing up of Spinoza’s philosophy of 
the unity of matter and spirit. (24) And although there 
is nothing like such a philosophical exposition in Turg
enev’s version, it is interesting to note that he was in 
fact studying Spinoza at about the same time that he was 
working on his Saint Anthony. It is clear from some of his 
letters to the Bakunins that he was writing this during 
the month of April 1842. (25) While in another letter to 
them, dated April 3rd. he wrote :

...and I am working - working a lot. Yesterday, 
for example, I mastered Descartes, Spinoza and 
Leibniz in one fell swoop. (26)

It is just possible that the animism of The Temptation
(aptly described by Mazon as a "drame fantastique auquel
les forces de la nature sont associées" (27) ) was vaguely
inspired by the Spinozist notion of a ’chain of being’.
This idea certainly appealed to Flaubert’s ’diable’ who
explains to Antoine:

N'y a-t-il pas des existences inanimées, des 
choses inertes qui paraissent animales, des 
âmes végétatives, des statues qui rêvent et des 
paysages qui pensent? chaîne sans bout et sans 
fin. (28)

Leaving aside now the question of common literary 
heritage and influences, there are several other aspects 
in which Flaubert’s and Turgenev’s versions of the Saint 
Anthony story can be compared.

For example, an element of sexual fantasy can be 
found in both works. For Annunziata, who tempts Turgenev’s

(24) La Tentation de Saint Antoine, pp.413-422
25) Pol, sob, pisem. vol.I, p.224-5 & p.226
26) Ibid.. p.222
27) MAZON, art. cit.
(28) La Tentation de Saint Antoine . p.418
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Antonio to sin,is the devil's mistress, while the first 
temptation that Flaubert's saint has to grapple with is 
the 'voice's' highly provocative proposal that he should 
make love to the statue of the Virgin Mary which he admires 
so much. (29) In a subsequent temptation, it is the sensual 
Queen of Sheba who attempts to seduce him. In fact both 
saints are tempted by 'lust': Flaubert's by an incarnat
ion of this sin, Turgenev's by means of the visions of 
Annunziata, although he is also encouraged along these 
lines by Karlo Spada. And this emerges as a physical, mat
erial force, leading to the denial of spirit and the tri
umph of matter. Perhaps once more this could be seen as 
indicative of the author's own situation and feelings of 
frustration at this period, for at the time of writing, 
neither Flaubert nor Turgenev had achieved a satisfactory 
or lasting sexual relationship.

Another feature common to both works is a tendency, 
on the part of the two hermits, to confuse dream and real
ity, as we have already seen other characters of Flaubert 
and Turgenev do. In the latter's version, Antonio shows 
this tendency in his encounter with Annunziata. We see that 
he is on the verge of confusing dream and real experience 
as he says to her:

I had such a strange dream...but no, no - I 
remember the sea coast, I remember those long, 
long years. (30)

Annunziata is quick to encourage him in this illusion of
having returned to his youth. She says:

You saw in a dream that you were an old man? a

(29) La Tentation de Saint Antoine, pp.208-211
(30) Pol, sob, soch.. vol.Ill, p.274
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hermit? that you lived for twenty years in a 
cave, cut off from men? What a foolish dream!
No, Antonio, you are young, young...(3l)

Antonio tries to resist, declaring: ”I young...what an
absurd dream!" Yet from the rest of his speech, it is
clear that he is in fact none too sure as to what his
situation in time and place is, for he proposes to
Annunziata that they go for a walk in sunny Bologna, along
the river. And later, after Annunziata’s song, he asks
her a question which directly links the past to the
present, or rather confuses the two :

But Marcellina, (32) tell me about yesterday...or 
no, when did we last go for a walk outside the 
town together? But it’s all the same...(33)

Flaubert’s Antoine reveals a similar confusion after his
encounter wiÿh the Queen of Sheba. He is forced to ask
himself :

Suis-je éveillé? il me semble que ma tête, 
séparée de mon corps, sautille au hasard...

Oh! tout ce que j’ai vu, comment faire pour 
savoir si je l’ai pensé ou si je l’ai vu vrai
ment? Quelle est la limite du rêve et de la
réalité? (34)

As far as the choice of the subject of the Tempt
ation of Saint Anthony by Flaubert and Turgenev is con
cerned, it is perhaps curious that these two young men, 
neither of whom had any religious faith of his own, either 
at that time or at any later period, should choose to 
write about a saint or hermit at all. Bumesnil’s comment 
on Flaubert's work could well be applied to both. He wrote 
of La Tentation :

...on y voit un mystique qui pourtant ne croit 
en rien. (35)

(31) Fol, sob. soch.. vol.III, p.274(32) Marcellina was the girl whom Antonio loved before dec
iding to become a hermit. He is being tempted in such a way 
that he believes Annunziata to be her.
(33) Pol, sob, soch.. vol.Ill, p .275(34) La Tentation de Saint Antoine, p.392-3(35) Î)UMESNÏL R. and LEMQKfST. Bibliographie de Gustave Flau-
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But apart from the attraction of the romantic aspects of 
the story, the choice of this subject can also be seen 
as another early indication of the interest in the myst
ical, mysterious and supernatural type of subject examined 
in the last chapter.

As far as technique is concerned, it is interesting 
to look at the way in which the visions are handled by 
Flaubert and Turgenev. For the method Turgenev uses to 
show the temptations of the saint is perhaps closer to 
the method used by Flaubert in his 1874 version of La Ten
tation. than to the one nearest in chronology. For in his 
1849 version, Flaubert shows the saint being tempted by 
actual incarnations of abstract concepts - the seven 
deadly sins, for example - and by monsters and gods. In 
his subsequent re-^orking of the subject, he preferred to 
let the temptations come through the medium of dreams and 
hallucinations. And this is the way in which Turgenev 
presents Antonio's encounter with Marcellina/Annunziata.

So these two versions of the Temptation of Saint 
Anthony, despite the differences of length and scope, are 
comparable in several respects: the situation of the auth
or at the time of writing, common literary influences, as 
well as the essential aspirations of the hero, and the 
treatment of certain aspects of his temptation. Perhaps 
the essential quality of these two works, and their re
lationship to the personality of their authors, can best 
be summed up by applying to both of them Descharmes's 
evaluation of Flaubert's Tentation. He writes:
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...il n ’écoute... dans la Tentation...que son 
amour de la couleur, du fantastique...il écrit 
un livre où se révèlent plutôt les qualités et 
les défauts de son tempérament que la vision 
vraie d ’une époque historique. (36)

* * * * * * * * * *

But the rôle of 'St. Anthony' as a link between 
Flaubert and Turgenev does not end there in the 1840's. 
Although, as far as we know, Turgenev never reworked, or 
even thought of reworking his version of The Temptation. 
Flaubert could not bring himself to abandon this subject to 
which he had devoted so much time and careful study, and 
indeed into which he had put so much of himself - his asp
irations and frustrations. He looked at it again in 1856, 
and this time a few extracts were published in a review.(37) 
In the early 1870's, however, Flaubert determined to come 
to terms with thesaubject of St. Anthony once and for all, 
and this time with a view to publication.

By-'this stage, of course, Flaubert and Turgenev 
were personally acquainted and firm friends. It is hardly 
surprising then, that when Turgenev learnt that Flaubert 
was working on a book called La Tentation de Saint Antoine, 
he should be most interested in the work's progress, be 
keen to see the manuscript, and even to make suggestions.
We have no evidence at all to suggest th&t Turgenev ever 
confessed to his friend that he himself once wrote a 
Temptation of Saint Anthony. But bearing in mind the un-

(36) BESCHARMES R., Flaubert avant 1857. Paris 1909, p.527
(37) In L'Artiste which was directed by Théophile Gautier. 
Fragments appeared in the numbers dated 21st. and 28th. 
Becmber 1856, and January 11th. and February 1st. 1857 • 
These extracts were not well received by the reading public.
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finished, fragmentary state of this youthful work on the 
one hand, and on the other the enormous admiration he felt 
for Flaubert's Tentation - in a letter to Ralston he 
once described it as "one of the most striking things I 
ever read" (38) - his silence is perhaps not so surprising.

Let us then look at the correspondence between 
Flaubert and Turgenev during the early 1870's and see 
to what extent Saint Antoine was to act as a cementing 
bond in their relationship.

From the beginning of 1870 onwards, Turgenev was 
always keen to know how work on Saint Antoine was going, 
and repeatedly offered encouragement. In fact, if we look 
at all the letters he wrote to Flaubert between January 
1870 and the publication of the work in 1874, we find a 
reference, however brief, to Saint Antoine in almost every 
one. (39) The following extracts from his letters are 
typical.

On January 30th. 1870, presumably shortly after
Turgenev first heard of Flaubert's project, he wrote :

Donnez-moi de vos nouvelles. Travaillez-vous 
ferme? Votre "Antoine" me revient souvent à 
l'esprit. (40)

And three weeks later, referring to the largely unfavour-

(38) Pol, sob, pisem. vol.X, p.218
(39) Turgenev refers to Saint Antoine in the following letters 
Pol, sob, pisem;
Volume VlII p.174(January 30th. 1870)

p.189(February 20th. " )
Volume IX p.86 (May 6th. I871)

p.104 (June 13th. 1871) 
p.119 (August 14th. " ) 
p.165 (November 27th. 1871)
p.166 (November 28th. " )
p.288 (June 26th. 1872) 
p.304 (July 30th. " ) 
p.330 (October 7th." ) 
p.357 (lOe&ober 27th. 1872)

Volume X p.17 (November 8th. " )
p.133 (August 6th. 1873), . p.179 (November 19th." )(40) Pol, sob, pisem. vol.VIII, p.175
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able reception of L'Education sentimentale, be wrote
encouragingly:

Oui, certainement, on a été injuste envers vous, 
mais c'est le moment de se raidir et de jeter à 
la tête des lecteurs un chef d'oeuvre. Votre 
"Antoine" peut être ce pavé-là. Ne vous y att
ardez pas trop: c'est mon refrain. (41)

The following year, 1871, Turgenev's interest was far 
from having waned, for on May 6th. he asked "Que fait 
Antoine? II s'est incrusté dans mon esprit". (42) Sub
sequent letters are full of similar questions, and more 
encouragements: "II ne faut pas que St. Antoine se dé
courage. Qu'il aille vaillement jusqu'au bout".(43)

Flaubert, for his part, kept his correspondent 
informed of progress, and sometimes lack of it, as in 
February 1870, when he wrote :

Les études sur le bon M.Antoine (dont vous vous 
inquiétez) ont été suspendues pendant quinze 
jours. (44)

And in return for Turgenev's encouragement, he invited him
frequently to comezto Croisset or to his Paris flat for
readings to see how "le bon ermite" was progressing. And
from these letters of invitation, we can see how keen
Flaubert was to 'share' La Tentation with Turgenev. In
August 1871, for example, he wrote:

Comme je serai content de vous voir! Comme j'ai 
en«ie de vous lire la première moitié de Saint 
Antoine ! (45)

And a year later in similar vein:
...et je compte vous ramener ici, pour vous

41) Bol, sob. pisem. vol.VIII, p.189
42) Ibid.,vol.IX, p.87
43) Ibid. ,p.289
44) Correspondance. supplément vol.II, p.219
45) Ibid.. p.281
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promener un peu aux environs et vous lire la 
fin de Saint Antoine, lequel commence à m'en
nuyer et surtout à m'inquiéter. J'ai peur que 
tout cela ne soit de la déclamation. (46)

But the most significant indication of the extent
to which Flaubert valued Turgenev's patient interest and
encouragement - even advice - concerning La Tentation, is
to be found in a letter to George Sand. In January 1872
he wrote to her:

J'ai passé hier une bonne journée avec Tour- 
gueneff, à qui j'ai lu les 115 pages de Saint 
Antoine qui sont écrites...Quel auditeur! et 
quel critique! Il m'a ébloui par la profondeur 
et la netteté de son jugement. Ah! si tous ceux 
qui se mêlent de juger les livres avaient pu 
l'entendre, quelle leçon! Rien ne lui échappe.
Au bout d'ime pièce de cent vers, il se rap
pelle une épithète faible; il m'a donné pour 
Saint Antoine deux ou trois conseils exquis.(47)

So much then for Turgenev's interest in La Ten
tation before its publication. But the completion of the 
work only spurred him on to greater enthusiasm, as he 
spared no efforts to try and ensure a favourable recep
tion for Saint Antoine. He got Flaubert's publisher to 
send copies of the book to all the reviewers and critics 
personally known to him in Germany, Austria and England. 
Turgenev then backed this up by writing to each one of 
them himself, stressing the great merit of the work and 
his own high opinion of it, and of course encouraging 
them to write an enthusiastic review. (48)

46) Correspondance. supplément vol.Ill, p.33-4 (1872)
47) Ibid.. volfVI, p.34748) On April 2nd. 1874 Turgenev wrote to the following 
critics in this way: Paul Heyse, Paul Lindau, Ludwig 
Pietsch, Julian Schmidt, Heinrich Laube, Ludwig Fried- 
lander and William Ralston (in this letter he requested the 
names of other English critics whom he might approach). 
(Pol, sob, pisem. vol.X, pp.215-220)
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Turgenev naturally also had extensive plans for 
launching Saint Antoine in Russia. Even before the work 
had appeared in France, he wrote the first of a series 
of letters to Stasyulevich making arrangements for its 
serialisation in Vestnik Evroov. (49) In these letter®, 
besides dealing with practical matters concerning the 
translation etc., Turgenev also promised to write various 
studies of Flaubert and Saint Antoine. (50) But none of 
these plans were to come to fruition, for as early as 
February 1874 it became fairly clear that the Imperial 
Censor would take exception to the work. Towards the end 
of that month, the proofs were returned to Flaubert from 
St. Petersburg; he wrote to Caroline informing her of the 
bad news:

Autre histoire. La Censure de S.M.l'Empereur 
de toutes les Russies a arrêté la traduction 
de Saint Antoine comme attentatoire à la 
religion, et interdit même la vente de l'édition 
française, ce qui me fait perdre 2.000 francs 
que m'aurait donné la Revue de Saint-Péters
bourg et peut-être encore 2 ou 3.000 que j*aurais 
eus tant de la traduction en volume que de 
l'édition française. (5l)

And Stasyulevich wrote to Turgenev on February 28th. to 
tell him that he had decided not to publish La Tentation 
after all because of censorship problems. (52)

But as late as June 1874 Turgenev seemed strangely 
anxious to protect Flaubert from the bitter truth con
cerning the non-event of Antoine's reception in Russia.

(49) The first was written in November 1873 ( Pol, sob, 
pisem. vol.X, p.169)
(50) Pol, sob, pisem. vol.X, p.190 (January 1874)
(51) Correspondance. vol.VII, p.120. Flaubert conveyed the 
news in similar terms to Mme. Roger des Genettes and George 
Sand. (Ibid. pp.121-2)
(52) Details of this correspondence between Turgenev and 
Stasyulevich are given in the notes to volume X of Pol. 
sob, pisem. (p.582)
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He wrote to Zola:
Le public russe n*a pas voulu mordre à son 
"Antoine" qui n'a pas même été défendu! Il^ 
ne faut pas qu'il sache cette particularité.(53)

So Turgenev's proposed studies and introductions 
to the work were never finished. But if we look at the 
fragments of a review that have survived, we can find - 
not surprisingly - further evidence of his high opinion of 
the work. He introduces Saint Antoine as a 'long-awaited' 
and 'remarkable' work. It cannot, he tells us, be labelled 
as a novel, or a'story'; the description he attaches to 
it is that of 'fantastic poem in prose'. Turgenev also 
makes reference to the long standing friendship that links 
him to the author of this work. He goes on to say that 
in order to appreciate La Tentation to the full, the 
reader must have attained a certain cultural level and 
possess a sound aesthetic sense. This stems from Turgenev's 
conviction that Saint Antoine - and works like it - could 
never appeal to 'le gros public'. The fragment ends with 
a confident statement that all those who are truly int
erested in the progress and development of the human mind 
cannot but rejoice at the appearance of this work. (54) 

Turgenev's efforts "to make Europe Saint Antoine 
conscious" (55) were, then, largely unproductive. The 
work never got off the ground in Russia, and despite 
Turgenev's personal reccommendations to his literary friends, 
the reception of the book in the rest of Europe was largely 
cool. But Turgenev still tried to present as optimistic a

(53) Pol, sob, pisem. vol.X, p.244
(54) “The fragments of the rough draft of this review (dated 
April 1st. 1874 - Saint Antoine's publication day in France) 
are preserved with the rest of Turgenev's 'Manuscrits par
isiens* at the Bibliothèque Nationale. Part of this is rep
roduced in Volume XIV of Pol, sob, soch. .(p.306)
(55) This phrase is Walter STRAUSS's in 'Turgenev in the 
rôle of publicity agent for Flaubert's La Tentation de Saint Antoine'. in Harvard Library
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picture as possible to Flaubert, and sent him copies of 
reviews that were favourable. We see Flaubert's appre
ciation of this gesture in a letter he wrote to Turgenev 
on June 1st. 1874s

Que de kilometres nous séparent! Mais le dicton 
est juste: "Loin des yeux, près du coeur". J'en 
ai eu la preuve par la gentille attention que 
vous avez eue en m'adressant un aimable feuill
eton sur Saint Antoine. (56)

But even Turgenev eventually felt obliged to admit to
Flaubert himself the lack of success of Antoine in Russia.
In one letter, for example, he attempts to explain this by
reference to the fact that La Tentation's appeal is to
an élite only:

'Antoine' n'est décidément pas pour le gros pub
lic: les lecteurs ordinaires reculent épouvantés 
même en Russie. Je ne croyais pas mes compat
riotes si mièvres que cela. Tant pis! Mais 
"Antoine" - malgré tout - est un livre qui res
tera. (57)

It is worth quoting Flaubert's reply to this letter, for
here, despite an obvious disappointment, we see that
Turgenev's opinion is of great value to him:

Vous me parlez de Saint Antoine et vous me dites 
que le gros public n'est pas pour lui. Je le 
savais d'avance, mais je croyais être plus 
largement compris du public d'élite...Tant pis! 
à la grâce de Dieu; ce qui est fait est fait et 
puis, du moment que vous aimez cette oeuvre-là, 
je suis payé. (5#)

So, in spite of all obstacles, and the lack of
enthusiasm of others, Turgenev had remained faithful to
the cause of Flaubert's Saint Antoine for a period of more
than four and a half years. And the encouragement Flaubert

(56) Correspondance. supplément vol.Ill, p.126 (The review 
referred to appeared in the Nationalzeitung in Berlin on 
May 13th. 1874.)
(57) Pol, sob, pisem. vol.X, p.244
(58) Correspondance. vol.VII, p.159 (July 2nd. 1874)
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received from his Russian friend - from the early days of 
work on the book in 1870 to the last reference to it as 
"un livre qui restera" - obviously meant much to him.
This common bond of interest in the subject of the tempt
ation of Saint Anthony - which, as we have seen, had its 
roots in Flaubert's and Turgenev's formative years as 
writers - certainly contributed much to the closeness and 
permanence of the personal relationship between the two 
men.
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RUSSIAN QUOTATIONS FOR CHAPTER VII

(11)HcKymeHHe cBHToro Ah t o h h a:
S nojEHOTH z SsaEza zoTea... (CoE.III, 269)

(12)HcKymeHze CBZToro Ahtohhh
...oTzero a mea Tax cEopo Bc'è Baaaa, Baaaa...
Vero a zczaa? Kyaa cTpeiazaca? (Coa.111,275)

(l6)McEymeEze cbetopo Ae t o e h e:

Meza TOMzaz rposEue nopHBE,
He npEBEaBaa a Bamero ôaaxeECTsa -
H y6ezaa...Ho ôHa Toraa a Moaoa,
E cTpacTE Bce, Bce npexEze TpeBorz 
B nycTHEe ec noEEEyaz zeza, (Goa.III, 269)

(26)AaeEcex) z AaeEcazapy BaEyzzEHM:
...z padoTam - zEoro padoTam. HanpzMep, saepa caea 
sa oaHE npzcecT AezapTa, CnzEosy z AeBdzzqa
(nzcLMa I, 222)

(3S)McKyneEze CBEToro Ae t o e h e :
Th Bzaea bo cae, aro th cTapzE? aTo th OTneaBEZK? 
aTo xza 20 aeT b oanofi nemepe z ze szaaca o aaaBMz?
KaEofi raynzB coal Hct, Aetoezo, eot - th zoaoa,
Moaoa.... (Coa, III, 274)

(35)HcEy]neHHe cbetopo Ae t o e z e:
Ho Mapzeaazza, cEazz Mze, oTaero saepa.. zaz zeT - 
Eoraa mh c Todo# b nooaeazzB pas zoazaz oa ropoa? Hy,
Bce paBEO.... (Goa. Ill, 27§)

(30) (J lyM ia io  xÂ^MOUJüU '̂.
KoxotX cwpcuuuub ccm - , . K llw  -  ^

^ A M H t c r »AlopuccrCL O C k A /u x t • •.
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CHAPTER VIII - Pessimism - The Novels of Futility and 
Failure

"...il [Turgenev] se rencontrait avec 
Flaubert..dans un pessimisme açpuyé sur 
le pressentiment de l'inutilité de l'ef
fort moderne." P. BOÜRGET *

It would be totally unrealistic to think of either 
Flaubert or Turgenev as a 'happy' man. Although happiness 
was something they explored a good deal in their works, and 
sought after even desperately at times in their own lives, 
they were, for the most part, obliged to conclude that 
this ideal was unobtainable, not only for themselves, but 
for mankind in general, and this in both the private and 
public spheres of existence. And as life progressed, these 
sentiments were to become intensified and to crystallize 
into a pessimism which they were to take with them to their 
graves. It will be our aim in this chapter to examine the 
origins and nature of this personal pessimism and its re
flection in the literary works of Flaubert and Turgenev.

In the preceding chapters, we have seen some of 
the major factors which contributed inevitably to the 
building up of a pessimistic view of life on the part of 
the two writers. We saw, for example, in Flaubert's and 
Turgenev's contact with Romantic literature an early en
counter with melancholy heroes pursued by fate and the 
omnipresence of death in works such as Byron's Giaour.
Both of them had found Nature to be cold and hostile - thus 
there was to be no pastoral consolation for the sorrows of 
the world. Both had been disappointed in love at an early

(*) BOURGET Paul, Nouveaux essais de psychologie contem
poraine. Paris 188ë, p.212
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age, and as we have seen, neither ever succeeded in finding 
real and lasting happiness in this domain. And with the 
passing of the years, each became progressively more dis
illusioned with the political life of the day.

Although there are these constant tendencies build
ing up throughout the course of their lives to a generally 
pessimistic outlook, it is nonetheless possible to pick 
out for each of them a period of crisis after which no 
real optimism was possible. For Turgenev, the crisis 
began in 1852 with the appearance of his first published 
volume and the difficulties he experienced with the Russian 
censorship, and culminated in the outpouring of his 
blackest sentiments in Enough!of 1862. In fact it was 
Turgenev's obituary notice on Gogol that provided the 
excuse for his arrest, imprisonment and subsequent exile, 
but undoubtedly the underlying reason for this was the 
'threat' to Russian society that the Hunting Sketches 
were deemed to constitute. Indeed the censor who passed the 
work for publication was promptly dismissed. It is ironical 
that the Sketches, this politically most optimistic of 
Turgenev's works, where he looks forward hopefully to the 
liberation of the serfs, should be directly responsible 
for the intellectual and emotional crisis brought about 
by the period of exile at Spasskoie.

As early as October 1852, at the beginning of his
exile, he wrote to Pauline Viardot:

Je sens ma vie qui s'enfuit goutte à goutte 
comme l'eau d'un robinet à demi fermé; je ne la 
regrette pas; qu'elle s'épuise...qu'en ferais-
je? (l)

(l) fol, sob. pisem. vol.II, p.69
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And this gloomy outlook is of course reflected in the lit
erary works of this period: as we saw earlier, Jakoy 
Pasynkov. A Correspondence and Faust (all of 1855) present 
a very pessimistic view of human relationships, and 
Journey into the Forest is based on an extreme view of the 
hostility of Nature to man. And with Rudin. also written 
in 1855, comes Turgenev's finest and perhaps most moving 
portrait of the type of the superfluous man.

The second half of the decade was not to prove
any happier for Turgenev, for when he finally obtained
permission to travèl abroad again in 1856, he returned to
France and the Viardots, hoping desperately that some of
the former magic of his relationship with Pauline could
be recaptured. And things started well: the autumn of that
year, spent at Courtavenel, certainly seems to have been
a happy period for Turgenev, but Pauline's attitude changed
suddenly at the end of the year and she broke off virtually
all contact with him. Turgenev sank into a mood of deep
depression, and even considered giving up writing, as
we see from a letter to Botkin of March 1st. 1857:

I will not talk to you of myself, for I am 
being liquidated - totally; there is nothing to 
talk about. I cannot help feeling like garbage 
that they have forgotten to sweep away...Not 
another line by me will be printed (or written) 
till the end of time...I give in. And believe 
me, this is not a fit of disappointment, it is 
the expression, or result, of slowly nurtured 
convictions. (2)

And Turgenev did not get over this quickly: in December
of the same year he wrote to the Countess Lambert of the
cruelty of fate and the harsh blow it had dealt him, say-

(2) Pol, sob, pisem. vol.Ill, p.91-2
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ing that he would return to Russia "very shaken and 
beaten" by his experiences. (3)

The effects of this pessimism on the novels of 
the following years - Home of the gentry.Qn the Eve and 
Fathers and Children - will be examined in detail shortly, 
but before we leave the personal aspects of Turgenev's 
pessimism at this stage of his life, mention must be 
made of Enough! which was to be the most intense and 
intensely personal expression of the bleak sentiments we 
have seen building up during this decade. The work 
occupied Turgenev for about two years between 1862 and 
1864 - the stormy period which followed the publication 
of Fathers and Children. By this time, Turgenev certainly 
knew at least the principal tenets of Schopenhauer's 
philosophy,(4) and this probably helped him to formulate 
more precisely his analogous personal feelings.

Enough ! falls into two sections: the first (frag
ments I-XII) is highly subjective and in part autobio
graphical, and the second (fragments XIII-XYIII) deals 
with wider philosophical issues. In the first part, the 
artist addresses his melancholy memories of the past to 
a female friend and evokes their love. He had foolishly 
thought that his passion could make him forget the cruel 
fate of mankind. But he is now disabused, he has seen the 
reality of life and self-deception is no longer possible.

The basis for the philosophical pessimism which

Pol, sob, nisem. vol.Ill, p.179
The first mention of Schopenhauer's name in letters 

extant occurs in one written by Turgenev to Herzen in Nov
ember 1862. The latter had written a description of the de
generation of the western world in Sehopenhauerian terms.
This earned him the following comment from Turgenev:"Scho
penhauer, brother, you need to read rather more dilfigently." 
(Pol, sob, pisem . vol.V, p.65) From which we can deduce 
that he himself already had rather more than a superficial knowledge of this philosopher.
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comes to the fore in the second part of Enough! is a view 
of nature as supremely hostile - a development from the 
sentiments already expressed in Journey into the Forest.
The artist's greatest reproach to nature is that she is 
eternal and self-renewing, whereas man's life is only tran
sient - like a dance of flies in the sunlight. Turgenev 
also presents a very pessimistic view of human nature.
He regrets man's inability to progress by learning from 
his mistakes or to profit from the models and lessons of 
literature: two thousand years ago Aristophanes chided man 
for the same faults we see committed today, and the lessons 
of such figures as Hamlet and King Lear seem to have had 
no salutary effect.

Turgenev is forced to the conclusion that there is 
no point in deceiving oneself - the world is like this and 
so all things are futile: life, art and all human aspira
tions. Thus there is little point in creative writing - 
here we see the sense of the sub-title of the piece 
'Fragments from the notes of a dead artist'I &  conscious 
withdrawal from art and its perishable images once the veil 
of self-deception has been lifted. The concluding fragment 
consists of a single, bleak sentence in English:

The rest is silence....(5)
If we turn now to the period of crisis in Flaubert's 

life, it must surely be the years from the family tragedies 
of 1846 to the trial of Mme. Bovary in 1857 which sealed 
his fate as a pessimist. Although even Flaubert's earliest

(5) Pol, sob, soch.. vol.IX, p.122
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writings show little in the way of youthful optimism - 
he had a marked taste for mournful subjects as is shown 
by works such as Rêve d'enfer and Smarh (which has been 
described as an attempted "épopée de la misère humaine" (6)^ 
it was during the period referred to above that the 
harsh realities of life struck out at Flaubert on a more 
personal level. It is possible to see the excessive black
ness of the Oeuvres de .jeunesse as something of a pose in 
the Romantic manner, but the pessimism revealed from this 
period onwards has a more genuine and personal intensity.

The death of Flaubert's father in January 1846
was followed closely by that of his beloved sister Caroline
only two months later, and this came as a tragic blow to
Flaubert, who was himself only just recovered from the
shattering experience of his own nervous illness. The
intensity of his emotion at the funeral of his sister is
recorded in a detailed and moving letter which he sent to
Maxime Du Camp. At the end of the letter we see the effect
of these bereavements on his state of mind:

Je suis accablé, abruti; j'aurais besoin de re
prendre ma vie calme, car j'étouffe d'ennui et 
d'agacement. Quand retrouverai-je ma pauvre vie 
d'art tranquille...Je ris de pitié sur la vanité 
de la volonté humaine...(?)

Only two years after this, Flaubert was to lose one of his
closest friends, Alfred Le Poittevin, who died in April
1848. Flaubert had been at his bedside and saw death as a
liberation for Alfred who had suffered horribly. But the
effect of yeat another loss on Flaubert himself was more
sombre as he tells Ernest Chevalier in a letter written

(6) DESCHARMES René, Flaubert avant 1857. Paris 1909, p.91
(7) Correspondance. vol.I, p.198 (1846)
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shortly after the funeral:
Tout tombe autour de moi. Il me semble parfois 
que je suis bien vieux. (8) A chaque malheur qui 
vous arrive, on semble défier le sort de vous en 
donner plus, et à peine on a le temps de croire 
que c'était impossible qu'il en arrive de nou
veaux, auxquels on ne s'attendait pas; et tou
jours, et toujours...(9)

During the two years separating this last bereave
ment from the first two, Flaubert had of course been having 
an affair with Louise Colet, and as we have seen, this 
liaison was not destined to bring happiness. The corres
pondence with Louise, even in the early days of the affair, 
reveals an underlying pessimism which prevented Flaubert 
from being carried away on a tide of pleasant emotion. For 
it was at this period that his views on fatality crystal
lized. In fact he gave this belief formal expression in one 
of his first letters to Louise:

Tout cela est arrivé parce que cela devait 
arriver. Moque-toi de mon fatalisme, ajoute 
que je suis arriéré d'être Turc. Le fatalisme 
est la Providence du mal; c'est celle qu'on voit, 
j'y crois. (lO)

And the notion of 'fatalisme' or 'fatalité' recurs with
the frequency of a leitmotif in Flaubert's correspondence
of subsequent years. (11)

As far as politics are concerned during these years, 
the abortive revolution and the coup d'état only served 
to heighten Flaubert's disillusionment with this aspect 
of the world.

If we look now at Flaubert's literary activity 
during this period, nothing in this domain succeeded in

(S) In fact both Flaubert and Turgenev felt old before their 
time, Flaubert was only 2? at this point, and certainly in 
their 30's both considered themselves to be old men. Flaubert 
died before his 60th. birthday and Turgenev at the not too 
advanced age of 64, but from their correspondence, one gets 
the impression that they were much older than this.
(9) Correspondance, vol.II, p.84 (1848)(10)Ibid.. vol.I, p.240 (1846)(11) See CARLÜT, op. cit. .pp.784-6 ________________________
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changing his gloomy outlook. In 1848 he had worked with 
great enthusiasm on La Tentation de Saint Antoine and had 
tried to communicate this enthusiasm to his friends in 
his energetic reading of the text, only to meet with a 
cold and discouraging reaction. Then in 1856 when the 
labour of producing Mme. Bovary was over and the work ser
ialized in La Revue de Paris. Flaubert faced a scandal and 
charges of offending public and religious morality. He was 
tried in January 1857. Certainly, this succès de scandale 
was not entirely a bad thing for Flaubert: he received a 
great many letters of support for his novel - some from 
famous men such as Lamartine - and this he greatly appreci- 
atec(lâAnd of course Flaubert's acquittal was a triumph, 
but nonetheless, the business of the trial left its sears, 
and like Turgenev, he thought he would give up writing for 
ever. In February 1857 he wrote to Maurice Schlesinger:

Merci de votre lettre. J'y répondrai brièvement, 
car il m'est resté de tout cela un tel épuise
ment de corps et d'esprit que je n'ai pas la 
force de faire un pas ni de tenir une plume...

Mais je suis fâché de ce procès en somme.
Cela dévie le succès et je n'aime pas, autour de 
l'Art, des choses étrangères. C'est à un tel 
point (jue tout ce tapage me dégoûte profondément 
et j'hesite à mettre mon roman en volume. J'ai 
envie de rentrer, et pour toujours, dans la sol
itude et le mutisme dont je suis sorti, de ne 
rien publier...Car il me paraît impossible par 
le temps qui court de rien dire, l'hypocrisie 
sociale est tellement féroce!!! (13)

Thus by the I860's, we find both Turgenev and Flau
bert reasonably firmly entrenched in a pessimistic view of 
life. Let us now see how this attitude is reflected in their 
literary works.

(12) He expressed this appreciation in a letter to Dr. Clo- 
quet written just before the trial. (January 23rd. 1857, 
Correspondance. vol.IV, p.155) 
ri3) Correspondance . vol.IV, p.159-60
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If we take the major novels of the two writers, a 
failure to find real or lasting happiness could be said to 
be a constant characteristic of their heroes and heroines. 
Hardly ever do we find anything positive achieved by the 
end of their novels, and how many major characters die a 
premature and futile death with their yearnings unfulfilled? 
Emma Bovary, Rudin, Insarov, Salammbô, Bazarov, Nejdanov...

Let us begin our examination with Rudin and Mme.
Bovary, which date from roughly the same period, (14) and
both can be seen as novels of personal failure. Rudin was
a young man who wanted so much out of life, who had so many
grand designs for improving the world, as Turgenev tells us
shortly after the hero is introduced:

All Rudin*s thoughts seemed focussed on the fut
ure;... it seemed his lips themselves were saying 
something exalted, something unexpected even to 
himself. Rudin was talking about what gives per
manent meaning to the transient life of man. (15)

Rudin longed to surrender his whole self "avidly, completely”
to some cause. But although he had doubts about his ability
to achieve this, he would not give up his ideal and thus
turned his back on the one genuine offered to him during
his lifetime: the real love of a pure young girl, Natalya.
It had to be the hard lessons of life - as he wasted his
days in a muddy hovel trying to make some distant river
navigable - that taught him that his ambitions were nothing
but illusions. And after a useless life - Rudin himself is
forced to admit: "Nothing was done!" (16) - mmd he dies his
inglorious death in Paris in 1848.

(14) Flaubert worked on Mme. Bovary between 1851 and 1856, 
Rudin was written during 1855.
1̂5j Pol, sob, soch.. vol.VI, p.269Ibid.. p.364
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Mme. Bovary is in many ways a very different kind 
of book - it is much longer and wider in scope - bqt none
theless, there are certain parallels to be drawn between 
the situation of Emma and that of Rudin, for both lived in 
a world of illusion and frustrated ambition. She was just 
as much a misfit in the society of Yonville-1*Abbaye as 
Rudin was in the world of Daria Mikhailovna and her friends, 
Flaubert’s heroine also had great aspirations, although 
these were all self-centered, as Emma was concerned only 
with improving her own personal world. She too wished to 
surrender herself completely to an ideal - that of romantic 
love - and this was what she tried to achieve in her two 
adulterous affairs with Rodolphe and Léon. She also had 
preferred to stake all on a grandiose aspiration, for in 
taking a lover, she had rejected the simple but genuine 
affection of her husband Charles. The reality of life 
proves Emma’s ambition to be a romantic heroine equally un
obtainable, as she wearies her lovers and slips further and 
further into debt. Her painful and sordid suicide wa® not 
the dramatic ending she had hoped for, but a death just as 
futile as Rudin’s martyrdom.

Turgenev’s second novel. Home of the Gentry (1858) , 
also shows the impossibility of achieving happiness through 
love, but this work is more elegiac than pessimistic in 
tone, resignation and withdrawal being the key issues here. 
On the Eve, written in 1859, is not a pessimistic novel on 
the political level: there is no reason to suppose that the 
group of young patriots to which Insarov belongs, will
not eventually achieve their aim of liberating their home-
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land from the Turks, and Insarov is not a superfluous man. 
Indeed he is presented as "a man with a lot of character... 
a man of iron". But it is fatality and death that prevent 
this work from being a positive or optimistic novel. For 
the irony is that it is Insarov, the committed and dynamic 
hero - and not Shubin, the dilettante artist - who is cut 
down in the prime of life by diâease and death. But fate and 
death are strong forces in the book even before Insarov's 
demise. Elena is conscious of the workings of fate while 
she is still at home with her family, for we read in her 
diary:

Some hidden power holds me and oppresses me. It is 
as though I were in prison, and the walls about 
to fall in on me...(17)

And Shubin comments to the newly married pair shortly
before their departure to begin work on their mission:

"We must accept our fate, and remember the past 
with a good will."
...at that moment in that room, the past was 
dying..the past of all who were gathered there. 
Maybe it was dying in order to give birth to a 
new life - but nevertheless, it was dying. (18)

Later, as Elena sees her husband dying during their stay
in Venice, melancholy reflections on the futility of life
and death abound, and the phrase "Morir si giovane" from
Verdi's opera La Traviata recurs in her musings.

In the final chapter, the author himself reflects
on the presence of death in life:

But death is like a fisherman who, having caught 
a fish in his net, leaves it in the water for a 
time; the fish continues to swim about, but all 
the time the net encircles it, and the fisherman

(17) Pol, sob, soch.. vol.VIII, p.79
(18) Ibid.. p.147
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will pull it out in his own good time. (19)
Like On the Eve. Fathers and Children begins with 

a situation full of promise - this vested in a hard working 
and educated young man who wants to change the world.
Bazarov is this young medical student who takes himself so 
seriously - but the more we see of him, the more we discover 
that he is unable even to stick to his own principles. For 
having condemned romance and emotion as having no place in 
his nihilistic view of things, he promptly falls in love 
with the beautiful Mme. Odintsova. But it is not love which 
is destined to leave Bazarov's potential unfulfilled: as 
with Insarov, death cuts off his life even before he has 
completed his studies. Again the situation is full of tragic 
irony, as the early part of the book is full of references 
to the brilliant future in store for Bazarov. On his death 
bed, he himself is aware of the grotesqueness of his 
situation, as he says to Anna Sergeyevna:

...make the most of life while there is time.
Take a good look at this hideous spectacle: a
worm, half crushed but writhing still...(20)

But the harshness of Bazarov's fate is somewhat mitigated 
at the very end of the book with the elegiac description of 
his tomb lovingly tended by his ageing parents. Their self
less devotion is presented as a power working for the good.

If we turn now to Flaubert's work of the same period, 
we find him similarly occupied with questions of fate and

(19) Pol, sob, soch.. vol.VIII, p.166
(Fate and death were not of course new themes to Turgenev's 
work at this stage. Apart from the romantic inheritance of 
his very early works, the Hunting Sketches, despite their 
progressive outlook on the political level, contain many 
gloomy references to the workings of fate and the inevitab
ility of death. We meet these themes in Kasyan of the Fair 
Lands (Pol, sob, soch.. vol.IV, p.l34)-iA Country Doctor. 
(Ibid.. v.50)f and in My Neighbour Radilov. the fragility of 
human life is stressed! [ibid..p.65)
(20) Pol, sob, soch.. volVIII, p.395-6
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death in Salammbô. on which he worked between the summer 
of 1858 and the spring of 1862. It was in a depressed 
state of mind that Flaubert took up this subject in the 
first place. He wrote to his friend Feydeau on this choice 
of subject:

Peu de gens devineront combien il a fallu être 
triste pour entreprendre de ressuciter Carthage! 
C'est la une Thébaïde où le dégoût de la vie 
moderne m'a poussé. (21)

Salammbô, for ail that she is a symbol, does suffer in the
novel, and in a way similar to Emma Bovary, for this young
Carthaginian also desires that which she cannot possess.
Unrequited passion is responsible for her death in the same
way that it led to Emma's suicide. Mâtho also, of course,
suffers from suppressed desires and unfulfilled aspirations,
The critic Richard has an interesting view of the basic
pessimism of Flaubert's exotic novels. In Littérature et
sensation, referring to the traditional reaction to these
works he writes:

L'on comprend dès lors combien furent mal avisés 
tous les critiques qui reprochèrent à Flaubert le 
vide de ses romans exotiques, Salammbô et Hér- 
odias. Cîest que tout ici doit sonner creux. 
L'Orient est un vaste bazar sur fond de néant. 
Races, civilisations, traditions s'y côtoient 
dans l'incohérence et l'hostilité. (22)

And indeed in the story of Salammbô and Mâthoswe do see
blind instinct combine with the forces of fatality to bring
about cruel suffering and bloody death. In fact the events
of the story are so brutal that the only possible belief
that the mercenaries can cling to is "au destin et à la
mort".

(21) Correspondance. vol.IV, p.348 (1859)
(22) RICHARD J.-P., Littérature et sensation. Paris 1954, 
p.178
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Chronologically, the next work to be considered
is Turgenevas novel Smoke. published in 1867, but this is
rather different. The hero, Litvinov, certainly passes
through a period of intense pessimism after his adulterous
liaison with Irina. This has its culmination in the famous
scene in the railway carriage, where human life is compared
to smoke. Litvinov reflects:

Smoke, smoke... and it suddenly seemed to him that 
everything was smoke: everything - his own life, 
Russian life, everything human, especially every
thing Russian. All is vapour and smoke...all 
seems to change continually, everywhere new forms 
appear, events follow upon events, but basically 
all is the same; everything hurries, hastens 
somewhere - and everything disappears without a 
trace, attaining nothing; the wind changes - and 
everything rushes in the opposite direction, and 
there the same interminable, restless and futile 
game begins anew. (23)

But subsequently, Litvinov does succeed in expiating his 
* crime', and the ending of the novel is less black that\ the 
passage quoted above might suggest. The means by which a 
gloomy ending is avoided will be examined in the next chap
ter.

However, with Flaubert's third novel# - L'Education 
sentimentale. on which he was occupied between 1864 and 
1869 - the links between the pessimism of the two writers 
become again more clearly defined. And this through the 
concept of the 'superfluous man', if we take as a broad 
definition of this type the introspective character who is 
doomed to lead a futile life ending in the failure of all 
his hopes, because he has proved unable to find any meaning 
for his life, or to integrate himself in a meaningful way 
into the world around him. This kind of figure had become 
a major type in Russian literature in the early part of the

(23) Pol, sob, soch.. vol.IX, p.315
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nineteenth century, having been first embodied in Griboy
edov's hero Chatsky,(24) and developed further with 
Pushkin's Eugene Onegin and Lermontov's Pechorin. (25) The 
same basic type was taken up and explored by Turgenev in 
very many of his early works. Rudin is probably the best 
and most complete portrait of this type, but its general 
characteristics were to become firmly embodied in his 
creative repertoire. The tradition of the superfluous man 
is continued through the more general notion of becoming a 
'shadow' of what one aspired to; Bazarov, Lavretsky and 
Litvinov all fit into this category. And we have only to look 
at the hero of Turgenev's last novel, Nejdanov in Virgin 
Soil, to see that the problems of being 'superfluous' re
mained of interest to him. Indeed, despite his desperate 
efforts, Nejdanov remains superfluous on two levels: he 
fails to engage himself meaningfully in the political 
mission which had once seemed so important to him, and on 
the personal level, he feels incapable of achieving a real 
union with Mariana, although she has declared that she re
turns his love. And so the life of yet another promising 
young intellectual (and Russia had none to spare at this 
stage) ends in a futile death, for Rejdanov shoots himself 
just as arrangements are being made for his clandestine 
marriage to Mariana.

Returning now to L'Education sentimentale, it 
emerges that its hero, Frédéric Moreau, is indeed a first 
cousin of the Russian superfluous man, and R.Freeborn's 
description of the career of Rudin as an "inglorious saga

(24) In the play 'Tis folly to be wise of 1825.
(25) In the novel A Hero of our time of 1839-40
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of lost opportunities and failed hopes" could equally well 
be applied to that of Frédéric. (26)

Of course, the hero as failure was not an entirely 
new idea to French literature in 1869. For example, Lucien 
de Rubempré's career in Balzac's Illusions perdues and 
Splendeurs et misères des courtisanes is hardly a success 
story. But nonetheless, there are aspects of Flaubert's 
work which distinguish it from many of its precursors in 
French literature, and which on the contrary, establish a 
link with Turgenev's novels. The key to this can be found 
in the distinction which Poulet makes between Balzac and 
Flaubert. He labels the former as "romancier du déterminant" 
and the latter as "romancier du déterminé"; (27) i.e. Balzac 
deals with formative forces, or influences that have some 
effect (for example in Rubempré's case money, the city, 
society), whereas in Flaubert's work the character of 
Frédéric (and this applies equally well to Emma Bovary of 
course) does not evolve - in so far as he does not learn 
from the experiences of life. And it is this preclusion of 
the possibility of improvement which makes Flaubert's 
novels so fundamentally pessimistic. This determinism is 
perhaps best summed up in one of Flaubert's own letters to 
George Sand:

Chacun suit sa voie, en dépit de sa propre
volonté. (28)

And this is of course what happens to Frédéric, and inciden
tally, exactly what happened to Rudin, Insarov and Bazarov:

(26) In his introduction to his translation of Home of the 
Gentry . Penguin Books, London 1970, p.9
(27) POULET Georges, Etudes sur le temps humain. Paris 1950, 
p.549(28) Correspondance, vol.VII, p;294 (1876)
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despite their will to be positive and change the world, they 
were 'fated' to failure or unavoidable and premature death. 
And Frédéric certainly had ambitions, whatever his life may 
show the reader, he himself was certainly no 'absurdist' 
hero who muses on the futility of life and effort. Indeed 
he was tempted by the idea of becoming a great lover (in 
the early days of his relationship with Mme.Arnoux), 
tempted by a career in politics (he stood as a candidate in
the elections of April 1848), and by the prospect of a
career in business (in his involvement with the Dambreuse 
family)•

Judging from the title of Flaubert's novel - l'Educ
ation sentimentale - one might be tempted to suppose that 
this is a Bildungsroman. but in fact it proves to be just 
the opposite. For as Baldensperger has pointed out:

...c'est ici moins un "apprentissage" qu'une
déformation, et comme une dissolution de toute
énergie et de toute ambition, qui laisse Fréd
éric Moreau, après ses expériences de Paris, 
désabusé, veule et las. (29)

For indeed the 'forces' that Frédéric comes into contact
with (love, politics, finance) only serve to highlight his
inability to achieve anything positive and even make his
dilemma worse. André Vial has defined Moreau's problem as
"la dissociation du vouloir et du pouvoir, de la pensée et
de l'action". (30) And indeed the book shows that for men
like Frédéric, the greater the desire, the greater is the
impossibility to act. For Frédéric knows that his passion
for Mme. Arnoux can come to nothing, he knows that his

(29) BALDENSPERGER Fernand, Goethe en France. Paris 1904, 
p.184 (The general outline of this statement is equally 
applicable to Turgenev's Nejdanov.)
(30) VIAL André, 'De Volupté à L'Education sentimentale ' 
RiJLIuF., January-March 1957. (The dilemma is again parallel 
to Nejdanov's - especially in his relationship with Mariana.)
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liaison with Rosanette can lead to nothing good. He also 
knows that Louise Roque is a nice girl and would make a 
good wife, and equally that marriage to Mme. Dambreuse would 
be a good thing for his career. But he is totally unable to 
act in accordance with this knowledge.

As far as other elements of pessimism in the book
are concerned, the language is striking in the exceptional
number of suggestions of 'pesanteur* or 'accablement', for
they reflect the pressures of the process of disintegration
through which we see Frédéric passing. As his life becomes
more and more of a futile imbroglio, he feels himself to
be perched on the edge of an abyss, contemplating the void.
(31) For example, after a visit to a common dance hall on
the Champs Elysées, Frédéric pauses on a bridge over the
Seine on his way home:

Alors, il se ressouvint de ce soir de l'autre 
hiver...il lui avait fallu s'arrêter, tant son 
coeur battait vite sous l'étreinte de ses es
pérances. Toutes étaient mortes maintenant!

Des nues sombres couraient sur la face de 
la lune. Il la contempla, en rêvant à la grandeur 
des espaces, à la misere de la vie, au néant de 
tout. (32)

He thinks of committing suicide, but the reason for his not 
doing so is revealing: "ce fut par lassitude qu'il n'essaya 
pas" - so even this would be too much of an effort.

Towards the end of the novel, we see Frédéric 
"perdu dans les décombres de ses rêves, malade, plein de 
douleur et de découragement; et en haine du milieu factice 
où il avait tant souffert". (35) But even after all this 
he does nothing to improve his lot, and the ending is

(31) Phrases such as "un abîme qui se creuse", "tourbil- 
lorf^ment vers le fond d'un gouffre", "descendre dans quel
que chose de profond" abound.
(32) L'Education sentimentale, p.110
(35) Ibid. ,p.596
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equally pessimistic: not because it ends with Frederic's 
death or suicide - no, that would be too positive an ending. 
Flaubert leaves his hero leading the life of a reasonably 
comfortable petit bourgeois, but with the final reflection 
on Frederids part that the best and most genuine thing 
in his life was a visit to the brothel run by 'la Turque' 
in Nogent sur Seine, when he was only fifteen years old.

And so, at the end of this catalogue of failures 
and missed opportunities, we are left to conclude, with 
Zola, that L'Education sentimentale "est un temple de 
marbre magnifique élevé à l'impuissance". (34)

We have already seen the failure of the aspirations 
of so many heroes in the novels of Flaubert and Turgenev, 
but in Bouvard et Pécuchet, we find the blackest picture of 
all of failed aspirations. The central theme of the work 
is the two characters' constant searching after intellectual 
progress. And in a book which has been described as "1'im
passe de la pensée" (35) they are doomed to failure.

In Bouvard et Pécuchet . two distinct aspects of 
Flaubert's pessimism are revealed: on the one hand, his 
horror and condemnation of 'la bêtise humaine' which is 
responsible for much of the humour in the book, for example, 
the fate of the "arbre de la liberté" at Chavignolles. (36)
But the other aspect of Flaubert's pesàimism in this work, 
i.e. the agony of the intellectual life, is a much more 
serious one, and despite the at times amusing activities of 
the "deux bonshommes", we can be certain, by virtue of their

(34) ZOLA Emile, Les Romanciers naturalistes. 1881, Paris,p147
(35) The phrase is Christophe CALMY's in his article 
'Flaubert et le nihilisme de gauche*. Esprit. February I963.
(36) Bouvard et Pécuchet, p.191 & 210-11
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involvement with this theme, that Flaubert never intended
Bouvard and Pécuchet to appear to the reader as fantoches
or imbeciles as is sometimes supposed. Flaubert involves
the two characters in his demonstration of the essential
link between the process of thought and suffering at an
early stage in the novel. We read of the consequences of
their search for knowledge:

Par cette curiosité, leur intelligence se dé
veloppa...Et ayant plus d'idées, ils eurent 
plus de souffrances. (57)

Here perhaps, we should pause to look at the possible
origins of this theme and to point out the parallel current
in Turgenev's thought. Although this idea receives its
most forceful expression in Bouvard et Pécuchet, it was not
new to Flaubert at this stage. We need only look at a letter
he wrote to Louise Colet in 1855 to see that such thoughts
had been with him for some time. He wrote:

Souffrir et penser seraient-ils donc même chose?
Le génie, après tout, n'est peut-être qu'un raf
finement de la douleur,c'est à dire une plus
complète et intense pénétration de l'objectif
à travers notre âme. (38)

Apart from the lessons of his own experience of life, 
which were probably the most significant factor in the dev
elopment of this theme, it is quite possible that Flaubert's 
first contact with this kind of idea in literature came
through Byron. For the ideas expressed in Bouvard et
Pécuchet are in fact akin to Byron*s thought that:

Sorrow is knowledge:
They who know the most 
Must mourn the deepest 
O'er the fatal truth.
The Tree of Knowledge 
Is not that of Life. (39)

(37) Bouvard et Pécuchet, p.12-13 (58) Correspondance. vol.Ill, p.358
(39) It is of course equally probable that Turgenev's first
contact with this idea came from his reading of Byron. In
fact his very first hero - Steno - experiences the 'agonies' on the intellectual life.
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Besides his own unfortunate personal experiences of 
the early 1870*s - the financial ruin of his niece's hus
band which put Flaubert in financial difficulties for the 
first time, the uph^al of the Franco-Prussian War and 
then the failure of his play Le Candidat in 1874 - it is 
possible that Flaubert's pessimism was reinforced from a 
philosophical source at this stage. For he would have 
found echoes of his own long held views on the evil of the 
world and the imbecility of human nature in the philosophy 
of Schopenhauer. There is evidence that Flaubert definitely 
knew Schopenhauer's work, and found his ideas to be in 
reasonable concordance with his own. For he wrote to Mme. 
Roger des Genettes:

Connaissez-vous Schopenhauer? J'en lis deux livres 
Idéaliste et pessimiste, ou plutôt bouddhiste.
Ça me va. (40;

The relationship between thinking and suffering 
was also well known to Turgenev. Like Schopenhauer, he 
believed that as mental activity increases, so the 'pain 
of existence' is also inevitably intensified. We see Tur
genev's interest in this theme in his frequent use of the 
Hamlet figure. And in his philosophical essay Hamlet and 
Don Quixote, we see that his sympathy with Hamlet is 
based essentially on this character's suffering-through- 
thought. He writes:

We should not be too severe with Hamlet. He 
suffers, and his sufferings are more painful 
and more intense than Don Quixote's...Hamlet 
also wears a sword: and this is the double- 
edged blade of analysis. (41)

And the idea that thought increases suffering recurs with

(40) Correspondance « vol.VIII, p.272 (1879)
(41) Pol, sob, soch.. vol.VIII, p.176
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the frequency of a leitmotif in Turgenev's works of fiction.
In his excellent article 'Turgenev and Schopenhauer' (42)
A.Walicki has made an interesting compilation of some of
the references Turgenev makes to this idea:

How good it is to get rid at last of the tor
menting consciousness of life...only a man who 
does not think too much about life is not cheated 
by it...I am afraid of myself because I have 
begun to think too much...Better not to think at 
all! That's what the peasants tell us. (43)

To return now to Bouvard et Pécuchet, we find that 
the frustrated ambitions and wasted efforts that had marred 
the careers of not only Emma and Frédéric, but also Rudin, 
Bazarov, Insarov and Nejdanov, abound here as the two 
characters explore progressively a fantastic range of sub
jects. By the end of the novel, they have laboured through 
the following branches of learning:

Agriculture, arboriculture and formal gardej^ng. 
Chemistry, medicine, astronomy, archaeology and 
geology.
Prehistory, history, philosophy of history. 
Politics.
Gymnastics.
Mesmerism, magnetism, spiritualism.
Metaphysics, Christianity, Buddhism.
Pedagogy. (44)

The novel has been aptly described by Th%>lby as "an immense
ly complex and comprehensive mathematical formula which 
makes everything equal zero". (45) And this effect is 
achieved by the eternal new beginnings that Bouvard and 
Pécuchet make in their researches: their successive infat
uations with new subjects, their enthusiasm and their hard 
work end, without exception, in failure.

(42) WALICKI A. 'Turgenev and Schopenhauer', Oxford Slavonic 
Papers. 1962
(43) WALICKI. p.9
(44) This list is based on the one established by Hugh 
KENNER in Flaubert. Joyce and Beckett, the stoic comedians. 
London 1964, p.8 .
(45) THORLBY A., Gustave Flaubert and the art of realism. 
London, 1956, p.55
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Let us leave the novels of futility and failure
by Flaubert and Turgenev with a statement made by Remy
de Gourmont à nronos^of Bouvard et Pécuchet, but in fact
the application of this judgement can be widened to embrace
virtually all of the major novels of our two writers:

Son pessimisme ironique ne détourne ni de la 
vie ni de l'action. Seulement il prévient les 
hommes que, si beaux que soient leurs désirs, 
ils sont presque toujours irréalisables...(46)

It now remains to look at the pessimism of the 
last period of Flaubert's and Turgenev's lives from a more 
personal angle: i.e. the kind of views they expressed in t 
their last letters or in works they did not publish.

Pauline Viardot described Turgenev towards the end 
of his life as "the saddest of men", (47) and indeed we 
need look no further than the last of his letters to Flau
bert to see that she was right. Turgenev suffered a good 
deal from his various illnesses - especially gout - during 
the last decade of his life, and this obliged him to sit 
back and accept old age and the fact that life was running 
out. In 1877 he wrote to Flaubert of the life of old men:

Après quarante ans, il n'y a qu'un seul mot qui 
compose le fond de la vie: Renoncer. (48)

So he too, like his heroes, had been obliged by the harsh
ness of life to abandon as unattainable his dreams and asp
irations. On another occasion - in fact as early as 1872 - 
Turgenev had written to Flaubert of the power of old age to 
dominate life:

Mon cher ami, la vieillesse est un gros^nuage 
blafard qui s'étend sur l'avenir, le présent et 
jusque sur le passé qu'il attriste en craquel
ant ses souvenirs. (49)

46) DE GOURMONT R., Promenades littéraires. 4® série, p.174
47) Quoted from FITZLYON, on. cit.. p.387
48) Pol. sob. pisem. vol.XII (i), p.199
(49) Ibid.. vol.IX, p.289
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But perhaps the saddest picture Turgenev gives of himself
in his old age comes in a letter he wrote to Flaubert in
the winter of 1879. He is more conscious than ever of the
futility of life as he waits for death:

Quel triste hiver ! Il n'y a pas de taupe qui 
mène une vie plus retirée que moi. Etre seul, 
tout seul, et ne rien faire, cela vous donne 
le goût et 1'avant-goût de votre inutilité. (50)

We also see that he had retained his views on fatality,as 
he wrote to Flaubert:"Le vin (quel vin!) est tiré, il faut 
le boire". (51)

As for an expression in literature of this pessimi
sm of Turgenev's last years, we find this in the pieces 
which he called his Senilia. but which were later published 
as 'Poems in prose'.fê As we have seen, Turgenev already 
knew the work of Schopenhauer in the early 1860's, but in 
fact his closest echoing of this philosopher's brand of 
pessimism comes in this last period of his life. In the 
Senilia. composed between 1877 and 1882, the deep and fund
amental melancholy of old age was to find its most complete 
expression. The pessimism of these pieces is virtually 
unrelieved, the most recurrent theme running through these 
eighty odd pieces being the essential fragility of human 
life and the vanity of our activity when measured against 
the reality of death. As Mazon says in his introduction to 
his edition of the 'poems' :

No matter what he [Turgenev] contemplates - a 
vulture, a shot from a sportsman's rifle, an 
insect with a poisonous sting - one presence is 
everywhere apparent to him - death, which is 
always there, waiting to pounce upon its prey.(53)

(50) Pol, sob, pisem. vol.XII (ii), p.13
(5lj Ibid. p.193touring his lifetime, Turgenev published only 50 of these, 
the other 33 were not published until 1930.
(53) MAZON André, Ivan Turgenev. Poems in Prose. Oxford 1951,p.12
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Besides being intensely personal (for example When I am no 
more...) this collection is possibly the most 'intellectualy* 
pessimistic of Turgenev's works. And the form he chose to 
give his thoughts is in part responsible: as he was not 
here limited by considerations of plot or character, or 
even rhyme and metre, he was able to give free rein to the 
development of his ideas.

On the whole, the themes of the#se 'poems' are
further explorations of the ideas already expressed in some
form or another in his novels. But here, the brighter side
of life is not given a chance, and Turgenev's pessimistic
thoughts are pushed to their logical conclusion. In the
piece entitled Pity, for example, this pity that the poet
feels for all human beings - indeed all forms of conscious
life - "makes life unliveable".(54) And this pushes him
down into a state of intense boredom: the lowest depth to
which a man can sink. Turgenev is forced to admit that he
even envies stones, for they have no consciousness, so
therefore no feeling. In The Hourglass, we see the poet's
awareness that life is constantly trickling away

...in a smooth unbroken flow like the sand in the 
hourglass which the figure of Death holds in his 
bony hand. (55)

And in The Old Woman, we see that Turgenev is still haunted 
by the idea of fate pursuing man. Here it is symbolized for 
him in the figure of a "small and bent old woman" who 
follows him relentlessly, but it is not alms that she is 
seeking. The poet realizes:

(54) Pol, sob, soch.. vol.XIII, p.200-1
(55) Ibid..n.210
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Ah...this old woman is my fate. The fate from 
which there is no escape for man!...
And whichever way I run, doubling like a hunted 
hare...it's always the same, the same. (56)

And the final line states simply the inevitable conclusion:
"No escape!"

If we turn now to the last period of Flaubert's 
life, there is ample evidence in his correspondence that 
his basically pessimistic view of life did not undergo any 
significant change in these years. His gloomy reflections 
abound, and especially, perhaps, in the letters he wrote to 
the Princess Mathilde during the 1870's. Here we read for 
example :

misères...La vie, d'ailleurs, ne se compose pas 
d'autres choses...(57)Ma vie s'est passée à vouloir saisir des chimères; 
j'y renonce. (58)
Mais pour qui donc la vie est-elle bonne? (59)

And he had absolutely no expectations from what was left
of his life. He wrote to Mme. Roger des Genettes and Mme.
Brainne of the future:

Quant à l'avenir, c'est la nuit noire. (60) 
...l'avenir..un incurable cancer qui me ronge.(61)

But during the very last year or so of his life, although
Flaubert was certainly very exhausted, suffering from
failing eyesight, and indeed frequent fits of depression -
as we can see from a letter he wrote to Maxime Du Camp
towards the end of 1879:

La mienne [vieille carcasse] a subi depuis quel
ques années, et l'hiver dernièrèçriïicipalement, 
tant de rudes assauts, que je m'etonne de n'en 
être pas crevé ou devenu fou. Les coupes d'amer
tume m'oiîtété largement distribuées, et j'en suis 
considérablement vieilli, au dedans et au dehors.

(62)

56) Pol. sob. soch.. vol.XIII, p.147
57) Correspondance. vol.VII, p.361 (I876)
58) Ibid.. vol.VIII, p.143 (187S)
59) Ibid.. p.320 (1879)
60) Ibid.. supplément vol.III, p.204 (1875)
61) Ibid.. p.229 (1875)
A9 I TV>-i ri gn-rt-rtl OTnQr>4:  T V  » __0*7X
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he was not ill in the way that Turgenev was. In fact his 
death came quite suddenly, and even at this late stage 
he had managed to maintain enough enthusiasm for Bouvard 
et Pécuchet to keep him active in planning the second 
volume until the very end.

But if we look at this material left behind by 
Flaubert, we find perhaps the blackest of all of his port
raits of human nature. For what is to be found among the 
Rouen manuscripts is an enormous collection of material on 
the subject of "la bêtise humaine",(63) destined in part - 
we presume - for a sottisier, a collection of quotations 
revealing the most ludicrous of ideas and which would have 
formed the second volume of Bouvard et Pécuchet, thus con
stituting their 'copie*. And the rest would be destined for 
Le Dictionnaire des idées reçues or Catalogue des opinions 
chics. which was a project that Flaubert had hàd in mind

(63) Perhaps we should mention here that 'la bêtise humaine'
was a subject that did not leave Turgenev unmoved. In July 
1849, for example, he wrote to Pauline Viardot of an en
counter with some of the 'neighbours' of Courtavenel;

"J'ai déjeuné hier chez M. Fougueux...vers la fin 
du déjeuner tout le monde parlait à la fois avec
beaucoup de chaleur et avec cette espèce de
fièvre de répéter des choses parfaitement insig
nifiantes, qui s'empare d'une réunion de personnes. 
Chacun secoue son sac à lieux communs, ce qui pro
duit beaucoup de poussière." (Pol. sob. pisem. 
vol.I, p.354;

And a few days later we read after Turgenev had had a further 
encounter with the same Fougeux*. "Pourquoi se donne-t-on tant 
de peine d'etre bête?" (Pisem I, p.361)

And the compassion we have seen Turgenev feeling for 
the plight of humanity was sometimes hardened into contempt 
for the ludicrous way man has organized his world. In the 
story Phantoms, for example, as the hero is wafted over 
Russia by the spirit/woman Ellis, he is overtaken by a feel
ing of "sadness and indifferent dreariness" at the spectacle 
of "these human flies, a thousand times paltrier than flies" 
in "their comic struggle". (Pol, sob, soch.. vol.IX, p.106)
And in Smoke. in the delineation of the minor characters, 
there is evidence that Turgenev "se moque des sots". (The 
phrase is HUBER NOODT's in L'occidentalisms d'lvan Tourgué- neff.) ----------------------------
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for a long time. In fact the first mention of compiling a
dictionary was made as early as 1850 in a letter to Louis
Bouilhet. (64) And one need only look at Carlut's index to
Flaubert's correspondence to see just how preoccupied he
was with the notion of'betisel

But what was Flaubert's real intention in compiling
this work ? He had always believed that it would be possible
±0 amuse the reader with ideas just as well as with facts,
(65) thus producing a book based on what Genevieve Bolleme
has called "le comique d'idées". But the notion of 'le
comique' needs to be qualified, for Flaubert's crusade
against 'bêtise' was a serious one, as we can see from a
letter to Raoul-Duval of 1879:

Vous me parlez de la bêtise générale, mon cher 
ami, ah! je la^connais, je l'étudie. C'est là 
l'ennemi, et même il n'y a pas d'autre ennemi.
Je m'acharne dessus dans la mesure de mes 
moyens. (66)

The kind of 'comique' that Flaubert had in mind for his
Dictionnaire was presumably that which he had outlined as
"ce qui me fait le plus envie comme écrivain" in a letter
to Louise many years earlier, i.e. "le comique arrivé à
l'extrême, le comique qui ne fait pas rire". (67)

So in this massive compilation, we would have, as
Digeon has pointed out:

...au lieu de personnages bêtes, la Bêtise elle- 
même, au lieu d'individus représentant un certain 
type de sottise, la quintessence de leur sottise.(68)

And such a work could not be undertaken by a writer who 
did not have a profoundly pessimistic view of the mass of

(64) Correspondance. vol.II, p.237
(65) See letter to Louise Colet of November 22nd. 1852 (Cor
respondance . vol.Ill, p.51-5.)
66) Correspondance, supplément vol.IV, p.170
67) Ibid.. vol.II, p.407 (1852)
68) DIGEON Claude, 'Flaubert et le Dictionnaire des idées 

reçues*. Annales Universitatls Saraviensis. No.4 (1953)
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humanity surrounding him and of the organisation of contem
porary society.

Thus an examination of the work of Flaubert and 
Turgenev reveals the continued expression of a profound 
and ever deepening pessimism. In both cases there is a 
recurrence of the same ideas and themes - the transience 
of life, the omnipresence of death which creates a sense 
of the 'uselessness* of all things, the subjection of men's 
lives to the forces of fatality and the inevitability of 
suffering in all forms of conscious existence. Once again 
the parallel between the two writers is striking.
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RUSSIAN QUOTATIONS FOR CHAPTER VIII

(2) B.n.BoTKHHy:
0 cede Tede tobophtb ne cTany: odaEBpyTBaoa EexoscK - 
H noxHo; TOJEKOBaTB He^ero. S nocToaEHo HyBCTBy» ceda
COpOM, KOTOPHË BadHXE BHMeCTH... E E  OAEOË MOeË CTpOEE
EEBoraa EaneaaTaEO ( aa n EanEcaEo) ne dyaeT ao 
OEOE^aEEE Besa. . B OTCTaBKy! dTO Ee BCEHEKa 
Aocaaa, EOBepB uEe - 8to BspaxeEEe exe nzoa MeaaeEEO 
cospeBBiEx ydexaeEE#. (llECBMa III, 91-2)

(15)Py^Hs:
Bee MHCXE PyAEEa xasaxECB odpameEEUuE b dyaymee,... 
BaeaaoGB, ero ycTaME roBopEXO eto-to Bacmee, axa 
Eero caMoro EeoxExaEEoe••. PyxEE roBopEx o tom, eto 
npExaeT BeEEoe BsaEeEEe BpeaeEEoB xebee EexoBexa.
(CoE. VI, 269)

(17) HaxaEyEe :
Kasaa-To pyxa xexET aa Mae e xaBET Meaa. To e e o  a b
TKpBMe, E BOT-BOT CeËEaC EE MCEE EOBaXETCa CTCEH.
(Co e . VIII, 79)

(18) HaxaayEe :
noEopEMca BexeEEEM cyxBds, noMEEeM npomxoe xodpoM... 
a B BTC MPEOBeEEe, B 8TOË EOMEETe, yMEpaXO TO 
npomxoe, o xoTopoM oa ynoMaayx, npomxoe xmxeB cod- 
paBMExca B aee. Oao ynapaxo xxa BOBpoxeaaa s eoboë 
XEBEE, EOXOXKM...EO BCe-TEKE yMEpaXO. (COE. VIII, 147)

(19) Haxaayae :
CaepTB, xax padaa, k o t o p h ë  noËMax pady b cbok) c c t b 
E ocTEBxaeT ee aa Bpeaa b Boxe: pada eae nxaBaeT, ao 
ceTB aa aeâ, a padas b e x e e t e t  ee - sorxa BaxoEeT.
(Co e .VIII, 166)

( 20 ) Oraa e xctb :
...a noxBByËTecB, noEa Bpeaa. Ba nocMOTpETe, e t o  be 
deBodpEBEoe spexaae: EepaaE noxypasxaBxeaaaË, a eae 
ToponmBTca. (Co e .VIII, 395-6)

(23)Ahm:
Ah m , xaM... H Bcè Bxpyr noEEBaxocB eay xaaoM, see, 
codcTBeasaa x b s e b , pyccEaa x h b e b  - Bce xmxcEoe,
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.1 , I'ocoôeHHO Bce pyccKoe. Bce xhm h nap,.,Bce kek dyxTo 
decnpecTaEHO MeaaeTca, Bcnxy eobhc odpasa, aBxeana 
deryT sa aBxeaEaME, a b cymaocTE Bee to xe xa to xe; 
Bcè TopoEETca, cEeEET Kyxa-TO - a Bce acaesaeT 
deocxeaao, aaaero ae aocTaraa, xpyrofi aerep noayx - 
E dpOCEXOCB Bc'é B EpoTEBonoxoxEys CTOpOay, E  TaM 
onaTB Ta xe desycTaaaaa, Tpeaoxaaa a - aeayxaaa arpa. 
(Co%. IX, 315)

(4l)raiweT H Æoh-Kh x o t ;
/Ho ae dyxcM c x b e k o m  cTporn k  PaMxeTy: oa orpasxaeT - 

E ero cTpaaxaaaa a doxaaee a asBETexaaee cTpaxaaaB 
AoE-KazoTa. PanxeT c e m  e e e o c e t  cede paaa, c e m  ceda 
Tepaaer; b  ero pysax Toxe m6 e : odoaxoocTpa# aea 
aaaxEsa. (Coa. VIII, 176)

(55)necoEEHe e e c h :
CHExeTca OEE poBEO a rxaxEo, xax necox b Tex aacax, 
KOTopae xepxET b KocTxasofi pyae $arypa CaepTE.
( C o e .  XIII, 21)

(56)CTEpyxa:
Axl ...0TE cTEpyxa -  Moa cyxBda. H a cyxBda, o t  EOTopofi 
ae yËTE EexoBexyl 
• • • •E Eyxa a he aeEycB, eee saaa aa yrosEax...Bce to xe,
TO xe! (CoE. XIII, 147)
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CHAPTER IX - Work as salvation
"C'est à force de travail que j'arrive 
à faire taire ma mélancolie native."

FLAUBERT *

In the face of unhappiness, fate and the apparent 
futility of life, Flaubert and Turgenev both realized that 
if man's existence is to have any value or significance at 
all, he must find one positive sphere of activity. And for 
both writers, this one possible source of salvation turned 
out to be work or effort - in the broadest sense, (l) This 
may perhaps seem cold comfort, especially in view of the 
gloomy outlook we have seen in the last chapter. And cer
tainly neither had illusions about work being the end of 
all ills, a magic charm or elixir. Indeed the rider Flau
bert adds to the sentence we have taken as our epigraph:

Mais le vieux fond reparaît souvent, le vieux 
fond que personne ne connaît, la plaie pro
fonde toujours cachée. (2)

shows that he realized that work could not remove such
fundamental evils as the spectre of death or the forces of
fate, or indeed even make him happy. But at least work
could represent one positive achievement in an otherwise
negative world, and thus prevent life from becoming totally
meaningless and him from sinking into a pit of black
introspection.

We shall consider two different aspects of this 
question of work as it affected Flaubert and Turgenev.

(*) Correspondance. vol.V, p.158 (to Mile. Leroyer de Chan- 
tepie, 1864)(1) Baldensperger's definition is perhaps the most applic
able here: "...l'action opposée à l'égoisme de la passion
et à celui de la pensée solitaire, opposée à la speculation., 
l'action enfin, soit qu'elle s'exerce dans les devoirs pos
itifs de la vie pratique soit dans la culture esthétique 
et scientifique de l'esprit." (Goethe en France, p.236)
(2) Correspondance. vol.V, p.158
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Firstly we shall look at the general notion of the value 
of human effort as expressed and reflected in the corres
pondence and works of the two writers. And secondly, we 
shall look more specifically at Flaubert's and Turgenev's 
ideas on the intrinsic value of the effort of artistic 
creation and craftsmanship.

From a careful study of Flaubert's correspondence, 
we can see clearly that the lessons of work had been assim
ilated into his own experience of life at a fairly early 
stage; and echoes of these same ideas are to be found in 
his literary works, especially those of later years. 
Turgenev was also supremely conscious of the value of work: 
reference is made to this in nearly all his major novels, 
and in some it plays a determining rôle. But although we 
see Turgenev's awareness of the necessity for work at an 
early stage, the putting into practice of this idea is per
haps less well demonstrated in Turgenev's personal life 
than it is in Flaubert's. For Turgenev could not accept so 
readily the rôle of a hard-working ascetic, as he could not 
bring himself to renounce completely his quest for happ
iness through love until a fairly late stage in life.

Again it is probable that the two writers' first 
contact with the idea of the value of work came from a lit
erary source - and of course the most striking example of 
this emphasis in their common reading is to be found in 
Goethe's Faust. For here we see the hero's constant aspir
ations towards "reine Tatigkeit" and his confident asser
tion to the devil:
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Werd* ich beruhigt je mich auf ein Faulbett legen, 
So sei es gleiçh um micJa getan! (3)

Flaubert incorporates a very similar situation to that in 
Faust into bis own work at a fairly early stage. The most 
striking example is Smarh (1839), in which we find a ten
acious refusal to succumb to despair in the hero's repeated 
efforts to give meaning and direction to his life through 
activity. Despite all the misery of life that he sees 
during his travels through space in the company of Satan, 
Smarh can still nurture an ambition to become a creative 
artist, or to lead in battle. But at this stage, this sort 
of idea must be seen as emulation, rather than something 
that Flaubert had learnt from his own experience.

By the mid 1840's, however, we can see that Flaubert 
had already suffered sufficiently in a personal way to be 
no longer able to believe in happiness in the conventional 
sense. He was discovering that the real wisdom of life lay 
in resignation, not in sitting around moping as a consequ
ence of this, but rather in what Demorest has described as 
"une resignation réfléchie et active". (4) The realization 
of this by Flaubert is perhaps most clearly evident for 
the first time in the 'confessional' letters he wrote to 
Alfred Le Poittevin during the summer of 1845. We read:

J'ai passé vraiment une amère jeunesse, et par 
laquelle je ne voudrait pas revenir; mais ma vie 
maintenant me semble arrangée d’une façon rég
ulière. Elle a des horizons moins larges...Voilà 
devant moi mes livres sur ma table...(5)

And only a little later, we see that Flaubert, at the age 

GOETHE J.W. von, Faust I. 11.1692-3
In L'expression figurée"~et symbolique dans l'oeuvre de 

Gustave Flaubert .
(5) Correspondance. vol.I, p.185
il!
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of twenty three, and having offered nothing for publication,
was already conscious that his personal salvation from the
nothingness of life would lie in 'working* as a writer. He
wrote in encouragement to Alfred, who must have been passing
through a period of depression at this stage:

Travaille, travaille, écris, écris tant que tu pourras...La lassitude de l'existence ne nous 
pèse pas aux épaules quand nous composons...
..je continue mon oeuvre lente comme le bon 

ouvrier qui, les bras retroussés et les cheveux 
en sueur, tape sur son enclume sans s'inquiéter 
s'il pleut ou s'il vente...Je n'étais pas comme 
cela autrefois. Ce changement s'est fait naturel
lement. (6)

In fact Flaubert rather liked to link the functions of
writer and workman at this stage, for on another occasion
he wrote again to Alfred:

Pense, travaille, écris, relève ta chemise jusqu' 
à l'aisselle et taille ton marbre, comme le bon 
ouvrier qui ne détourne pas la tête et qui sue, 
en riant, sur sa tâche. (7)

And indeed for some critics - notably Anatole France - this
view of Flaubert as an "ouvrier de lettres" is of prime
importance. (8)

And once Flaubert had learnt the lesson of work
for himself, he was keen to pass on advice on this subject
to others. He used to urge his correspondents (especially
Louise Colet and Mile. Leroyer de Chantepie) to follow his
example and work hard if they wanted to get over their
'chagrin' and 'désoeuvrement'. (9)

As for Turgenev, in the early part of his career he
C6) Correspondance. vol.I. p.191 C1845)
(7) Ibid.. p.172 ^
(8) In his essays La Vie Littéraire(2 série) France makes 
frequent references to this aspect of Flaubert's career, eg. 
his ['travail obstiné" and "le sacrifice méthodique de sa vie 
entière". He describes him as "laborieux" and "travaillant 
quatorze heures par jour".
19) In a similar way, Turgenev, in his letters to his daugh
ter, while she was living with the Viardots in Paris, was 
constantly exhorting her to hard work. (See SEMENOFF, La vie 
douloureuse d'lvan Tourguéneff. pp.36-8.)
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used to turn to his work for solace whenever his relation
ship with Pauline Viardot was going through a difficult 
patch. For example, during the unhappy period of his exile 
he wrote to her:

Que me reste-t-il? Je crois vous l'avoir dit 
plus d'une fois: le travail et les souvenirs.(10)

Even so, before this, there is some feeling for the value 
of effort in Turgenev's early writings, although this is 
perhaps not yet precisely formulated. In the Diary of a 
superfluous man of 1850, for example, where the hero, after 
a futile and unhappy life is lying on his death-bed wait
ing for the end, there is nonetheless the feeling that 
the effort of writing it all down in diary form does have 
some salutary effect, and that this at least constitutes 
one positive achievement.

But the view of work expressed at the end of his 
short story Faust - written in 1855 after the harsh exp
erience of exile - is already a relatively hardened one. On 
the last page of the work Turgenev points the moral in no 
uncertain terms:

In conclusion I say to you - one conviction I 
have gained from the experience of the last 
years...life is hard labour. Renunciation, con
tinual renunciation - that is its secret meaning, 
its solution. Not the fulfilment of cherished 
dreams and aspirations, however lofty they may be - 
the fulfilment of duty, that is what must be the 
aim of man. Without putting himself in chains, he 
cannot reach the end of his career without a fall., 
it is shameful to delude oneself when the stern 
face of truth has looked one in the eyes at last.(11)

If we move on now to the period 1859-63, which as 
we have seen, was an intensely bleak period for Turgenev on

(10) Pol.
(11) Pol.

sob, pisem. vol.II, p.68 (October 1852) 
sob, soch.. vol.VII, p.50
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both the emotional and intellectual levels, we find that it
was also one of the most productive phases of his life. He
tried to shut everything else out and bury himself in his
work, and indeed during these years he produced Home of the
gentry. On the Eve. First Love. Fathers and Children and
conceived the basic plan for Smoke. We can see from the
letters which he wrote from Courtavenel during the summer
of 1859 just how absorbed he was in his work. In July, for
example, he wrote to the Countess Lambert:

I am now busy with a long story*, in which I 
intend to put all that is left within me...The 
Lord only knows if it will be a success...I am 
constantly preoccupied with my characters - I 
see them even in my dreams. (12)

And later in the same vein:
I have a little study in the outbuildings, and I 
am working hard on my new novel. This work dis
tracts my thoughts from everything else...(13)

Luring these years, it is possible to see much more
of a note of resignation creeping into Turgenev's attitude
to life. For in December 1860 (again writing to the Countess)
he says that he is trying to build up around himself a hard
outer crust of icy numbness under which his grief can slowly
melt away. And in the same paragraph, he refers to his life
continuing calmly, for he is working very hard on a book.(14)

If Turgenev was only just coming to terms with the
idea of salvation through work in his own life, certainly
his novels, from Home of the gentry onwards, reveal that
deep down he knew that this was 'the right way'. (15)

(12) Pol, sob, pisem. vol.Ill, p.322 (* Turgenev seems to
have been hesitant to call his works novels.)
(13) Ibid.. p.330
(14) Ibid. vol.IV, p.l66(The book referred to is Fathers and Children)
(15) Turgenev is of course not the only Russian writer of the 
19th. century in whose works we find the theme of the import
ance of work: two other notable examples of this are Cher- 
nyshevsky (What is to be done?) and Chekhov (Three Sisters and The Cherry Orchard).
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Home of the gentry was the first product of this 
really intense period of activity, and it is the work in 
which Turgenev expresses most forcefully and at greatest 
length his views on the value and salutary effect of plain 
hard work. Indeed the novel reflects something of its 
author's own situation at this time; for the central char
acter, Lavretsky, has also been let down in love, and he 
turns to work to give some meaning to his empty existence.
As he arrives home in Russia from Paris where he has 
abandoned his broken marriage he reflects:

My best years have been wasted on a woman's love! 
Well then, let the dullness here sober me and 
calm me down; let it educate me into being able 
to work like others. (16)

He is encouraged in his efforts by the example of Mikhalev- 
ich, who has himself been "purified in the furnace of mis
fortune", and he warns Lavretsky to be active, for "Death
does not tarry, and life ought not to tarry either". But 
Lavretsky has to pay for his wasted time and energy with a 
double dose of misfortune. But finally he comes to terms 
with the impossibility of happiness, and realizes that there 
is only one way out. He determines:

I have seen close at hand, I have almost grasped
the possibility of a life-long happiness - and
then it suddenly disappeared. It is the same as 
in a lottery...If it is not to be, it is not to be, 
and all is over. I will set about my work with 
grim determination, and I will force myself to 
be silent, and I shall succeed, for this will not 
be the first time that I have taken myself in 
hand...(I7)

And as Turgenev tells us at the end of the book, this life 
of hard work did not bring happiness to Lavretsky, for we 
know that this is an illusion, but it did bring him a quiet

(16) Pol, sob, soch.. vol.VII, p.igo
(17) Ibid..p.269
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and settled old age. Indeed Turgenev affirms that this kind
of calm existence is only really deserved by those who
have learnt the lessons of work:

Contentment in old age is deserved only by the 
man who has not lost his faith in what is good, 
in constancy of will, his desire for active em
ployment. And Lavretsky did deserve to be con
tented: he had really become a good landlord, he 
had really learnt how to till the soil, and he 
had laboured not for himself alone...(18)

Turgenev*s other novels of this period - On the Eve 
and Fathers and Children - although they dwell less exp
licitly on this theme, still contain reflections of the 
same idea. Indeed in On the Eve, we see that it is precisely 
Insarov’s ability for real, hard work that makes him such 
a positive character in the eyes of his friends. One of 
them reflects:

The reason that D. [Dmitry Insarov] is always so 
calm is because he gives himself up entirely to 
his work and his ideals. What has he got to worry 
about? Whoever gives himself up utterly to some
thing...doesn’t need to worry...Then it is not 
what ^  wants, but what the cause demands. (19)

And then in Fathers and Children, we find Bazarov reflect
ing on the increasing importance of work in Russian society:

The time has come now - and thank God for it! - 
when each one of us must secure his sustenance 
by the work of his own hands; it is no use rely
ing on others - one must labour oneself. (20)

If we look now for further examples of Flaubert’s 
growing awareness of the significance of work in the 
struggle of life, La Tentation de Saint Antoine of 1849 
constitutes perhaps the first literary reflection of a more 
personal view of this subject. On the third page of this
work, we see that the Saint too has already learnt the

18) Pol, sob, soch.. vol.VII, p.29519) Ibid.. vol.VIII, p.85
20) 2bid.. p.318
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value of activity in making jais existence tolerable. In jais
long initial monologue, Saint Antoine tells of tjae period
of terrible inactivity that overtook him in jais early days
as a hermit:

...peu à peu cependant une langueur a surgi: 
c'était une impuissance désespérante à rap
peler ma pensée, qui m'échappait malgré les 
chaînes dont je l'attachais; comme un éléphant 
qui s'emporte, elle courait sous moi avec des 
hennissements sauvages; parfois je me rejetais 
en arrière, tant elle m'épouvantait... je me re
levais brisé, perdu...(21;

But then came a revelation, and Saint Antoine learnt that
his life could be improved. Contrasting with the exuberance
of the imagery quoted above comes the simple ending of the
passage, reflecting the saint's calm moment of realization:

Un jour j'entendis une voix qui me disait: Trav
aille! et depuis lors je m'acharne à ces occu
pations niaises qui me servent à vivre...(22)

And this idea of "occupations... qui servent à vivre" is one
that is to be developed further in Flaubert's own experience,
and in his work, especially in Bouvard et Pécuchet, as we
shall see.

It was during the 1850's that Flaubert developed his
notion of what Demorest has described as the "sacerdoce de
l'écrivain". This idea recurs as a leitmotif in the corres
pondence of his mature years. In 1852, for example, he 
wrote to Louise Colet:

J'aime mon travail d'un amour frénétique et per
verti, comme un ascète le cilice qui lui gratte 
le ventre. (23)

and twenty years later to George Sand:
II y a en moi un fond d 'ecclésiastique qu'on ne 
connaît pas. (24)

21) La Tentation de Saint Antoine, p.20?
22) Ibid.
23) Correspondance. vol.II, p.394
24) Ibid.. vol.VI, p.442 (Many other references to this same 

idea are listed in CARLUT, op. cit.. p.675 et seq.)
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And Turgenev also was not entirely without feeling for 
this way of life, for in 1867 he wrote to Pauline Viardot 
of his "vie exemplaire, une vie d'ascète, de saint Jean- 
Baptiste". (25)

An interesting sideline on this interest in 'fruit
ful labour* is to look at the two writers' view of indust
rial development in this context. Turgenev seems to have 
hadqpi particularly in his earlier years, an optimistic view 
of the potential of industrial progress. He wrote to Paul
ine of the value of this kind of work to civilisation:

...il n'y a plus de grand mouvement général, ex
cepté peut-être celui de l'industrie, qui, con
sidérée sous le çoint de vue de la soumission 
progressive des éléments de la nature au génie 
de l'homme, deviendra peut-être la libératrice, 
la régénératrice du genre humain. Aussi,à mon 
avis, les plus grands poètes contemporains sont 
les Américains qui vont percer l'isthme de Panama 
et pilent d'établir un télégraphe..A travers 
1*océan...vive la nouvelle littérature! (26)

On the whole, Flaubert's view of industrial society was 
rather a bleak one, and he did not think that real progress 
could be achieved in this way. But nevertheless, there is
evidence that he did have some regard for human achieve
ment in this domain, for at the time of the Franco-Prussian 
War, he seems to have regretted the material destruction 
as much as the moral defeat of France. In July 1870 he 
wrote to George Sand on this subject:

Je pleure les ponts coupés, les tunnels dé
foncés, tout ce travail humain perdu, enfin
une négation si radicale! (27)

Turning now to Flaubert's and Turgenev's literary
work of the second half of the 1860's, it is interesting,
in the context of the theme of work, to draw a contrast

25) Pol, sob, nisem. vol.VI, p.202-5
26) Ibid.. vol.I, p.282 (1847)
27) Correspondance. vol.VI, p.135
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between Litvinov, the hero of Turgenev's Smoke.and Frederic 
Moreau of L'Education sentimentale. As we saw in the last 
chapter, this latter work demonstrates forcefully the 
futility of Moreau's career, the key to his 'superfluous' 
condition being the dissociation of the will to act and the 
ability to act. Frédéric never becomes seriously involved 
in any sustained or meaningful activity - any new venture 
(none of them really deserves the name work) is soon cast 
aside in a fit of boredom with the idea. He wastes his 
time and effort in fruitless and futile pursuits, and this 
is why there can be no salvation, and why, on the contrary, 
at the end of the book "Frédéric demeure dans la morne 
grisaille d'un horizon terrestre qu'aucune lumière n'éc
laire désormais". (28) In Smoke. Litvinov also wastes a 
good part of his life: with the dilettante intellectuals of 
Baden and in his infatuation with Irina, the femme fatale. 
Indeed during their affair, even Irina seems to see more 
clearly into his problem than Litvinov himself, for she 
warns him:

But I ask myself, can man live by love alone?
Won't he tire of it in the end, won't he long
for activity and blame that which drew him
away from it? (29)

But he does not learn as easily as this; he loses the love 
of his fiancée Tatyana and eventually, of course, there 
comes a break with Irina. And like Lavretsky, he arrives 
home on his Russian estate broken and dejected. But as in 
Home of the gentry, plain hard work is seen to have a sal
utary effect. Three years labour on the land go a good way 
towards curing Litvinov's depression. But again Turgenev

(28) This description is Castex's. (CASTEX P.-G., L'Educa
tion sentimentale. Paris 1962, p.30)
(29) Pol, sob, "soch.. vol.IX, p.302
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warns us that helpful as work might be, it is never a com
plete cure. He writes of his hero towards the end of the 
book:

And he grew stronger in spirit too; he was more 
like his former self. True, a deeply hidden 
feeling of sadness never left him...(30)

Looking now at Turgenev's last novel. Virgin Soil, 
the question of work or activity appears on various levels. 
If recognition of the importance of work is to be any 
kind of yardstick, them it is Solomin who must be seen as 
the hero as far as this theme is concerned. For as we have 
seen, Hejdanov suffers from the same kind of problems as 
Frédéric Moreau. Indeed Herschowitz has described Solomin 
as "the first proletarian hero in Russian literature", and ( 
it is true that for him work is a tool of progress. In his 
view, any advance or improvement in society must be care
fully planned and worked for in a methodical way.

On another level, work also reappears as a cure for
unsuccessful love in Virgin Soil. This is in the case of
Markelov, for when he had lost all hope of Mariana's love:

It seemed that he no longer cared for anything, 
and was only eager to get to work, to enter the 
field of action as soon as possible...(31)

And on yet another level, the rather grotesque 
episodes of the antiquated world of Fomishka and Fimishka 
serve as a warning of what is likely to happen to human 
beings if they allow themselves to stagnate in a world of 
inactivity.

In the year that Turgenev's Virgin Soil appeared - 
1876 - Flaubert composed his short story La Légende de Saint 
Julien. Here we find a combination of Flaubert's interest

(30) Pol, sob, soch.. vol.IX, p.319
(31) Ibid.. vol.XII, p.77-8
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in the figure of the anchorite, and the idea of salvation 
through work. We see this latter idea in the way that 
Julien expiates the murder of his mother and father; after 
leaving his chateau and leading the useless life of a 
beggar for some time, he comes upon an old boat at a dang
erous river crossing. He decides to become a ferryman, and 
in this way "employer son existence au service des autres".
(32) And by working in this manner, he does ihdeed find 
redemption, for at the end of the story, we see him "face 
à face avec Hotre-Seigneur Jésus, qui l'emportait dans le
ciel".(33)

Turning now to his last work, Bouvard et Pécuchet, 
as far as the value of work/effort is concerned, we find 
that another literary influence is especially relevant here: 
Voltaire’s Candide with the moral of its ending: "Cela est 
bien dit...mais il faut cultiver notre jardin".

Voltaire's rejection of speculation in favour of
activity was an idea that Flaubert considered highly, as we
see from his correspondence. For example, in a letter to
Edmond de Concourt he states categorically:

La fin de Candide: "Cultivons notre jardin" est 
la plus grande leçon de morale qui existe. (34)

And similarly in a letter to Ernest Feydeau of 1839:
La vie est courte et l'Art long! Et puis, à quoi 
bon? N'importe, "il faut cultiver notre jardin'l

(35)
So in what way does Bouvard et Pécuchet reflect this 
’morale' that interested Flaubert so much? We have seen, 
taking an over-all view, that the novel must be considered 
a pessimistic work, and especially, bearing in mind the

32) Trois Contes, p.118 
35) Ibid.. p.125
34) Correspondance. vol.VII, p.203 (1874)
35) Ibid.. vol.IV, p.349
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rôle which Flaubert himself wanted this book to fulfil.
During its composition he wrote:"j* espère cracher là-dedans 
le fiel qui m'étouffe”. (36) But Flaubert's scepticism is 
not sterile: Bouvard et Pécuchet has its positive side, and 
this is precisely because of the way in which the question 
of 'effort' is treated. Indeed, Flaubert hoped that the 
writing of this book would have a positive effect on him 
personally: i.e. that the activity of putting all this down 
on paper would help to 'cleanse' him of many of his venomous 
feelings. He wrote of Bouvard et Pécuchet: "j'espère par 
ce moyen me purger". (37) In fact it was precisely the 
effort of working on this book that kept him going during 
the last years of his life. The very last letters are full 
of accounts of the work's progress, and hopeful estimations 
as to when it might be finished.

One way of bringing out the positive aspects of 
Bouvard et Pécuchet is to compare this work with another 
pessimistic novel of the same period. If we compare Flau
bert's two protagonists with the hero of Huysmans' A Rebours, 
we find that they are much less unhappy or wretched than 
the neurotic decadent Des Esseintes. For in the kind of sit
uation in which Huysmans' hero finds himself, the ultimate 
decision must be, as Barbey d'Aurevilly said, to "choisir 
entre le pied de la croix ou la bouche d'un pistolet". (38) 
But to console themselves for their disappointments, Bouvard 
and Pécuchet choose work (in the same way that Lavretsky 
and LitvinovdLd ).(39) And in this, their view coincides

(36) Correspondance. vol.VI, p.459 (George Sand, 1872)
(37) Ibid.
(38) BARBEY D'AUREVILLY, article in Le Constitutionnel of 
July 28th. 1885
(39; Basically the same contrast as we have drawn between 
Des Esseintes and Bouvard and Pécuchet could be made between 
Nejdanov (who does in fact choose the muzzle of a pistol) 
and Solomin, who prefers humdrum but satisfying work.
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with that of their author who wrote to Mme. Brainne about
Guy de Maupassant in 1878:

S'il travaillait plus, il s'ennuierait moins. La 
vie est quelque chose de si abominable qu'il 
faut la déguiser pour l'avaler. (40)

The book leads us to assume that there is nothing more un
bearable than being idle. However disappointed or disgusted 
the 'deux bonshommes' might be with the occupation of the 
moment - be it agriculture or metaphysics - they are ob
liged to seek another. This need to find an activity is 
linked to the same idea of "occupations qui servent à 
vivre" which we found in La Tentation de Saint Antoine . 
for Flaubert gives as the reason for Bouvard and Pécuchet's 
constant indulgence in work:

...leur esprit ayant besoin d'un travail, leur 
existence d'un but. (41)

The critic Laumet has pointed out the parallel with Candide
here :

Comme Saint Antoine, ils [Bouvard et Pécuchet] ne 
peuvent retrouver la paix qu'en "cultivant leur 
jardin". A la fin Saint Antoine se remet en 
prières, Bouvard et Pécuchet se préparent à 
copier. (42)

For like Voltaire's hero, these characters also abandon 
emotional, political, philosophical and theological wrang
ling in favour of good honest work. So if at the end of the 
book Bouvard and Pécuchet prepare to return to their former 
occupation of copy clerks - only this time 'self-employed', 
or rather purely for their own satisfaction - it is, as 
Dumesnil has said,"plus par dépit que par lassitude".(43)

Thus despite the obvious elements of despair and

(40) Correspondance . supplément vol.IV, p.105 
(42) LAUMET Lucien, La sensibilité de Flaubert, Alençon 1951, 
p. 214
(41) Bouvard et Pécuchet
(43)43) bUMESNIL René. En Marge de Flaubert, p.45
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futility in the book, this positive side of Bouvard et 
Pécuchet does enable us at least to agree with Guillemin 
that this work was indeed "1*ultime effort de Flaubert pour 
surmonter le malheur du monde". (4#)

In the 1870's, Turgenev's view of the kind of work 
necessary to overcome the 'malheur du monde' also seems to
have evolved so as to be closer to Voltaire's Candide than
to the idealism of Goethe's Faust. For in 1874 we find him 
writing to Anna Filosofova stressing the value of mundane 
work:

Times have changed; Bazarovs are no longer needed. 
For the social involvement that lies ahead special 
talents are not necessary, nor even is any part
icular kind of intellect - nothing outstanding,
special or too individualistic; what is necessary 
is hard work and endurance...one must not shun 
the small, dismal or base task. (45)

SQ, as we have seen, by the 1870's, the idea of the 
importance of work had become a firmly entrenched element 
in the values of both writers. Indeed it had become indis
pensable, for without "1'exigence de chaque jour" (46) life 
would be unbearable. We need only look at Flaubert's attit
ude to work during the period of the Franco-Prussian War 
for confirmation of this. In July 1868 Turgenev had written 
to him:

Portez-vous bien et travaillez avec appétit et 
tranquillité - c'est la meilleure façon. (47)

And his own letters of the following four years show that
he most certainly followed this advice; for here Flaubert
reveals a determined wish to hide his head in his work, so
as not to have to think about the awful situation in the
world around him. At the end of April 1871, for example, he

(44) GUIILEMIN Henri, Flaubert devant la vie et devant Dieu, 
Paris, n.d., p.159(45) Pol, sob, pisem. vol.X, p.295
(46) This was a motto of Goethe's for which Flaubert revea
led, a particular fondness.(eg. Corresp.,vol.IH pp.102 & 184)(47) Pol, sob. Pisem. vol.VII. 3:146
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wrote to jais friend Feydeau:
jyie voilà revenu à Croisset, depuis quinze jours, 
et j'y retravaille pour ne plus songer aux cjaarog- 
neries contemporaines. (48)

And a little later lie wrote in the same vein to ]%me.
Schlesinger:

Ah! c'est que j'ai souffert depuis dix mois, hor
riblement - souffert à devenir fou et à me tuer!
Je me suis remis au travail cependant; je tâche 
de me griser avec de l'encre, comme d'autres se 
grisent avec de l'eau-de-vie, afin d'oublier les 
malheurs publics et mes tristesses particulières.

(49)
And over a year later, Flaubert wrote to Turgenev of his
exasperation and depression at the state of things around
him, but he stresses the fact that being engaged in work
for a book is having a salutary effect, holding him back
from the brink of despair:

Je ne me laisse donc pas abattre, comme vous 
voyez. Si je ne travaillais pas, je n'aurais plus 
qu'à piquer une tête dans la riviere avec une 
pierre au cou. (50)

So the concept of work as a means of shutting out
some of the evil of life is an idea which adds further
cement to the bond uniting the thought of Flaubert and
Turgenev. The latter was certainly aware that his friend
shared his faith in this respect. In 1873 he wrote, at first
seeming to offer advice, but then realizing that this was
a lesson that Flaubert had already learnt:

Travaillez - non, on n'a pas besoin de vous le 
dire - vous êtes laborieux comme une fourmi.(51)

But this view of work P simply as an attempt to ex
clude evil or melancholy - id basically a negative view of 
its potential. For the positive side of Flaubert's and Tur-

(48) Correspondance. vol.VI, p.230
(49) Ibid.. p.238 (Flaubert seems to have liked this idea of 
becoming intoxicated on ink: he had used the same image many 
years earlier in a letter to Mile. Leroyer de Chantepie.(See 
Correspondance. vol.IV, p.356 (1859) )
(5Q) Ibid; supplement vol.Ill, p.62 (1872)(51) !Po1. sob, pisem. vol.X, p.109
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genev's views on work, we must turn to the idea of the craft 
of the artist as meaningful effort.

let us begin by looking briefly at the actual work
ing methods of the two writers. Much has been written about 
Flaubert’s method of working, (52) and it is well-known 
that his devotion to the task of composition was total and 
selfless. The research he undertook for works such as 
Salammbô and Bouvard et Pécuchet was enormous in volume and 
extremely time consuming. And he spared nothing in the way 
of time and effort in his grapplings with "les affres du 
style" - the actual putting together of his sentences. No 
sacrifice was too great in order to achieve just the right 
effect.

Turgenev was also a painstaking and methodical 
worker; Mazon contrasts his quiet organisation of his work 
"en homme..d’ordre, aux habitudes régulières" (53) with the 
hasty, feverish composition of Balzac or Dostoevsky. Tur
genev was also obviously resigned to the idea of reworking 
something many times until satisfied with it; in 1855 he 
wrote to his friend Aksakov:

If Pushkin and Gogol had to start their work 
afresh ten times, how many times will we med
iocre souls have to re-do ours? (54)

And later he wrote:"Putting the finish on our works, correct
ing them, was to us a pleasure". (55) Turgenev may have 
composed his works in a shorter space of time than Flaubert, 
but nevertheless, what we know of his method reveals that

(52) Especially by René DUMESNIL in Flaubert, son hérédité. 
son milieu, sa méthode . Paris 1906, and Emile BESCH in 
’L’Imagination et l’intuition chez Gustave Flaubert - l ’est
hétique du roman’ in Revue Philosophique. 1906.
'53) MAZON André, Manuscrits parisiens, p.11
54) Pol. sob. pisem. vol.II, p.305
55) Quoted from HAUMANT .Ivan Tourguénev . p.126
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he was also "un ouvrier qui connaît et aime et respecte 
son métier". (56)

It is also possible to compare, in a general sense, 
the basic tools which the two writers used in the comp
osition of their novels. We can see from Flaubert's rough 
drafts and plans (57) that he built up his works from two 
basic items: firstly a list of characters with notes on 
both physical and psychological traits, and secondly, the 
rough plan which he called his 'scénario' and this was to 
serve as an 'aide-mémoire* or * aide-imagination'. (58)

As far as Turgenev is concerned, the Paris manus
cripts show that his point of departure in the composition 
of a novel was very similar. He too began with a list of 
characters which was followed by more detailed portraits of 
the protagonists. Then came the development of plot (cjyxSf̂ M ) 
in a very rough draft which Mazon calls the 'canevas'. But 
on the whole, this planning was less detailed and more 
schematic than Flaubert's.

Let us now try to determine the value which the two 
writers attached to this methodical work of literary comp
osition. Two months after the completion of La Légende de 
Saint Julien, Flaubert wrote an interesting letter to 
George Sand on the intrinsic value of the artistry or crafts
manship of a literary work:

Eh bien! je me demande si un livre, indépendam
ment de ce qu'il dit, ne peut pas produire le 
même effet. Dans la précision des assemblages, 
la rareté des éléments, le poli de la surface, 
l'harmonie de l'ensemble, n'y a-t-il pas une 
vertu intrinsèque? (59)

|56j MAZON, 00. cit.. p.34
This technique is especially clear in the plans for Mme. 

Bovary included in the Conard edition.
(58) These descriptions are BESCH's (art. cit.).
(59) Correspondance. vol.VII, p.294 (1876)
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In this echo of the old theme of the writer as workman, we 
see that the subject of a book, for Flaubert, was not 
necessarily the most important thing: form and style can 
have a value of their own. Thus the artist's work can itself 
be considered "comme une étude positive", (6o) in its own 
right. Even, then, if a book says nothing, the craftsman
ship of its composition could stand alone, on its own merit, 
as a worthwhile achievement.

It is interesting to compare this with the sentiments 
expressed by Turgenev in one of his prose poems. In The Cup,
written in January 1878, we see that in his view also, form
and style can be as important to the writer as ideas:

My feelings are all gloom and desolation. And yet 
I go out of my way to give polish and beauty to
them; I search for images and comparisons; I like
my phrases to be well constructed and take a spec
ial pleasure in the ring and harmony of words.
As zealously as any sculptor or goldsmith I fash
ion, carve and adorn to the best of my ability 
the very cup which holds the poison which I give 
myself. (61;

Here again, then, it is the careful work of the artist -
the arrangement, the polishing which goes into his piece,
which is emphasized - and this seems to have some positive
value, even if the ideas expressed are nothing but gloomy
desolation.

* * * * * * * * *

So despite the fundamental pessimism of Flaubert's 
and Turgenev's world view, there is one glimmer of a hope 
of salvation from the miseries of life. This does not lie

(60) This is the phrase which Henri GRAPPIN uses to describe 
Flaubert's view of the work of the artist in his article
*La Science dans l'esthétique de Flaubert*, in the Revue du 
Mois (1908) .
(61) Pol, sob, soch., vol.XIII, p.205
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in divine contemplation at the foot of a cross (an idea 
which both rejected at an early age), but rather in the 
achievement of a well ordered and hard-working life. And 
as we have seen, the sense of achievement will be all the 
greater if the work embarked on is artistic creation. For 
in a world where happiness cannot exist, this can bring 
at least the closest approximation that man can hope to 
aspire to. Flaubert can perhaps be said to be speaking for 
both of them when he wrote :

Non, je ne crois pas le bonheur possible, mais
bien la tranquillité. (62l

(62) Correspondance, vol.VI, p.441 (G.Sand, 1872)
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RUSSIAN QUOTATIONS FOR CHAPTER IX

(11) @ayoT:
KoEsaa, cKaay Teôe:

OjEO ydezaesEe b h e 6 c  a. Z8 onsTa nooaeaEEz roaos: 
ZE8EB E6 myTEa E E6 sadasa, x e 8 e l  aaze ae EacaazaeEze... 
ZE8EB TEzean# Tpya. OrpeaesEe, oTpeaeEEe nocTOEEEoe 
- EOT ee TaËEBË cMHca, ee paaraaaa: ae Ecnoaaeaae 
amdaMSI Mscae# a Me^jraaaâ, e e e  ds g e e  BOSBHEeaHH 
EE daaa, - EcnoaaeaEe aoara, b o t  o  E 6 m  caeayeT 
8adoTETBCE EcaoBeEy; ae aaaozEB aa ceda aene#, 
zeaesEHi aenefi aoara, ae MoxeT oa aoBra, ae aaaaa, 
ao Eoaaa csoero nonpama... ao cTsaao iemaTBca odaaaoM, 
Eoraa cypoBoe aaqo e c t e e h  raaayaa aaKoaea rede 
B raasa. (Goa. VII, 50)

(12) E.E.JHaMdepT:
3. TenepB 8aaaT doaBmom noBecTBm, b EOTopym aaHepea 
noaozETB Bcé', e t o  y aeaa ocTaaocB b ayme...Bor aaaeT, 
yaacTca aa? £ decnpecTaaao SozycB c m o e m e  aagaME - 
aaze b o  cae ax BEzy. (üacBMa III, 322)

(13) E.E.JïaMdepT:
y Meaa oraeaBaaa soaaaTEa b oraeaBaoM $aareae, a a 
MEoro padoTam aaa e o b h m  m o e m  poaaaoM. Bra padora 
OTBaeEaeT m o e  m h c z e  o t o  Bcero apyroro... (llECBMa III, 330)

(16) a^opaacEoe raesao:
Ha zeacEym amdoBB ymaa m o e  ayamae roaa. ...nycTB ze 
BHTpesBET Meaa aaecB CEyza, nycTB ycnoEOET Meaa, 
noaroTOBET E TOMy, ETodH E E yMoa ae enema aeaaTB 
aeao. (Goa. VII, 190)

(17) jÏBopaacEoe raeeao:

...ysaaaa adaasa, b pyzax h o e t e  aepzaa b o s m o z e o c t b  
caacTEE aa a cm z e s e b  -  oao aapyr acaesao; a Beat a 
B aoTepee...He daaaTB, t e e  ae daaaTB - a Eoaaeao. 
BosBMycB 8a aeao, cTEcaya ayda, aa a Beam cede MoaaaTB, 
daaro, Mae ae a nepasfi paa dpaTB ceda a pyza. (Goa. VII,

269)
( i s )  jlBopsHCKoe rm e .ao :

...TOT yze MOzeT dara aoaoaea, e t o  ae yTpaTaa sepa 
B aodpo, nacTOEECTBa aoaa, o x o t h  e  aeETeaBaocTE. 
JaapeEEE# aaea npaao dara aoBoaaasM: oa caeaaacE
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aeËGTBZTeaaso zopomzM x o s e e h o m , xeâcTBZTexBHO 
B H y v H x c E  n a x a T L  seMxio h T p y x u a c E  n e  Axa o x H o r o  c e d a . . .  
(Co?. VII, 293)

(19) HaKanyae:
Mae EazeTca, eto y Jï. (Hacapoa) oTToro tek acao aa 
Aymé, eto oa aeca OTxaaca caoeMy xeay, caoefi MevTe.
Hs aero eay BoaaoaaTaca? Kt o oTxaxca aeca...aeca... 
aeca.. TOMy ropa Maao,..He _a xoay: ra xoaeT.
(Coa. VIII, 83)

(2 0) Or as a xoth:
Tenepa aacTaxo Tasoe apesa, - xa a cxaaa dory! - 
ETo EazxHû xoazea codcTaeaasMa pyEasa nponaTaaae cede 
xocTaaaxa, aa xpyrax aeaero aaxearaca: aaxo Tpyxaraca 
caaoMy. (Coa. VIII, 318)

(29) Jîhm;
... a a cnpamaaam ceda, Mozer xa syzaaaa zara oxaom 
XBdoaam? He npacEyaaT xa oaa esy aazoaea, ae aaxoaer 
XH oa xeaTexaaocTE a ae dyxer xa oa aeaara aa t o ,  aTo 
ero OT aee o t b x o e x o ?  (Coa. IX, 302)

(30) ;Ibm:
H x y x  B a e M  O E p e n :  o a  c a o a a  o r a x  h o x o x h t b  a a
n p e z a e r o  J a T B a a o a a .  I l p a a x a ,  r p y c T a o e ,  r x y d o E O
saTaeaaoe a y a c T B o  ae aoxaxaxo ero aaxorxa...(Coa.IX,319)

(31) Ho b b :

Kasaxoca, aro, aorepaa BcaEym aaxezxy aa BsaaMaocTa 
co cTopoas Mapaaaas, oa yze aaaero ae zaxex, a t o x b e o  
xyaax o t o m ,  Eaz ds npaaaTaca aocEope# «sa xexo». 
(Coa. XII, 77-8)

(45) A.n.$axoGO$OBOË:
Bpeseaa nepeMeaaxacat Tenepa Basapoas ae avzas. Æia 
npexcToamefl odmecTBeaaofi xeaTexaaocTa ae ayzao aa 
ocodeaasx TaxaaTOB, aa xaze ocodeaaoro yaa - aaaero 
Epynaoro, Bsxaromeroca, c x h s e o m  aaxHBHxyaxaaoro', ayzao
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Tpyxoxmdze, Tepnenne,.•.HyzHO...ae raymaTaca MexKOd 
a TeMaoË a xaze aasMeaaofi padoTH. (naoaaa X, 295)

(54)C.T.AKcaKoay:
Koxa nymEHHH a Poroxa Tpyxnxaca a nepexexaaaxa xecaTa 
pas esoa aenm, Tas yz aaa, Maxeaaaax xioxem, caa dor 
aexex. (llacaaa II, 305)

(61)KydOK:
...ropecTaa a desoTpaxas aoa vyaoTBa. H aezxy Tea 
a cTapamca npaxnTa aa dxecs a EpacaBOCTB, a amy 
odpasoB a cnpaBaeaaË; a ozpyrxax) aom peas, TemycB 
SBoaoa a cosByaaea cxob.

£, RaK BaxTexB, sas soxotsz xex aacTep, cTapaTaxBHO 
xenxs a BspessBam a BoaaecRa yRpamaa tot zydoR, b 
KOTopoa a caa ze noxHOnry cede orpaBy. (Coa. XIII, 205)
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CHAPTER X - Conclusion

"L'ineptie consiste à vouloir conclure."
FLAUBERT *

"...entre deux^hommes, il ne peut % 
avoir amitié étroite et solidarité 
qu'alors que leurs intelligences ont 
pris le contact." DE VOGUE **

That the friendship of Flaubert and Turgenev was 
close and meaningful is abundantly clear from the letters 
they exchanged over a period of nearly twenty years. Their 
'solidarity' as writers stems from the common ground of 
their literary aesthetic: a mutual dàsire to base their 
work on the same principles of impartiality and objectiv
ity.

The friendship of the two writers was founded, then, 
on the deep understanding between two men of the same 
generation who have undergone essentially comparable aesth
etic experiences. Both Flaubert and Turgenev began their 
literary careers under a strong Romantic influence, later 
moving in the direction of realism, yet neither was to 
renounce his love of form and style and of 'the Beautiful'.
So close were their views on literary and artistic matters, 
that as Digeon has said

Flaubert avait le sentiment, en écoutant parler 
"le Moscove", d'entendre enfin un homme de la 
même race que lui. (l)

That the two men were easily able to make contact 
on an intellectual level when they met in the 1860's is 
not surprising in view of the common experiences of their 
first forty years of life. As they grew up, they had read

*) Correspondance, vol.II, p.259 (Louis Bouilhet 1850)**) Le roman russe, p.vii 
l) DIGEON Claude, Le dernier visage de Flaubert. Paris 1946,p.60
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avidly the same authors, not only Byron and the Romantics, 
hut they had also made contact with the profound and 
universal genius of Shakespeare and Goethe. And although 
they were both fascinated by the colour and exoticism of 
Romanticism, it was the darker side, the suicides, the 
forces of destiny and the gloomy atmosphere that held the 
real attraction.

For the general pattern that emerges from an exam
ination of the experiences of Flaubert and Turgenev is one 
of a gradual process of disillusionment, culminating in 
the formation of a pessimistic philosophy. And this process 
has its roots in the very earliest period of their develop
ment as writers : that of literary imitation. But the 
transition from books to the experiences of real life seems 
to have done little to reverse the trend towards pessimism. 
Neither young writer could find - as some of their literary 
predecessors had done - a source of consolation and hope 
in the world of nature, which turned out to be, in their 
experience, at best cold, and at worst positively hostile. 
Both young men hoped that experience of love and intense 
involvement with their respective 'ideal* of womanhood 
might bring happiness. But at an early age, they were forced 
into the realization that this was indeed a vain hope. The 
literary works of Flaubert and Turgenev mirror this pessim
istic view of love, and deny the possibility of it being 
a source of happiness.

Neither writer found a sense of purpose in commit
ment to a particular political party or ideology. Although
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as young men they had been keenly interested in the events 
of 1848 in particular and the development of liberalism 
in general, only disappointment and disillusionment were 
to follow with the events of ensuing years. And although 
both Flaubert and Turgenev - as their correspondences 
show - kept abreast of the political affairs of their day, 
their pessimistic view of this aspect of human activity 
continued unrelieved. Their inability to place their faith 
in any one political doctrine can perhaps be best described 
as 'political atheism'.

And as with their attitudes to nature, love and 
politics, so too with that towards spiritual phenomena.
The work of both writers reveals a certain interest in the 
mysterious or supernatural. But neither Flaubert nor Tur
genev did more than simply flirt with these aspects of 
human experience, as they did not expect a solution to 
man's problems to come from extra-terrestial sources. For 
both had rejected religion as a source of help at an early 
stage. It was rather the darker or more mysterious work
ings of the human mind itself that they sought to under
stand more fully.

The culmination of these experiences comes in the 
expression of an unrelenting pessimism in their major novels, 
where we see the hopes and aspirations of one hero after 
another dashed to pieces by the trials of life. Happ
iness has little place in the literary works of Flaubert 
and Turgenev, except as an elusive ideal, ever to be 
striven after, yet never to be possessed in full.
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Yet the philosophy of life of Flaubert and Turgenev, 
as expressed in their works and letters, is not a completely 
negative one. There is one pale glimmer of hope: a hope 
not of achieving happiness, but of reaching a certain 
tranquillity. And this one way to salvation in the view of 
both writers lay along the path of hard work. An ordered 
and industrious existence seemed to be the only way of 
making some kind of sense of life. And the 'work* in quest
ion need not necessarily be manual labour, the writer's 
craftewould do just as well.

Although Flaubert and Turgenev were first and 
foremost creative artists, and shunned the idea of writing 
'romans à thèse', it is in this wealth of ideas. skilfully 
woven into the fabric of their novels, that the greatest 
parallels between the two writers lie. (2)

We may agree in principle with Sainte-Beuve's 
assertion in his novel Volupté:

Plus les choses écrites retracent avec fidélité 
un fait réel, un cas individuel de la vie, et 
çlus elles ont chance par là-même de ressembler 
a mille autres faits presque pareils que recèlent 
les humaines existences. (3)

implying that a realist novel - by virtue of its very real
ism - will be less original, and therefore likely to re
semble many other accounts of similar events. For indeed 
Flaubert and Turgenev can be ween to trace the events of 
real life in a manner largely parallel to that of many 
other contemporary novelists. But they manifestly transcend

(2) of. BE Vogué: "Les idées ne passent que dissimulées 
dans les mailles souples de la fiction; mais là elles 
passent toutes; et la fiction qui les abrite prend l'import
ance d'un traité doctrinal." (Le Roman russe, p.xi)
(3) Quoted from André VIAL, 'De Volupté à L'Education sent
imentale . vie et avatars de thèmes romanesques', R.H.L.F.. 
January-March (1957)pp.45-65.
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this category of general resemblances to be found between 
all realist writers. The very number of instances in which 
we can establish a coincidence of view and experience on 
the part of Flaubert and Turgenev must surely make them 
something of a special case in the field of comparative 
literature. The points of contact which contribute to 
the affinity of the minds of these two men were listed 
precisely and accurately by Guy de Maupassant. So let us 
leave this question of the close intellectual relation
ship between Flaubert and Turgenev with the conclusion of 
this mutual friend:

Des affinités de talent, de philosophie et 
d'esprit, des similitudes de goûts, de vie et 
de rêves, une conformité de tendances littér
aires, d'idéalisme exalté, d'admiration et d'ér
udition, mettaient entre eux tant de points de 
contact incessant. (4)

(4) MAUPASSANT Guy de, 'Souvenirs d'un après midi chez 
Gustave Flaubert', Le Gaulois. August 25rd. 1880.
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Flaubert. The Making of the Master. 
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Gustave Flaubert and the art of realism. 
London, 1956
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'Flaubert et le romantisme', Orbis 
Litterarum.vol.XII (1957),pp.129-145
'Le Cinquantenaire d'un livre:L'Education 
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JIzTepaTypzoe HacaeacTBo; to m 73
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Ezzra zepzaa; HezssecTzue npozszeaezza E.G.Typrezeza
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TOM 78

E.G.TyprezeB - zozze Marepzaaa z 
zocaeaozazza. MocEza. 19^7
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PoMaz H.C.Typrezeza «Pyann», MocEza- 14(3
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£MniK£H K.r.
c) Articles on Turgenev
i) In Russian
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